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Scanner shown is the new GT-6500 with optional transparency adaptor.
Desktop version of ChangeFSI supplied with scanner packages.
Scanned image editing software is available to allow colour balance to be
changed, image mixing and titling, cropping carried out, file format
conversion etc in the 24 bit domain.

The new, quality A4 Scanner packages from
Irlam Instruments start at just £875 rrp!

With glorious 24 bit, 16.7 million colour technol
ogy, the new Epson GT-6500 and GT-8000 flatbed
scanners produce high definition, professional
colour images.

Yet they also handle line art and 256 grayscale
images (for mono DTP and computer aided design)
with equal clarityand verve, with output resolutions
of up to 600 dpi on the GT-6500 and 800 dpi on the
GT-8000.

With the optional adaptor, 35mm slides, black
and white negatives and transparencies up to 5
inches square can be scanned.

The software part of the package is Pro-image
which renders, displays and compresses images
whilst multi-tasking with other applications.

Developed over several years Pro-image sup
ports the widest range of the file formats including
sprites with up to 256 colours or 256 grey levels
with Clear and industry standard compressed TIFF
and JPEG 24 bit files.

So to p-p-p-pick up this scandalously good offer
call 0895 811401 now.

Irlam Instruments Limited, Brunei Institute for Bioengineering,
Brunei University, Uxbridge, Middlesex, UB8 3PH, Telephone 0895 811401



Pixel perfect colour registration
a sheet feeder.

Any offers for a

fe only hope this magazine advert is as good!)

ColourSep will also benefit users of Artworks and other colo\
Please call for details.

ion software.

Dept B39,1 Kington road, West Kirby, WIRRAL, Merseyside, L48 5ET

Tel: 051-625 1006 Fax: 051-625 1007
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below. \ve have lots ot new activities starting this month. Our raw mm system has
been Installed, and the lightingsystem will be fantastic lor discos ana parties.

Everyone is welcome so why rot come along arc have a go? WeVe pleased lo be
offeringVie lollowing for thefirst time: \

J \ Junior Cisco every Friday leaturirg the latest sourds from our resident DJ
j Parent anc tocdier workout en Wednesday mornings

J Computer dub on Tuesday evenings

Activity

Junta tkti

Senior club

Parents

and

Timetable

Day and time

Monday* 6 to
7.30

Mondays 7.30 to
9 Fridays 6 to 9

Tuesday and
Friday mornings

Lcadtra

RM. AS

SS. MC

CWA. VvS

Recommended

•Ota

7 to 11

Birth to school
age. all

Started

now
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news from Colton Software

At last, the word processor the

Archimedes has been waiting for. A

program that's so easy to use you'll be

able to create great-looking documents

the first time you use it. The facilities

used most are in the button foar.-and the

status line gives you instant feedback.

Just click and drag in the ruler to set

margins and tabs; click on a button to

cut and paste - it's that easy.

Wordz has all the features you'd expect

from a state-of-the-art word processor.

The powerful style editor gives you

complete control over all aspects of

your text; font, spacing, margins, and

colour. Unparalleled control over tables

including dragging to resize columns

and rows. Speedy check-as-you-type

or whole document spell checking.

Import pictures and text from other

programs, including PipeDream.

Wordz is the first of a family of

programs which share the same easy

user interface and include dynamic

data linking. The spreadsheet Resultz

will be available in mid-1993.

Wordz costs E99+VAT. 7s it easy to

use? It's falling-off-a-log easy to use."

®
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COLTON software

2 Signet Court, Swanns Road,

Cambridge CB5 8LA

Telephone 0223 311881

Fax 0223 312010
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SOFTWARE
1o out of10English Triple R £19*
10 out of 10 Maths (Number) Triple r £19*
1st Word Plus Acorn £63*

- extra copy of manual Acorn vo £10

3d Construction Kit (not OS3.1) Domark £35
A3000 Technical Reference

Manual Acom vo £30
A4 Technical Reference Manual Acornvo £65
A5000 Technical Reference

Manual Acom vo £65
A540 Technical Guide Acom vo £65
Acheton / Kingdom of Hamil Toioiogika £17*
Accounts ACS £245
Adventure Playground, age 5-8 Storm £16
Aggressor Atomic £16
AirSupremacy Superior £17
Aldebaran ArcAngeis £29*
Alerion Dabs £13
Alien Invasion Dabs £13
All-inBoxing Dabs £13
Alpha-Base Clares £34
ALPS Adventure Language

Programming System Alpine £28
Amazing Ollie, age 4+ storm £14
Ancestry Minerva £59
ANSI C Release 4 User Guide Acorn VO £25
Arcade 3 Compilation Clares £12
ArcComm 2 Longman £49*
ArcDFS Dabs £22
ArcFAX David Pilling £19
Arcendium Dabs £13
Archimedes Assembly Language Dabsvo£15

- with disc £22
Archimedes First Steps Dabs vo£10
Archimedes Game Maker's Manual

Sigma V0£15
Architech ExpLAN £POA
Archway 2 Sim/ran £78
ArcLight /ice £40
ArcMonitor CIS £24
Arcol Desktop ExpLAN £49
Arcounts Manager Visionscan £295
ARC-PCB &fcon £99

- Professional Silicon £234
-Schematics Silicon £319

ArcSpell 1 Xawsr £29
ArcSpell 2 Xawer £29
Arcterm 7 Serial Port £64*
ARCtiCUlate FourthDim £21
ARCtist FourthDim £21
ArcTrivia Moray £21
Armadeus c/aros £59
Armadeus Sampler Board Clares £129
Artisan II Clares £43
Art Machine Pack 1 Topoiogika £39*
Art Machine Pack 2 Topoiogika £39*
Artworks CC " £139
Astro Topoiogika £35*
Atelier Mme/va £63
AUN/Level 4 Fileserver /icom £395
Avon & Murdac Topoiogika £16*

Ballarena Eterna £14
Bambuzle (not OS 3) /irxe £16
BASIC V Guide Dabs V0 £10
Battletank Minerva £8
BBC Basic Guide Acorn Vo£19

JANUARY 1993

Beginner's Guide to Wimp Programming
on the Archimedes Sigma V0£13

Birthday Present Topoiogika £POA
Black Angel Fourth Dim £24

Blaston Etoma £14

Blitz Arxe £17

BlowPipe Loading Edge £14
Bobby Blockhead vs

The Dark Planet Atomic £16
Bookstore, age 7-16 ESM £39

Break 147 & Superpool Fourth Dim £25*

Broadcast Loader Acom £63

Bubble Fair Etoma £14
Bug Hunter/ MoonDash Minerva £10
Bug Hunter in Space Minerva £10
Business Accounts Minerva £298

CableNews Lingenuity £136
CADet Minerva £136
Cartoon Collection MicroStudio £16
Cartoon Line Etoma £17
Casino Minerva £11
Castle of Dreams, age 9+ Storm £17
Cataclysm Fourth Dim £19
Caverns Minerva £10
C: A Dabhand Guide Dabs V0£14

- with disc £22
C Development System RISC £77
Chameleon (new version) 4mation £34
Charts & Graphs Computer Tutorial £17
ChartWell RISC £25
Chatter •Imation £35
Chequered Flag CIS £17

- Extra Circuits CIS £16
Chess 3D Micro Power £21
Children's Graphics Micro Studio £16

Chocks Away Fourth Dim £19«
- Compendium Fourth Dim £27*

- Extra Missions Fourth Dim £15
Chopper Force Fourth Dim £21
Christmas Adventure, age 5-8 Stomx £22
Chuck Rock Krisalis £19
Clip Art Graphics Factory

- Vol 1 (General), spritos £19
- Vol 2 (General) / Vol 3 (Animals) / Vol
4 (Sport) / Vol 5 (Characters) each £25

Clip Art Set 1, drawfiles Midnight £29
Clip Art Set 2, drawfiles Midnight £29
Coffee, age 9+ Storm £27
Colour Screen»Mac Human £90

- Arc/Mac Cable Human £24
ColourSep ICS £25

- site licence £60
Compression CC £35
Computer Basics Computer Tutorial £17'
Concept Designer Longman £23*
Conqueror Superior £17
Control Logo Longman £24*
Converta-Key Triple R £15
Cops Alpine £15
Corruption Magnetic £21
Countdown to Doom / Return to Doom /

Philosopher's Quest Topoiogika £25*
Craftshop 1 4mation £27
Craftshop 2 <tmation £27
Creator Alpine £31
Crisis CIS £12
Cross-32 Meta-Assembler Balldon £175

- manual for evaluation Baildon V0E15
Curves Topoiogika £39
Cyber Chess FourihDim £35

DataGraph Topoiogika £29
Datapower lota £145
DataVision Silicon £79
DataWord Triple R £15
DBEdit 4mation £28
Decorated Alphabet, sprites MicroStudio £17
Designer V.3 TechSolt £193
Designer Intro TechSolt £75
Designer's Graphics, draw/sprites

Micro Studio £16
DeskEdit2 RISC £27
Desktop Assembler Release 2 Acorn £119
Desktop C Release 4 Acom £185

HOW TO ORDER
VAT: UK and other EC customers please add 17.5% to prices, except for the zero-
rated items marked V0. EC customers quote VATnumber if any. Ours is 595 7258 84.

CARRIAGE IS FREE WITHIN MAINLAND UK IF YOU PAY ON ORDERING.

Overseas carriage: If you are paying by credit card we willadd airmail and insurance
at cost. Otherwise please add £6 (Europe) or at least £12 (elsewhere) for each software
item and send a pounds sterlingbank draft payable in England, or Eurocheques fornot
more than £100 each.

Credit cards are welcome. We do not charge your account until your order is fulfilled.
Your name and address must be as known to the credit card company. If you are
leavingan order on our answering machine please include your telephone number, the
expiry date of your card, and your calculation of the total payment due. We will make no
charge for credit card commission without informing you first.

Official orders are welcome. Payment is due in 14 days. Invoices are subject to
carriage and late payment charges.

Site licences are available for most products. Please check our prices.

All products, prices and specifications are offered in good faith and are subject to
change without notice. We process all orders immediately, but suppliers sometimes
keep us waiting.Goods are guaranteed but we do not supply them on approval.

Desktop Folio ESM £64
- Themes: Christmas, Editors, Maths,
Space, World War II each £22

Desktop Office V2 Minerva £95
Desktop Publishing on the Archimedes

Sigma V0£13
Desktop Thesaurus Rise £18
Detect-a-Pet, age 5-11 esm £49
DFS Reader " RISC £9
Disc Tree Mitre £38
DrawBender ics £15

- site licence £50
Draw Print & Plot Oak £37
Dreamwave EMR £34

Drop Ship Fourth Dim £15'
DTP Graphics 1 Mono, spritesAfero studio£15
DTP Graphics 2 Colour Micro studio £17
DTP Graphics combined Micro Studio £25
DTP Seeds 4mation vo £8

DTP Theme Packs, age 5-16 esm
- Christmas £35
- Editor's, Maths - each £29

Dungeon Fourth Dim £27

EasiWOrd PIUS Minerva £54
EasiWriter2 Icon £115

- Dictionaries: Danish / French /
German / Italian / Norwegian /
Spanish / Swedish / Welsh each £30

Einstein Ace £106
Elite Hybrid £32*
EluciData (OCR) irlam £155

- bought with Irlam Scanner £79
Enter the Realm Fourth Dim £18
Equasor cc £37*
Ethnic Borders 4mation £10

E-Type Compendium Fourth Dim £18
Euclid Ace £50
Eureka Longman £POA«
ExcellonDrill Silicon £63

Express Midnight £49
Eye for Spelling esm £35

Family Favourites (not OS 3) Minerva £11
Farmer Giles Computer Tutorial £16
Farmer Giles II Computer Tutorial £16
Fervour Clares £20
Film-Maker Silicon £63
Fine Racer Etema £14
Fireball II Xtra cis £12

First Impression Word Processing V0£28
First Words and Pictures Chaiksoft £23*
Flexifile Minerva £79
Flight Path, age 9+ storm £27
Flight Sim Toolkit simis £31
Flying Start II Mitre £86
Fontasy ics £25
Fontasy / DrawBender/ Placard

site licence £80
FontFX Data Store £9

- site licence £70
Font Pack - Newhall, Starter. Symbol

- each pack Acom £35
Font Pack 1 - Paladin, Swiss B,

Symbol B, Vogue Rise £47
Font Pack - Avant Garde, Bookman

Pembroke - each pack cc £24»
Freddy's Folly (not OS 3) Minerva £8
Freddy Teddy Topoiogika £19*

- Balloons &The Zoo Topoiogika £29»
- The Playground Topoiogika £29*
- The Puddle & The Wardrobe

Topoiogika £29*
Freddy Teddy's Adventure Topoiogika £19*
Fun School 2 Database

- age-6, age 6-8, age 8+ each £15
Fun School 3 Database

- age-5, age 5-7, age 8+ each £18
Fun School 4 Database

- age -5, age 5-7, age 7-11 each £20*

Galactic Dan Fourth Dim £19
Gammaplot Minerva £36
Gate Array Design System silicon £114
Genesis II Oak £99
Genesis Plus Oak £69
GerberPlot silicon £63
Giant Killer,age 10+ Topoiogika £29
Giant KillerSupport Disc Topoiogika £19
Gods Krisalis £24*
Good Impression Word Processing V0£27
GraphBox Minerva £55
GraphBox Professional Minerva £105
Graphic Writer Clares £24
Greetings Graphics, draw/sprites

MicroStudio £16
Gribbly's Day Out Coin-Age £19
GridIT Widgit £30
Grievous Bodily'ARM Fourth Dim £18

HardDisc Companion Rise £45
Hearsay II Rise £69*
HelixBasic pdk £64«
History Costume, sprites Micro studio £16
Holed Out Compendium Fourth Dim £21
Home Accounts Minerva £34
Hostages Superior £14

HotLinkPresenterunpen^El 9
House of Numbers Chaiksoft £20
Hoverbod (not OS 3) Minerva £11»
Hyperbook Electronic Library

(including Reader) Longman £109
Hyperbook Reader Longman £47

Ibix the Viking (not OS3) Minerva £11
PCSWI Baildon £15

- bought with Oddule £5
Illusionist Clares £69

Illustrators' Graphics, draw/sprites
MicroStudio £16

Image Animator iota £68
Image OCR iota £POA
Image Outliner iota £72
Imagery Palette Studio £75
Imagine Topoiogika £44*
Impact! Circle £47
Impact! Demo Circle £2
Impression cc £123

- network version £650
- site licence £545
- extra hardware key for sites only £15
- extra manual for sites only vo £8

Impression Borders cc £19
Impression Business Supplement CC £39
Impression Junior cc £64«

- site licence £435

- extra manual for sites only vo £7
Insight Longman £68
Instigator Dabs £39
Interdictor 2 Clares £25
Investigator 2 (not OS 3) Leading Edge £22
IronLord UBisott £14
Isle OfWight Computer Tutorial £20*

Jahangir Khan World
Championship Squash Krisalis £19

James Pond Krisalis £19
Jet Fighter Minerva £10*
Jiglet 4mation £25
Jigsaw 4mation £27
Junior Database iota £45
Junior PinPoint Longman £23

Karma Periscope £21
Kerbang Etema £12
Keyboard Player Chaiksoit £17
Keylink Prolog Keyiink £69
Kid Pix ESM £35
Knowledge Organiser Clares £42
Krisalis Compilation Krisalis £23*

Landmarks - 1940, Aztecs, Civil War,
Columbus, Egypt, Elizabeth I, Rainforest,
Victorians - each Longman £19

Last Days of Doom / Hezarin Topoiogika £17*
Last Ninja Superior £19
Legend of the Lost Temple (not OS 3)

Etema £19*

Lemmings Krisalis £19
Letters and Pictures Chaiksott £20
Linkword - French, German, Spanish

- each Minerva £37*
LISP Acorn £145
Little Red Riding Hood, age 5-8 Selective £15
Logistix Acom £77
Logo Longman £55
LogoPIOtter Longman £19
Lotus Turbo Challenge 2 Krisalis £19

Maddingly Hall Minerva £11«
Mad Professor Mariarti Krisalis £15

Magpie Longman £40*
Mah-Jong European - The Game CIS £19
Mah-Jong Patience cis £15
Mailshot Minerva £27
Manchester United Europe Krisalis £19
Manchester United Football Club Krisalis £19
Maps and Landscapes 1 Chaiksoft £19
Maps and Landscapes 2 Chaiksott £19
Mark Master Chaiksoft £67
Master Break Superior £14
Masterfile (Version 3) Rise £49
Maths Sieve Computer Tutorial £16
Mazes, drawfiles Microstudio £16
Memory Magic as £12
Mental Maths cis £15
MicroDrive 2 cis £25
MicroDrive Designer cis £34
MicroSpell 3.XX David Pilling £5
Micro Trader Accounts pres £270
MiG-29 Superfulcrum Domark £29
MilitaryHistory, sprites Micro studio £16
Minotaur Minerva £8
Missile Control Minerva £8
Mogul Ace £20
Money Matters Triple R £15
Movaword Chaiksoit £17
MultiFS Arxe £27
Mullistore version II Minena £175

Nature Graphics, draw/sprites
MicroStudio £16

Navigator Topoiogika £39»
Nebulus Krisalis £19
Nevryon Fourth Dim £16
Newton Longman £19«
No Excuses Arcana £21
Nominal Ledger Minerva £78
Noot 4mation £43
Notate Longman £49
Note Invaders Chaiksoit £20
Numbers and Pictures Chaiksoft £20
Numerator Longman £60
Numerator Chaos Longman £18*

Oh No! More Lemmings
(requires Lemmings) Knsaiis £15

Ollie Octopus' Sketchpad, age 4+ storm £14
Omar Sharif's Bridge Krisalis £23
Order Processing/Invoicing Minerva £78
Orion Minerva £11*
Orrery Spacetech £93
Ovation Rise £85
Overload Clares £13

Pacmania Domark £16
Padlock ics £10

- site licence £30



Pandora's Box Fourth Dim £21
Pappus Computer Tutorial £17*
Paradroid Arc Coin-Agc £21
PC Access Minerva £19
PC Emulator 1.8 Acom £95
Pendown Longman £47
Pendown Etoile Longman £50
PendOWn Outline Fonts Longman £19
Pendown Plus Longman £68
Personal Accounts Apricote £29
Pesky Muskrats Coin-Age £19
Picture Book Triple R £15
Picture It! /fcpian. £29*

- Topic discs each £9*
PinPoint Longman £65

- site licence £390

PipeDream 3 Cotton £118
PipeDream4 cotton £146
PipeDriver Dot 1 ics £10
Pipe Mania Empire £18
Pirate, age 8-14 Chaiksoit £19
Placard ics £10

- site licence £30

Plague Planet Alpine £13
Play Back Rise £19
Podd ESM £25

Poizone Etoma £14

Polyominoes Toopoiogika £29
Populous Krisafe £22
Poster 4malion £75

Powerband Fourth Dim £19*
PowerROUTER S/fcon £159
Prehistoric Animals, sprites Micro Studio £16
Premier Cfwto £71

- DataBase Circle £25

- WordProc Circle £25
Presenter GTi Ungenuity £66*

PrimeArt m™™ £49
PrimeWord Minerva £55

Printer Drivers, RISC OS:
BJ10exTurboDriver+Cable cc £42
BJC800 TurboDriver + Cable CC £89
CA (Canon PW1080A), CC (ColourCel).

HP (HP Colour), JX (Epson / Star /
Citizen colour) -each Ace £15

Deskjet 500C, Epson / Star colour
-each Rise £15

IPrinters upgrade Ace £25
ProDrivers: Epson ESC-P2, Canon LBP,
HP Colour -each Ace £37*

Pro Artisan Clares £70

ProCAD Minerva £489
Programming in ANSI Standard C

on the Archimedes Sigma vo£15«
Prophet (requires 2 Mb) Apricote £153*
Prophet Demo Apricote £10
Protext Amor £114
PrOVOCatOr Computer Tutorial £15
Puncman1and2 chaiksoit £16
Puncman3and4 Chaiksoit £16
Puncman5to7 Chaiksoit £17
Punctuate Xavier £31
Punctuate! Topoiogika £29*
Purchase Ledger Minerva £78

Quest forGold Krisalis £18
QuicKey ICS £15

- site licence £45

Real McCoy 2 Fourth Dim £24
Real McCoy 3 Fourth Dim £24
Redshift Minerva £11
Render Bender I Clares £55
Render Bender II Clares £85
Reporter Minerva £29
Repton 3 Superior £14
Revelation 1 Longman £39*
Revelation 2 Longman £76*
Revelation 2 CD Rom Longman £99*
Revelation ImagePro Longman £127
Reversals Chaiksoft £17

Rhapsody 2 Ctores £45
Rhythm-Bed c/aros £39*
RiscBASIC Compiler Silicon £79
RiscForth Compiler a/icon £79
Rise OS Companion Vol 1 Oak vo £49
Rise OS Extras 1992 Acom £9
Rise OS Programmer's

Reference Manual Acom vo £79
Rise OS Style Guide Acom vo £11
RoboLogo Silicon £39
Round the World Yacht Race, age 9+

Storm £29

Sales Ledger Minerva £78
Saloon Cars Deluxe Fourth Dim £24

- Deluxe Extra Courses Fourth Dim £16
Schema Clares £89
Science, drawfiles Microstudio £25
Score Draw Clares £45
Scorewriter emr

- PMS Dot matrix, Version 1 £127
- PMS Dot matrix, Version 2 £147

- PMS PostScript £422
ScreenPlay widgit £35
ScreenTurtle Topoiogika £44*
Search and Rescue, age 9+ storm £27
Seashore Guide, drawfiles Micro studio £16
Sesame Street Electric Crayon

- Letters for You £16
- Numbers Count £16

SFXM CIS £42
ShapeFX DataStore £10
ShareHolder silicon £106
ShareHolder Professional silicon £234
ShowPage CC £149
Shylock Gnomes, age 10-15 Selective £19
Sim City Krisalis £19
SkyHunter Longman £22*
smArt 4mation £50
smArt Aliens, Animals, Dinosaurs, Egypt,

Faces", Fantasy, Fashion, Fiddles &
Drums, Heraldry, Homes", Leisure", Look
Smart, Smartoons, Trees and Gardens
"Please specify English, French, German,
Spanish or Welsh -each 4mation £15

smArtFiler 4malion £32

smArt Modern Languages 4mation £19
Smudge the Spaniel, age 4-8 storm £22
Snippet (new version) 4mation £35
Soapbox Xavier £34
SolidCAD Silicon £79
SolidsRender silicon £79
SolidTools Silicon £234

Sound Engineer emr £69
Spark David Pilling £5
SparkFS David Pilling £20
Sparkle Moriey £59
Special ics £10

- site licence £30
Speech! Superior £14
Spelling week-by-week Chaiksoft £22
Spheres of Chaos Matt Black £20*
Splice Ace £29
Spooler Computer Tutorial £9*
Sporting Triangles CDS £20
Sports Day Selective £22
SpriteEd Computer Tutorial £17*
SpySnatcher Topoiogika £12'
Square Route ComputerEyes £16
Stock Management Minerva £78
StOCkPack Topoiogika £39
Studio24Plus Version 2, age 11+ emr £149
Studio24Plus Version 3, age 12+ emr £210
SuperDump silicon £20
Superior Golf Superior £14
SuperPlot s/fcoo £20
Supersounds cis £15
Supersounds 2 c/s £12
Swiv Krisalis £19
System Delta Plus II Minerva £50

- Reference Guide Minerva vo £25

Tabs
Tactic
Talisman
Talking Pictures
Target Maths
TechWriter

Thinklink

Thundermonk

Tiles

Timetabler
Time Traveller

ExpLAN £95
Etema £15

Minerva £11*

Wyddta £POA
Triple R £15
/con £200

Xavier £29
Minerva £11*

Brain Games £16*

Minerva £549

ESM

-Britain Since the 1930s £27

- The Victorians £POA
TimeWatch Mitre £24
TinyLogo/Draw Topoiogika £34*
TinyPuzzle Topoiogika £24'
Titler c/ares £120
Toolkit PIUS C/ares £35
Tools Graphics, drawfiles Micro studio £23
Top Banana Hex £19
Touch Type iota £39
Tower of Babel Cygnus £17
Trace DavidPiV/mg £5
Tracer Midnight £46
Tracker Leading Edge £37
Transport, drawfiles M/cro s/ud/o £25
Trivial Pursuit Domark £22
Turbo Type CIS £20
Tween /ice £26
Twin Acom £24
Twin World UBiSoft £14
TWO (Task and Window Organiser) ics £15

- site licence £60
TypeStudio Rise £43
Utility Disc 1 DataStore £8
UtilityDisc 2 Data Store £13
UtilityDisc 3 Data Store £7
Utility Collection DataStore £21
Vector Amation £75

View»Mac3 Human - £65
- Arc/Mac Cable Human £24

Vox Box Clares £47

Waterloo (not OS3.1) Turcan £22'
Whale Adventure Topoiogika £26*
Whale Facts Topoiogika £34*
Wimp Game Fourth Dim £15*
WindowEd Armon £27
Words and Pictures chaiksott £17
WordWorks CC £38
Wordz Coiton £POA
World Championship Boxing Manager

Krisalis £18'

World Geography Maps, drawM/cro Siud/o£23
World Map Study, age 7-16 ESM £42
Worldscape Leading Edge £16
World Wildlife, sprites Micro Studio £16
Worra Battle Oak £14
WorraCAD Oak £83

X-Fire FoudhDim £21

Yacht 1 Computer Tutorial £49*
Yacht 7 Computer Tutorial £94*

Z88: ADabhandGuide Dabs vo£15
Z88 PipeDream Guide Dabs vo£15
Zarch Superior £14
Zelanites (not OS 3) Micro Power £16

HARDWARE
A3010 1MB FD Family Solution Acom £420

Family Solution + ideA'92
Special price when you buy an A3010 with
an ICS internal hard disc upgrade:
- Family Solution + 20 Mb hard disc £599
- Family Solution + 60 Mb hard disc £699
- Family Solution + 80 Mb hard disc £759
- Family Solution + 120 Mb hard disc £859

A3010 2MB FD Learning Curve with Monitor
Acom £675

- as above + JP150 Printer £889
A3020 2MB FD Acom £749

A3020 2MB HD60 Acom £899
A4 2MBFD Acom £1395
A4 4MB HD60 with free PC Emulator 1.8

until Christmas Acorn £1695
A4 4MBHD80 Acom £1795
A4 4MBHD120 Acorn £1895
A4 Extra Battery Pack Acorn £50
A4 Shoulder Bag Acom £35
A4000 2MB HD80 Acom £945

- as above + Home Office £995

A5000 2MB HD80 Multiscan Acorn £1395
- as above + Learning Curve £1455

Pocket Book Acom £212

MISCELLANEOUS. . .
386 PC Expansion Card 25 MHz Aioph One

- 1 Mb £374
- 4 Mb £468

486 PC Expansion Card Aioph One
- 1 Mb £463
- 4 Mb £557

4-slot 4-layer Backplane IFEL £57
9060S Monitor Eizo £450
A300/400 Fan kit ICS £15
A310 RISC OS Carrier Board t IFEL £21 •
A5000 Fitting Kitfor second hard disc

ICS £15
Arckey Function KeyStrip Holder ics vo £3

-pack of 4 vo£10
ArcNET ACS £69
ARM3 $ Aleph One/IFEL £175
ColourCard cc £238
Dongle Dangle with screw fittings ics £6
Fan filters (pack of 10) (not A5000) ics £6
FaxPack cc £289
Floppy Discs, 10 x 3'/?" High Density £10
G8 Plus Sfato £238-
G8 Plus Video Switch State £23*
G8 Professional stato £348
HiPoint Mouse for A4 Genius £49
Micro Mouse Clares £26
Monitor Stand for A3000 ics £21
Podule Case for A3000 £16
RISC OS 3 Upgrade Acom £41

- Bulk package Acorn £335
-A5000 Acom £17

Seal 'n Type spill-proof Keyboard Covers
- Archimedes / A5000 Kador £14
-A3000 Kador £14

TouchWindow Undis £234
Whisper Fan Quietener

(for A300/A400 series only) ics £15

PC PRODUCTS . . .

AnDi Oddule a****. £30
l2C Adaptor (needed unless you

already have an PC socket) Baildon £10
SEE US AT THE BETT SHOW - OLYMPIA - 20TH-23RD JANUARY

PC SWI (enhanced IIC_Control) Baildon £15
- bought with Oddule £5

MEMORY. . .

Fitting extra unless otherwise stated
f Fittingeasy f Fittingneeds expertise

A3000 2 Mb Non-upgradable t ifel £41
A3000 2 Mb Upgradable t ifel £45
A3000 4Mbf AlomwideAFEL £110
A3010 1-2Mb £49

A310 2 Mb Upgradable soldered t ifel £88
-asabove + MEMCIa £124
-as above+ MEMC1a +fitting £154

A310 4 Mb soldered + MEMCIa %ifel £180
- as above + fitting £210

A5000 2-4 Mb Non-upgradablet/itommde £85
A5000 2-4 Mb Upgradable t ifel £85
A5000 2-8 Mb including fitting Atomwide £500
A5000 4-8 Mb including fitting Atomwido £391
A540 4 Mb t ,4tomivrde£POA»

PRINTERS . . .

ArcLaser 300-6 Caiiigraph £895
ArcServer 300-8 Caiiigraph £985
Bubble Jet BJ-10ex Canon £187
Bubble Jet BJ-10ex + TurboDriver

CanorvCC £219
Bubble Jet BJ-20 Canon £255
Bubble Jet BJ-300 Canon £299
Bubble Jet BJ-330 Canon £405

Bubble Jet BJC-800 + TurboDriver
Canon/CC £1499

DeskJet 500 Hewlett-Packard £299
DeskJet 500C Hewlett-Packard £375
DeskJet 550 Hewlett-Packard £475
Laser Direct HiRes4 with 50-sheet tray

cc £899

- 250-sheet Paper Cassette £99
Laser Direct HiRes8 cc £1280
Laser Direct LBP-4 Card cc £325
LBP-4 Canon £659

Refill toner cartridge for Canon EPS £50
New toner cartridge for Canon LBP-4 £59

SCANNERS, DIGITISERS . . .
ArcScanner including Epson GT-4000

C/ares £1660

Colour Converter undis £145
FaxScan Spacetech £94
HawkV9 WildVision £199

- A3000 version Wild Vision £278

iMage (Sharp JX-100) Mam
- for A5000 £490

- for other computers £589
Image Scanner lota £383

- Colour Upgrade Kit iota £239*
- Fast Parallel Card lota £98

i-Scan 200 Irlam £539
i-Scan 400 Mam £589
Pineapple Colour Video Digitiser

Pineapple £195
-A3000 boxed Pineapple £230

Prolmage (Epson GT6000) /dam
- for A5000 £989
- for other computers £1089

Scan-Light A4 cc £277
- with Sheet Feeder cc £360

Scan-Light 256 cc £190
- A3000 internal CC £190

Scan-Light Professional cc £565
- as above + SCSI interface cc £699

Snapshot Colour Video Digitiser
Lingenuity £195

- A3000 version Lingenuity £275
Spectra RISC £545

- A3000 Internal Rise £545
- A3000 External RISC £565

Vision Digitiser HCCS
- Mono £47
- Colour £79
- A3000 External Mono £62
- A3000 External Colour £92
- A3000 Internal Mono £49
- A3000 Internal Colour £79

AUTHORISED ACORN DEALER ICS (Ian Copestake Limited)
Dept B39,1 Kington road, West Kirby, WIRRAL, Merseyside, L48 5ET

Tel: 051-625 1006 Fax: 051-625 1007
E&OE D61 92DE13 LICENSED CREDIT BROKER
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lfif% Jl!fOtO is me name ofa new generation ofIDE interfc
lUGM &£ compatible with RISC OS 2, 3and 3.1. Unli
Hard Disc Upgrades from ICS will fit neatly inside the new A3

With background mode operation, even our 8-bit A3000 Serie
producing speeds in excess of 1 Mb/sec with certain hard discs,
with our 16-bit interfaces. Compare that with the competition!

Not one, not two, but three levels of password protection provi
data really deserve.

Hard discs can have so they appear as separate drives, with dif
protection levels if required,

Almost is possible via the I2C port which most of ou
always included as standard.

A3000 Series Internal 21/2" Upgrade*
or A300/400/500 21/2" 'Hard Card'*
*These are different products - please specify which you require

A300/400/500 31/2" Internal Upgrade

20MbAJJr)E2H
60 Mb X T/ £349
80 Mb £449

120 Mb £549

40 Mb -* £210

80 Mb £275

100 Mb £305

200 Mb £499

340 Mb £775

A very special offer from ICS!
A3010 'Family Solution' + 20 Mb Hard Disc
As above with 2 Mb ram

£599

£645

ICS has always led the field in IDE systems for Acorn computers. You can buy our products with
confidence, either direct from us or from any Acorn dealer who values quality as well as price.
The above examples of our range are all available as this goes to press, and include all the ideA'92
features. External options are also available, but may not yet include all the features described.
Please contact us for the latest information.

Prices are for complete upgrade kits and exclude VAT. Carriage is free on UK prepaid orders.

ICS (Ian Copestake Limited)
Dept B39,1 Kington road, West Kirby, WIRRAL, Merseyside, L48 5ET

Tel: 051-625 1006 Fax: 051-625 1007



NEWS

ACORN GOES FOR VIDEO GOLD
THE FIRST interactive compu
ter game incorporating lull
motion video (FMV) clips
stored on floppy disc was
recently exhibited by Acorn at
ihe Gamesmaster Live show in

Birmingham. The FMV
system used is Acorn Replay,
which has real-time video

decompression running in soft
ware. Replay will run on
practically any Rise-based
Acorn with 2Mb of Ram.

The game is an updated ver
sion of Quest for Gold and the
Replay clips include alhlelcs
Linford Christie, Colin Jack
son and Fatima Whitbread

'interacting' with players.
Acorn's consumer sales and

marketing manager. Richard
Percy, thinks Replay clips
could well form the basis for a

new generation of games:
'Replay will add a sense of
realism to games, undreamed
of by today's programmers,
which will even surpass the
capability of the dramatic, but
expensive. Laserdisc-based
arcade games.'

That's very optimistic talk;
Replay display quality is not
comparable with videodisc.
But it is certainly relevant that
you don't need an expensive
CD-Rom or Laserdisc player
lo view Replay FMV clips.

Seriously Bad:Acorn's custom exhibition trailer

Percy continued: "This system
has enormous potential.
Games running only from
floppy discs will be dramati
cally improved, while the
capability of games running
from hard discs will take on a

totally new dimension."
# Underlining Acorn's most
determined effort to date to

break into the home and

leisure computer scene, the
company displayed a substan
tial presence at the Gamesmas
ter Live show.

The centre-piece of Acorn's
exhibit was Seriously Bad: a

ARM STRIKES BACK
IN A response to Intel's suc
cessful slogan 'Intel Inside';
Arm Ltd has come up with a
similar campaign. Arm Ltd's
logo (right) is to be attached to
any products using Arm chips.
• At Arm Ltd's Comdex bash
we reported on last month,
representatives from Arm chip
makers GEC Plessey Semicon
ductors (GPS) and VLSI
Technology were discussing
faster Arm600-series chips;
0.8 micron 30MHz Arm61()s

will be available soon.

Acorn has yet to announce
any products based on ArmoOO
chips, but two key letters of
the alphabet seem to be stir
ring up the grapevine: 'NT':
Microsoft's up and coming 32-
bit platform-independent ver
sion of Windows.

ARM
TM

A few more Arm applications
have recently come lo light.
Philips is using Arm technol
ogy in a new range of video
telephones. VLSI Technology
says it will apply Arm chips in
the field of fuzzy logic control
solutions. Meanwhile an

unnamed company has inte
grated an Arm6 macrocell into
a custom chip to be used in a
satellite TV downlink unit.

custom exhibition trailer sur

rounded by a large games
arcade featuring the latest
Acorn computers. Another
attraction of the show was the

now-familiar Quest for Gold
Challenge.

Acorn's consumer marketing
manager, Simon Lovesey,
said: 'Wc believe that our pre
sence at this show will

improve the credibility of our
computers among the game-
playing fraternity and open
their eyes to the other features
that should be available to

home computer users."

A LA MODE
STATE Machine's G8 graphics
cards now have a bundle of

new screen modes, plus a fix
for a compatibility problem
with certain microprocessor
controlled Eizo monitors.

The new screen modes

include custom modes for Eizo

9060 and Acorn AKF18 moni

tor users which reduce or

eliminate the need for knob-

twiddling to reposition the dis
play when changing screen
modes. There are also addi

tional screen modes with very
high logical resolutions; for
example 1152x848 (up to 256
colours). 1600x1200 or

1280x1024 (up to 16 colours),
yet these remain compatible
with standard multi-scanning
monitors like the Acorn

AKFI8.

NEWS IN BRIEF

• Cleveland-based Lynsoft has
produced a low-costplayable
demo version of its new text

adventure The Survivor. The pro
gram normally costs £9.99 but
the demo version is available for

£1.95 including postage. Formore
details, contact Lynsoftat 23
Coral Street, Saltburn, Cleveland
TS121DB.

• The Health &Safety Commis
sion has published new regula
tions concerning the use of
computers in places of work.
From 1 January, employers will
be obliged to assess the worksta
tions provided for employees and
ensure that equipment meets
newly published guidelines.

Workstation users will also

have rights to regular breaks or
changes of activity away from
their computer workstations as
well as be able to request free
eyesight checks. Forfull details of
the new H&SC regulations see
Display Screen Equipment Work:
Guidance on Regulations (ISBN 0-
11-886331-2), available from

HMSO or booksellers priced £5.

• AceComputing has announced
Rise OS 3.1 printer drivers for the
new Hewlett-Packard DeskJet

550Ccolour ink-jet printer, which
was one of the recent BAU Show

hits. Ace's new PROdriver 550C

takes full advantage of the new
printer's added blank ink cartri
dge for superior black print.

Colourprints only require a
single pass, though there is an
option to mix black with colour
print in two passes. The new
driver is £47+VAT and P&P. For

further details contact Ace Com

puting at (0223)462212.

• The Electronic Font Foundry
(EFF) is now charging 30 percent
less for its Rise OS 2 fonts.

According to EFF, the price reduc
tion was introduced because all

of its 500+ fonts are now avail

able in the new Rise OS 3.1 auto-

kerning format jointly developed
by the EFF and Acorn. However
those looking to cut costs can still
use Rise OS 2 fonts with Rise OS

3.1 and manually kern characters
when necessary. Rise OS2 fonts
start at £1.40 each in packs with
RiseOS 3.1 versions starting at
£2.20. EFF: Tel: (0344) 28698.
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THE BEST PROGRAM AND TEXT EDITOR FOR THE ARC
HAS JUST GOT A LOT BETTER

DeskEdit2
A majornew release of thepopular andpoxverful editor
DeskEdit brings a whole toolkit offeatures that will assist
all programmers, whethernovice or experienced, and whether
usingBasicor C- and all within Acorn's poxverful multi
tasking RISC OS Desktop. There is a lotfor textusers too.

New features include:

• Basic program Renumber - including
partial renumber and marked sections.

• Basic Program Indenter - indents Basic
programs after IF THEN, REPEAT, FOR etc.

• Basic Abbreviations - all Basic V's
several hundred abbreviations are
implemented).

• Programmer's Calculator - a powerful
calculator especially designed for handling
bits and bytes.

• Multi-purpose Browsers - an easy to use
browser window containing a list of finds.
Clickingon any one of these will take you
to the corresponding place in your file.

• Throwback is fully implemented so
DeskEdit can respond to messages from C
compilers etc.

• IFIND- DeskEdit comes with a powerful
stand-alone Acom application called Find,
which can find text strings in a whole group
of files, just given a wildcarded filename.

• Extended Saves - DeskEdit 2 can save a
special data filewith the position of the
caret, wordwrap correctly set and markers

DeskEdit 2 (disc, new manual, keystrl and quick
reference card) PDE2b £31.95 Inc + £2 p&p
DeskEdit 2 Upgrade CodePDEXa £9.95 Inc + £2

pr:r~
IB^PI^"'™''^^^^3*^

:¥lA2=fiFE-'••••• / ..:,-

All this ofcount is in
addition to thefeettmsthat
have made DeskEdit so
popular among usersofAcorn
machines,andwhich resulted
inglowingreviews whenit
wasfirst launched a yearago.
INFACTDESKEDTTIS SO
GOOD THATIT1S USED
WITHINACORNITSELF!

user
RISC User, the highly popular magazine for Archimedes users, is bigger

and better. The newRISC User is now B5 size which offers a sophisticated
design, bigger colour illustrations and bigger pages with moreinformation.

Altogether bettervalue and no increase in price.

RISC User isstilla convenient size to assemble into an easy-to-use reference
ibrary, containing all the information you need as an Archimedes user. Every

issue of RISC User offers a wealth of articles and programs with professionally
written reviews, lively news, helpand advice for beginners and experienced users,

and items of home entertainment. Altogether RISC User hasestablished a
reputation for accurate, objective and informedarticles of real

practical use to all users of Acorn'srange of RISC computers.

R/SG Ofter* Disc The RISC User magazine disc is widely
acclaimed as the bestmagazine discavailable for Acorn computers.

Each disc is packed with original software of the highest quality, fully
tested andsupported byour ownstaffplus all theprograms from the

magazine.

Uiscomts RISC Developments is also well known for its range of
professional software and hardware. As a RISC User subscriber you will

receive at least 15%offany RISC Developments' software and 5% off RISC
Developments' hardware, and this listof products isconstantly growing.

Ayear's subscription to RISC User is£19.90 for the first year and only £18.40 for
a renewal. (Overseas: £29 Europe, £38 Americas and Africa, £41 Elsewhere).

L. Wimp Programming for
All on Acorn RISC ComputersNEW

book byLee Calcraft
and Alan Wrigley

This new book provides
programmers with a complete
introduction to all the techniques

involved in writing multi-taskingWimp programs to run within the RISC
OS Desktop environment. No prior knowledge of the Wimpis assumed
and the tutorial style of the book will enable all programmers to
understand the concepts involved and to develop theirskills in writing
high quality programs within the Desktop environment.

The book consists of ten main chapters
and a number of appendices:

I Chapter 1: Introducing the Wimp
I Chapter 2: Windows
I Chapter 3: The Wimp Poll Loop
I Chapter 4: Error Handling
I Chapter 5: Icons
I Chapter 6: Menus
I Chapter 7: Redrawing Windows
I Chapter 8: The Wimp Message System, Loading and Saving Data
I Chapter 9: Templates
I Chapter 10: Printer Drivers and Outline Fonts

I Appendix A: Indirection Operators
I Appendix B: Application Resources
I Appendix C: Setting up a sprite area
I Appendix D: The Wimp Programmer's Toolkit
• Appendix E: SWI calls described in this book

To support the book there will is a disc containing all the programs as
listed within the book, together with additional supporting applications.

Wimp Programming for All book
Wimp Programming lor All disc

Code BK12

Code BK13
£12.95 inc + £2p&p

£4.95 inc + £1 p&p

RISC Developments Ltd. 117 Hatfield Road, StAlbans, Herts AL1 4JS. Tel. 0727 40303 Fax 0727 860263



MINERVA MAKES MORE OF ITSELF
MINERVA Software's new

PrimeWord word processor,
which uses Rise OS fouls, will

be formally launched at the
BETT Show.

PrimeWord is aimed at the

low-cost end of the Acorn

word processor market but,
unlike 1st Word Plus or Min

erva's other budget offering.
EasiWord, Prime Word has a
more comprehensive Rise OS
feel, with features like support
for Rise OS fonts, graphics
importation and so on. Prime-
Word includes a spelling
checker and a feature that lets

the user customise the pro
gram. PrimeWord is £59+VAT
or £236 for a site license.

ProCAD is the latest

computer-aided design pack
age from Minerva and follows
the launch of CADet at the

BAU show last October. Pro

CAD is described as a very
comprehensive and fast
draughting package suitable
for students. The DXF file for

mat, widely used in PC-based
Cad programs like AutoCAD is
fully supported. ProCAD is
£495+vat; education price:
£395+vat.
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PrimeMover is aimed at making sprite

Yel another new product is
PrimeMover, a Rise OS com

pliant sprite animator. Pri
meMover features a simple-to-
understand user interface, yet
it has some powerful features.
For example, you can preset
the path that you want a sprite
to traverse and Prime-Mover

does the rest. Minerva says the
package is truly cross-curricu-
lar and has uses in areas from

arts and graphics departments

;-;--.--'r-- >>-:•'•-
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movement simple

to sciences. A price is yet to be
announced.

Finally, a new version of
Ancestry - the genealogy pro
gram - has been released. An
improved print preview has
been developed and the anti-
piracy system which required
the original program disc to be
present has been abandoned.
Upgrades are available for
E10+VAT. Minerva can be

contacted on (0392) 421762.

CUMANA BUNDLES UP ACORN'S IT
PERIN'S Community School
at Arlesford near Winchester

recently opened its new
purpose-built IT suite, hous
ing no less than 32 brand-new
Acorn A3020 Rise computers.

The school already has 30
older Archimedes computers,
and all of these are to be

upgraded with Rise OS 3.1.
Perin's head of IT, Margaret
Goodwin, said: 'Not only have
IT advisors in the area been

recommending Acorn's
machines to us, but they are
also extremely popular with
the teachers because they are
so user-friendly.'

Answering the oft-asked
question of why computers
more representative of those
used in offices today, PCs for
example, weren't chosen, Mar
garet Goodwin said: 'Because
Acorn computers are at the
forefront of technological
development, we felt it would
be short-sighted to go to other
platforms that are already
being left behind.'

CUMANA is offering poten
tial purchasers of its CAA 740
40Mb A3000-compatible SCSI
hard drive the added incentive

of a cash donation of £25 to

the school of their choice. The

drive is £299, including 16-bit
SCSI controller card. Acorn's
CDFS (CD-Rom filing
system) and a SCSI manager
utility arc included. All orders
are delivered for free and will

have a £25 voucher included

that can be redeemed by a
school of the purchaser's
choice.

The first in a series of

machine-specific multimedia
packs based on Cumana's
latest enhanced performance
SCSI CD-Rom drives has been

launched for Acorn-compat
ible computers. Cumana's
£699 (including VAT) World
of CD-Rom pack, includes a
CD-Rom drive, a SCSI inter

face card, utility software and
six CD-Rom titles.

Cumana calculates that the

total cost of the pack, if its

CD-Romthe easy way?

contents were purchased sep
arately, would be over £1,100.

At BETT '93 Cumana will

be launching its new range of
faster CD-Rom drives as well

as demonstrating EctsyShare, a
SCSI-based system for sharing
peripherals like CD-Rom
drives and hard drive with sev

eral Acorn workstations.

A new extension to

EasyShare, EasyPrint, will be
shown for the first time. Easy-
Print is a utility which allows
a printer to be added to an
EasyShare network.

For more information, con

tact Cumana on (0483)

503121.

NEWS

NEWS IN BRIEF

• Public Domain (PD) software

specialists. Soft Rock Software,
are now offering a Freepost
address for orders and enquiries.
Thispost officefacility obviously
costs Soft Rock a bob or two but

their catalogue prices remain
unchanged.

Typical titles like Escapefrom
Exeria, Guardians of the Laby
rinthor DropRock are priced
£3.49. Another example is Winds
of Change,which is described as
an Archimedes album, and priced
at £1.99. Discounts are available

for multiple orders. The new
address is Soft Rock Software,

Freepost (BS 7978),Westbury on
Trym, Bristol, BS10 7BR.

• Is Acorn winning the home/
leisure battle for recognitionand
to be established as a viable

alternative to the Atari ST, Com

modore Amiga, Nintendos and
Segas? The A3010 Family Packs
were certainly visible this
Christmas, but BAU found a

disturbingly high number of
examples in shops like Dixons
switched off instead of running
demos.

Considering Dixons is sup
posed to be working hard with
Acorn to sell the A3010, it was

also frustrating to find a Dixons
flyer which popped through your
reporter's letterbox publicising
practically everything but the
A3010. We'd be interested to

hear readers' views on Acorn's

chances in this cut-throat sector

of the personal computer
industry.

• Hewlett-Packard has launched

a portable battery-powered ver
sion of its popular HP Deskjetink-
jet printer. Although HP works
closelywith Canonon laser
printers, the HP's new portable
printer is not a rebadged Canon
Bubblejet. HP says the new
printer is completely compatible
with desktop versions of the
printer and even uses the same
ink cartridges. Standard cam
corder NiCad batteries provide
power for when you're on the
move. When you get back to
your desk, the all-black brick-like
printer unit can be slotted into a
vee configuration combined
sheet feeder and docking unit.

HP hasn't launched the new

printer in the UK yet, but when it
arrives in a month or two it

should sell for around £400.
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Masterfile
Powerful Multi-tasking Database
Masterfile version 3 is the latestdevelopment in the bestselling family ofdatabase
programs for Acorn computers. It is fast, simple to useand provides powerful data
management facilities suitable for home, education and business use. Included
amongstits many features is a verycomprehensive indexingsystemallowing data
tobe accessed in anyorder. In addition, subsets may becreated allowing access to
just those records which match the search criteria. Both indices and subsets are
updated automatically when records are added, modified or deleted. Thereport
generator allows databases to be printed in card or spreadsheet format, and
provides full label printing facilities.

• Fast,multi-field indexing
• Multiple subsets
• Password protection fordata

security

• Global calculations across all
or part of the database

• Multi-line fields

• Optional toolbox with buttons
to step through records

• Calculation fields based on
values in other fields

developments

• Import text andpictures into fields
by simpledrag operations

• Import and export CSV,TSV and
ASCII data files

• Range checkingdataentry
• Card designer allowing complete

freedom fordataentry screens
• Re-structure database at anytime
• Up to 255 fieldsof 255 characters
• Field types include: text,integer,

decimal, date, pictureand calculation

Supplied with sample databases, and a userguide
containinga step-by-step tutorial and reference
section describing all the facilities provided.

Price £49
plus VAT

Available from all good dealers or
direct from RISC Developments
(please add £2 carriage)

RISC Developments Ltd.
117 Hatfield Road, St Albans, Herts. AL1 4JS
Tel: (0727) 40303 Fax: (0727) 860263

Masterfile in Education
Masterfile3 has beendesigned in conjunction with IT advisors and is
availableat a special educational price. Asite licence for30 users is

available priced£245. Please phone for further details.

m

/
" For all
Acorn 32-bit

RISC
computers

A fast

easy-to-use
general purpose
database with

a superb range
of powerful

features at an

affordable price



BUMPER BUNDLE FROM BEEBUG
BEEBUG has devised an all in

one bundle based around the

new Acorn A3010 called the

A3010 Home Professional

System. The bundle adds a
monitor, extra Ram, hard drive

and a selection of software to

the base Acorn A30I0 Family
Solution pack.

In detail, the A30I0 has an

extra 1Mb making a total of
2Mb Ram. an internal 20Mb

hard drive, a standard resolu

tion Acorn colour monitor.

Ovation DTP/word processor
software. TypeStudio Text
Effect software. Pipedream 3
spreadsheet, the Artisan 2
paint package. David Pilling's
Chess and the Interdictor
llight simulator from Clares.

An added bonus is that pur
chasers can nominate a school

which benefits to the tune of

£20; courtesy of Beebug. The
pack price is E765.10+VAT,
representing a saving of over

Beebug's bundle looks likegood value;and it helps schools too

£300 on the items of bought
separately. A 4Mb Ram
system is optional for an extra
£85.10+VAT, the same addi
tional cost Beebug asks for a
much more sensible 60Mb

hard drive. Beebug originally

imended to close the offer at

the end of January, in just a
few weeks time. However due

lo the success of the scheme
they may decide to extend this
deadline. For more details call

(0727)40303.

ADDING MORE COLOUR POWER UP
INTEGREX Systems has been
in the colour printer business
since the mid-1980s. The

Derbyshire-based firm just
announced its latest printer,
the ColourJet Series 2. The

new Integrex is a compact ink-
jet printer.

Print resolution is 300dpi
and a full page of graphics
takes about three minutes to be

rendered. Alternatively a user

can swap the colour ink-jet
head for a monochrome one.

HP DeskJet 500C compatibil
ity is standard and a Rise OS
3.1 printer driver is included.

The ColourJet Series 2 looks

very good on paper, especially
at an expected street price of
around O00+VAT (the
recommended price is £417).
For more information, contact

Integrex on (0283) 550880.

Integrex'snew ColourJetlooks very good on paper

THE popularity of hardware
expansion on the Archimedes
has led to a subtle problem;
how to supply power to your
multifarious collection of

podules and hard discs. Ray
Maidstone can now perform
the necessary modifications to
;i certain PC 'tower case' so

that it can house virtually any
Acorn 32-bit machine and hide

it out of harm's way under
your desk.

The case measures 19in tall

by I6in deep by 7in wide and
can hold three half-height
5.25in drives, three 3.5in hard

drives and two 3.5in floppy
drives. It would be possible to
fit further drives into the base

of the case, but this would
require extra anchor points.

Four full width podule
blanking plates adorn the back
of the case but, as yet, only the
standard backplane is used.
Ray is currently working on
the necessary hardware and
software to allow up to eight
podules to be supported.

Power comes from a new

240 Watt supply, and a good
chunky rocker switch turns the
power on or off for your whole
machine. For further informa

tion, contact Ray Maidstone
on(0603)400477.

new:

NEWS IN BRIEF

• Icon Technology is to follow up
its successful EasiWriter and

TechWriter word processing
packages with a low-cost entry-
level version of EasiWriter called

StartWrite.

The new package will be intro
duced at the BETT Show in

January and is aimed squarely at
the primaryeducation market.

Included with StartWrite will

be a new font that is specially
designed for primaryschool use;
and it's even called Primary. Icon
is also hinting that it will be
offering specialshow discounts
on all its products during the
show.

For more information on these

products, contact IconTechnol
ogy on (0533)546225.

• At the forthcoming BETT show,
WidgitSoftware is to unveil
Choices, a framework program
that is designed to encourage
children to explore decisionmak
ing and the selection processes
involved.

The program relieson a large
libraryof stilland movingimages
that children can manipulate logi
callyon the screen using a
mouse, the keyboard or other
input devices likean overlay key
board or joystick.

Widgitsays that the software
has uses not just in mainstream
primaryeducation but also in the
area of profound, multiple and
severe learning difficulties.
Choices will cost £35+VAT and it

is compatible with most Acorn
Risecomputers.

Other new releases from

Widgit include Trilinks which
allows teachers to link exercises

from Choices, and other Widgit
programs likeScreenPlay and
Gridlt. There's also a new curricu

lum support pack called Vikings
that explores Norsehistory. For
more information contact Widgit
on (0926) 885 303.

• Two key product launchesat
BETT can be expected from
Northwest SEMERC The first is

My World 2, an updated version
of the popular framework pro
gram that was produced by
Derbyshire's Educational Support
Centre.

Enhancements include the abil

ity to re-size and link objects
together 'magnetically' as well as
pass them through to other
screens by clicking on them.
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NEWS

PROTECT YOUR KEYBOARD
WITNEY-based Naltex Inpace
Ltd has added Acorn-compat
ible products to its range of
fitted polyurethane keyboard
'gloves'. This transparent flex
ible plastic skin is aimed at
users who unavoidably expose
their keyboards to excessive
dust and grime or the risk of
liquid spillage. Naltex says its
keyboard gloves are very soft
and malleable but at the same

time tough enough to resist
punctures, tears and abrasion
in normal use. Unlike previous
keyboard protection products
which used PVC-based mater

ials, Naltex says its products
arc not prone to becoming brit
tle and so cracking. For further
information contact Naltex on Caption

RISC DEVELOPMENTS
A NEW range of Ethernet
cards will be shown for the

first time at the BETT Show

later this month. Versions for

most Acorn Rise computers
bar the A4 will be shown.

Compatibility with Acorn's
new AUN networking
standard is featured. Some

cards will offer a choice both

IOBase2 (cheapernet) and
IOBase5 (full Ethernet) con
nectivity. An A3000/4000 card
is planned lo include an ana
logue port. User Port and
Econet which can be combined

with an Ethernet card in a

A3020 or A4000 to turn that

machine into an AUN gateway
station. Rise Developments
says its new Ethernet cards are
unique inhaving all necessary
software on Rom thus elimi

nating the need to boot from
floppy disc.

A very compact and cool
running 4M Ram upgrade for
the A30I0, priced £129+VAT,
has been unveiled by Rise
Developments. The card
measures just 70x55mm and
contains eight 4Mbit low
power Ram chips. The design
is well within the power and
signal constraints of the A30I0
hardware according to Rise
Developments.

Rise Developments hasn't
forgotten about the large num
bers of older Acorns out there

and an interesting new range
of 8M Ram memory expansion
solutions for the A400 or R140
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is the result. The upgrades
consist of two small boards

which can be user-fitted. The

smaller of the two boards fits

into the MemC Socket while

the second larger one plugs
into the operating system Rom
sockets. The displaced OS
Roms plug into the second
board which doubles as a Rise

Os 3.1 Rom socket carrier

board for older machines. Both

boards are linked by a cable.
Upgrades for 4M machines are
priced £479+VAT, for 2M
machines the price is
£509+VAT and for IM
machines £569+VAT.

• Masterfile has returned.
Originally released for the old
BBC Micro, Rise Develop
ments has developed a com
pletely new database system
specifically for the Rise Os
bearing the once-familiar Mas
terfile moniker. Masterfile 3 is

described as a fast and simple
to use database system for
home, education and small

business users. Features

include a fast indexing system
and a subset system for more
detailed search parameters.
Indexes and subsets are auto

matically updated when
records are added, modified or

deleted. A versatile report gen
erator completes the picture.
Rise Developments has con
tinued its policy of very low
pricing with Masterfile 3,
which is priced £49+VAT.
Users of any earlier versions

SPRING

SHOW
Plans are now well underway
for the new BBC Acorn User
Spring Show, to be held in
Harrogate in April.

Already many of the major
players in the Acorn market
have booked stands space,
including Acorn themselves,
who will have a strong pre
sence at the show.

The show is within easy strik
ing distance of many major
cities and will be the biggest
Acorn event held in the north

of England.
Geoff Potter, from Safesell

Exhibitions said of the new

location:

'For many users, the Spring
Show will be their first chance

to sample the full extent of the
Acorn market. We think that

the show will be a great suc
cess, and hope that it will grow
and develop.'

Dales for the show are 15 to

17 April at Harrogate Interna
tional Conference and Exhibi

tion Centre. For more details

on stand space or tickets for
the BBC Acorn User Spring
Show, contact, Safesell

Exhibitions on (0737) 814713.

NEWS IN BRIEF

• Optima is a new product
developed by Northwest SEM-
ERC's Deputy Director Paul
Nuttailand SimonHayles of
'Moving In' fame. With Optima
you can construct adventures
using a mouse to choose illustra
tions from a library, like a space
hypermedia database for exam
ple. Textual annotations can be
entered and sized to the users'

liking and other resources like
sounds can be linkedto appropri
ate objects. Screens can be linked
to make something analogous to
an electronic book. Contact NW

Semerc: 061-627 4469.

•Techsoft has computerised
embroidery with its latest pro
duct Poem 500. This is a computer
controlled embroidery machine
which can be controlled by an
Acorn computer using Techsoft's
Arc Embroidery software. The
idea isa bit likegraphics printing
- you create your design in a
IDraw file format and the

machine embroiders the pattern
directlyonto fabrics. All control is
via the computer and a 90x90mm
working area is provided. The
system sounds ideal for creating
patches, badges and emblems.
Poem 500 with Arc Embroidery
software is priced £749+VAT.
Techsoft: Tel.082 43 378.

• Thoseof you who were glued
to the box over the holiday
period, no doubt noticed the
Acorn presence on Gamesmaster,

the computer games show.
Linford Christie and 'Carl Lewis'

were competing in a special
panto edition of the show. Acorn
plan to step up their TV presence
this year so stay tuned ...

• Doyou have a problem with
Rise OS3 since you made the
upgrade? Ifso we want to know
about it. Can't get that old
printer driver to work? Found a
problem with the new functions?
Whatever it is, write to us at: Rise

Problems, BBC Acorn User, Red
wood Publishing, 101 Bayham
Street, London NW1 OAG.



iH! THE NEW ADDITION
PENDOWN FAMILY

Longman Logotron introduces abrand new word
processor, with all the ease of use of the famous
PenDown and with powerful new features, including:

Typeface;

Heighti

Styles

Height:

Width:

i—Scope

Font change

Trinity

FONT FIND AND REPLACE for easy changing of any
attributes of afont throughout the document.

TABLE EDITOR to
create, reorganise and

perform sum and
percentage calculations

on tables.

LABEL PRINTING on any kind of RISC OS supported
printer.

MASTER PAGES
(single or double) and
chapters, for creating
headers andfooters.

ALSO INCLUDES an outstanding new DICTIONARY with over 65,000 words and check-as-you-
type facility; MAILMERGE with .'Mo/I, acustom name and address database; FLEXIBLE PRINTING
CONTROL with automatic booklet printing; CONTINUOUS SCROLLING DOCUMENTS so you

urn pages; VISUAL RULER CONTROL with ruler copy and move; and all the other
features which made PenDown easily the top selling word processor for schools.

LongmaN
logotron

124 Science Park

Milton Road

Cambridge CB4 4ZS
Tel(0223) 425558
Fax (0223) 425349



PRODUCTS
A3000

Hard Disc Drives

100Mb External £479.00

200Mb External £889.00

HardCardlOO £429.00

20Mb IDE Internal

with User Port £199.00

60Mb IDE Internal

with User Port £329.00
Memory Upgrades

1Mb RAM £45.00
4Mb RAM £149.00

Expansion
Econet £39.00

Serial Upgrade £19.00

User/Analogue Podule £39.00
Podule Case £15.00

Video Digitisers
Mono Vision Internal £49.00

Colour Vision Internal £79.00

Colour HiVision Internal £129.00
Mono Vision External £62.00

Colour Vision External £92.00

Colour HiVision External £142.00

A5000/400/300

Hard Disc Drives

100Mb Internal SCSI £369.00

200Mb Internal SCSI £779.00
20Mb Internal IDE £199.0

60Mb Internal IDE £329.0C
Memory Upgrades

lMbRAMforA400 £45.00
2Mb RAM for A5000 £77.00

Expansion
Econet £39.00

Video Dgitisers
Mono Vision £49.00

Colour Vision £79.00
Colour HiVision £129.00

A3010

Hard Drives

20Mb IDE £194.89

60Mb IDE £331.06
Memory Upgrade

1Mb RAM £38.30-
Expansion

Multipodule £41.70

Multipodule+20Mb+PSU £271.49
PSU+Fan+Buffer Kit £30.00
20Mb for Multipodule £220.43

A3020/4000

Memory Upgrade
RAM £90.00

Expansion
Econet £39.00
Multipodule

i User Port £39.00
PSU+Fan+Buffer Kit £30.00

Micropodules for Ultimate
Colour Vision £79.00
Colour HiVision £129.00
SCSI, with CDFS £99.00
Analogue £29.00
Colour Video Out £49.00
Serial £49.00

MIDI £49.00

HCCS products available from
all good Dealers

This only a small selection of our
product range, please ask for full

details

HCCS ASSOCIATES LIMITED,
575-583 DURHAM ROAD

GATESHEAD,
TYNE AND WEAR. NE9 5JJ.

Tel: (091) 4870760
Fax: (091)4910431

All prices excluding VAT. E&OE.
Carriage FREElor UK Mainland Only

$$"

JVISION
digitiser

HiVision is now here, it digitises 508 lines by 720 pixels
in real time and costs £129. This makes it the best value,
most technically advanced video digitiser available for

the Acorn range of computers.
HiVision comes complete with the viewfinderpackage

HiFinder which allows 4 frames per second previewing.
HiFinder also supports the new 256 grey scale sprite

format.

Call today for a free demo disc,
no published pictures can do

HiVision justice!

ULTIMATE
GE333gBISg»

SYSTEM

The Ultimate Expansion System for the new Acorn
Computerrange is the only way to expand without

removing your options for the future. There are now
two Multipodules available:

• A3010 Multipodule
A3020/4000 Multipodule
(with User Port)

Each of the Multipodulesaccepts up to three
Micropodules. The range of Micropodules is still

expanding. Micropodules in stock now:

SCSI, including CDFS
• Colour Vision

• Colour HiVision

Micropodules to be released include:

• Analogue • Colour Video Out • Serial • MIDI
• Direct Drive Laser Printer • Scanner

A3010 1Mb RAM

£45.00 inc VAT w add-ons

A5000 2MbRAM
£77.00+VAT



GRAPHICS

ICON DESIGN WITH ARTWORKS
WITH the advent of Rise OS 3
and the trend towards high-
resolution displays. icon
design has become a mini art-
form. When the Archimedes
first came out. way back in
1987, the 'high-resolution'
desktop was seen as nothing
short of revolutionary. Now.
Mode 12 is looked upon as
distinctly low-resolution, and
high-resolution modes such as
Mode 31 are seen as the norm

in top-end models.
A new standard in Rise OS

3 dictates that there should be
three sets of icons supplied
with any application. These
arc for: medium resolution

modes (.'Sprites); high resolu
tion colour modes

(!Sprites22): and high resolu
tion monochrome modes

USprites23). It should be noted
that the numbers in each file

name refer lo the aspect ratio
of the pixels in the mode(s).
and not to the mode number

itself.

Designing icons for medium
resolution modes is quite a
skill in itself, with curves and
circles being particularly dif
ficult due to the 'elongated*
pixels. Anti-aliasing has to be

used if you want a 'smooth'
look to a line, although the
small number of colours avail

able means that you have to
stick mainly to greys.

Designing icons for high-
resolution modes is a different

matter entirely. Curves are
relatively easy because of the
'square pixels', although you
now have twice the number to

fill up. Dithering works well in
high resolution modes and
effectively gives you a much
larger palette.

Although icons are bit-maps
(made up of pixels). 1 find the
easiest way to create them is
with Draw, or even better. Ail-
Works. The following steps
should be taken to create a

standard hi-res icon (ie. Mode

20. 34x34 pixels):
1) Draw your "icon" (using
Draw, ArtWorks etc.) at any
size you want, using any
colours you want, regardless
of the mode you are using.
2) Create a Mode 20 sprite
(34x34 pixels) in Paint of a
black outline on a white back

ground and merge this with
your icon in Draw.
3) Scale the 'icon' down (mak
ing sure that all objects are

grouped together first) so that
it just fits in the black outline.
4) Switch the desktop to Mode
20 and using the 'Snapshot'
facility in Paint, grab the icon
as a sprite.

You should now have an

icon. It can be touched up in
Paint and cut down in size if
necessary. If you are using
AriWorks to create the icons,

you'll be able to use the extra
benefits of automatic anti

aliasing and dithering.

• Art on the Archimedes need
not be expensive. For the price
of a blank disc or a short tele

phone call, you can have
access to a wide range of
painting and drawing appli
cations, plus lots of clip art.

Public domain (PD) soft
ware is available from a

number of different sources,

including bulletin boards and
PD libraries. The Arcade bul

letin board, for example, has
four special sections in its file
area, all connected in some

way with graphics.
They are DTP Examples/

Utils, DTP/Art Fonts. Archi
medes Graphics and GIF &
other pictures.

ACORN USER PICTURE OF THE MONTH
THIS MONTH'S picture is
Haunted House from John

Stephenson. John used Long
man Logotron's Revelation
[mage Pro application to cre
ate this rather effective art

work. Three pieces of crisp,
blueish paper will be winging
their way to Cumbria lor
John's effort.

If you have any pictures that
you think are worthy of the
Graphics Page 'picture of the
month' title, please send them
in on disc with a slep-by-step
explanation, telling us what
piece of software you used lo
draw them and how they were
created. Discs should be sent

to the following address:

Readers' Art

The Graphics Page
BBC Acorn User

101 Bayham Street
Camden Town Haunted House uses Revelation to create an evocative vision

NEWS IN BRIEF

• Computer Concepts' desktop
publishing package, Impression 2,
has now been improved to incor
porate full compatibility with
their other professionaltitle, Art-
Works. Rather than converting
ArtWorks files into Draw files

before loading them into Impres
sion, they can now be dropped
directly into documents.

This means that they retain all
their 'attributes' such as blend

information and so on. If Impres
sion and Artworks are run side

by side on the desktop, then Art-
Works pictures can be dragged
directly from Impression to Art-
Works for editing.

Version 2.18 is available as a

straight upgrade to allowners of
Impression 2 and can be obtained
in the usual way. Further details
are available from Computer
Concepts,Gaddesden Place,
Hemel Hempstead, Herts, HP2
6EX.Tel: (0442) 63933.

• Graphics cards are fast becom
ing one of more popular add-ons
for Archimedes. Arxe Systems has
teamed up with Patrick Arnold
(who designed the SerialPort
PCATS Graphics Enhancer card) to
produce a range of low-cost
graphics cards, starting at a
seemingly very cheap £99.95.

Two cards will be produced;
the cheap model that is designed
purelyto extend the palette, and
a fully-fledged 24-bit framestore,
which should retail around the

£300 mark.

Prototype boards were being
produced as BBC Acorn User
went to press, and both cards
will be demonstrated at the BETT

Show at Olympia. Furtherdetails
can be obtained from Arxe

Systems, PO Box 898, London, E7
9RG. Tel: 081-534 1198.

• Now there is a new way to
contact the BAU Graphics Page.
Doyou have some news,views
or even an ususual graphicstip?
Doyou also have a modem? Ifso
why not contactRob Miller via
the Arcade BBS, user #1144.

Arcade is on 081-654 2212 or 081-

655 4412. But a word of warning:
if using Arcade, please keep it to
just messages. Any largefiles,
such as pictures should be sent
on disc to the normal address,

given on the left.
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CIOIVI IN/IS

NORTHERN ODYSSEY FOR THE ARC
ODYSSEY bulletin board is

located in Beverley, North
Humberside and operated by
James Willmott. Although run
ning on a PC with RemoteAc-
cess BBS software, Odyssey
caters for those with interests
in a range of machines, from
Atari, Amiga and IBM PC,
through to BBC micro and
Archimedes models, each with

message and download areas.
Odyssey is the official

Acorn support site for the
north-east, carrying the usual
support sections, and the PD
fdebase has a good selection
of file download areas for

BBC and Acorn machines,

including applications, utili
ties, demos and games. There
is no subscription charge, and
free access is given to all
Echomail and matrix Netmail

facilities including the Archi
medes and BBC FidoNet

echomail conferences.

Other interests covered

include Satellite TV. Star

AChristmas welcome from Odyssey BBS

Trek, online games, space
exploration, Midi and music,
international messaging
between Australia and the UK,
the US and Europe, network
ing and viruses.

In the coming year James
hopes lo add another line to

the syslem and expand the
online software base by install
ing a CD-Rom drive chock-
full of public domain software.
Odyssey BBS is on (0482)
870919, at 8NI. and runs on
all speeds from V.2I lo
V.32bis and HST.

USING THE V-WORD TWO PORTS
ARE BEST
West Country firm. The Serial
Port, has developed a low-cost
high-speed communications
port expansion card that also
gives you the use of a second
serial port into the bargain.

Each of the two ports has its
own 16-byte data register that
greatly extends the reliability
with which the card can

receive data while operating
under Rise OS 3.1; theoreti
cally the Serial Port card is
capable of a maximum trans
mission speed of 1152 kilo
baud. This is ten times the

transmission speed thai is
achievable on a PC.

The Serial Port's expansion
card fits all Acorn A300/400/

540/3000 and 5000 machines

and costs £69+VAT including
software support.

For more information on the

high-speed dual-porl comms
card, you can contact The Ser
ial Port at Burcott Manor,

Wells. Somerset BA5 1NH,

Tel: (0749) 670058. Fax:
(0749)670809.

COMMS is an area where jar
gon breeds unchecked, so here
are some of the more recent

V-words explained. The V
series recommendations are

drawn up by the French-named
CCITT.

V.32 is a data transmission

Standard that uses a bi-direc

tional communication speed of
9.600 bits per second (bps),
meaning full-duplex. V32
modems automatically fall
back to 4,800bps if the line
quality becomes poor, and for
ward again to 9,600bps when
it improves. Error correction
and negotiation are built-in.
V.32bis extends the V32 range
to include 7,200. 12,000 and
14.400bps. V32bis modems
will fall back to the next

lowest speed if there is line
noise, and forward to the next

highest speed when the line
clears. To use V32bis, the
computer-to-modem speed
must be at least 19,200bps:
tricky with Rise OS 3.1.
V.42 is an error-correction

standard that copes with phone
line noise by automatically re
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transmitting data that is cor
rupted during transmission.
Although similar to the MNP4
standard, V.42 uses a better

protocol called LAPM. but is
compatible with MNP4.
MNP (Microcom Networking
Protocol) is the name given to
various levels of the error cor

recting and compression
standard created by Microcom
Inc., a US modem manufac
turer. Levels 1 to 3 have error

correction capabilities, and
levels 4 and 5 add perfor
mance increases, offering real
time data compression.
V.42bis is a data compression
standard similar to MNP5 but

with about 35 percent better
compression. V.42bis analyses
each block first, compressing
the data only if a benefit will
be gained. V.42bis is not com
patible with MNP5, but will
make an connect with an

MNP5 modem because V.42 is

included in the V.42bis speci
fication, but only error-correc-
lion to MNP level 4 will be

used. For BBS use. V42bis is

strongly recommended.

NEWS IN BRIEF

• Miracom isdead; long liveU.S.
Robotics. Miracomhas changed
its name following final full
acquisition of the companyby
the Skokie, Illinois-based U.S.

Robotics Inc. Thechange is
intended to reflect the company's
broader-based capabilityin data
networking and shared access
communications.

Modems still feature signifi
cantly in the product range
though, and following on the
release of the new smaller 16k8

bps Dual-Standard, is the
announcement of a £95+VAT

upgrade for existing DS Courier
modems(with front panel but
ton) to includeGroup3 Class 1
Fax operation. U.S. Robotics Ltd is
at 224Berwick Avenue,Slough,
Berkshire SL1 4QT.Tel: (0753)
811180.

• Competition to our BAU
column appears this month in the
form of Pandora's Box BBS

Magazine, devoted to BBS users
and software enthusiasts every
where. The non-profitmaking
printed A5 magazine intends to
offer reviews, news and gossip at
a £4.00 annual subscription for
six Bi-monthly issues.Submis
sions are invited for articles or

reviews up to 1000 words, and
sysops are offered free advertis
ing space on application to
DragonFire BBS on 0628 74179
(7pm-8am) or Voice duringoffice
hours. Pandora's Box BBS

Magazine's contact address is at:
40 Laburnham Road, Maiden
head, Berks, SL64DE.

• New BBS on the line is The

Plasma Sphere, run by sysop
Keith Hall in Lymm, Cheshire. He
has an Arm3-equipped A410 run
ning Carl Declerck'sRISCbbs, with
over 700 files in 228Mb of online

storage and 24hr support for
speeds 300-2400 MNP5 8N1.The
Plasma Sphere BBS is on 0925
757920, and is FidoNet node

2:250/219.0.

• YOU can contact me with any
news or information you'd like to
be included on the Comms page
by writing to: David Dade, BBC
Acorn User, 101 Bayham Street,
London NW1 0AGor by modem
on Arcade BBS, User #2 - Tel: 081-

654 2212 or 081-655 4412



Powerfully easy

DATAPOWER isa powerful new database
incorporating a framebased 'formdesigner7
userinterface, that prides itself on beingeasy
to use. You can incorporate pictures, true
multiline text, multiple choice questions, tick
boxes and much more. Ithas built in graphing
facilities with over20 different styles ofgraphs,
that can be displayed in 2d or 3d and theycan
be incorporated directlyinto your reports as
drawfiles.

DATAPOWER usesbuilt incompression, and
a state of the art file structure, to ensure that
yourDatafiles are notonly small to store,
saving you disc space, but theyare also very
FAST to access.

DATAPOWER comes with a full set of
examples, including all thoseshown here, and
onethat shows how itcan be used for logging
IT SAT's, that even generates the pupil reports.
RRP £149
SITE LICENCE (upto 10 stations) £347
SITE LICENCE (Any no ofstations on one site) £599
(All prices exVAT - please add £2.50 P&P)

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
PLEASE CALL NOW FORA BROCHURE ON:
(0223) 421542
OR WRITE TO:

IOTA SOFTWARE LTD, |
St. John's Innovation Centre,
Cowley Road,

SrJws?0' SOFTWARE
See us on Stand 446 at BETT '93

School order forms welcome



SCSI CD ROM
the collections
from Morley

The Collections
INCLUDED

AS STANDARD

CD ROM Mechanism

16 bit Morley SCSI Card
All Cables

Stereo Speakers

COLLECTION 1

Grooves

Creepy Crawlies

Image Warehouse

COLLECTION 2

Grooves

Creepy Crawlies

Image Warehouse

HutchinsonsEncyclopedia

COLLECTION 3

Grooves

Creepy Crawlies

Image Warehouse

D.O.L.W.

COLLECTION 3

Grooves

Creepy Crawlies
Image Warehouse
Hutchinsons Encyclopedia
D.O.L.W.

Morley Electronics are pleased to

announce their new CD ROM bundle

for the Acorn ARM powered range of

computers. The system comprises ofa

Morley 16 bitSCSI card, a high quality

externally cased CD ROM drive, a set

ofstereo speakers all cables necessary

and a choice of four different

collections of CD ROM discs.

The CD discs themselves are all RISC

OSformat and require no use ofa PC
Emulator whatsoever. Theyrangefrom

a disc which is crammed full ofclip art

to an encylopeadia ofbugs, slugs and
insects with full motion video clips in
Acorn !Replay format.

The information on all ofthe discs can

be accessed directly or if desired
exportedfor use inothersoftware. For
instance the sound samples on the

Grooves disc can be exported straight

out tomusicpackagesfor re-arranging.

Grooves
This is a unique music CD ROM
featuring 100 professionally created
clips ofmusic. The music varies from
classical to funk and the majority of
clips are available in 8, 16 and 32 bar
samples. The pieces themselves vary
from short presentation strings or
"musical dingbats" to compostions
lasting one and a half minutes.

Using appropriate music software it is
possible to build creative 'tunes'
demonstrating differentmusicalstyles.
All the clips come in ready to use
formats and users can preview the
tracksby using a special application in
whichananimatedjukebox selectsand
plays the audio versions of the clips.

All samples can be exported as Sound
Samples, Modules or as .'Replaysound
file. All are royalty free for non-
profitable use.

On| Grooves

Modi

Tracks

I! Ik,

Modern 16 Bar
Modern 32 Bar

Jazz/Blue? 8 Bar
Jazz/Btuoo 16 Bar
Jozz/Bluos 32 Bar

OrcIVCIaso 8 Bar
Orclv'Class 16 Bar
CtclvClass 32 Bar
Style?
Slingo

Track .7
lilo :Funk1

TemptSG
Unf/n.0'20

+ Md Tempo Dam
*~* Slow Ballad 1

Md Tempo Dani
Slow Ballad 2

Mid Tempo Dance 3
Funk 1

Techno

Latin
Slow Ballad 3
Mid Tempo Dani

CD Audio •™g HSffiSaEI



Creepy
Crawlies

A complete worldofbugs, beetlesand
spidersengulfs thescreen rightinfront
of you. This new disc produced by
Media Design Interactive has been
formed specifically for the RISC OS
format.

Offering an exciting introduction to
the fascinating biology of these
creatures. The information is in the
form of text, pictures, narration/voice
over and .'Replay video material
produced by the worlds leading
biologists. A very usefulfeature is that
thetextdescriptionscanbesettodisplay
for eitherKey Stages 2/3 or 1/2.

Text, Sprites, .'Replay frames and
narration can all be exported directly
for use in otherprograms.

IGj Blade Scsrpion

BlKk Scorpion
VfjowSpnigetus

Scorpionsor* toss common Iran
spidersThwy livemainly inhot
tropicalcountries,and feed at
nighton Insects And5f»ders.
Scomnxis catchtheirpreywith
theirWrong pincers-Iheysting
their victim to immoWtfe it. and

can mow veryrapidlyas you
can see In the video seo^ence.

':<irti

Hutchinsons
Encyclopedia

This exciting CD ROM version of the
Hutchinson encyclopedia is an up-to-
date reference for vast amounts of
informations available in seconds.

The package is fully RISC OS
compliant and has over 25,000 entries
and 7,500 biographies listed in its
information. Searches can be carried
out quickly and easily and then the
results fine tuned even further by
allowingfurther searches to be carried
out on those that were successfulfrom
thefirst.

A veryuseful feature ofthesoftware is
thatall textand sprites can be exported
from thesoftware for use in projects or
reports thatyou might be working on.

on; ntu iiit iti

|
lichee, (French Ui-li-Chl. !
illstn. Itinlik Dlberi) •
Itlit, (Freicti lleit) I
Hill., MvirMI-UK. |J

m SlojrjphlesThe Hutchinson
Encsclopiifli

JHSL
B^HlBfn I'J^ksl J-J-lAlteJ

Image
Warehouse

Thecolour Image Warehouse is a vast
selectionofprofessionallycreatedhigh
quality images ideal for use in DTP,
presentation and. artwork in general.

The warehouse consists offive main
sections as folio ws:

Artwork
Scans

Textures
Clip Art

Backgrounds

All imagesareinSpriteformatinlarge
and small Modes 15,28 perfectfor use
on all Acorn computers and monitors
from the A3000 upwards. All are
royaltyfree for non-profitable use.

Individual
Prices

CD ROM Collection I
CD ROM Collection 2
CD ROM Collection 3
CD ROM Collection 4
CD ROM drive (External)
CD ROM drive (External)
& SCSI interface
CD ROM drive (External)
& cached SCSI interface
CD Caddy-
External Loudspeakers

RISC OS CD ROM DISCS
Creepy Crawlies
Grooves
Image Warehouse
Dictionary of the living world
Hutchinsons Encyclopedia
Frontier 2000

Revelation 2

£649.00
£729.00
£769.00
£849.00
£439.00

£489.00

£539.00
£6.25

£21.28

£99.00
£59.00
£59.00

£175.00
£99.00

£175.00

£139.00

CD ROM collections aresuitablefor all Acorn computers with
16 bit expansion slot. Some CI) discs require 2MB RAM
minimum and a mulliscan monitor is recommended. All prices
exclude VAT and carriage, E&OE Specifications subject to
change. All trademarksacknowledged.

Dictionary Of
The Living World
This multimedia encyclopedia of Life
on Earth incorporates text,
pictures,sound, and '.Replay video
scenes. More than 2500 text entries are
supplemented withover 1000pictures,
100animalsounds and100full motion
video clips.

When a small picture such as the one
below appears, theusersimplydouble
clicksin thepictureanditisimmediately
displayedfull screeninfull 256 colours.

Ideal for educating studentsfrom 10
years upwards the Dictionary of the
Living World can teach about the
biology of life. All of the sprites and
textfiles can be exportedfor later use
and the .'Replay videofiles can also be
shown in isolation.

Dictiofiar^Of the Llujnci Horld

the best in
multimedia

from Morley

Acorn^
Thechoice ofexperience

MOR
o

mei

0«-1#*»
II

MQRLEy
E-L-E-C-T-R-O-ISH-C-S • L-T-D

Morley House, West Chirton, North Shields, Tyne & Wear, NE29 7TY
Tel (091) 257 6355 - Fax (091) 257 6373 - Intl. Tel (+44) 91 257 6355



explore
EARTH FROM SPACE

or

SPACE FROM EARTH
on your ACORN computer

PDS PDSview, the
° ^^ ^^ image processing

T-*- pacRage which
gives access to
a wealth of space

Planetary Data System SCJenCe data inC"
luding exploratory spacecraft,
land-use satellite data and
weathersatellites. pqq en
Over 27000 raw data ' ex'vAT
images from multiple
spacecraft are available from us
on CD-ROM for Archimedes and
A3000/5000 in "native" mode.

The award
inning model
of the solar-

system.

Bring a planetarium into your home
or classroom for on.y£95.00 ex vat
Write or telephone for complete details now to:

QXQ
space science resources

The Weather Desk.

DD 0

Start frane |0|<f| 1 j
End frane Wt\ 15 1

Update rate |<>|0| 16 |
Delay tine |0j0| 58
Goto frane |Q|ft|

This powerful new weather satellite station lets
you collect live images of the Earth from space.
It will collect up to six views from the spacecraft
concurrently, assemble animation sequences and
automatically store them to disc. Fully multi
tasking software allows you to do all. this without
tying up your computer. Ask us for a full spec.21 West Wools, Portland, Dorset DT5 2EA. U.K. Tel. 0305 822753 Fax. 0305 860483

I~\Micro -
m/Laser Designs 0$

T Stowey Quarry
Bishop Sutton

Bristol AVON

BS18 4UJ

Acornw
A(ilh«)rir.<^<l I loaloi

DTP Specialists

HARDWARE

LaserDirect Hires 8 £1279-00

LaserDirccl Hires 4 £ 899-00

LaserDircct Hires 4 with cassette £ 989-00

LascrDircct Card for LBP-4 £ 329-00

LBP-4 Toner & Drum £ 55-00

LBP-8 Toner & Drum £ 65-00

BJC800 colour, driver & lead £1749-00

DJ lOc.x. driver & lead £ 249-00

FAXPACK £ 279-00

Caiiigraph TQI200 A3 User £4995-00
Cut Sheet Feeder £ 250-00

AdditionalPaper Tray £ 425-00
Toner (30.000 pages) £ 169-00

Drum (20.000 pages) £ 299-00

ArcLascr 600 12ppm Laser £1399-00

State Machine G8 Graphic Card £ 249-00

SOFTWARE
Impression II £ 149-00
Business Supplement £ 44-00
Impression Junior £ 79-00
Artworks £ 149-00

Compression £ 39-00
Equasor £ 44-00

Acom DTP Syslcmv tailored lo your cxiicl
requirements. Complete systems for DTP.
Graphie Design anil professional printers
(including direct plate printing).

Please phone for infonua nut a.lv

Complete range of Acont hardware anil sort-
ware available.

Please phone for prices on the following :

• Monitors (Mitsubishi, l:i/o, Taxan etc)

• SCSI (Hard Disct Etc)

• Any other Acom hardware/ software

Desktop Publishing & PrimingServices
available.

All offers subject lo availability.

Callers by appointment only.

Prices and specifications may change without

Laser printing service : 25p per A4 sheet (DrawFiles Etc)
(Hi-res 600 dpi) (Min. charge £2-50)

Carriage free, please add VAT @ 17V4 %

&FAX (0761) 453308
20 BBC ACORN USER FEBRUARY 1993

ARCHIMEDES

100 ESSENTIAL PROGRAMS
£19.95 + £1.50 p&p

NO Archimedes user can afford to be without these

Thiscollection contains many useful&lifesaving PD&Shareware programs for the
Acorn Archimedes. Once you have them you'll wonder howyou ever managed or dared
to do withoutthem. The collection includes: aids to compatibility, back-up programs for

floppies &hard disks, disk copiers, filerecovery,disk &file management, Virusprotection
&removal, screen savers, desktop enhancements &much much more!

ARCHIMEDES

100 GAMES
£19.95+ £1.50 p&p

Asuperbcollection of 100classicPD/Shareware games for the Archimedes. Includes
arcadegames, boardgames, card games, simulations, adventuregames, - the lot!

Please state yourcomputer model whenordering. Also available for IBM compatible PCs.

SHAREWARE FOR BBC 'B', MASTER 128 & ARCHIMEDES

FREE CATALOGUES
We have PD/Shareware catalogues forBBC 8 Bit micros(BBC B'.Master 128)&
Archimedes as well as IBM PC&Compatibles SendSAEorphonefora freecopy

HOW TO ORDER
Pay by Credit Card (Visa. Access, Mastercard), or Cheque/PO made

lo "KINGSWAY".

MISTER DISK |
KINGSWAY COMPUTER SERVICES
72 GLENCOE ROAD, SHEFFIELD S2 2SR

(0742) 750623 24 hours



BETT SHOW

AIDING AND
A-BETTING

The best thing about the Bett show is spotting the new releases.
Clare Johnson suggests 20 new things to see at Bett

If you're a busy teacher who
has found some spare time
to visit BETT 1993, this
year held at Olympia, then

there's plenty for you to go
and see. Last month we gave
you an overview of the entire
exhibition but for the real

Acorn watchers, the big thrill
is spotting the newcomers.

There are plenty of new
releases at this year's show,
but for those who want a help
ing hand here are some of the
BAU selection; 20 new pro
ducts to see at Bett.

OOak Solutions is show

ing new products pro
duced using the Genesis
authoring package, mainly
aimed at the history National
Curriculum. They cover topics
such as Investigating Local
Industry using Abbeydale
Industrial Hamlet .as a case

study (KS1.2 and 3); Viking
Invaders (KS 2 Core Study
module) and Cistercian Abbey
(KS 3).

Oak is also introducing Let
ters, which is an application
for very young children learn
ing to write (KS I) and Pri
mary Nature, which will cover
pond life, hedgerows and food
chains for the science National

Curriculum requirements.

©4mation will be showing
its new version of an old

favourite, Granny's Garden,
written for Rise OS machines

and Noot, a new animation
package that lets toys in a cup
board dance and sing, and
animals in a farmyard make all
the right noises.

©Iota software will be

showing its new data-

B5C

Billy Baker was
He was also a

Sherston's Naughty Stories gives children

base software Datapower. It
has a number of good features.
The current version allows

access over a network, and

Iota programmers are working
hard to produce a client server
version of the software to

allow multiple access to a sin
gle file; very useful in a school
IT room. See our review on

page 115 for more details.

O Cambridgeshire Soft
ware house will be

showing the CD-Rom version
of its very successful Frontier
2000 software. We look at this

in more detail on page 38.
Gemini, a primary program
designed to allow children to
play at matching pairs will
also be on show. This uses

mixed pictures and words
games which can be tailored to
a child's needs.

©Clares is showing its
new Topographer soft

ware which allows pupils to

a big boy.
bully.

the right ideas

draw maps using standard ord
nance survey symbols and
markings. The computer then
simulates 3D views of the area

that has been drawn. Where

you stand on your map is up to
you. The company is also
showing ProArtisan 2, with a
number of new features such

as new tools, colour density,
mono conversion and

embossing.

©Colton software prom
ises to have the final

version of the Wordz, word
processing package on sale for
the show. This package was
previewed in last month's
BAU. The company is also
showing previews of the sec
ond in the family, Resultz.
This is a spreadsheet pack
age, with full graphics
facilities, which no-one

has seen yet.

©Visit Computet
Concepts to

see the new colour card

reviewed in last month's issue.

The Colour Card allows full

use of the power of the highest
resolution monitors, with
vastly increased colours, better
speed and less flicker.

I can't pretend to have
understood all the technicali

ties, but it looks most impres
sive and schools will find it

extremely useful if they want
to do full-colour DTP on one

or two machines. Talk to CC

about photo-CD and your
Impression documents.

©If you plan to do room
design in your technol

ogy lessons visit Explan and
see Spex. You can design a
kitchen with windows, doors,
furniture, wall covering and
then look at it in 3D. It appears
easy to use but go and judge it
for yoursel f.

©If you've used and
enjoyed Minerva soft

ware's PrimeAit, you will
want to see the two new pack
ages in this series; Prime-

Word



BETT SHOW

and PrimeMover. The first is

an easy to use outline font
wordprocessor, which is
definitely worth investigating
for KS I and 2, and the second
is an animation package. See
this month's news pages for
more details.

(J) New on the Lindis stand

will be the new release

of SCSI Share which allows

several different machines to

share hard discs, CD-Rom

drives and printers. For those
who have not yet seen the pre
sentation package. CableNews.
this will also be on show plus
the latest addition to the Pre

senter range, Presenter GTi.
Cahlenews was reviewed in

December BAU.

©Elsewhere in the show

you will find other well-
known names. Sherston soft

ware always produces pack
ages that teachers love and this
year is no exception. Badger
'trails is a multimedia package
aimed at KS2. and allows

pupils to experience life as a
badger; seeing, feeling, hear
ing, smelling and tasting.
Splash, advertised as 'the
cheap and cheerful art pack
age', combines some of the
best features of Draw with

painting tools.
My favourite is going to be

Naughty Stories, though. Read
and hear about Billy the
Bothersome Bully and the
other five stories in the series

with your KSI and KS2
pupils, especially those with
leading difficulties. And take
away the discs on 28 days
approval.

©The ESM stand is

always busy and this
year they will have the new
Time Traveller software packs
available; covering KS2 and 3
history core topics such as:
The Victorians; The Making of
the United Kingdom: Britain
since the 1930s. There will

also be a chance to see two

brand new packages: Seel inks.
a primary data handling pack
age and Worldmaker, a
modelling package that covers
level 4 and above modelling
strand statements in AT5 of

the technolgy document.

©When we finally know
what the KS4 require

ments for IT are to be, we'll

Keyboard's Bookmaker letsyou put Postman Patin his place
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GOLDEN OLDIES

Manyof myown personal favourites will also be at the show and,
although theyare not newBett launches, theyarestill well wortha look. If
you have not yet seen themthen make a detour to fit in the following:
ESM's Folio rangeand the Rise OS versions of old softwarelike Podd.
Sherston's Crystal Rainforest and the IHelp books.Visit ComputerConcepts
to see Artworks and Impression Junior. Longman Logotron has an
impressive listof titles, including Eureka, the long-awaited spreadsheet,
Pendown Etoile for Modern Languagewriting,Pinpoint and Logo. Icon
technology produces Easiwriter and itscompatriot Techwriter, both very
impressive publishing and writing tools.Techsoft and Linear Graphics will
both beshowing softwarefor technical drawing, plotters, mills and lathes.
Keyboard Technology produces IstPaint; painting software that any child
and teacher could use and it works beautifullywith the touch screen.

The 4mation stand will have SmArt and its associated files, which are

useful tools for pupilsdesigningand writing topic reports. Commotion will
have both CoCO and CoSe, their controland datalogging software to try.
Philip Harris has an impressive displayof datalogging equipment, including
remote data collection devices. Lookingfor different fonts? Then visit the
Electronic FontFoundry stand. And if you run a network or have hard discs
in your machine, find out about Pineapple's virus protection. Finally, please
do not on any accountwalk past the BBC Acorn User stand without
popping by for a chat with the team.

WHEN AND WHERE

The BETT '93 show takes place at the National Hall,Olympia, London on the
following dates:
Wednesday 20th January 1993 10am - 6pm
Thursday 21st January 1993 10am-6pm
Friday22nd January 1993 10am-6pm
Saturday 23rd January 1993 10am-4.30pm
For further details call the BETT hotline on 071-831 1526

need software that simulates a

variety of systems. Keylink
computers will be showing
TOM. a computer simulator.
TOM stands for Thoroughly
Obedient Moron and is

designed to teach the funda
mentals of computer
operations.

€*W Appian Way has made
W many changes to the Pic

tureIt and Find It drawing and
datahandling packages. The

first I loved: I can't draw and a

number of topic packs are
available with pre-drawn
shapes to make it easier to pro
duce something worthwhile.

The second is one of the

best KS I and lower KS2 data-

handling packages I've seen
yet. It's nice and easy to use,
and keyword entry helps
greatly with spelling problems.
We lake a closer look at Pic-

lure It on page 35 of this issue
of BAU.

©Topoiogika will be
demonstrating the

Screen Turtle software the
company has been working on
and all the Freddy Teddy soft
ware, among other things.

©I'm looking forward to
seeing the final version

of Keyboard Technology's
Bookmaker previewed in last
month's BAU.

I hope to be able to finally
place Postman Pat outside the
post office with Granny Dry-
den and Jess, all properly to
scale, with speech bubbles
coming out of their mouths in
full colour. Then turn the

pages and read the story. It
looked impressive during its
development and I think all
KSI and 2 teachers will find it

worth a glance.

©If you are interested in
electronic communi

cation, visit the Times Net
work, which will have Rise OS

machines logged on to the
French Teletel system, down
loading weather satellite
images and the daily news in
French, Spanish, German and
English. You can also see the
Times CD-Rom running under
Rise OS.

©Don't forget to visit the
Special Needs village

and see the new software

available from software com

panies like Widgit and Brilli
ant Computing. NorthWest
Semerc has the new version of

My Worldon show, along with
the 20 plus discs available to
run with it. covering an enor
mous amount of the curricu

lum. Much of the software in

the village has a great deal
more to offer than just special
needs and I would recommend

that all KSI and 2 teachers pay
it a visit.

CfW Almost last, but not
jr least, the Acorn stand

will be showing off the new
DIY Replay, and there may
also be one or two unexpected
bonuses for Replay fans.

©
And that's not all. There

are certain lo be some

other new things around so
keep your eyes peeled and
enjoy all the software and
hardware on display ai what
promises to be the biggest
BETT yet.
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If you want to improve the
performance of the computers in your
school, and give more pupils access
to peripherals such as hard discs, CD
ROMs and high quality printers - then

SCSI Share has to be the cost

effective solution.

By choosing a SCSI Share system for your school you
>can, for example, turn your computers into powerful
CD ROM Workstations for only E309* per station.

J'WiJil^M

The POWER PACK includes allyouneedtoupgrade

6 existing Acorn computers with a 120Mb SCSI

Shareharddisc.CDROM driveand HP500printer.

PACKINCLUDES:

120Mb Hard Disc and CD ROM drive - HP500

printer anddriver software - RISC OSManager

software - SCSI Share interlaces and cables -

Delivery, installation andtraining.

Total Cost

£2394.00

Station Cost

£399.00

TECHNOLOGY ON THE MOVE

QSD93
j^, Technology in Education

NATIONAL HALL,OLYMPIA, LONDON

JANUARY 20-23 1993

SCSI
E

frlslfrWM^IJJEK

1A3020 J.LThe WORKSTATION PACKincludes 6 Acorn

multiscan computerscompletewith a 120Mb SCSI i

Shareharddisc,CDROM drive and HP500 printer. \

PACKINCLUDES:

6 A3020 multiscan computers - 120Mb Hard Disc

and CDROM drive- HP500 printer and software-

RISC OSManager software - SCSI Shareinterfaces

andcables- Delivery, installation andtraining.

Station Cost

£1100.00

DISC SHARER
FOR ACORN
COMPUTERS

FEATURES/BENEFITS

Easy to manage

SCSI Share willreduce the overall

management requirement.

Fast

Rapid simultaneous access to

peripherals - (or example loading

Impression IIon6 computers

simultaneously takesonly 4.5sees.

Networks

Optional Network pack (or

connecting to existing Networks.

Warranty

All harddiscscarry a twoyear

warranty.

Installation Pack

Each SCSI Sharepackcomes

complete with delivery, installation

andtraining.

«naafi85 477 for farmer

mformalionandaSCbior*

Lingenuity. Wood Farm, Linsiead Magna, Halesworth. Suffolk IPI9ODU Tel: 098685477
SCSI Share packs ate available from a range ol suppliers as well as direct from Lingenuity

'Based on a 6-slalion CD ROM pack costing C7854

Send to: Lingenuity, Wood Farm,
Sead Magna, Haiesworth,
Suffolk IP19 ODU
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The DffiNiTivE SouNdTRAck EcHtor
At last, a SoundTrack Editor Package, that is as Powerful as the Archimedes itself

w%m

Built in Sample Editor, allows samples

to be tailored to requirements.

Pattern editor allows part of a pattern

to be Cut, Pasted etc, as well as showing

what is happening on the other channels.

Effects and instruments are set by simply

Selecting, Pointing and Clicking.

Score allows track to be diplayed, using

Standard Musical Notation.

%&$** ,

lap*

the Control and Preference Windows.
i oit„... //•>•/

fe^ifeft

£49 95 inc
tesaonal Data Managemen. Q Send a Blank Disc and SAE for.a Free Demo copy of either Package.

x0 _2L. Ag J»k*k . ...

"Without Doubt the most Sophisticated SoundTrack Software available"

/ •

I't^lrfyT* -^ Archivist ofcause, also provides a Search and Replace Archivist can automatically produce CSV files, with the
facility, plus a fast Primary & Secondary Sort routine. option to create Graphbox headers. Also it is possible

/ tosave data asa textfile for export toDTP's etc.
' A Clipboard, allowing cut and paste operations, and a

Cardsarc createdwith the Designerpartof the package, userdefinable QuickEntryroutine, speedsup dataentry Statistics window displays the Averages, Minimums,
anew form can be designed simply by selecting fields, into Archivist considerably. Maximums and Totals of each field for the entire database,
and dragging them to their required position.

CardPrintallows printingof cards in WYSIWYG format, Archivist is able to Import files from many existing
Text, Integer,& Real field types can be set.in addition to using of course the standard Outline fonts. (2 supplied) • databases,on the Archimedes,as well as the BBC andPC.
multiple format Date fields, and Formula fields with user
definable equations. Reports generator, allows your data to be presented in a All this for just:

tabular form. Archivist also has a specifically designed .
Alterations, for example - extra fields can beadded toa Label Printer for your Names and Addresses files. LZ7.7J 1T1C.
card, even if you have started imputing data, and no data
will be lost. Archivist files are saved compressed to save valuable Existing users can upgrade to ver 4.40 for just £5, when

disc space, and with a Password for privacy if required. returning the original disc.
Archivist is able to Store and Display or Play Textfiles,
Sprites, Drawfiles, Maestros, Samples and Soundtracks.

Archivist can be interrogated using either of two search
routines, Easy Search gives you a duplicate copy of the
card, you type the variable to be searched for in the
appropriate field, and Archivist does the rest.

For those requiring a little more flexibility, a complex
search equation can be built up using mathematical, and
Basic Operands. Oregan Software Devi

36 GrosvenorAvenue, Streetly, Sutton Coldfield, B74 3PE. 11
Tel: 0213536044.

returning the original disc.
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Richard Garrett is

your guide on a
voyage through
the world of

computer music

FACE THE MUSIC
Attention, please, ladies

and gentlemen, we are
about to enter the world

of music technology.
Since you're reading a compu
ter magazine, we will assume
that you have no irrational
fears of technology, bin if
yotfrc slightly put off by the
sight of staves, piano key
boards and the esoteric para
phernalia associated with
musicians: don't panic.

As with computer-based art,
computer music is about using
technology lo develop self
expression with less depen
dence on physical techniques
required by traditional
meihods. It's not that ten years
on the road with Frank Zappa
or playing in the London Phil

harmonic wouldn't help; it's
just not essential.

Since the early 1980s, when
computer music first crawled
out of academia, its effect on

popular culture has been
remarkable. When you turn on
the telly and watch the latest
thriller or advert, chances are

that the signature tune was
composed on - and probably
played by - a computer.

Over the next few issues,
this scries will discuss the dif

ferent ways that an Archi
medes be used to make music,
write music and control elec

tronic instruments. This
month, we start with alook at

all the musical hardware on

offer and some of the different

programs that could run it.

Like any other computer activ
ity, music making is a three-
stage operation. First, an input
device converts real-world

events into a digital form.
Then, you use the computer to
process the data. Finally, an
output device changes the pro
cessed information back into

something that can be appre
ciated by human beings.

With music, particularly
Midi, the output stage (or the
processing, depending on how
you view it) is split into two as
the computer sends digital
control signals to electronic
'tone generators' which, in
turn, produce analogue audio
signals that can be recorded on
tape or played through loud
speakers.

The cost of hardware required
to work with music on the

Archimedes can run from a

few quid for a cable that con
nects the audio socket to your
hi-fi. through to many thou
sands for 'professional'
keyboards, samplers, laser
printers and audio equipment.

Midi and recording gear
may appear expensive at first
sight, but bear it in mind that
this equipment is the audio
equivalent of the printers,
scanners and digitisers used
elsewhere in computing.

The following article is an
introduction to the huge world
that is computer music: next
month we will really get down
to the nitty gritty of real-life
music makers . . .
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MUSIC

INPUT

At its simplest, music needs
no special input device. As
anyone who has ever used
Maestro knows, it is possible
to sit at the screen and place
notes on a stave with just the
QWERTY keyboard and the
mouse, but it is generally use
ful to have a rather more

musical interface.

Most input devices used in
music are Midi 'controllers',
of which the most common is

a keyboard which works like

PROCESSING

Having generated some input,
you need an interface to get it
into the Archimedes Midi

cards cost around £70 and

take the form of expansion
podules (Acorn, EMR) or an
Econet board (Leading Edge).
A Midi card allows your soft
ware to receive data from

controllers and send edited

signals to synths.
Or to go into more detail,

the Musical Instrument Digi
tal Interface is an interna

tional specification used by
musical instruments that con

tain microprocessors to
communicate with other

microprocessor controlled
devices (other instruments,

computers and so on.)

OUTPUT

The simplest forms of music
processing need no more
than the speaker on your Arc
or a printer to produce sheet
music. For Midi data,

however, you need an exter
nal lone generator.

Synthesizers and sample
players take the form of key
boards or keyboard-less
modules. Synthesizers create
synthetic waveforms using
analogue or digital oscillators
(Oberheim Matrix 1000.
Yamaha DX-7) and may
emulate real instruments but

haven't evolved far enough to
do it well. Sample players (E-
nui Proteus), however, play
high-quality samples of
naturally occurring sounds.
Many keyboards now use
synthetic and realistic tones
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this: When a note is played,
the keyboard tells the compu
ter what key was pressed,
how hard you hit it, and when
and how fast you let
go. Although some
keyboard controllers
have no onboard

sounds ('mother

keyboards') most
are synthesizers or
players in their own right.

As a input device, your
choice of keyboard depends
on playing ability. Cheaper
models have only a few dozen

sample

The original Midi standard
was formulated in 1982 and,

these days, almost all elec
tronic musical instruments are

Midi-compatible.
Midi is a serial

data link that runs at

31,250 bits per sec
ond over five-pin
DIN cables. Because

Midi cables are unidirec

tional, each instrument has
two ports, called Midi In and
Midi Out.

Musical and computational
devices are usually 'daisy
chained' together so that,
when you play a note, instruc
tions are sent from the Midi

Out on your input device
(controller) to the Midi In on

a second device and thence

via its Midi Out to the next

in combination and arc

known as synth and sample or
S+S' units (Korg 01AV,

Roland Sound Canvas and so

on). Samplers are a
step up in processing
power from synihs
and sample players.

Not content with

merely producing
sound, they can also record it
from a microphone, tape
recorder, or often from the

digital outputs of a CD or
CD-Rom drive. Most do this

to 16-bit resolution al a

44.1kHz sampling rate which
needs fast processors and
10Mb of Ram for every
stereo minute recorded.

We're talking serious compu
ters here, right down to the
3.5in disc drive and the SCSI

socket. Eight-bit Midi sam
plers do exist but arc of

keys that turn noteson and off
with little attention to techni

que, while more expensive
devices encompass 61 lo 88

notes and have

weighted keys that
feel like an acoustic

instrument. Prices

can range from
around £100 for

Casio home units, through to
professional models like the
E-mu Proteus MPS at £1,295
or even Midi-fied grand
pianos like the Yamaha Disk-
Clavier DG2F for £14,699

unit and so on. Modern syn
thesizers also have secondary
outputs called Midi Thru
which pass on instructions nol

specifically
addressed to them.

Midi cables carry
control information

(performance data)
to describe things

like the channel on which a

note is sent (0-15). what pitch
it was (0-127), and how hard
it was struck (0-127). They
also carry information about
control events which alter

volume, bend notes and create
special effects.

Midi has 16 channels and if

each instrument is set to a

different channel, the system
can play up to 16 parts
simultaneously.

i m

similar quality to on-board
units for the Arc so there's

not much point. Samplers are
not only powerful 'sound

generation' tools but
also give access to
vast, commercially
recorded libraries on

floppy, CD or CD-
Rom. To use these

libraries, the sampler should
be compatible with the
'industry standard' Akai
SI000 (basic model. CI,200).
Sixteen-bit sampler prices
start with the Cheetah SX-16

at £499 and then go up.
Drum machines are

specialised sample players
that can write rhythm patterns
and combine them into

'songs'. If you are going for
computer sequencing, you
don't need a DMC. just the
drum samples. And many

Oilier Midi controllers include

drum pads like the Roland
Octapad that generate Midi
notes when hit with a stick;

special guitar pickups like the
Shadow SH075 at £299;
violins and clarinet-like

'breath controllers'. However

none of these options have yet
achieved the popular accep
tance held by the keyboard.

For sampling sound directly
into the computer, one rela
tively cheap option it is also
extremely useful to own is a
microphone.

To sample sounds, you need a
different type of interface that
converts audio signals from a
microphone or record into
digital data that can be stored
and edited on the Archimedes.

The cheapest of these built-in
samplers is Oak's Recorder at
£29.95, an eight-bit unit that
is built around a microphone
that plugs into the computer's
printer port.

Most eight-bit samplers
cost between £80 and £200

including software. For
instance. Clares produce a
mid-range sampler card for
£154.95. If money is no
object, there's the mighty
Armadillo A-616 16-bit

system which records CD-
quality samples at the profes
sional price of £1,295.

keyboards have drum sounds
built in.

If you want a fairly modest
Midi setup you can buy a
multi-timbral keyboard sythe-
siser for both input and
output. If you are using the
Arc's internal sounds or a

single synth module, you may
need nothing more in terms
of sound equipment than a
pair of speakers, an amplifier
and a tape recorder with
microphone sockets.

When using several sound
sources, you will need a
sound mixer and, if you want
to record 'live* sounds as

well as electronic sources,

you will need a multilrack
tape recorder. This is the stuff
which recording studios are
made of, and the cheapest
way to start is with a four-
track portastudio.
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Musical hardware falls into four categories; columnsfrom left to right: input; processing; digital output and analogue output

1a) Keyboard, E-Mu: £1105
1b) Guitar

1c)Microphone
2a)Acorn A4000 plus Midi board
2b) Sampler card from Clares: £154.95

COLOUR KEY: Midi data

DIAGRAM KEY

3a) Keyboard, E-Mu: £1105
3b) Module: Roland SC155:£659
3c)Drummachine: Boss DrRhythm: £385
3d) Printer

4a) Speakers: Yamaha NF10: £210

Audio signals

4b) Amplifier: photographer's own
4c)Cassette deck:photographer's own
4d) Portastudio, Tafcan 424: £479
Musicalhardware by MUSIC CONNECTIONS
Pricescorrect at time of going to press

Non-Midi data
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SOFTWARE

Music software has come

slowly to many computers for
a number of reasons. If it was
judged solely on its technical
specification the Archimedes
would be a major contender as
a Midi control machine, yet it
has been largely ignored by
major music software
manufacturers because of its

perceived 'niche market'
status. Yet because of its

inbuilt eight-channel, eight-bit
digital sound facilities, many
developers have written pack
ages that generate sound
without a Midi interface.

As a result, there is a good
spread of music programmes
which primarily use internal
sounds and lend to offer Midi
as 'an extra'. With the growth
of interest in multimedia, the

decreasing price of powerful
music hardware and an ever-

increasing demand for 'CD-
quality' sound, this state of
affairs is beginning to change
and seriously Midi-capable
software is now making it's
presence felt.

The easiest way to categor
ise music software is by the
different functions the pro
grams perform. The majority
of programs on the Archi
medes mercilessly overlap
these categories, so apologies
in advance to any authors who
think their product is in the
wrong place.

1) Sound generators & sound
editors: Sound generation pro
grams are those that create
Archimedes internal sounds.

There are two types: those that
use numerical algorithms to
synthesise sound like Clares
VoxSynth. ESP FlexiSynth.
Sound FX Editor from CIS, or
the HarinSynih program fea
tured in BAU last year, and
those that capture and/or edit
sample data like EMR Sound
Engineer, Clares' Armadeus.
Leading Edge's Pulse. Oak
SoundLab and Armadillo's

HighNote.
On some computers, there

are also synthesizer editors and
librarians that remotely alter
and store sound generation
parameters for specific tone
generators using Midi but. so
far, none exists on the Arc.
Midi & internal sequencers:
sequencers are hardware
devices or software programs
that can record and store data

You don't have to knowtraditional notation to get into computer sounds
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TIPS FOR HARDWARE BUYERS

The 'pro-audio'market isvery fashion-conscious withnewmodels coming
out every year, andonewayto save money isto buy'lastyear'smodel'
justaftersteady supplies ofthe latest groovy instrument have been
established. Ionceboughta keyboard whoseRRP was £999 for £350 using
this method.

When buying tonegenerators, (see the outputboxon page26) consider
these questions: Do you like the sounds it makes? How manynotescan it
play at once (polyphony)? Sixteen isnice, but ifthisisto beyour only
sound source,drumsand all,32 isbetter. Howmanydifferent types of
sound voices can it use at a time (multi-timbrality)? This is the same as
asking howmany Midi channels can it usesimultaneously. Iwould go for
16and wouldprefernotesto be assigned dynamically rather than havea
fixed maximum on each voice. Ifyou want a fairlymodest Midi setup, it's
economical to buya single multi-timbral keyboard synthesiser for both
inputand output. Look for something that soundsnice and has built-in
drum sounds. Or, iffunds allow,buy one keyboardfor its playingquality
and then build up modules.

CONTACT LIST

All the musical equipment in our diagramwas supplied by:
Music Connnections. Chelmsford (0245)354777, Chelsea (071) 7315993,
Southampton (0703)233444.

Other musical software and hardware suppliersinclude:
Clares: (0606) 48511

Oak solutions: (074) 620423

EMR: (0702) 335747
Acorn: (0223) 254254

ESP: (0602) 295019
CIS: (071) 2263340
Leading Edge: (0532)621111

that controls the pilch, inten
sity and duration of musical
sounds. Hardware sequencers
have been around since the

1890s in the form of machines

that cut holes into the paper
rolls used to drive 'player
pianos', but the edit facilities
are so limited that only Ameri
can composer, Conlan Nancar-
row, has ever had the patience
to compose on one.

These days, most sequencers
arc programs that emulate
multitrack tape recorders and
can either 'record' data in real-

lime from a Midi controller, or
in step-time, entering notes
with the mouse. Several

'tracks' or parts can be
entered, edited and then played
simultaneously by internal
sounds or from Midi tone gen
erators and. because these

programs use 'performance
data', you can record difficult
parts very slowly and then
speed them up to the correct
tempo without it all sounding
like Pinky and Perky (age-ist
reference). Most sequencers
either use stave notation

(EMR's Studio 24+, or a
'piano-roll' type grid (Clares'
Serenade) on which notes dur
ations are plotted as horizontal
lines against a vertical pitch
axis. Other variations on the
grid idea include drum editors
(Clares' RhylhmBed, EMR
Rhythm Box, ESP Rhythm
Maker ) and Desktop Tracker
by Leading Edge.
Notation packages: These are
programs whose primary func
tion is to write conventional
musical notation on the screen

where it can be edited and then

printed out. Because of
restricted internal sound facili

ties on STs and all but the

most recent Macs, notation

editors on other platforms have
tended to be specialised 'music
word processors' with high
quality printout but little or no
sound facilities and this is

what has distinguished them
from sequencers that use
staves in their editing environ
ment. On the Arc these defini

tions are much less clear cut as

all the programs that print
music also make sounds. Both

Clares' Rhapsody/Score Draw
combination and Longman
Logotron's Notate could argu
ably be described as
sequencers.

Education: Most music pro
grams on the Arc can easily be
applied to education but some
arc more suitable thaii others.

These include ESP's graphical
composition tool, Compose
World and EMR's

Microstudio. a combination

keyboard tutor and notational
sequencer. Sound generation
packages and samplers can be
used in the study of mathe
matics and physics and sam
ples and sequences, used in
conjunction with databases
like Genesis, can be used
throughout the curriculum.

AND ONWARDS...
Next month we will look fea

ture the first in a series of

musical case studies. Each

month we will look at one per
son's requirements, suggest a
good musical setup, and give
them some techniques and tips
to get them started.

Our first guinea pig is a
young owner of an A3010. He
is a fan of "dance" music so,

because this is a very rhythm
based type of music, we will
be showing him rhythm and
drum programming.



Eureka!
Now Available

£239
Special Introductory

Offer

High Quality, High Resolution Colour
Graphics for the Acorn Archimedes
made possible with the G8 Range of
Graphic Accelerator Cards from
Watford Electronics

♦ Produces high resolution
images on screen

♦ More colours available due to new
palett. Up to 256 displayed on
screen from a palett of 16.7
million colours

♦ 256 simultaneous grey scales on
screen for photorealistic images

♦ Increases the refresh rate
of the screen to reduce
visible flicker

♦ Faster graphics re-draw
operations

♦ Increases the speed of all
machine operations

♦ Direct Drive video output.
Sharper images in all modes

♦ Sound output is
unaffected

♦ Fully tested and compatible
with the following monitors
Eizo, Taxan
Radius, NEC
MicroVitec

Aries

Acorn Multisync
Panasonic

Phillips
DECVR110A/R260

♦ Compatible with all
Archimedes except
A3010, A3020,
A4000 & A4

Performance test on A440/1, ARM2

A comparison of speed performance
between a standard A440/1 and one

fitted with a G8 Accelerator Card
from State machine. >5>ySV ~5r.<SS5

o

II
Watford

Electronics
Established 1972

Head Office & Showroom:

Jessa House. Finway, DaIlow

Road. Luton. LU1 1TR.

Tel: (0582) 487777

Fax: (0582) 488588

Telex: 8956095

Branch Office & Showroom:

Jessa House. 250 High Street.

Watford. WD1 2AN.

Tel: (0923) 237774

Fax: (0923) 233642

ni-.H * i"

*
23

seconds
10.5

seconds

640 x 480 x 256
without G8 card

640 x 480 x 256
with G8 card

Specification

Maximum Resolution

(Square Pixels)

(Rectangular Pixels)

V. Scan Frequency
H. Scan Frequency

Video Memory
Output Video Signal

Sync

Palette

1280 x 1024® 4 colours

1152x848® 16 colours

800 x 600 @ 256 colours

1600 x 1200® 16 colours

1152x848® 256 colours

*56-110Hz(NI), 87Hz(l)
*31.5-75KHz

512KB

Analogue RGB (RS-343A)
Compsite grey level
15 and 9 pin connectors
H.Sync(TTL Level)
V. Sync (TTL Level)
Composite (TTL Level)
Sync on Green
24 bit (16.7 million colours)

•Mode dependent. (Nl) = Non Interlaced, (I) = Interlaced

Order Hotline 0582 487777
(9am-6pni Monday-Saturday). FAXUNIC 0582 488588.

24-Hour Answerphone Line 0923 23338:*
VAT: UKcustomers, please add 17.5% to value of order and carriage.

Offun and all items are subject to availability.Pucesmay have to change for reasons beyond oui control.
Specificationsof all products are correct at time of going lo press and given in good faith, but may change

without notice. All trademarks acknowledged. Goods are sold subject to our standard Terms &Conditions of
Saleavailable on reguest. E&OE. Phone for the very latest pricesand the quickest delivery options.

State Machine
75 Upper Wellington Street,

Luton. LU1 5AA. (0582 483377)

♦ Add VAT and £5 for carriage



imagery
Picture Publishing and Easy Creative

Graphics for any Acorn RISC OS
Computer, from PaletteStudio.

Imagery istwo programs inone. You can use painting and drawing tools from scratch oryou can
enhance existing digitised orscanned images. Fully RISC OS compliant, llmagery takes over where
IPaint leaves off, providing advanced 256 colour painting inadesktop window. Special effects give
the impression ofoils, watercolours and other natural styles and textures. Processes include
contrast, posterisation, colour scaling, mapping oneshapeinto
another and transparent colours.

„ ran do with imagery:

more than just a P'
A"h°Ugh Lle^haTeverything theprogram, mase^ ^

£89.95
inc. VAT and P&I

Post thecoupon belowto:
PaletteStudio, 108SmugOakBusinessCentre,

Lye Lane, Bricket Wood, Herts, AL2 3UG.
Full telephone support andclipart discare

included intheprice.

Name:

Address:

"ZZ^re scanned material,lmr^u" S-ted lettering, for
such as this nun lints and

DTP textcolouisccincleaning up and ^ ^^
adjvi

Designyour own graduated fills, preview and
apply wobblefunctions toachievethe illusions of water,motion

blur and more.Thepictureembellishment functions are numerous and
easy to use.Theyhavebeen implementedto improve on existing

scanned or digitised artwork. And you can't make a mistake
becauseImagerykeepsa recordof up to four different

versions of your picture for one-touch recall. Imagery comes I
with a 64page manual and a colour tutorialposter so even
beginners can learn how easy it is to get creative. Imagery is

idealforpreparingpictures forDTP and multimedia. Dropenhanced
picturesdirectlyinto Impression, ArtWorks, Genesisor Magpie.

Easy to Learn,
Easy to Use!

imagery is simple to use and
can be mastered by anyone.

from beginner to expert.

24-HOUR CREDIT CARD HOTLINE

(0923 894355)
All major credit cards accepted

Please rush me copy(ies) of Imagery® £89.95.1enclose my
cheque/PO for £ payable to PaletteStudio or
please debit my credit card (Visa/Access/Mastercard).

Card No

Signature: Expiry Date:

To get the name of your local Imagery stockist for a full demonstration, telephone Hugh Symons on 0202745744or Greyhound Marketing on 0532 621111



NEXT

MONTH
THE FINAL FRONTIER:

SPECIAL SPACE ISSUE
Next month we intend to take your

machine to the limits of the cosmos:

How do Acorn machines help the Jodrell Bank
team in their search for the start of the universe?

How can your Acorn machine simulategravity?
And how can you create a map of the

heavens on your computer?

CONQUER THE GALAXY!
Get into the action with our

special look at space games

THE BEAUTY OF SPACE
Use your artistic talents to create shooting stars,

planets, alien beings and much more besides.
Our in-house artist tells you how to use a selection

of art packages to get the results you want

MORE MODEMS
Get in touch with the

world of communications:

don't miss the BAU guide to the
latest innovations in modem technology

mmn

PLUS

COLOUR PRINTERS
A round-up of the most popular
colour printers for your machine

GAMES WIZARD
A place on the high-score table can be yours.
We review the latest bag of tricks for the
Acorn gamester

AFTER BETT

BAU puts on trial the best software releases
for home and educational users

REGULARS

• All the latest news and views

from the world of Acorn

• *INFO - helpful advice and
ideas covering the BBC A3000,
Archimedes, A5000, BBC B and Master

• Your letters and problems

• Programs galore on the yellow pages
and much more

To be sure of

DON'T MISS
your issue of BAU,

on sale the

second Thursday of
every month

DEAR NEWSAGENT, PLEASE ORDER MY REGULAR COPY OF BBC ACORN USER AUF

YOUR NAME

ADDRESS

BBC Acorn User is published by Redwood Publishing, 101 Bayham Street, London NW1 OAG.
Distributed by BBC Frontline, Park House, 117Park Road, Peterborough
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KEEP MOVING WITH

THE «AB& TIMES
THE NUMBER ONE NEWSPAPER CD-ROM!

• Full Text from The Times and The Sunday Times
• Illustrated with hundreds of photographs, charts and maps
• Flexible, simple to use software
• Available for IBM PC, Apple Macintosh and now a

NEW ACORN ARCHIMEDES RISC-OS version

• As featured in the NCET CD-ROM in Schools Scheme

Evaluation Report
• Applications in all curriculum areas!

NEW! SCHOOLPASS! Now in addition to your CD-ROM
subscription, get 20p off the cover price of The Times

everyday!

s?
£

^
x>

aO'"s®
£^

For further information on The Times and The Sunday Times Compact Disc Edition, and the SCHOOLPASS scheme, please return this slip to:
The Times Network Systems Ltd. Priory House. StJohn's Lane, London EC1M 4HD. or telephone us on071 782 7401.

(
Name:

Institution:

Address: _.

Postcode:.

FONT
Foundation is based on the "Foundations Of

Writing" course invented by Bill Michael at
Jordanhill Teacher Training College. It is

widely used in teaching writing skills, and is
available for Rise 05 for £8

MAIRO OPEN is a lovely new
font which looks especially good
in CAPITAL LETTERS. The fine
openings make it very catching
Lucid Medium adds a shapelcy elegance

to body text or HEADLINES

Catt foit our SPRSS catatogue
AH {oris except 3ounc(atior\ cost £4

031 668 2000
30 South Oswald Road
Edinburgh EH9 2HG

Desiqn
\ir\ro\rkJConcept
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Telephone: __ -- BAU/2/93

f^^ft

TMJ Computer Software
39a. Station Rd. Dcsborough, NonhanlsNNI4 2RL

Orders and Enquiries:0536 762713
Orders Only Lino: 0536 760807

Online BBS Darkhaven: 0604 413716 (24hrs)

What You See Is What You Pay
2607 BC

3D Comir
Aklcrbaron
Arcticulatc

Bambuxlc
Din/

Break 147&Superpool
ChockxAway
Chocks Away Extra
ChocksAwayComp.
Chess 3D

Chopper Farce
Chuck Rock
CYBER CHESS (NEW)
Dreadnoughts
Add on

Dark Angel
ELITE (Gold Edition)
Enter The Realm

EUREKA
FlightSimulatorToolKit
FERVOUR
Gribblies Day Out
guile

Home Accounts

HEROQUEST
.lames Fond

LEMMINGS
OhNo! MoreLemmings
Last NIN.IA

KARMA
KrysalisCompilation
ManchesterUnited Fooibal

i Kit

15.50

45.(11)

31.00
22.IX)

17.00

20.00

30.00
22.1H)

18.00

34.50

17.00

25.50

22.IK)

43.50

34.00

16.00

31.(XI

38.00

22.00

132.110

39.00

23.00

23.00
27.00

41.00

27.00
23.00

23.00

I8.IX)

23.IKI
23.00

27.(X)

22.1X1

Manchester Unitedin Europe
Microdrive World Edition
Master Ureal
MIG29SuperFulcrum
Nevryon

NEBULUS (NEW)

I'C Emulatot

Pacmuniit
Pandora's Box

PeskeyMitskrats
Platit AgainSam KArehieV
Quest lor Gold
Repton 3
Sim City
Speech
Schema

SuperiorGolf
SALOON CARS DELUX
SALOON CARS Courses

The RealMcCoy 2..V teal
TILES (NEW)
Waterloo

MusicPackages
Rhapsody 2

Art Packages
Render Header 2

Tracer

Clip Art I or 2
Euclid RISC-OS

Illusionist
CADct

Impn ill

23.00
26.00
I7.IXI

32.1X1

I8.IXI

22.IX)

114.00

I7.IX)

22.1X1

23,00
I2.VIX)

23.1X1

I7.IXI

27.1X1

I7.IXI

I I4.IXI

I7.IXI

30.1X1

I8.IXI

26.00
I8.IXI

22.IX)

53,0(1

I I3.IXI

55.00
30.01

59.1X1
')().(XI

17().(X)

161.00

SPECIAL OFFER BOX
POPULOUS €27.(X)

CYBOROE £23.00
EGO RlilTON 4 £23.00
LowsTurboChallenge 2 £23.00
OmarSaril's bridge 127.1X1
Galactic Dan £23.00

l-'till range of A3(X)0.A4()()(). anil A500I) machines
Please ring for special offers and prices.

ImpressionJunior
Compression

Educational

Fun School 2 (All Aces) I7.IXI

FunSchool3 (AllAges) 23.00
FunSchool4 (All Apes) 23.IX)
Lei's Spellal Home 2I.IXI
Let's Spellal the Shops 2I.IXI

Hardware

A5IXXI2 Megupgrade 95.00
80 MegextmalH/D 525.1X1
Leading Edge Jostick Interface38.00

3.5 inch disc boxes

KlOCapacily 11.00
Printer Ribbons

KXPI080.I08I.&U80 4.50
STAR NL Id/NX 1(1 5.IX)
STARLCIO&NXIOOO 5.00
STAR I.CIO Colour 6.50

STAR LC200 Mono 7.00
Colour 13.75

Citizen 120D /Swift 24/24K 4.5(1
Cili/en Colour 9/24/24e 224 14.1X1

Epson LQ4/500/550/850 4 50
Epson LX80 1.50
Il/P 500 Double Caps. Cart. 24.IX)

Single Caps. Carl. 15.00
Dust Covers

A3000(Keyboardonly) 7.(Xi
A3(KX)&Monitor 10.00

Odds and Ends

Mouse mals 3.1X1

3.Sin Disc Head Cleaners 3.50

88.1X1

41,1X1

Discs!
3.5 inch 13 for £6.50

A3000 Upgrades |
1 MEG E50.001
4 MEG £160.00

All prices include VAT and P&P
Access and Visa Accepted

Open Mon-Fri <) am - 12.311
1.30pm- 5.30

Saturdays 9.30am - 2 pm



REVIEWS

IN BRIEF
We take a short excursion into the world of drumming, wander round network

utilities, consider educational art packages and polish up our Spanish

RHYTHM-BED

Clares Micro Supplies
Tel: (0606) 48511
Price: £49.95 inc VAT

There are many advantages to
using drum machines: they
play in time; they can play the
same rhythm for two hours
without getting bored; they
don't miss rehearsals and they
don't get drunk before gigs.

But if you want to approxi
mate the sound of real drum

ming, creating songs with
subtle variations in pattern,
tempo and accent, using a
DMC to do it can be extremely
tedious. This is the main rea

son for programs called drum
sequencers, of which Rhythm-
Bed is the first full-blown

example on the Arc.
At first sight, the display is

fairly conventional. Drum pat
terns are shown as a rectangu
lar grid with a horizontal time

NETVIEW

SanjayPattni
Tel: 071-351 6192

Price: £34.99 inc VAT

Educational price: £29.99

Archimedes-based network

management utilities have so
far been thin on the ground.
Netview is, in large measure, a
Rise OS desktop replacement-
for the old BBC micro

favorites, *STATIONS and
*VIEW. It allows you to list all
the micros on your network,
and to see their screens in a

window on yours.
NetView installs on your

icon bar only after you type in
a password; useful security. A
click on the icon brings up a
dialogue to specify which
machine you want to view, and
entering the station number
copies the screen.

You can also select a net

work number and pop up a
window showing all the sta
tions active on that net. There

Rhythm-Bed: the subtlety of a real drummer;and it doesn't drink

axis and a vertical array of
'voices' or instruments. Above

this grid, there is a configur
able ruler that divides the time

line into bars and beats, which
are further subdivided into

'boxes'. The ruler also shows

List of file servers

-: ReduaoiH

Machine Type

Reduood-1

HFnuwin-r. K2S
Stations on netuork :181

rn flrchinedes (OS 6)

rn flrchinedes (OS 6)
Hcornjflrchinedes (OS 6)

liiniTCTrTWFff.
Acorn flrchinedes (OS 6)
foster 128 Conpact (OS 5)
Acorn Master 128 <0S 3)
Master 128 Conpact (OS 5>]
ficorn Master 128 (OS 3)
Acorn Master 128 (OS 3)
Acorn Master 128 (OS 3)
ftcc.ni Master 125: (QS 3)
ficorn Master 128 (OS 3)
Acorn Master 128 (OS 3)

OS 3)

. wesm ~r
lOrahaa :8 flpps RAM Duntjpo

'cue points' where the current
pattern starts and finishes.

To write a pattern, fill in the
boxes where you want notes to
occur using Select. Standard
stuff so far. But Rhythm-Bed
goes a step further. By con

TI7
281

NetView is aimed at making the net manager's life easier

isn't, however, any list of net
work numbers.

Highlighting a station
allows you to get limited infor
mation like the Econet soft

ware and operating system
version number, or to send a

Notify string to that station;
useful now that Notify has

been removed from the normal

Econet menu. There's even a

'notify all' option.
An obvious drawback is that

copying mode 27 screens over
even a fairly fast Econet can
take a while, perhaps 10 or
even 20 seconds on a big
bridged network. It would of

tinuing to click on Select, the
box changes from light to dark
grey, and the note volume
increases over 16 steps. When
you press Play, the pattern
cycles between cue points, and
lets you make changes.

Rhythm-Bed can record
incoming Midi data from a
keyboard or a drum machine
and sequence up to 255 pat
terns in any order, irrespective
of their positions on the grid.

The implementation is
excellent, making extensive
use of 'hot keys', and storing
drum machine configurations
as Edit files for ease of modifi

cation. Although at its best
with a Midi interface, it comes
with its own Arc drum sounds.

Rhythm-Bed is very easy to
use, and its method for chang
ing dynamics have altered the
way I think about electronic
percussion. The best drum edi
tor I've seen on any platform.

Richard Garrett

course be quicker on Ethernet
using AUN. A less obvious
problem is that you can't view
a level 4 fileserver screen; a

definite need if 'you want to
run the server 'headless'.

NetView is fully compatible
with bridges, both Acorn and
new SJ models, so you can
view screens of 'very' remote
machines. It coped well with
the Redwood/fiAvV network of

10 machines on seven sub-nets

with six bridges.
The manual warns of poss

ible ways of crashing
machines as they are viewed,
but in use no problems were
encountered. For the limited

aims of the package, it works
well. There is a lot of scope for
development, perhaps with a
more graphical network dis
play. The limitations with
eight-bit machines do need to
be fixed, but that aside, it does
offer reasonable value. It

should be a boon for teachers

and net managers everywhere.
Graham Bell
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QUALITY AND RELIABILITY WITH FRIENDLY SERVICE

Acorn Products

A4 Laptop 60Mb HD System 1699.00
Floppy Disk System 1399.00

A3010 Family Solution 2Mb RAM
(Requires Monitor) 424.68

A3010 Learning Curve 680.00
A3020 4Mb Floppy System 749.00
A4000 Home Office Pack 4Mb 999.00

A5000 4M HD 80 Multiscan System
Learning Curve 1445.96

A5000 4M HD 120 Multiscan 1599.00

A540 4Mb RAM 120Mb HD 2096.00

Acorn Pocket Book 212.72

Acorn PC Emulator Ver 1.8 99.00

Unless otherwise stated all Acorn

systems include a 14" Colour monitor.
For a multiscan monitor please add
£50.00 to the above prices .

A3000 Upgrades
2Mb RAM Upgrade 39.00
4Mb RAM Upgrade 110.00
20Mb Internal Hard Disk 195.00

42Mb Internal Hard Disk 399.00

User/Analogue Podule 49.00
User/Midi Podule 49.00

Ethernet Expansion Card 139.00
Dust Cover (Complete System) 12.50

A5000 Upgrades
2Mb RAM Upgrade for A5000 79.00
Ethernet Expansion Card 139.00
Dust Cover (Complete System) 12.50

Archimedes Accessories

386 PC Expansion Card 1Mb 369.00
386 PC Expansion Card 4Mb 469.00
486 PC Expansion Card 1Mb 469.00
486 PC Expansion Card 4Mb 569.00
ARM 3 Upgrade 175.00
Clares Micro Mouse 25.00
Scan-Light Junior 256 195.00
Scan Light Professional 595.00
Econet Module 45.00

I/O Expansion Podule 75.00
A3000 Styled Plinth (Metal) 20.00

Digital Services Products
Squirrel Single User 129.00

Multi-user/Site Licence 516.00
Upgrade single to Multi/Site 387.00
Squirrel 'C Developers Toolkit 99.00
Waiter Menu System 35.00

Net/Site Licence 139.00
Freeway Econet Spooler/Server 35.00
Jetstream Tape Streamer

30Mb 199.00
Digistore Tape Streamer

60Mb 699.00

150Mb 1099.00
Level 3 Digistore Software 50.00
Filestore Digistore Software 50.00
Stacking Filestore Software 50.00
RISCOS Digistore Software 50.00
DSL Floppy Podule 29.00
DSL High Speed Cached

240Mb Hard Disk 749.00

Monitors

Philips CM8833 II Stereo 169.00
Microvitec 14M325 Colour 159.00
Acorn Colour Monitor AKF17 150.00
Eizo 9060S Flexscan 429.00

Taxan Multisync Monitor 775 429.00

Systems & Silicon

SuperbundlE
Our fabulous new superbundle
provides a choice of the new Acorn
32-bit computers with the faster.
ARM250 or ARM3 processor with
£500.00 worth of major software titles.
Superbundle software:

• Acorn PC Emulator v1.7
• 1st Word Plus Rel 2

• Genesis

• LinCAD Starter

• Pipedream3
• Waiter

The Choice of Computers:
A3.010 Family Solution

(Requires Monitor) 469.00
A3020 2Mb FD 759.00

A3020 60Mb CGA 899.00
A4000 80Mb CGA 949.00

A5000 80Mb with

Multisync Monitor 1399.00
For above systems with multiscan
monitors please add £50.00

Dot Matrix Printers

Epson LX100
Epson LX400
Epson LX850
Epson FX850
Epson FX870
Epson FX1170
Epson LQ100
Epson LQ570
Epson LQ1070
Epson LQ870
Epson LQ1170

Laser Printers

Epson EPL4300
Epson EPL4000
Epson EPL7500 ,
C C Laser Direct 4

C C Laser Direct 8

130.00

90.00

133.00

257.00

275.00

350.00

143.00

200.00

307.00

351.00
431.00

569.00

474.00

1138.00

899.00

1275.00

Inkjet Printers
HP Deskjet 500 Mono 265.00
HP Deskjet 500 Colour 349.00
HP Deskjet 550 Colour NEW 440.00
Canon BJ10e 199.00
Canon BJ300 309.00
Epson SQ870 414.00
Epson SQ1170 564.00

Printer Drivers

Hewlett Packard Deskjet 500C 16.00
Epson JX Compatible

(StarLCIO) 16.00

Hannington Hall, P0 Box 50,Cosham,
Portsmouth P06 3BQ Telephone 0705 327591

Morley SCSI'Hard Disks
40Mb External 329.00

100Mb External 429.00

40Mb Internal 244.00

100Mb Internal 379.00

All hard disks include a standard

interface. For a Cached SCSI card
please add £50.00

SCSI Card 131.00

SCSI Card Cached 170.00

Major Software Titles
Arclight 42.00

Arcol 44.00

Artisan 44.00

CableNews 139.00

Chameleon 29.00

Compression 34.00

EasiWriter 114.00

Equasor 36.00

Euclid 40.00

Eureka 108.00

Genesis 86.95

Genesis Plus 69.00
Graphbox 59.00

Graphbox Professional 105.00
Illusionist 78.00

Impression 2 123.00

Impression Business Sup. 38.00

Impression Junior 68.00
Jigsaw 29.00

Magpie 45.00

Mogul 17.00

Notate 49.00

Pendown 54.00

Pipedream 4 149.00

Poster 75.00

Presenter GTI 65.00

Pro Artisan 70.00
Render Bender 2 70.00
Revelation 2 99.00

Rhapsody 45.00

Schema 90.00

smArt 50.00

smArt Filer 32.00

Snapshot (A3000) 269.00

Snapshot (Archimedes) 189.00

Splice 26.00

Squirrel Database 129.00

Tabs 85.00

TechWriter 235.00
Titler 99.00
Tween 26.00
Waiter Menu System 35.00

All prices shown are ex-VAT, which is
chargeable at 17.5% on all items for
UK residents. No VAT is due on

foreign orders.
Most goods are dispatched within 24
hours.

Prices are subject to change without
notice.

Purchase orders accepted from public
sector, otherwise cash with order.

Major credit cards accepted.
Carriage in UK mainland £5.00 small
items, £7.50 larger items (plus VAT).
Overseas carriage at cost.



PICTURE IT

Appian WaySoftware
Tel: 091-373 1389

Price: £49.00 (inc choice of two
topics packs). Separate topic pack
available at £15.00

Educational art packages
abound for all ages and abili
ties but there are relatively few
object-oriented drawing pro
grams: Smart, Vector and
ArtWorks spring immediately
to mind. Picture It is in this

category, and has much in
common with Smart. It per
mits young children to build
up interesting and complex
pictures from libraries of sim
ple Draw objects. The bonus is
that these libraries are linked

to specific topics within the
National Curriculum.

The program is fully Rise
OS compliant. The work area
is flanked by a palette menu,
toolbox, and object window.
Although initially static, these
can be placed elsewhere in
order lo access all parts of the
work area. Object files can be

UNKWORD

Minerva Software

Tel: (0392) 437756

Price: £39.95

Having just started Spanish
evening classes, 1 was hoping
that Linkword Spanish would
allow me to skip all those tire
some vocab lists and that

tedious verb conjugation and
go straight to reading Gabriel
Garcia Marquez in the orig
inal, or at least enable me to

order tapas without recourse to
a dictionary.

When it comes down to

learning a language, there is
sadly no substitute for hard
work, but this package does
offer a welcome helping hand.

Linkword Spanish is based
on a concept developed by its
author, Michael Gruneberg.
The idea is that students

remember the sound of a word
by creating a mental picture of
it. It applies to any language,
and Minerva is now releasing
German and French versions.

The Spanish word for beach
is playa, so to help you fix the
word in your head, the pro
gram suggests you imagine
pairs of pliers scattered all
over a beach. Picnic is mer-

Picture It lets children develop complex scenes quickly

dragged to the object window
from library discs to be dis
played for selection; up to 15
such files can be viewed.

From here the objects are
assembled and manipulated
(Stretched, shrunk and trans
formed in other ways),
coloured in and 'pinned' in
place to produce excellent
results. An animation program
is included; a computer 'flick-

r-'!r"i TTpJoFrJ Spanish

book* which will animate any
set of saved images which are
numbered sequentially. As it is
so easy to make small changes
to drawings, quite complex
animations can be achieved

without any fuss.
The program is open-ended

and can share Draw files/

objects with any other Rise
OS-compliant program, which
means results can be placed in

S E C T I 0 h ]

fl H I H (1 L S

This first section of the course can be basically
regarded as a training section designed to get you into the
linkuord nethod quickly and easily.

After about 45 nmutes you will have the vocabulary of
about 38 uords and be able to translate sen*
have finished Section 1 you uill have the I SECTI.OH LIST

Introduction
flmnals

Hone/Hotel Furniture Colour

Clothes/famly

In the garden

through the rest of I

flninal uords are j
large group of "easi
icourse are useful ti
(e.g. dog, cat etc.!

LIHK WORD

Info
I'll I HUM
Hext section

Previous section

Hext subsection

Previous subsection

In tbi resaurant
food and drink

Shopping P. Business uords
Travelling R the car

On the beach and leisure

Illness

LINKWORD

fin :8 flpps Dungeon ♦ E
All right, so it can't spell cafe; but Linkword will do its best for your Spanish

ienda, so you are asked lo
think about 'your picnic com
ing to a merry end, possibly
because people have drunk too
much'. If a word sounds

similar in English and Spanish,
your scenario always involves
a bullfighter, so to remember
the word for tomato, which is

tomate, you picture a bullfigh
ter being pelted with tomatoes.

It all sounds silly but, partly
because the images are gener
ally rather ridiculous, they do
tend to stick in your mind and
I have had some success with

the method.

The sections cover all the

usual categories of vocabulary,
such as animals, food and

drink, shopping and travelling.
The words and their Spanish

equivalents appear one by one.
along with the suggested
memory-joggers. This is fol
lowed by straightforward tests
- English to Spanish and
Spanish to English - and then
the user is asked to translate a

series of easy sentences.
Responses are input on the

keyboard and come up on
screen so you can compare

(hem with the correct answer.

REVIEWS

word processed and DTP doc
uments or further enhanced in

such software as 4Mation's

Chameleon.

Picture It permits children
to concentrate on the subject
matter without getting bogged
down in process of developing
a picture. Children can create
their masterpieces quickly
without monopolising the
classroom computer for long
periods. The building-block
approach of Picture It lends
itself to group work, with all
the ensuing benefits of discus
sion and decision making. The
program also offers an unique
focus for a wide range of
topic-based activities for Key
.Stage 2 children.

Children certainly enjoy
using this program, because
they get pleasing results
quickly and relatively easily.
The variety of topic packs
ensures that Picture It has

cross-curricular applications
and, if there isn't one lo suit,
you can always create your
own by using Draw.

Chris Drage

Very simple grammar is taught
in each section, and the com

puter work is supported by an
audio tape.

There's just one menu: this
allows you to move around the
program and the only 'feature'
is a neat little clock symbol
that, when you click on it.
means the computer waits 10
seconds before it brings up the
next screen. This helps you
concentrate on each word for

the recommended time.

Linkword Spanish is
extremely simple to install and
use. But that simplicity is why
the package disappoints
slightly, as I can't help feeling
that the machine's power
could have been used more

imaginatively. For instance,
what about some Catchword-

style graphics to illustrate the
aides-memoire?

This might well prove valu
able for getting students
started. It would also offer
holiday-makers or business
people a basic familiarity with
the language. As for me, I'll
keep taking the evening
classes; but I'm still hoping
that someone, somewhere, will
develop a program which will
give me instant fluency with
no effort whatsoever.

Lisa Hughes
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"..itforms what is perhaps the easiest to use, but most advanced
graphic illustration package on any personal computer today."

Acorn User April 1992

"In summary I think ArtWorks is a wonderful program and I am
astonished the asking price is below £200 inc vat"

Archive October 1992

"ArtWorks is quite simply the best vector drawing software on the
Arch."

Computer Shopper May 1992

"Having just purchased a 486 computer, no-one is more disappointed
than I tofind that CorelDRAW looks pretty pedestrian compared to

ArtWorks on the Archimedes."

Computer Shopper August 1992

"You can't ajford to miss this package.. ArtWorks is state of the art in
graphics illustration packages "

"Ifor one would have no hesitation in recommending ArtWorks to
anyone, to use either on a professional basis orfor pleasure. "

Acorn Computing November 1992

"In short, it is amazing. "
Archive August 1992

"Miss it at your peril. "
Acorn Computing Nov 1992

"It's the best art program ever to hit the Archimedes"
Archimedes World October 1992

Computer Concepts Ltd

Gaddesden Place, Hemel Hempstead, Herts, HP2 6EX. Tel 0442 63933 Fax 0442 231632



NEW FRONTIER
Claire Johnson follows the historical trails offered by Frontier 2000,

the latest in multimedia classroom software

hen the postman
arrived with my
Frontier 2000 parcel
he complained that it

was far loo heavy: as with the
disc-only version, this CD-
Rom arrived packaged in a
smart yellow folder containing
tapes, postcards, guide books,
information books, a video

welcoming you to Carlisle and
even a piece of Roman limber.
The pack also contained the
floppy disc version of the soft
ware and two small instruction

manuals.

The first advantage of this
CD-Rom was the discovery
that all the operating software
was on the disc, so pointing at
the icon and clicking gave a
window that immediately
allowed a double click on the

application icon; you sel off on
either a trail or an exploration.

Frontier 2000 is essentially
a multimedia, historical guide
to Carlisle. By exploring a
map of the area the user can
delves into all sorts of histori

cal details, in the form of text,

pictures, speech and even short
movies. 1 started by following
a trail of clues through one of
the preset topics, getting my
information to solve these

clues from the various experts
on call. Each trail follows

specific topics such as the
local cathedral, railways. Bon
nie Prince Charlie and (he

Civil War.

In each case the academic

gives information relevant lo
the trail and a clue to the next

destination. These are then

reached by simulated car
travel: and a video clip appears
showing the car. I found that
time-consuming and soon
turned it off. but the pupils
loved it and insisted on keep
ing it. There is a liming
element built in to the trails.

and travelling is taken into
account, so the pupils are
penalised for wasting time
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THE TRANSPORT TRAIL

History supplementary study units at KeyStage 2
includeShipsand Seafarersand Land transport. Core
study unit 4 at Key Stage 3 is Expansion, trade and
industry. There are two trails included on the disc;one
dealing with the growth of railways and the other
dealing with general transport. Study of the railways
trail leads us into a very pertinent topic, that of the
variety of companies providing rail transport in the
early years; seven coming and going from Carlisle.

Thetrail goes on to look at the building of the
railways; it takes us to a station and we can compare
journey times then and now by reading timetables.
There are also pictures here of the very first rail ticket
which was produced by the stationmaster at Bramp
ton. The Solway Viaductwas built to carry the railway;
it no longer stands but held a record and was an
incredible feat of engineering.Tofind its location on
the map we have to use grid references.

This region was also the scene of a major train
disaster; and the numbers of casualties were not

published at the time. The reason for this is part of the
pupils' historical investigationand couldlead to some
very interesting work on the validity of historical
evidence. The transport trail leads us into sea trade
and smugglers and a look at the defunct ship building
industry.Thetrail leads us to graveyardsand the

grave of a warship captain; allowinga trip into naval
battles, pirates, sea trade and forced conscription.

We also take a brief look at the canal and the

reasons why trade grew up by canals and flourished
until the advent of the railways. Finally we are lead to
modern forms of transport, the airport at Carlisleand
the M6;now a heavily congested link with Scotland.
All these forms of transport provide very important
clues to the growth of trade and industry and urban
development. There are video sequences of a steam
train pulling into Carlisle station; much more fun than
the common diesel engine known to the school
generation.

ol-Corlijfc

Hail.



THE QUEEN OF SCOTS

At Key Stage 2 of the History NationalCurriculum
document, pupils are required to study Tudor and
Stuart times, including the key elements of politics,
religion, social, economic and cultural perspective.
They are to study the causes, consequences and
connections between pieces of historical evidence and
develop an awareness of the different ways in which
past events are represented. They should also be given
plenty of opportunities to 'ask questions, choose
sourcesfor an investigation, collectand record infor
mation ... select and organise historical information
... present results'.
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One of the trails providedon the discconcernsthe
period that Mary, Queen of Scots,spent in the Carlisle
area, both as a prisoner of Elizabeth Iand beforehand.
The Frontier trail provided leads us to investigate her
three marriages and their consequences; she visited
Bothwell at Hermitage castle before the death of
Darnley. Herfirst marriage was at the age of 15 to the
French Dauphin, and this leads us into French history
and the important links between France and Scotland,
which starts to offer some clues as to why Mary,
Queen of Scots, posed such a strong threat to Eliz
abeth of England.

The trail leads us on to Carlisle castle; this was one
of Mary's many prisons and we are questioned about
her relationship with Elizabeth. The relationship
between the two queens greatly affected the future
of the Englishmonarchy. Why and in what way? We
are told in some authentic language that Mary
watched a game of football in the castle grounds. In
the16th Century? When was it invented? What other
sports did the people of Tudor times play? What were
Mary's prison conditions like? We are then lead on to
the plot against Elizabeth that was uncovered by the
Englishsecret service, led by Walsingham, that meant
execution for some, imprisonment for others, and
eventually death for Mary, Queen of Scots.

There were other supposed plots against the Eng
lish throne, and Mary is still considered by some
historians to have been a much-maligned figure in
Tudorhistory.Thereare picturesof both Hermitage
castle Carlisle castle included on the disc and the pack
contains a book about Marythat includesfamilytrees,
portraits and other historical evidence and
documentation.

The resources file on the disc contains some wond

erful stories about Hermitage castle and a
contemporary account of the enigmatic football
match. This Frontier disc makes a good starting point
for any historical investigation of Tudorand Stuart
England.

EDUCATION

travelling to incorrect
locations; but this didn't

always seem to deter them. At
each location a question is
asked and the experts provide
information although in some
cases this is trivial, and leaves

you wanting more.
Some of the locations have

pictures attached to them, and
these take the form of photo
graphs - both old and new - of
sites, pictures of historical
artefacts and paintings. All of
these can be accessed from a

list, saved as sprites or Draw
files and can also be used in

other ways by pupils.
They are all of an extremely

high quality and provide some
very useful and interesting
historical resource material.

There are also several replay
clips of video, including a
steam train and a news broad

cast. The time line is also

provided, containing some
25.000 words. It starts in 43

AD, finishes in May 1991, and
can be searched by date, word
and category.

The disc also contains a

number of other resources,

including some Maestro files
of historical ballads and a

folder containing documents
relating to an elderly resident
of Carlisle that could give rise
to work based on more recent

history available lo pupils
through older relatives. There
are also a number of work

sheets provided that allow
pupils to record things syste
matically as they go through
the wealth of information

available on the disc.

The software is very easy to
use and the well-written

manual is rarely needed. At all
times it is possible to save,
print or backtrack easily
through the historical docu
mentation. I really did feel, by
the time I had explored
Hadrian's wall with the

Romans: Bonnie Prince Char

lie and the Civil War with the

Roundheads; gone round the
cathedral with the guide; and
visited the museum, that 1 had

been there and seen it all.

PRODUCT DETAILS

Product: Frontier 2000

Supplier: Cambridgeshire Soft
ware, 7 Free Church Passage, St
Ives, CambsPE17 4AY

Tel: (0480) 67945

Price: £95
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Watford Electronics Ltd
Established 1972

Mail Order & Showroom: Jessa House, Finway, off Dallow Road, Luton, LU1 1TR, England

Tel: 0582 48 77 77 Tlx: 8956095 WATFRD Fax: 0582 488 588 a

Showroom Only: Jessa House, 250 Lower High Street, Watford WD1 2AN, England t*L>OL IL
Tel: 0923 237774 Fax: 0923 233642

The sign of
Quality Shop Hours: 9am to 6pm (Mon.-Sat.) Thursday 9am to 8pm. FREE customer car park.

All prices exclusive of VAT; subject to change without notice & available on request.

The choice

of Experience

rchimedes microl
System Basic Colour Multiscan

A3010-1 Mb Family £424 £584 £749

A3010-2Mb L/C - £680 -

A3020-2Mb FD - £749 £799

A3020-2Mb HD60 - £899 £949

A4000-2Mb HD80 - £949 £999

A4000-Home Office - £999 £1049

A5000-2Mb HD80 - £- £1399

A5000-L/C 2Mb HD80 - £1445

A5000-4MbHD120 - - £1599

A5000-2Mb ES - - £1299

A5000-2Mb NS - - £1399

Pocket Book £212 - -

Pocket Book Class £2127 - -

Archi A4 Notebooks

A4 Notebook with 2Mb RAM

A4 Notebook 4M RAM/60M HD

£1399

£1699

FREE OFFER
When you purchase any of

the above Archimedes Micros,
we will give 10% of the value of

the machine in Hardware or

Software of your choice

Archi Accessories

»3.5" 800K 2nd Floppy Drive (305/310) £118
»5.25" 800K external Floppy Drive £80
»Acorn I/O Podule (Analogue/User/1MHz bus) £79
»I/O Podule (Analogue/User) £49
• MEMC 1A Upgrade £29
»MIDI add-on to Acorn I/O Podule £27

»MIDI Expansion Card £65
»Econet Network Board £38

»Archi replacement mouse - New design £29
• PC Emulator v1.9 £95

»Software Developers Toolbox £149
' Floating Point Unit £455
»Keyboard Extension Lead £6
• 2 Podule Backplane £20
»4 Podule Backplane £25
>Fan for above backplanes £10
» Rise Os Extras Software Disc £5

»Ethernet Card £149

>SCSI Card 8 bit £129

• SCSI Card 16 bit £149

»SID Utilities Disc 1 £5

• SID Utilities Disc 2 £5

>SID Utilities Disc 3 £5

' SID Utilities Disc 4 £5
i ST506 Hard Disc Controller Card £99

•A5000 Dust Cover £9pr
•A5000 Technical Reference Manual ' £-

Rise OS 3 Upgrades
' A 5000 Software Upgrade Kit £16
<Software Upgrade Kit for the rest £40
<Hardware Upgrade Kit 300/440 £25

A3000 Accessories
• 3.5" External Drive£95 • Monitor Stand £15

• Technical Manual £39 • Serial Upgrade £19
• A3000 Dust Cover £5

• A3000 plus Monitor Dust Cover £9
• A3000 User Port/Midi Upgrade Card £44
• A3000 User/Analogue/IIC I/O Card £38
• A3000 External Podule Case £15

'eMHUifJJJIagiBnieniEi
The ultimate G8 range of Graphics Accelerator
Cards from State Machine, for the Archimedes
micro give more resolution, colours and speed.
Features:

• Fully programmable 24 bit colour palette allows a
choice of 16.7 million colours. True 256 grey
scale, primary and VGA palettes supplied for
enhanced dithering with RISC OS applications.

• DTP now easier with fully legible one or two A4
page screen display in 2, 4, 16 or 256 colours.

• At least 25 frames per second local VRAM update
allows applications to run without flicker or tearing
of the graphics.

• Provides 50 frames per second update mode 12,
15, 20, 21, etc., on 30KHz+ line rate monitors.

• Extends the high resolution mode 23 from 2
colours to 16 at the same resolution allowing
A3000 and A5000 computers to use high
resolution in up to 16 colours.

• 4 layer single width podule - no soldering
required

• Full documentation and operating software
supplied.

• Requires RISC OS 3.10.
P.S. Not compatible with A3010, A3020, A4000 and

A4.

G8 Pro additional features:
• Desktop compatible 768 x 576 CCIR PAL

interlace in 256 colours
• 1 Mb on-board VRAM

• External genlock facility

G8 Plus £245

G8 Professional £345

corn A3010 Family Pack
Supplied with 3.5" Floppy Disc Drive and a

mouse, Colour Monitor and lead, TV
modulator, 20Mb fast IDE Hard Disk Drive,

'Compression' utilityto increase the Hard
Drive capacity to typically 40Mb, the highly
acclaimed Computer Concept's Impression

Junior DTP package, EasiWord
wordprocessor, Quest for Gold game,

applications suite of software packages and
comprehensive audio training tape.

RRP: £1095

Sale Offer Price: £729
Above Package plus Acorn's

Learning Curve £874

Additional 1Mb RAM £29

Special Education discounts
available on micros, RAM upgrades,
ARM 3 Turbo Card, etc. Please write

in or telephone:

0582 48 77 77

Archimedes RAM Upgrade
All our memory upgrades are simple to fit. No
soldering required. Fitting instructions supplied.

• R300-4 Layer RAM upgrade board (Bare). £25
• R302-A3000 - to 2MB RAM Upgrade £29
• R303-A3000 - to 2MB RAM Upgrade

(expandable to 4MB) £49
• R304-A3000 - to 4MB RAM Upgrade £99
• R305-A3010 - to 2MB RAM Upgrade £29
• R306-A3020 - to 4MB RAM Upgrade £50
• R311-A305 - to 1MB RAM Upgrade £30
• R312-A305/310 - to 2MB RAM Upgrade £115
• R314-A305/310 - to 4MB RAM Upgrade £229
• R412-A410/1 - to 2MB RAM Upgrade £25
• R413-A420/1 - to 4MB RAM Upgrade £50
• R414-A410/1 - to 4MB RAM Upgrade £75
• R810-A410/1 - to 8MB RAM Upgrade £579
• R820-A420/1 - to 8MB RAM Upgrade £549
• R840-A440/1 - to 8MB RAM Upgrade £479
• A5000 - to 2MB additional RAM Upgrade £82

Desk Top Publishers
Acorn's Archi DTP Package £69

• Equasor £39; • Expression-PS £19

Impression 2 DTP Pack £123

Impression Junior £69

Impression Business Supplement £39

Impression II Borders Disc £19

Ovation DTP £89

Archi Wordprocessors
Pendown Archi

Pendown Plus

Pendown Outline
Fonts

1st Word Plus- 2

£48

£79

£18

£63

PD Spellchecker £40

Graphic Writer £19

Easiwriter £115

EasiWord £58

Databases

Flexifile £79 Multistore v2.01 £176

Knowledge Organiser£42 Pinpoint £65
Magpie £40 Pinpoint Junior £23

Spreadsheets
Eureka £99 Schema

Business Graphics
GammaPlot £39 Sigmaplot

Integrated Packages
Pipedream 3 £116 • Pipedream4

Desktop Office - Database, Graphs &
Charts, Wordprocessor Spreadsheet,
Communications

Desktop Folio - Wordprocessor, Desktop
& Interactive Publishing. Ideal for school

£89

£39

£146

£98

£75

Computer Concept's professional

Art package ArtWorks £139

CREDIT CARD 24 HOUR

Ansaphone Hot Lines
(0923)250234 or 233383



Archi Hard Disc Drive

Watford's advanced interface allows IDE drives to

work on any Archimedes machine, speeds in
excess of SCSI devices can be obtained at a

fraction of the cost of a SCSI drive.

Up to four drives are supported by the IDE filing
system IDEFS, up to two drives can be attached to
each expansion card, up to four cards can be
installed in a machine. An optional 20Mb or 40Mb
hard disc can be supplied on the podule expansion
card itself, with its fast transfer rate and power
saving modes the drive is ideal for storing
commonly used software such as the IFonts
application.
A powerful security feature has been provided with
the two unique commands "IDELock and
"IDEUnlock, ideal for educational establishments

where hacking or tempering may be prevalent that
may lead to loss of data. Once locked, the
configuration can not be changed until a secret
password is used. The IIDEForm Write Protect
option is particularly useful in conjunction with
•IDELock as it will prevent any unauthorised

deletion of data.

Byan innovative use of on-board memory, the card
will remember its configuration, even if moved to
another slot or even a different machine, this also

includes the unique security features.

Hardware

• Single width EuroCard
• Supports proposed ANSI ATA (IDE) specification
• Fast 16 bit MEMC interface interrupt driven to

support background disc operations
• 5 Mbytes per second peak transfer rate
• Optional on-card 20Mb or 40Mb hard disc
• Up to two drives (master and slave) per card
• Multiplecards per machine (up to four)

Software
• Conformsfully to the Acorn IDESpecification
• All software supplied in ROM
• Filingsystem 'IDEFS'
• Desktop filer with drive ready detection and disc

name under icon

• IIDEForm, WIMP based configuration and
formatting software

• Drives can be individually write protected
• Up to four drives over multiplecards
• Power saving standby modes supported with

configurable timeout
• Drives can be used without translation in native

mode for minimum overhead

• NDEFSDisk, creates PC emulator hard discs

Prices

Part No. Capacity Access Speed Price

ADA 0520 44Mb 28mS £195

ADA 0530 100Mb 16mS £295

ADA 0570 200Mb 15mS £449

ADA 0580 330Mb 15mS £799

All the above 3.5" hard drives are supplied
complete with Controller Card, cable & Software on
ROM. (Internal fitting). For use with
A300/A400/A500 series machines.

For A3000 users an additional external Case and

PSU will be required.

AAA 0300 External Case & PSU for A3000 £85

Archi IDE Hard Disc Podule only £89

flffiffiSii'SEI rives

for A3000

State of the art, 4 layer internal IDE Hard Cards for
the A3000. Software supplied in, On-board ROM.

ADA 0150

ADA 0720

ADA 0750

ADA 0730

20Mb

40Mb

60MB

80Mb

19mS

19mS

18MS

18mS

£149

£279

£329

£399

Supplied ready assembled. No soldering required.
Simply plug into the allotted space.

Archi IDE Hard Cards

Watford's easy to instal, low cost, high
performance, revolutionary IDE Hard Cards
for the A300 & A400 series Archimedes.

ADA 0650 20Mb 19mS £159

ADA 0660 40Mb 28mS £289

ADA 0810 60Mb 18mS £339

ADA 0670 80Mb 18mS £409

(Can be used as a Removable Hard Drive)

NEW^ iM iTfiTnr* fjj^Fiv i • i •iil\

SCSI Hard Disc Offer
(while stocks last)

100MB Hard Disc Upgrade
complete with Controller card,

Cables, Formatter and Manuals

RRP: £799

Offer Price: £325
Also available with 16-bit controller £359

Leasing facility now available.
Please telephone or write in

for details.

Low Finance now available on

Archimedes.

Please telephone for details.

Using this simple data link, it is possible to solve all
your BBC to Archimedes data transfer problems.
The kit is supplied with a disk, and the necessary
cable to connect the two computers.
New RISC OS Version also available (please
specify)

• ForA3000 £15 «ForA5000 £16

For A3000 Serial Upgrade (£19) required

&IMIHFitStfsl

(User, Analogue & IIC)
This NEW versatile I/O Card from Watford, fits inside
the A3000 and includes an Analog to Digital Converter,
a User Port, and an InterIC (IIC) connector.

The card allows many of the peripherals developed for
the BBC to be used with the Archimedes A3000. The
ADC and User Port have the same pin out and
connectors as the BBC computers.

Extensive RISC OS software is supplied to provide BBC
OSBYTE calls for support of the ADC and User Ports,
including the BASIC keyword ADVAL. The software
provides extended RISC OS support for separate
interrupts from both the ADC and User Ports, permitting
easy interrupt driven operation.

The card is provided with all the software in ROM and is
automatically loaded when the machine is turned on.
Peripherals connected to the ports can obtain up to
500mA of power at +5V. A fuse is fitted to the card to
protect the A3000 from damage arising from accidental
short circuit of the power output.

Features
• An 8 bit User Port with a standard 20 way IDC

connector, compatible with the User Port on the BBC
computers and the Archimedes I/O Podule.

• A 10 bit Analog to Digital Converter with a standard
15 way D type connector, compatible with the ADC
on the BBC range of computers and the Archimedes
I/O podule.

• An InterIC (IIC) Port with a 5 pin DIN socket to
connect theA3000 toexternal IIC devices. £42

himedes Software

EasyWord £18 TimeTabler £549
Home Accounts £35 System Delta £59
System Delta Program Reference Manual £29

Stand alone Business Accounts Packages
Sales; Purchase; Order Processing and Invoicing;

Nominal; Stock management
£79 per module

or Complete Business Package £325

H22H2EaSaJB2Bi
Simply The Best

Here it is at last - the all new Mark 2 version

of Watford's highly acclaimed ARM 3
processor board for the Archimedes and now
also the A3000 series computers. Using the
latest surface mount technology on a high
quality four layer circuit board we have
reduced the overall size to a mere 53mm x

45mm, and the cost to only £169. Mk II
upgrade will increase the speed of your micro
by a factor of 3 to 6.
Any competent A300 or A400/1 series micro
owner can fit the upgrade himself, as we
provide full fitting instructions and a special
ARM chip extraction tool. However for A3000
micros and those not wishing to perform the
upgrade themselves, we will collect, upgrade
and return your micro by courier service, at an
additional cost of £24.

(A300 and old A440 series owners please note
- you will need to upgrade to MEMC1A for
ARM3 to work.)

RRP £249

Special Offer £145
Acorn have satisfactorily evaluated Watford's
ARM 3 upgrade and the A3000 upgrades are
fitted by Acom approved surface mount
technology centre, therefore its fitment will not
invalidate Acorn's warranty on the micro.

BBC MASTER
MASTER 128K Micro incl. Acorn's

View, Viewsheet, ADFS, BASIC Editor
& TERMINAL plus FREE OFFER
(see below) £375

FREE with every BBC Master purchased
from us during February

A 5.25" Double Sided, 40/80 track
switchable 400K Disc Drive

complete with cables and a Utilities
disc incl. 2 games, plus

Gemini's OFFICE MATE & OFFICE MASTER

Add-Ons & Accessories

Econet Module for the Master £42
Twin ROM Cartridge for Master £9
Quad ROM Cartridge for Master £14
Master Reference Manual I (No VAT) £14
Master Reference Manual II (No VAT) £14
Master Advance Ref Manual (No VAT)£14
64K Upgrade Kit for B+ £32
Acorn 1772 DFS Kit complete £49
ECONET Upgrade Kit for BBC B £42
ALL ECONET UPGRADES Available
ARIES' IEEE Interface for BBC B & Master £238
Morley Teletext Adaptor with ATS Rom £99
Ecolink £270



Watford Electronics Aries PC Card

Access the world of MS-DOS from your RISC OS based computer
Watford Electronics brings you a full specification IBM compatible PC card for the Archimedes. You no longer require the Archimedes
PC Emulator, all PC software is run locally on the expansion card with custom written software to interface the PC card into the RISC
OS environment. The expansion card is a full hardware implementation, with the ability to be turned into an ISA Bus, fully fledged
386 PC just by the addition of a power supply, keyboard, storage device and a monitor!

Processor
386SXL 33MHz low power processor. Socket for

optional 387SX 33MHz numeric co-processor.

On Board Peripherals
• Uses 82C107 single chip solution.

• 128 bytes of battery backed CMOS RAM.

• AT compatible Keyboard Controller.

• Uses standard Archimedes keyboard and

mouse. Full standard ISA 16 bit expansion

bus available.

• Optional expander allows one or two half size

PC cards to be installed in the adjacent

Archimedes expansion slots.

Memory
• Uses 82C311 memory controller 2Mb zero

wait state DRAM as standard, upgradable to

4Mb DRAM just by adding 4 more chips.

• Bank interleaving and page mode memory

operation for maximum performance.

• On-board BIOS ROM.

Display Controller
• Hardware support for VGA with 512Kb of

video memory.
• On board Quadtel VGA BIOS ROM.

• Multitasking screen display on RISC OS.

• Desktop can be achieved in software.

• Separate VGA monitor can be connected for
simultaneous RISC OS and PC display or
your Archimedes VGA compatible monitor can
be used with optional video switch.

• Much faster and improved video speed
compared to PC Emulator.

Hard & Floppy Disc
• Full background disk access, the Archimedes

is not adversely affected.
• Any existing Acorn PC Emulator hard disk

partition can be used, with the ability to create
new PC hard disk partitions on any RISC OS
hard disk.

• Optional IDE hard disk and floppy drive option
for direct connection of a dedicated hard disk

and floppy to PC card.
• Access to the Archimedes floppy disc drive for

reading and writingof PC disc formats from PC.

Bundled Software
• MS DOS 5.0, Lotus Works and PC Organiser

Sound
• Uses the Archimedes internal speaker by

connecting to the Auxiliarysound connector.

Enhancements
Optional expansion card willbe available either

hardware parallel and serial ports or the ability

to connect an external AT style keyboard and

mouse.

The PC card can also be plugged into a stand

alone backplane to form the heart of a fully

expandable, industry compatible 386SX

computer, with no reliance upon the

Archimedes.

Specifications may be subject to change. E&OE.

Call, fax or write now for
more details!

Scan256 - The only sensible scanner purchase
Scan256 - the innovative 256 grey-level handscanner for the Archimedes range of micro computers. It offers up to 256 grey levels
at a maximum of 400 dpi, and comes complete with the most advanced and sophisticated 256 grey scale scanner software currently
available for the Archimedes.

Multiplecopies of the image in memory at once.

Allows multiple consecutive operations without

having to save the original image to disk.

Instant re-draw of all 4 image buffers.

No re-calculations needed unlike other packages
that use on the fly screen-dithering.

Highly advanced dithering and image size
reduction.

Available via industry standard Change FSI

package for maximum image quality. An

invaluable aid to reduce the size of the image

whilst maintaining maximum image quality.

Advanced in-built image processing options.

Convolution digital filtering fully implemented with

over 100 filters covering edge detection, image

enhancement and image smoothing. Enables

high quality images to be obtained from poor

quality scans.

A unique L.E.D. indicator on the scanner.

Shows you when the scanner is being moved at

close to the maximum scanning speed, not just

when it is too late and a scan line has been

missed by moving the scanner too fast.

Fully adjustable scale and size of image preview

when scanning

Hand held scanner image preview window can

even be behind other windows and preview is

shown in real-time with maximum number of

grey-scales available.

Support for The Serial Port Graphics Enhancer.
Forthcoming support for the State Machine G8

Graphics Card.

Allows up to 256 simultaneous grey scales on

screen at once.

True brightness, contrast and gamma correction.

Allcan be specified by a value to exactly match

monitor/printer. No guessing with shapes of

curves and correction is mathematically correct.

RISC OS 3 features.

Include rotation and shearing. Scans normally

are scanned at a slant rather than being rotated,

shearing enables the scan to be corrected better

than rotation.

Fast RISC OS printing.

Multipleoptions such as scale to page, centre,

sideways selected area, and any scale.

Scanner scans at an amazing 3ms per line.

A post card at 400dpi takes only 7.3 seconds to

scan, creating over 3Mb of data.

Selectable scanning modes.

• 256 grey-scale, 256 grey-scale half width, 16

grey-scale and monochrome scanning modes.

Half width mode enables longer 256 grey-scale

scans to be achieved.

• Save image foreign formats.

• Save as industrystandard TIFFfor exportingto
other systems, AIM for further processing, or
RISC OS Sprite format.

• Single width, high quality podule using surface

mount technology

The only sensible scanning and image
processing solution for the Acom
Archimedes. Just compare the features,
there can only be one choice...

Scan256 Scanner,
Interface Card,

Software and Manual

Only £185
Please specify Archimedes type.

Not compatible with A3010, A3020, A4000

Call now for details about our new Scan256 Flatbed Professional Scanner



BBC Education Software

A vousla France

Au restaurant/Accident

de route

Bolougne and oh les

Computer control

Computers at work

Espana Viva

Folks Tales

Geordie Racer

Hall of Mirrors

Help your child learn
basic mapwork 2
Inside Science

Letters and pictures

Make a wildlife garden

Maths with a story 1

Maths with a story 2

Note invaders

Numbers & Pictures

Picture craft

Puncman 1 & 2

Puncman 3 & 4

Puncman 5, 6 & 7

Ramayana Tales

Skyhunter

Technology and design

Through the dragons eye

Fun School 3 (Under 5)

Fun School 3 (5-7)

Fun School 3 (Over 7)

French programs for
beginners £29
French games for
12 years + £26
French program for
beginners £26
Program simulating
computer control £26
Primary education
program £17
Spanish educational
programs £20
Listening and reading
for ages 7+ £22
Look and read for
ages 7+ £22
Practice word &

number skills £22

£18

Four common science

subjects £22
Educational programs
for 6-8 years £15
Explore wildlife/wea
ther/garden growth £22
Primary level maths
programs £20
4 further maths
programs £20
Learn sheet music

for7-Adults £15
Early number learning
(4-6 years) £15
Geometrical design &
Colouring £17
Learning Punctuation
(7-13 years) £15
Learning Punctuation
(8-14 years) £15
Learning Punctuation
(8-15 years) £15
Simple Desktop Pub
lisher using pictures &
characters from the

Ramayana £22
Look and read educa
tional adventure £22

Problem solving
programs £22
Adventure game and
Map reading £22
Varied range of
Education subjects £17
Varied range of
Education subjects £17
Varied range of
Education subjects £17

Archi Educational Software
Animated Alphabet

(3-6 yrs)

Arcventure

(8-12 yrs)

Bookbinder

Bumper Disc

Bumper Disc 2

Craftshop 1

Craftshop 2

Converta-Key

Data Word

Desktop Stories £35

DigiSim £35

Dream Time

(5-7 yrs) £23

Farm (5-7 yrs) £19

Fleet Street Phantom

(9-13 yrs) £25

Fun School 3 Red

(up to 6 years) £17

Fun School 3 Green

(6-8 years) £17

Fun School 3 Blue (8

years+) £17

Gate Array Teaching

System £68

£21

£29

£43

£14

£14

£26

£26

£16

£16

Glimpse Clip Art

Utility (7-16 yrs)
Highlighter

(6-16 yrs)

Jigsaw

Mapventure

(9-13 yrs)

Microbugs

Money Matters

Nature Park Adven

ture (7-9 yrs) £27

Numerator £60

Picture Book £16

Recall (6-13 yrs) £39

Sellardore Tales £24

Snippet £26

Space Mission

Mada (9-13 yrs)

Sting of the Dump

(9-13 yrs) £22
Target Maths £16

Viewpoints

(9-12 yrs) £33

Wizard's Revenge

(7-10 yrs) £17

Worst Witch

(7-10 yrs) £25

£8

£42

£28

£24

£24

£16

Archimedes Software

GRAPHICS Mig29 £24

3D Construction Kit £39 Nebullus £21

Arc Light £46 Nevryon II £20

ARCtist £19 Omar Sharif's Bridge £23

ARCticulate £19 Pandoras Box £18

Art Works £139 Pipe Mania £17

Atelier £65 Play It Again Sam £-

Artisan II £45 Populous £23

Artisan Gallery £16 Puncman 1 & 2 £16

Autosketch ll £65 Puncman 3 & 4 £16

CADet (CAD) £140 Pysanki £14

Craftshop 1 & 2 £28 Quazer £10

Euclid 2 £50 Real McCoy 2 £23

Graph Box £59 Real McCoy 3 £22

Graphbox Professional £107 Redshift £14

HotLink Presenter £40 Return to Doom £16

Illusionist £69 Repton 3 £14

Kermit £46 Saloon Cars Deluxe £27

Mogul £17 Spitfire Fury £22

Poster £79 Splice £25

Pro Artisan £70 Sporting Triangles £24

Prime Art £69 Superior Golf £14

Render Bender 2 £79 Superpool + Break 147E22
Revelation 2 £80 Swiv £19

Snippet £21 Talisman £12

Titler £119 Timewatch £24

Tween £29 Trivial Pursuit £22

Twin World £15

GAMES U.I.M. £23

Air Supremacy £17 White Magic 2 £15

Apocalypse £14 Worldscape £16

Black Angel £27 XFire £19

Boogie Buggy £14 Zelanites £23

Break147 + SupaPool£19 Miscellaneous

Bughunter in Space £19 Ancestry £59

Cataclysm £19 Arccomm 2 £38

Chess 3D £16 Areterm 7 £64

Chocks Away Armadeus Sound £60

Compendium £32

£14

Avante Garde Fonts

BBC DFS Reader

£23

Chocks Away Extra £6

Chuck Rock £-

£15

Broadcaster Loader

Compression (CC)
£65

Conqueror £38

Corruption £18 Equasor £38

Cyber Chess £38

£-

FlexiFile

Genesis Plus

£97

Ego Repton 4 £68

Elite £33 Genesis 2 £99

Enter the Realm £19 Investigator 2 £22

E-Type Compendium £20 Magpie 2 £42

E-Type Designer £13 Notate £42

Family Favourites £13 Numerator £66

Galactic Dan £19 Pin Point £65

Gods £- Presenter 2 £29

Grievous Bodily Arm £19 Presenter Story £145

Holed Out Designer £13 Prophet £132

Holed Out Golf Comp£20 Prophet Demo Disc £10

Hostages £14 Rainforest £17

Inter Dictor 2 £26 Revelation 2 £95

Iron Lord £15 Rhapsody in Blue 2 £45

Jahangir Khan Squash £- Score Draw £46

Jigsaw £27 Show Page £127

Lemmings £20 Speech! £15

Oh no more Lemmings£15 The Victorian £17

Lost Temple POA Time Tabler £549

Lotus Turbo Challenge£19 Toolkit (Clares) £35

Mad Prof Mariarti £17 Touchtype £40

Masterbreak £16 Tracker £39

Man at Arms £14 Turbo Driver BJ10E £42

MahJong Patience £15 Vox Box £46

Manchester United II £19 WorldScape £17

LANGUAGES (Archimedes)
ISO-PASCAL; FORTRAN 77 £77 each
Assembler; LISP; Prolog X £149 each

Desktop C £199 Logotron Logo £45
Macro Assembler £40 Rise Basic £120

RoboLogo £69 Rise FORTH £110
BASIC Compiler £77 Cambridge Pascal £95

Archimedes External Disc
Drive Interface

With this interface it is possible to connect almost
any 5.2573.5" disc drive with its own power supply
to the Archimedes. Upto 4 disc drives can be
connected. Fully Buffered Board. NO SOLDERING
is involved. Supplied complete with necessary lead.

Price £21

Back Plate Extension

A300/400 £15; • A3000 £14

Archi Real-Time Digitiser

Now supplied with NEW RISC OS Version
Software

Watfords' Archimedes Video Digitiser is the most
sophisticated digitiser ever designed for a micro. It
provides a fast and flexible means of capturing
images from a video camera or recorder for display
and manipulation on the Archimedes range of
Micros. Off-air televison signals may also be
digitised via a video recorder or TV tuner. Please
write for further details.

Price £119
A Set of Colour Filters for colour image grabbing
using a video camera £16

Archi Graphic Tablet

The Archi Graphic Tablet offers performance and
accuracy comparable to other tablets priced at well
over £400, and has the useful addition of a liftable
cover, which can hold tracing material or menu
templates securely. The package is supplied
complete with sophisticated Archi software. (Now,
fully LinCAD compatible. Recommended by Linear
Graphic for use in Education).

(FREE this month, PC Mouse Drivers
& Art package)

Special Price £199
(Price includes Tablet, Leads, Software & Puck)

Stylus Optional Extra £20
Archi Graphic Tablet Junior. Working

area 9" x 6". Price includes Stylus £125

Concept Keyboards
• A4 Standard Pack

• A4 Primary Pack
• A4 Designer Pack
• A3 Standard Pack

• A3 Primary Pack
• A3 Designer Pack

• Universal 2010 Keyboard A3
• Universal 2010 Keyboard A4

£95

£100

£110

£99

£105

£110

£115

£110

Cortian CKAI Interface

Eliminates the need to have a User port in A3000,
A5000 and any other Archimedes without User
Port. Fits to the Econet socket. £29

STAR BUY MONITOR
This attractively
finished, etched
screen medium

res monitor is

supplied
complete with
built-in speaker,
volume control

and video input.
All controls are

located on the

front panel for
ease of use.

Ideal for BBC, Archimedes and Amiga.

Only £149

*



Connecting lead with
every monitor

purchased from us.

Please specify type

required.

Microvitec Monitors

• 1431 - Standard Resolution Monitor #£169

• 1451 - Medium Resolution Monitor #£209

• Cub3000 Medium Res for A3000 #£189

• Dust Cover for Microvitecs £5.50

• Touchtec 501 Touch Screen £239
• Touchtec 3000 £-

# Includes 3 years parts &labour warranty

Multiscan Colour

• Eizo F550i £726 • Taxan 787 £225

• EizoT560iT £1319 • Taxan787LR £245

• EizoT660i-T20"£1615 • Taxan 795PC £415

• NEC 3FG £345 • Taxan 875 £715

• NEC 4FG £442 • Taxan 875+ £745

• NEC 5FG £827 • Taxan 970 £1195

• NEC6FG £1485 • VIDC Enhancer £25

Aries AlphaScan Monitor
Its multiscan circuitry provides automatic
adjustment for frequencies between 30 and 60KHz
horizontal, and 50 and 90Hz vertical. Its 0.28mm

dot pitch high resolution tube provides super sharp
text graphics, while a high speed (70/72Hz) refresh
rate provides a flicker-free display easing the eye
strain. The VIDC Adaptor supplied with the monitor
allows high resolution operation in all screen

modes. £325
• Aries Alphascan 17" Plus £545

Philips Monitors
• BM7502 12" Hi-res Green Monitor
• CM8833 14" Med. Res Colour Monitor

• Dust Cover for Philips Monitors
• Spare Monitor Leads (various)

VIDC Enhancer

This unique VIDCadd-'
on board for the

Archimedes, caters for
all types of Multiscan
and VGA monitor and

mode requirements.
There are 2 versions to

suit all requirements. The
multimode software supplied, provides all the new
modes for the selected monitor type, including the
now standard Computer Concepts modes. With
VGA monitor,you are no longer restricted to a few
modes. A Desk Top application supplied on disc,
allows new modes to be designed and existing
modes to be modified for particular monitors.

Super VGA VIDCCard: Its unique design allows
the horizontal and vertical sync to be buffered and
have the polarity changed under software
control £45

MultiVideo VIDC Card: As above but for
MultiScan monitors only.

£82

£185

£6
£7

£25

Integrex Ink Jet Printers
• Colour Jet 132 Printer . £425
• Paper Roll £6.50

• BBC Screen Dump Software £10
• Colour Cartridge £21 • Black Cartridge £12.40
• 100 A4 OH P transparencies £55
• 8K Serial Interface Optional £123
• Colour Jet 2000 £529

• Betajet Ink Jet Printer £185
• Betajet Cut Sheet Feeder £43

• Integrex Colourjet Series 2 £POA

Star Printers

LC15 £168 LC200 Colour £140

LC20 £99 SJ48 Inkjet £160

LC100 Colour £136 XB24-200 Colour *£288

LC24-15 £233 XB24-250 Colour *£350

LC24-20 £148 XB24 Colour kit £29

LC24-100 £162 ZA200 Colour *£230

LC24-200 £162 ZA250 *£295

LC24-200 Colour £205

• Star/Archimedes Colour Printer Driver £15

* Includes 12 months On-site warranty

Cut Sheet Feeder
LC10/200/24-10 £65 LC15/LC24-15 £125

XB24-10 £80 XB24-15 £139

XB24-200 £99 XB24-250 £149

Serial Interfaces
8K Ser LC-200; LC24-200; FR10; FR15;

XB24-10;XB24-15 £52

Buffers
32K Ram Card for LC/XB24-10; 15; LC200 £55
32K Ram Cartridge for LC24 £54

Star Printer Ribbons
LC10; LC10-II; LC15 Black £4; Colour £6
LC-200; LC24-200 Black £5; Colour £12
XB24-10; XB24-15 Black £5; Colour £12
• Dust Covers for Star Printers £6

NEC Pinwriter Printers
>P20#

>P30

•P60

£169 «P70

£235 • P90

£322

£396
£603

• P60/70 Colour Option Kit £59
• Ribbons Black for P20/30 £6 for P60/70/90 £7
• Ribbons for P60/70/90 Black £9 Colour £13.50

• Includes 12 months on-site warranty

Cut Sheet Feeders

P20 £59; P30 £85; P60 £89; P70/90 £80

Panasonic Printers
KX-P1123 £126
KX-P1170 £98

KX-P1624 £250

KX-P1654 '£330
KX-P1695 £267

KX-P2124 £POA

KX-P2624 '£268

* Price includes 12 months On-site warranty

Cut Sheet Feeders

P36-1124/241 £79 P37 - 1123/70/80 £69
P38- P1624/95; P2624 £129

Buffers

P12 4K Buffer Board for KX-P1081 £55
P14 32K Buffer P1123/24/70/80

P1540/92/95; P1624/54/95 £16

Serial Interfaces
P13 for all above printers £49

Original Panasonic Ribbons
Guaranteed to last 3 million characters

P110 for KX-P1081, 1592 & 1595 £6

P115 forKX-P1180 £7 P145 forKX-P1124 £7

P140 forKX-P1540 £8 P155 for P1624/2624 £8

Colour Ribbons for KX-P1081, 1592 & 1595
Brown, Blue or Red £9 each

P150C Colour for P2123/2180 £15

KX-P2123M £165

KX-P2123C £195
KX-P2180M £127

KX-P2180C £145

Colour Kit for KX

P2123M/2180M £38

Citizen Printers

•120D+ £98 • Swift 200 £178
•Swift 9 £145 • Swift 240 £200
• Swift 9X £190 • Swift 240C £212
• PN-48 £199 • Swift 24X £295

• AH29804 Manual Cut Sheet Feeder for Swift
9/24/124. Holds 50 Sheets £29

+ FREE 2 years Parts and Labour warranty on all
Citizen Printers

• Swift 9 Colour Option £19
• Swift 24 Colour Option £29
• Swift 24 Ribbons Black £4 Colour £13
• Swift 24X Ribbons Black £8 Colour £16
• Citizen/Archimedes Colour Printer Driver £15

Laser Printers

All Laser Printers include 12 months

On-site maintenance

Brother HL4-VE 4ppm £549

Brother HL4-PS Postscrip 4ppm £970

Brother HL8-V 8ppm £894

Brother HL-10V 10ppm £1059

Brother HL1 OPS 10ppm £1329

Brother HL10DV 10ppm £1149

Brother HL10DPS 10ppm £1449

Canon LBP4 LITE 4ppm £479

Canon LBP4+1.5M RAM 4ppm £632

Canon LBP-8III Plus 8ppm £945

Canon LBP-8 plus IIIR 8ppm £1435

Epson EPL4300 6ppm £566

Epson EPL4000 6ppm £475

Epson EPL7500 6ppm £1139

Epson EPL8100 10ppm £920

Fujitsu VM800 (Best Buy) 8ppm £685

HP Laserjet IIP+ 4ppm £530

HP Laserjet MID 8ppm £1487

HP Laserjet HIP 4ppm £595

HP Laserjet IlISi PS 16ppm £2419

HP Laserjet IV (600 dpi) 8ppm £989

HP Laserjet 4M PS 8ppm £1369

NEC Silentwriter S62P P/script 6ppm £1019

NEC Silentwriter 266 8ppm £669

NEC Silentwriter 290P P/script 8ppm £1369

NEC Silentwriter S102 8ppm £989

OKI OL400 4ppm £440

Panasonic KX-P4410 5ppm* £465

Panasonic KX-P4420 8ppm* £615

Panasonic KX-P4430 Satin Print' 5ppm* £586

Panasonic KX-P4451 11ppm* £993

Panasonic KX-P4455 Postscript 11ppm* £1249

Star LP-8 III 2 8ppm £1249

Star LP-8 III 8ppm £890

Star LP-8 Star(post)script 8ppm £1130

Star LP-4 4ppm £565

Star LP-4 Mk 3 4ppm £589

Star LP-4PS Postscript 4ppm £769

" Now with 2 years On-site warranty

Laser Toners

Canon 2, 3 & 4 £46 Star LP4/LP8 £56

Epson GQ £13 KX-P4420/30 £24

EPL4100 £69 Laserjet HP IIP&HIP £42
EPL7100/7500/ Laserjet ll/D, lll/D £48
8100 £125 Qume Crystal (3) £58

HP 4 £75

Laser RAM Upgrades
IIP; Hl/P 1Mb £49 Canon LBP8 2M £125

IIP; lll/P 2Mb £80 EPL7100 256K £39

IIP; lll/P 4Mb £132 GQ5000 512K £42

II & IID 1Mb £60 KX4420/50MM £75

II & 1ID 2Mb £96 KX4420/50i 2M £115

II & IID 4Mb £142 KX4420/50i 4M £195

HP4 1Mb £65 StarLP8 1M £139

Canon LBP4 1M £105 Star LP8 2M £275

Laser Drum & Developer
•Epson Drum GQ5000 £93 EPL7100 £129
Panasonic 4420 Drum £60 Developer £59

1Panasonic 4450 Drum £93 Developer £80
Qume Drum £76

Jetpage Postscript Cartridge
HP IIP/Ill £225 IID & MID £227

Various Add-Ons

•HP Adobe Postscript + Cartridge £359
HP Premier Font Collection £28

1Laserjet various Font cartridges from £45
Canon LBP-4 Lower Cassette Tray £75
Pacific Page Postscript £259

Laser Direct

Special High Res Card 600 DPI for Canon
LPB 4 & LPB 8 Laser Printers £315

LPB 4 Printer plus High Res Card £945
LPB 8III Printer plus High Res Card £1275
LPB 4 Optional Paper Tray £79



kard Pri
DeskJet 500 #£255
DJ550 colour #£415
Paint Jet XL +£1045
QuietJet +£293

+ Includes 12 months on-site warranty
• Includes 3 years extended parts & labour warranty
• For additional £50, (£75 for DJ500 & 550 colour),
we willconvert above 3 years warranty, to 3 years
on-site maintenance warranty

• DeskJet 500 Cart. Black £14; Colour £23
• PaintJet Cartridges Black £19; Colour £23

Desk Jet 500 Accessories

• 256K RAMCartridge £69
• HP Epson FX Emulation Cartridge £59
• High Capacity Black Ink Cartridge £21
• 50 x A4 Transparencies £32
• DJ500 Colour Archimedes Printer Driver £15
• Dust Cover £6

• DJ500 does not require Archimedes Driver

Plug In Font Cartridges for DJ 500
• 22706B - Prestige, Elite, Line Draw fonts £55
• 22706C Letter Gothic & HP Line Draw fonts £56
• 22707P- Proprint Emulation Cartridge £57
• Desk Jet Unlimited (Book No VAT) £19.75

DJ500 colour #£325

Paint Jet +£495
PaintJet XL300 +£1775
PJetXL300PS £2619

Canon Bubblejet Printers

BJ10EX

BJ20
BJ200

BJ300*

BJ330*

Printer
£160
£248

£275

£335 £88 £65
£373 £110 £79

BJC800C £1355
* Includes 12 months On-site warranty

• Spare Battery pack for BJ10E
• BJ10EX - Archi Turbo Driver

Special Offer:
Canon BJ10EX Printer + CC's Turbo Driver

CSF
£43

D'ble
Bin

Epson Printers
FX870 £238 LQ1170

FX1050 £322 LQ2550+

FX1070 £322 LX100

FX1170 £POA LX400

LQ100 £144 LX850+

LQ570 £197 LX1050

LQ870 £352 SQ870

LQ1060 Colour £588 SQ1170

LQ1070 £308

• Tractor Feed for LQ100

• Original Ribbon for LQ100

Cut Sheet Feeders for
LQ570, LQ870
LX400/850/LQ200/400/450/500/550

LQ1010/1070/1170
LX1050 £115 FX850/LQ860
FX1050/LQ1060/SQ850
LQ2550 £299 SQ2550

Ink

Cart
£16
£16

£16
£12
£12

£16

£33
£42

£199

£429

£669

£117

£90

£134

£199

£409

£560

£29

£6

£47

£72

£128
£155

£210

Tractor Feed for
LQ800 £44; LQ850/FX850 £69; LQ1050/
FX1050 £85; LQ2500 £90; LQ2550 £90.

Accessories
• EX800/1000 Colour Option £45
• EX800/1000 Colour Ribbon £14
• LQ2500 Colour Option £65
• Multifont Card for LQ550/850/1050 £95

Epson Printer Interfaces
RS232 £28 RS232 + 2K Buffer

Printer Leads

BBC Centronics 4' long
BBC Centronics 6' extra long
Compact's Special Centronics Lead
Nimbus Centronics Lead
IBM/Archimedes Parallel Lead 6'
IBM/Archimedes Parallel Lead 5 metres
IBM/Archimedes Parallel Lead 10 metres
Double Ended 36 way Centronics Lead 4'
Double Ended 36 way Centronics Lead 6'
RS232 Leads (Various)

Roland Plotters

£52

£5

£7

£7

£6
£5

£10

£15

£7

£9
P.O.A.

• DXY1100 £488 • DXY1200 £620

• DXY1300 £825 • DXY2500 £2345

• Sketchmate A3 £499 • Sketchmate A4 £308

• Roland plotter Pens, Fibre tip £7.50

Fujitsu Printers
Special Introductory Offer

• B-100 InkJet - HP Deskjet compatible 300dpi,
whisper-quiet & 6 resident fonts #£175

• B-200 InkJet - HP Desk Jet compatible 300dpi.
Built in Cut Sheet Feeder. Optional 2nd
Bin/Tractor available #£249

• DL-1100 Dot Matrix - 24 pin, 110 column
Colour optional £199

• DL-1100C Dot Matrix - 24 pin, 110 column
With colour option £235

• VM-800 Laser - 8 page per minute, Laserjet 3
compatible, 350 sheet paper tray, Resolution
enhancement #£685

• FREE 1 Year On-site maintenance, within
mainland UK

• B-100 Cut Sheet Feeder £59
• B-200 2nd Bin Sheet Feeder £89

• B-200 Tractor Unit £59

• B-100/200 Ink Cartridges £14
• DL-1100 Colour Upgrade £39
• DL-1100 Black Ribbon £5

• DL-1100 Colour Ribbon £11
• VM 800 Toner Cartridge (8000 pgs) £99

Full range of Fujitsu Printers available at very
competitive prices. Please telephone for details

Listing Paper (Perforated)
• 1,000 Sheets 9.5" x 11" Fanfold Paper £7
• 2,000 Sheets 9.5" x 11" Fanfold Paper £11
• 1,000 Sheets 9.5" x 11" NCR 2 Part Fanfold £21
• 1,000 Sheets 15" x 11" Fanfold Paper £9
• 2,000 Sheets 15" x 11" Fanfold Paper £16
• 1,000 Sheets true A4 Fanfold Paper 70gms £11
• 2,000 Sheets true A4 Fanfold Paper 70gms £21
• Telex Roll 50 metre £3

(All our Fanfold paper is Micro perforated leaving a
smooth clean edge when the tractor feed strips are
detached).

Carriage 1K Sheets £2.50, 2K Sheets £3.00

Printer Labels

(On continuous fanfold backing sheet)

1,000 off, 90 x 36mm (Single Row) £6.00
1,000 off, 90 x 36mm (Twin Row) £6.25
1,000 off, 90 x 49mm (Twin Row) £7.50
1,000 off, 102 x 36mm (Twin Row) £6.75

Laser Printer Labels on A4 Sheets
3750 off, 70 x 29mm (3 Rows x 10) £15.50
2400 off, 70 x 37mm (3 Rows x 8) £15.25

Printer Ribbons &

Various Dust Covers
Type
BBC B/BBC Master

Archimedes Micro pair
Citizen 120D

DMP2000/4000

EX800/1000
RX/FX80/85/800/MX80

FX/MX/RX100/1000

Kaga/Taxan KP810/815
LQ400/500/550/800/850

LQ1050/LQ2500

LX80/86

LX400/800/850

M1009/GLP

NEC P2200

Panasonic KX1080/81

Panasonic KX-P1124

StarLC24-10

Ribbons

£3.25

£3.75

£3.50

£2.95

£3.95

£3.25

£3.25

£12.00

£2.75

£3.50

£2.95

£4.50

£6.00

£7.00

£2.95

Dust Covers

£4.00

£9.00

£5.00

£4.95

£5.00

£5.00

£6.00

£4.50

£5.00

£3.75

£5.00

£5.00

£5.00

£6.00

Professional Printer Stand

The professional
printer stand takes
hardly more space
than your printer. Due
to the positioning of
the paper feed and
re-fold compartments
ie. one above the
other, the desk space
required for your
printer functions is

effectively halved. Its ergonomic design ensures
smooth paper flow and automatic refolding.

80 Column version £24 (carr. £3)
132 Column version £29(carr. £4)

Universal
Printer Sharers/Changer

Connect up to 5 Micros to 1 printer or 5 printers to
1 Micro with our combined, Sharer/Changer switch
boxes.

Standard Low Cost Type

Connects

• 2to1

• 3to1

• 4to1

Connects

• 2to1

• 3to1

• 5to1

Serial Parallel

£12 £13

£16 £18

£23 £24

Professional Type

Serial Parallel

£17 £18

£22 £25
£34 £38

Cables extra at £6 each

2 In/2 Out Parallel

2 In/2 Out Serial

3 In/2 Out Serial

Auto Printer Sharer

Connects

2to1

4to1

8to1

Serial

£40

£62

256k Multi Spooler
These Auto Parallel Printer Sharers have built-in

256K of Printer Buffers. They can be used as Auto
Sharers, Printer Buffers or both.

2 In/2 out

8 In/1 out

£135

£199

4 In/2 out £169

Compact Converter Units
Serial to Parallel £36 Parallel to Serial £37

linths for"the B

BBC Master & A3000

Protect your computer from the heat of your VDU.
Our micro plinths have slots for maximum
ventilation. The single plinth is suitable for a BBC
and VDU, whilst the double height version provides
enough room for our stacked disc drive and other
peripherals like, Eprom programmer, music unit or
simply discs & stationery. The computer slides
neatly in the lower section allowing easy access to
remove the lid. Colour: Matching BBC Beige.

• Single BBC Plinth 420 x 310 x 105mm £13
• Double BBC Plinth 420 x 310 x 210mm £24
• Single Master Plinth 490 x310 x105mm £14
• Double Master Plinth 490 x 310 x 210mm £26

• A3000 Single Plinth (very sturdy & precision
made), has a slot on the left for the switch & cut
out on the right for 3.5" Disc Drive £15

Persoex Printer Stand

Give your Computer System a touch of Class with
our elegant, smoke finished Perspex Printer stand.

80 Column version £16 (carr £3)
136 Column version £20 (carr £4)

i»ffiiPTTg
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•Quest Mouse III & Quest Paint £49

• Quest Mouse III,Quest Paint, AMX
Stop Press & Pagefont £69

• Quest Mouse III only £25
• Quest Paint Software only £28
• Quest Font Disc (22 Text Fonts) £15
• Quest Mouse Mat (Red or Blue or

Green please specify) £3
• Quest Colour Dump Disc - This new

software allows you to print direct from
Quest Paint to your Integrex Colour
Printer £18

(P.S. Quest Paint is not compatible
with BBC Compact)

Quest Paint is the winner of the BBC Acorn User
1990 Award for the Best Art/Graphics software

Quest combined with ConQuest and Acornsoft

GXR ROM make up THE MOST POWERFUL
drawing packages available for the BBC range.
Quest Paint is able to take advantage of almost
any additions to your machine, such as Shadow or
Sideways RAM.ConQuest takes this principal even
further, by utilising the otherwise normally
incompatible Sideways RAM facility by holding
pictures in them.

ConQuest ROM Package £28
(Price includes software in ROM and a
comprehensive Manual).

(Not Compatible with BBC Compact)

(P.S. Conquest is a Quest Paint extension ROM).

Mouse Cleaning Kit

To obtain trouble free operation and prolong
the life of your mouse, the high tech rodent
requires regular cleaning. Our deluxe mouse
cleaning kit is ideal for the purpose £3

BEE
VIDEO DIGITISER

"Test Bureau Approved for
Use in Education"

Using any source of composite video (colour or
monochrome) and the Watford Beeb Video
Digitiser, you can convert an image from your
camera into a graphics screen on the BBC Micro.

Winter Sale Price £75
(BBCB, B+ and Master 128 compatible, except

Master with Econet)

(Price includes: Digitiser Unit, Software
in ROM &a Comprehensive Manual)

Archi Mouse Port Splitter
Our handy little splitter unit eliminates the risk of
damaging your micro due to constant plugging and
unplugging of the mouse by allowing you to
connect both, a joystick and a mouse
simultaneously to your Archimedes. £15

Mk III AMX MOUSE

• AMX Mouse plus Super Art £49
(Please specify forBBC, Master or Compact)

• AMX MOUSE ONLY

• AMXSUPERART Package

• AMX STOP PRESS - A Desktop
publishing software. Works with

Keyboard, Joystick or a mouse

• PAGE-FONTS - Over 20 Fonts for

use with AMX Pagemaker

•AMX DESIGN (ROM)

• AMX EXTRA EXTRA

• MOUSE MAT

WE Mouse House

£25

£26

£25

£13

£29

£16

£3

Treat your mouse to a cosy Mouse House. This
handy little gadget solves the problem of where to
store your mouse when it is having a rest. Made of
sturdy plastic, the WE Mouse House attaches to
the side of your computer, monitor, disc drive etc.

Only £3

Archi Cordless Mouse

Features
• Infra Red Signal Transmission
• High Resolution 200 DPI
• High Tracking Speed of 600mm/s up
• Anti-static Silicon Rubber Coated Ball
• Low Friction Teflon Footpads
• Power - by two AAA size batteries (not

included)
• Automatic Standby Mode after 5 seconds

inactive

• Auto Power Shut-Down after 20 seconds
inactive

Price £39

EJ

CREDIT CARD 24 HOUR

Ansaphone Hot Lines
(0923)250234 or 233383

Quest- Tracer ball

An attractively finished, extremely reliable, mouse
replacement, input device. Requires very little desk
space. Connects directly to your BBC B, BBC
Master or Archimedes Micro.

QT-10 BBC/Master Version

QT-20 Archimedes Version

Beeb Hand Scanner

£25

£26

Watford Beeb HandScan is a compact unit which
willallow photographs, diagrams, or any other
documents to be digitised quickly and easily, to
then be used in a desk top publishing package, art
program, or even in your own Basic programs!

The HandScan plugs directly into the 1MHz bus on
the BBC while a comprehensive set of utilities
provided by the sophisticated ROM firmware. The
scanner has a resolution of either .100 DPI or 200

DPI when accuracy is essential. Pictures as wide
as 4" may be scanned in mode 0 and various types
of dithering may be selected to simulate the grey
levels of a scanned picture.

Allnecessary software has been included in the
firmware to allow the scanner to read images
directly into our Wapping Editor with little more than
the clickof the mouse. The digitised picture may
then be incorporated into your magazine,
newsletter, report or any other document.

Beeb HandScan & Firmware £99

Hand Scanner

Watford's Mk II hand scanner has a maximum

resolution of 400 dpi. The scanning width is 4". The

sophisticated software is supplied in a 64K ROM,

located on a standard single width expansion
podule. As you scan a page, the image appears in
the scanning window on the screen, scrolling up in

real time. Other facilities include Cropping and
scaling to any size including stretching and
squashing in X and Y directions separately. Colour
tinting. X and Y flip. Edge detection which turns
solid objects into outlines.

Images can be printed on any printer supported by
RISC OS.

On-screen help is provided via the RiscOS
interactive help facility. (Please write in for full
technical details).

AHS-4 Archi 300/400 Version £109

AHS-3 Archi A3000 Version £119



Winner of the BBC Acorn User 1990

Award for the Best DTP/Word Processor

The Wapping Editor
The Wapping Editor from Watford Electronics
represents a breakthrough in Desktop Publishing
for the Beeb. The package includes a 64K ROM
containing ALLthe software needed to get into
print fast; a very sophisticated graphics module,
professional quality typesetting software, a word
processor, a comprehensive font editor for
designing your own typefaces, and a variety of
printer dumps. This mouse-driven system is
designed for the BBC B, the B+ and Master
computers and will take full advantage of any
Sideways and Shadow RAMthat may be fitted. It
will run under DFS, ADFS and Network filing
systems and requires as a minimum just a single
40 track drive.

Included with the system is a utilitydisc containing
several high quality fonts, various utilities and a
ROM image of a Support ROM. A comprehensive
100 page manual completes the package. The
Support ROM contains routines to allow an area to
be rotated to any angle or distorted to any four-
sided shape. Also included are facilities to draw
ellipses at any angle and sectors, segments and
arcs (in Master or BBC B with Acorn GXR).
Another of the features of the Support ROM is a
Turbo DFS' which gives DFS access times
comparable with those of ADFS.

Page Layout Section
The Wapping Editor may be used to create pages
of any size from an A6 to a full A3 page. If none of
the eight default page types suit your purpose, the
stand-alone page creation program may be used to
create pages to your own requirements. By using
proportionally spaced fonts and genuine
microspacing it is possible to print over 150
characters across an A4 page. A unique feature of
the Wapping Editor is the 'A5 x 2' page size
allowing two A5 pages to be printed side by side
onto a single A4 sheet.
The graphics module incorporates the facilities like:
pencil, brush, airbrush, polygon,circle, eclipse, fill,
cut & paste, etc.
Text may be typeset, either justified or unjustified,
inany fontanywhere on the page. Simplyselect
which font and text document you wish to use, and
pull out a rectangle on the page where you want
the text to be - it's as simple as that! Multiple
columns may be printed just as easily and a special
'expand' feature may be used to expand the
microspacing so that the document exactly fits the
space defined.

Word-Processor
The integral word processor is the ideal tool for
producing your text documents, although text can
of course be read in from any of the other popular
word processors such as View, Wordwise etc.

The Font Editor
The font editor module will allow you to design your
own typefaces or to modify the ones provided on
the utility disc. This sophisticated editor has
numerous functions designed to take the tedium
and frustration out of producing good looking, well
balanced fonts. Each character may be individully
proportionally spaced and characters of any size
up to 16 x 16 pixels may be defined.
Pictures may also be 'grabbed' from a video
source by using the Watford BEEB Video Digitiser.

Wapping Editor Software Pack £49
Wapping Editor plus Mouse £69
(WappingEditoronly works with Master Compact if
a Mertec Expansion box is fitted)

Wapping Art Disc
Over 250K of clip art to cut and paste into your
Wapping Editor pages. Pictures include maps,
transport, people, media, sport, games etc.
Two 'ratio' screens for use with hi-res and rotated
A5 pages to ensure images are not distorted when
printed out.
Music writing symbols in the form of pattern and
brush for quick production of manuscripts are
included together with staves.
There are two prepared hi-res pages laid out for
printing labels, both single and double width.
Ready made label designs are included but these
can be easily replaced with your own designs.
A Mode 0 screen dump routine is also included. To
pack such a large amount of data onto the discs
the screens have been compressed and routines to
compress and expand Mode 0 screens are
included on both discs. Using the packing routine
you can archive large numbers of screens onto a
single disc.

£15

Wapping Font Disc 1
Sixteen additional fonts, including smaller version
of Oberon and Daisy and two new sizes of the
standard font for the Wapping editor.
Also included are two Mode 0 screens containing
giant 'headline' fonts to cut and paste to create
extra smooth headlines.

Supplied complete with instructions.
£12

Wapping Font Disc 2
This new addition to our Wapping range of DTP
software provides you with additional 23 fonts for
the Wapping Editor DTP pack. (80 track discs
only). £13

Archi A4 Scanner

This most advanced Archi A4 image scanner is
supplied complete with ROM based podule
software. Features provided include facilities for
zooming in on an image and inverting the image in
X and Y directions, saving and printing of the sprite
created. Interactive help is supplied using the
!HELP application on the Acorn applications discs.
The 216mm scanning width can cope with both
desktop scanning of single sheets, photographs,
diagrams, etc., with its fast ten page automatic
document feeder, but it can also detach from the
feeder to become a convenient hand-held full page
scanner for larger documents or pictures.
Scanned image control can be freely adjusted in
increments of 10 dots per inch from 100 up to 400
dpi resolution with 64 levels of grey scaling. A built
in shading controller and manual brightness control
achieve optimum image clarity.
Unlike some scanners, which use a red light
source, the Watford scanner uses a yellow/green
source which vastly improves the light/dark
contrast, thus eliminating the effect where any red-
based colours are faded down to white and so do

not show up in the scanned image.
All these features and facilities combine to make
the Archi Page Scanner the fast and convenient
way in which to add that extra impact, interest and
clarity to documents, reports, instruction sheets,
manuals, news letters, etc., from your Archimedes
DTP package.

New Low Prices:

Archi A4 Scanner

Sheet Feeder for above

Scanner + Sheet Feeder

£269

£75

£359

Z88 Portable Micro

Z88 Portable Micro

32K RAM Pack or 32K EPROM Pack

128K RAM Pack or 128K EPROM Pack

•512K RAM Pack

>256K Eprom Pack

>Z88 Eprom Eraser Unit

1Z88 Carrying Case

•AA Nicad Rechargeable Battery

' Battery Charger Compact & Fast

<Z88 Serial Printer Cable

• Z88 Parallel Printer Cable

' Z88 to Archi Link

! Z88 to BBC Link £8 • Z BASE

' Z88 to PC Link II £27

•Z88 Mains Adaptor £9

Psion Series III

£169

£16

£32

£86

£55

£38

£8

£1.50

£6

£8

£18

£15

£56

Z88 to Macintosh £32

Z88 Modem £114

Psion, pioneer of the handheld computer, have

once again redefined the state-of-the-art with the

Series III. Although only pocket sized, this powerful
programmable computer has many features found

in desk top machines, plus powerful built-in
software. They include a full specification
wordprocessor and an outliner that is compatible
with Microsoft Word, an extensive database,

intelligent time and personal management and a
powerful multifunction calculator. And with an

interchangeable memory of up to 4Mb, you'll never

be short of data storage space.

Psion Series IIIComputer

• Series 3 128K

• Series 3 256K

£139

£179

CREDIT CARD 24 HOUR

Ansaphone Hot Lines
(0923) 250234 or 233383

Continued
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uffer Card Expansion Board

A MUST FOR WORD PROCESSING

Simply plug the ribbon cable plug into the 6502
socket and gain a massive 32K of extra RAM.

• "VIEW" Wordprocessor users can now type in
letters in 80 columns and have up to 28K bytes free
- 5 times as much as normal.

• In WORDWISE (or WORDWISE-PLUS),
preview in 80 columns with the full 24k of text in
memory. This product is recommended as an ideal
complement by Computer Concepts.

• Use the full 32k or the bottom 12K of the

expansion RAM as a printer Buffer. (P.S. Only 12K
printer buffer can be used with Wordwise & WW+,
due to the way they are written).

• Unique facility to turn ROMs off and on again.

Only £49

Commander Joystick

Features:

• Directconnection to BBCAnalogue input port -
no interface needed.

• Fully compatible with all BBC Joystick controlled
games programmes.

• Switchablesprings allow selection of floating or
centring operation.

• Trim adjusters for both X and Y axes for fine
centre adjustment.

• Convenient stick mounted fire button with
additional base buttons.

Price: £15
(PC version of above joystick available at £16)

Voltmace Joysticks

Delta 3B Single Joystick
Delta 3B Twin Joysticks
Delta 14B Single Joystick
Delta-Cat A mouse eliminator Joystick
for the Archimedes

Analogue aircraft style yoke Joystick
to run in the analogue port of the
BBC B& Master 128

£10

£15

£11

£24

£25

No Soldering required to fit the board.
Compatible with BBC B
Total number of ROMs increased from 4 to 8.
Up to 8 banks of sideways RAM(dynamic).

PRICES:
ROM/RAM card with 32k DRAM £39
ROM/RAM card with 64k DRAM £52
ROM/RAM card with 128k DRAM £83

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
16k plug-in Static RAM kit £8
16k DRAM for Upgrade £13
Battery backup £3
Read and Write protect switches £2 each
Complete ROM-RAM card with all options
fitted £99

Surge Protector Plug
Fitted in place of your normal mains plug, this
device protects your equipment (and data from
corruption), against mains high voltage transient
spikes/surges caused by lightning or thermostats
switching.

Protection for only £8.50

4 Way Mains
Distribution Socket

4 way top quality mains trailing sockets.
Supplied wired up with mains plug ready for use.
Can be screwed to flooror wall if required.
Very useful for tidying up all the mains leads from
your peripherals.

£9.50

Aries Spike Cleaner Unit
A 4 way mains distribution unit as above with a
built-in Surge Arrester, providingprotection for your
complete Computer/Hi-Fi System

£16

ZIF Socket System
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Allows you to change your ROMs quickly and
efficiently, without having to open the lid. The ZIF
socket is located into the ROMCartridge's position.
It is very simple to install. No soldering required.
Also included in the price is a plastic see through
storage case with antistatic lining, which allows you
tostore 12ROMs. p1ft

ROM Cartridges for the
BBC Master

Will accept the larger Piggy Back ROMs
like Interword, Quest, etc.

• Twin £8; • Quad £13

Solderless Sideways
Socket Board

• Increases your BBC Micro's ROM capacity from
4 to 16.

• No soldering required.

• Socket 14 takes two 6264 RAMchips.

• Read protect to make RAM "Vanish" allows
recovery from ROM crashes.

• Battery backup option for RAMchips.

• Supplied ready to fit with comprehensive
instructions.

Price: Only £32

Battery Backup fitted £35

Battery Backup only £3

16K Sideways RAM £8

• Sideways RAM Utilities Disc for Solderless ROM
Board. Includes the options to load and save
ROM Images and the facility to use Sideways
RAM as Printer Buffer.

Only: £8

Disc Drive Power Leads

Supply from BBC power supply to standard Disc
Drive Connection: Single £3.00; Dual £3.75

Disc Drive Interface Leads

BBC to Disc Drives Ribbon Cable
Single £4 Twin £6

1 Miscellaneous Connectors
Plugs Sockets

RGB (6 PIN DIN) 50p 75p
RS423 (5 pin Domino) 70p 80p
Cassette (7 pin DIN) 40p 95p
ECONET (5 pin DIN) 35p 50p
Paddles (15 pin 'D') 150p 250p
Disc Drive Plug 4 way 100p -

6 way Power Connector 120p 150p

Watford DATA DUCK

Convert two single Disc Drives into one Dual Drive
with this simple external unit (Suitable for Disc
Drives with PSU. For Disc Drives without PSU, you
will also require Watford Power Duck, see below).

Watford POWER DUCK

£14

£8

CREDIT CARD 24 HOUR

Ansaphone Hot Lines
(0923)250234 or 233383

All Prices Exclusive of VAT



Storage Units

M35 - holds up-to 50 5.25" discs £4.95
M85 - holds up to 95 5.25" discs £6.95
M25*- holds up to 25 3.5" discs £4.95
M50 - holds 50 3.5" discs £6.50

M100 - holds 100 3.5" discs £6.99

M10 - holds 8 of No. 10 Data Cartridges£15
* Not lockable

Disc Plonker

"ack

When using ones micro,
there is a tendency to have
more than one Disc on the

desk. This exposes them to
the hazards of fingerprints,
scratches, dust, coffee and
an untidy desk. Why not protect your valuable data
from all these hazards with the help of our
extremely handy and lowcost DISC PLONKER
RACK.Holds up to eight 5.25" discs.

Protection at Only: £2

3M - Diskettes

Lifetimewarrantyon 3M Discs

• 10x 5.25" S/S D/D 40T (744) £5

• 10x 5.25" D/S D/D 40T (745) £5

• 10 x 5.25" S/S D/D 80 Track (746) £6

• 10 x 5.25" D/S D/D 80 Track(747) £7

• 10 x 5.25" 1.6MD/S D/D High Density for IBM
XT and AT £8

• 10x 3.5" S/S DID 40/80 Track £6

• 10 x 3.5" D/S D/D 40/80 Track £6

• 10 x 3.5" Double Sided High Density £10

Top Quality Diskettes

Watford's lifetime guaranteed disc are supplied
complete with self stick labels &plastic library
case.

• 10xM3 3.5" D/S D/D 80 Track £6

• 10xM9 3.5"D/S HighDensity £10

• 10 x M4 5.25" S/S D/D 40 Track £5

• 10xM5 5.25" D/S D/D 40 Track £5

%10xM7 5.25" D/S DID 80 Track £6

• 10xM8 5.25" D/S H/D Hi-Density £9

• M2 3" Double Sided £2.50 each

Special Bulk Offer
Discs

(Lifetime warranty on Discs)

BULK PACK DISCS in lots of 100

S/S D/S D/S

Type 40T 40T 80T
• Without Sleeves 5.25" £25 £30 £35

• With Sleeves 5.25" £28 £33 £38

• 3.5" D/S D/D £21 for 50 £39 for 100

• 3.5" D/S H/D £40 for 50 £75 for 100

3.5" Disc Drive

These top quality 3.5" Double sided, 80 track, are at
tractively finished in BBC beige. They are supplied
complete withall cables and a Utilities Disc.

Type Description
Disc Drive without PSU

• CLS35: Single Disc Drive,400K
• CLD35: Twin Disc Drives, 800K

Disc Drive with PSU

• CS35: Single Disc Drive, 400K
• CD35: Twin Disc Drives, 800K
(P.S. CS35 is supplied in a twincase witha
blanking plate to enable easy expansion to a dual
drive at a later stage)

£59

£109

£82

£126

Disc Drives in Monitor Stand

• CDPM 800S - Twin5.25", 800K Double
sided 40-80 track switchable disc drives mounted

in an attractively finished Beige colour plinth for the
BBC B & Master 128K micros. Supplied complete
with integral power supply, cables and Utilities disc.
The mains switch with neon On/Off light indicator,
and the two 40/80 track switches are mounted on

the front panel for ease of use.
£165

• DP35 800 - Same as above except, one disc
drive is a 5.25" and the other is 3.5".

£154

Plastic

Library Cases

DLC1 - Holds 5 x 3.5" Discs. £1.50
DLC2 - Holds 10 x 3.5" Discs. £1.90

DLC3 - Holds 5 x 5.25" Discs. £1.60

DLC4 - Holds 10 x 5.25" Discs. £2.00

Disc Albums

Attractivelyfinished in leather-look PVC Vinyl
DW1 - Holds 6 x 3.5" Discs £2.50

DW2 - Holds 6 x 5.25" Discs £3.00

DW3 - Holds 20 X 5.25" Discs £3.50

DW4 - Holds 40 x 3.5" Discs or

5.25" Discs £4.50

Floppy Head Cleaner Kit
The heads in floppy drives are precision made and
very sensitive to dirt. The use of Cleaner Kit is a
sensible precaution against losing valuable data. It
is recommended to clean the drive head once a

week, it is very simple to use. Available in 3.5" &
5.25", please specify.

Price £4

Acorn & Watford DFSs

• Watford sophisticated DFS ROM £16.00

• Watford DFS Kitcomplete £49.00

• DFS Manual (comprehensive) £6.95

• Acorn DNFS ROM £17.00

• Acorn ADFS ROM only £25.00

• Acorn 1772 DFS ROM Kit £49.00

• Acorn DFS Kit complete £48

Watford's Mkll 1772

Single/Double Density DFS

Many of our customers have wanted to use our
superior DDFS and Acorn ADFS together. Now our
Mk II DDFS Board with its 1772 Disc Controller,
has been adapted to allow the use of Acorn ADFS
as well. It also has all the commands of the Acorn's
1772 DFS, plus many more added features.

• Complete Kit Special Price £44

• DDFS Manual (No VAT) £6.95

• We willexchange your existing DFS Kit for our
sophisticated DDFS for only £26

Quality Disc Drives from
Watford

All our Disc Drives are Double Sided and will
operate in both Single and Double Density modes.
All 5.25" Disc Drives are 40/80 track switchable.
For ease of use, the switches are front mounted.
Follow the trend with a Watford plinth. (Turn to the
6th page of ouradvert forthe Plinths).
P.S. All our 5.25" Disc Drives with PSU are
compatible with the Compact Micro. Allyou require
is our special Compact Disc Drive cables designed
by us.

"Test Bureau Approved for Use in
Education"

Our Disc Drives conform to BS415

Type

• CLS400S:

• CLD800S:

• CS400S:

• CD800S:

Description

Disc Drive without PSU

Single, 40/80 track 400K
Double sided Drive £70

Twin, 40/80 track, 800K
Double sided Drives £138

Disc Drive with PSU

Single, 40/80 track, 400K.
Double sided Drive • £80

Twin, 40/80 track, 800K
Double sided Drives £149

Special Cable to connect both 3.5" and 5.25"
Disc Drives simultaneously to the BBC

Compact £13
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ROMS

Inter BASE

Inter CHART

Inter SHEET

Inter WORD

Mega-3 ROM
Spell Master

£49

£25

£37

£36

£76

£42

Wordwise plus
£40

We are giving away absolutely
FREE, the superb Word-Aid
ROM worth £24, with every

WORDWISE PLUS package
bought from us.

Word-?Iid
This advance utilities ROM extends the
power of your Wordwise plus ROM.

• Alphabetical sorting of names and
addresses.

• Text transfer options.
• Chapter marker.
• Epson printer codes function key

option.
• Search and display in preview mode.
• Embedded command removal.
• Print Multiple copies of a document.
• Multiplefile options for print and

preview.
• Address finder.
• Label printer.
• Mail-merger.
• Number/delete/renumber.
• Clear test-segment area.
• BBC B, B+ and Master compatible.

Only £24
(N.B. Word Aid requires a Disc
interface in your Micro)

Acorn ROMS
View 3.0 ROM £45

Viewsheet (Acomsoft) £36
Viewstore £36

Viewspell - 80T disc £25
View-Index £12

lew Printer Driver
ROM

View is a powerful word processor, but
it seriously lacks in terms of printer
driver support. With the View Printer
Driver ROM, the View users will find
themselves in the realms of advanced
word processing.

Price: Only £29

Mini Office 2 - Disc

forBBCB&B+ £12

(When ordering please specify for
which Micro & 40 or 80T Disc)

All prices exclude VAT

Assorted ROMS

ACORN ADFS £25

ACORN BASIC 2 plus User Guide £22
ACORN DNFS £17

Acorn OS B+ £25

Acorn OS 1.2 £14

Beebmon £22

Dump Out 3 £25

Graphics Extension Rom
GXR-B £21

GXR-B+ £22

Logotron LOGO £43
MASTER OS ROM £38

Master ULA (47) £15
Master ULA (60) £10
Numerator- Archi £69

Numerator- BBC £39

Pendown ROM £32

Rom Manager £20
SERIAL ULA £13

TED £35
Video ULA £14

1Mb OS ROM £39

Watford Electronics1

New High Tech

Computer Boutique
is now open in

Luton.

Don't miss your

chance to visit the

Acorn and

Watford Villages.

CHIP SHOP
1 MB-10DILD-RAM
1 MBZIFD-RAM
256K x 4-8 DIP

256K x 4-8 ZIF

£4.50

£4.00

£4.75

£4.00

Memory SIMs
•256Kx9-7 £9 »1Mbx9-7 £29
• 1Mb x 9-10 £9 • 1Mb x 9-8 £33

DS3691
DS88LS120
LM324

SN76489
SAA5050
UPD7002
2764-250nS
27128A-250n(12V5)
27128-250nS(21V)
27256-2

27512-2

27C101G(1 Meg)
•4013 75p
•4020 £1.00

•4164-10 £1.55

• 4464-10 £3.50

•4816 RAM £2.00

•41256-8 £2.00

• 41256-10 £1.50

•6264LP-8KE4.00
• 6502A £5.00

• 65C02 3M £9.75

•65C12 £9.00

•6512A £10.00

• 6522 £4.00

• 6522A £5.00

•62256ALS £10

• 62256P-12E8.50

•6818 £4.00

• 6845SP £6.00

•68B50

• 7438

•74LS00

•74LS04

• 74LS10

•74LS123

•74LS163

•74LS244

• 74LS245

•74ALS245

•74LS373

•74LS393

• 75453

•75159

• 8271

• 9637

•ICL7673PA

£4.50

£5.25

£0.45

£5.50

£8.75

£6.00

£3.00

£2.50

£4.00

£3.00

£4.50

£7.00

£2.95

50p
50p

50p

50p

£1.00

£1.00

£1.00

£1.00

£2.75

£1.00

£1.00

£1.00

£3.00

£39

£2.00

£3.00

Acorn Speech
Synthesizer package

complete, for the

BBC B Microcomputer

Special Offer £14

'ser Port Splitter Unit

Gone are the days when you had to
plug and unplug devices from the User
Port. This extremely useful little device
allows two units to be connected to the

User Port simultaneously, and select
between them simply by toggling a
switch. This device is particularly
useful for those people using Quest
Mouse and the Watford Video Digitiser
or any similar combination

Excellent Value at £22

Copy
Holder

Whether you want to type in your
latest program or the draft of a new
trilogy, Watford's manuscript holders
are superb for holding your paper at
the ideal height and angle to allow you
to read and type in ease and comfort.

Available in 2 full A4 versions, desk
resting and shelf clamping. Paper is
held firmly by means of a plastic
retaining ruler and a clip grip.

Desk Top £8
Angle poise £12

Copy holders as
above but with a

"> NEW^-battery operated,
>-^ remote controlled

....:

cursor/ruler. (By
hand or foot pedal.) (Batteries 2 x AA
not included.)

Desk Top £15
Angle poise £20

Credit Card 24 Hour

Ansaphone Hot Lines
0582 48 77 77 or

0923250234/233383

EX EPROM ERASERS

EPROMs need careful treatment if

they are to survive their expected
lifetime. Over erasure of EPROMs very
rapidly turns them into ROMs!

The TEX erasers operate following the
manufacturers specifications to give
the maximum possible working life by
not erasing too fast.

• ERASER EB - Standard version

erases up to 16 chips. £34

• ERASER GT- Deluxe version

erases up to 18 chips. Has
automatic safety cut-off to switch off
the UV lamp when opened. £36

• Spare UV tubes. £12

OM Extraction Tool

This extremely useful tool allows you
trouble free chip insertion and removal
from your computer by distributing the
removal force over the whole

body of any 24 or 28 pinchip. £2

Metal Chip Extractor £3

rvisol Foam Cleaner

This king size multipurpose foam
cleaner spray is ideal for cleaning
Keyboard, Monitor, Disc Drive &
Computer furniture surfaces.

£2.50

tistatic Aerosol Spray
Ideal for cleaning and preventing static
build-up on TV/Monitor Screens.

£2.50

erosol Dust Spray
Ideal for removing dust & dirt from
Keyboard & similar inaccessible
spaces. £3

OFFICE MASTER

CASHBOOK • FINAL ACCOUNTS

• MAILIST • EASILEDGER-

• INVOICES & STATEMENT

All this for only £21 (Disc)

OFFICE MATE

DATABASE • SPREADSHEET

• BEEBPLOT

Only £10 (Disc)

ares for BBC Micro
UHF Modulator £4

Speaker £3; Speaker Grill £1

Keyswitches £1

16MHz Crystal £2

17.734 MHz Crystal £2

32.768MHz Crystal £2

Replacement 17 way Flexible
Keyboard Connector £4

BBC Master Power Supply £59

BBC Master Keyboard £62

BBC Master Casing £49

Refurbished BBC B Spares

BBC B Casing £19

Clear Perspex Keystrip Holder £3

BBC B Keyboard £35

BBC B Power Supply £42



BOOKS

'No VAT on Books)

15HrWordprocessing BBC/View
15HrWordprocessing BBC/WW &WW+
30Hour BASIC (BBC Micro)
1stWord Plus- Mastering
1st Word Plus Rel. 2 Manual

£6.95

£6.95

£12.95

£13.95

£10.00

A3000Technical Reference Manual £29.00

A5000Technical Reference Manual £-

Acom DTP A Guide to £17.00

Advanced User Guide for BBC £10.95

Archimedes 1stStep- Beginners Guide
Archimedes Assembly Language
Archimedes Basic V Guide

£9.95

£14.95

£9.95

Archimedes BBC Basic Guide £20

Archimedes DTP Manual £10.00

Archimedes Game Maker Manual £14.95

Archimedes Operating System
Archimedes Risc-Os Programmers
Reference Manual

£14.95

£79.00

Assembly Language Quick Ref.
BASIC2- User Guide

£21.95

£2

BBC B Micro User Guide £15

Budget DTP ontheArchimedes
C Big RedBook of
CProgramming Lang. 2ndEdition
DISC FILING SYSTEM (DFS)
Operating Manual forBBC
DTP on the Archimedes

£12.95

£8.95

£24.95

£6.95

£12.95

FORTHon the BBC Micro £9.95

ISO-PASCALReference Manual £9.95

Master 512 Guide - Dabs Press £9.95

Master Operating System
Master Reference Manual Part 1

£12.95

£14

Master Reference Manual Part 2 £14

Master Reference Manual- Advanced £14

Mouse User Guide to BBC Micro-

theComplete
Example Programs onDisc for above
PASCAL Programming
Rise OSStyle Guide
RISC Technical Manual 260pg

£5.95

£4.95

£10.95

£9.95

£14.95

Understanding Interword -
ABeginners Guide

View3.0 User Guide

£4.95

£10

Viewsheet User Guide £10

Viewstore User Guide £10

Z88- ADabhandGuide £14.95

Z88Computing
Z88Magic

£9.95

£14,95

BOOKS for IBM
'C & Compatibles

386/486 PCPowerUserGuide £19.95
8086/8088 Ass. Language Quick Ref £8.45
8086/8088 Programming the £17.95
Accountancy software inBusiness - Using£14.95
Agenda- Using £21.95
Aldus PageMaker - Using £21.45
AMI Pro3-Using Special Ed £25.95
Amstrad 9512- Using the £10.95
Amstrad Basic2 UserGuide £9.95
Assembly Language 3e- Using £27.45
Autocad 4thEd- Mastering £31.50
AutoCAD - Inside 10&11SpecEd £32.45
AutoCAD - Mastering Rel. II 4e £31.50
Autocad - Mastering Through Rel. 10 £28.95
BASIC - Doityourself Visual £18.50
Build Yourown386/386SX &Save £15.50
Build Your own80486IBM Computer £12.95
CProgramming Language 2nd Ed £26.95
C- Waite Group Turbo C Bible £27.95
C++Borland C++3 Handbook 2e £24.95
Clipper 5 Developers Guide £24.95
Clipper 5.01 3e- Using £27.45
Computer Users Dictionary £9.95
Corel Draw 2.13e - Inside+ Disc £32.45
Corel Draw 23e - Mastering £26.95
CorelDraw Quick RefThroV1.2 £7.95
Corel Draw 2.0Made Easy £19.95
Corel Draw v2Quick Ref £28.90
CorelDrawQuickRefv1.2 £8.45
dBase 3/4Complete Ref £27.45
dBaseIII Plus- Complete Reference £19.95
dBase III Plus Handbook 2nd Edition £22.95
dBaseInstant Reference (III &III+) £10.95
Desk Jet Unlimited £19.95
DOS Complete Reference 3e £23.95
DOS forDummies Through v5.0 £15.45
DOS-Easy (to ver5) £18.45
DOSInstant Ref. £9.75
DOS Instant Reference (upto3.3) £6.95
DR DOS6 QuickReference £8.95
DR DOS 6.0Stepping upto £13.95
DTP Looking Good inPrint 2e £21.95
EGA &VGA CardsProg. Guide to £27.95
Excel4 Windows- AQuickCourse £11.95

Excel 4 for WindowsQuicksort £20.45
Excel 4.0Windows Made Easy3e £16.50
Excel 4 for Windows Learn Fast £16.50
Excel 4 forWindows 2e- Using £27.45
Fax- Management with £7.95
FAX- Managing with £12.95
Foxpro 2 Made Easy Revised Ed £20.95
Foxpro2- Using £27.45
Foxpro 2- Mastering 2ed £26.95
Framework III - Mastering £24.50
GW Basic Users Guide & Ref £17.95
Hard Disc Instant Ref £10.95
Hard Disc management - Quick
Reference Guide to £4.95
Hard Disc-Using Your £27.45
IBMPC & PS/2 - Inside the 3rd Ed £21.70
IBM PCs 386 486 Power User Guide £17.95
IBMPC Crash Course & Survival 3e £17.95
LAN-Understanding Local Area Networks £23.50
LocoscriptPCv1.5-Using £14.95
Lotus 1-2-3 for Windows £27.45
Lotus 1-2-3Rel. 2.4Special Ed- Using £27.45
Microsoft GW BASIC £17.95
MS-DOS 5-10 Minute Guide to £9.95
MS-DOS Batch Files Quick Ref £5.95
MS-DOS First Book £15.50
MSDOSforBeginners £17.45
MS-DOS Quick Ref Guide 5 £8.95
MS-DOS-Running 4thedition £19.95
MS-DOS - Supercharging 2ndEdition £17.95
MS-DOSUsers Guide 3rd Edition £27.95
MS-DOS 5-Quick Start £18.45
MS-DOS 5 User Hand Book £19.95
MS-GW BASIC User Guide & Ref £17.95
MSVisual BASIC Workshop incl.Disc £28.30
Netware Understand Local Area £24.50
Netware Users Guide 2.2 & 3.11 £22.95
Novell Netware 386CompRef £29.95
Novell Netware 2e- Using £27.45
Novell Network - Mastering £27.95
Novell Network - Using £27.45
Pagemaker 4 IBM - Useincl. Disc £19.95
Pagemaker 4 for Windows - Using £27.45
PageMaker on IBM PC-Using " £22.95
Pagemaker- Using £22.95
Paradox 4 Quick Reference £8.95
PCs&Compatible Computers for

Beginners £17.95
PC Crash Course 2.0 2nd Edition £19.95
PC Configuration Handbook 2e £26.99
PC- Fix your own £22.50
PC- Upgrade &Maintain - Complete £25.50
PCs- Upgrading &Repairing 2e £32.45
Programming Guide toEGA &VGA Cards £25.95
Quattro Pro4.0MadeEasy £16.50
Quattro Pro4 Special Ed- Using £25.95
Smart-Using £21.45
Smartware II - Mastering £22.95
Smartware II - Using £27.45
Supercalc 5 - Mastering £24.50
Supercalc 5 2ed- Using £27.45
Timeworks Publ. 2 - Practical Guide £16.95
Timeworks Publisher Comp. v2.0 £12.95
Turbo C Bible £27.95
Turbo C++ £22.95
Turbo Pascal5 - Using £22.95
Turbo Pascal Using £27.45
Unix- Using £27.45
Upgrading &Repairing PC's £27.45
Ventura Publisher - Using £22.95
Ventura Tips &Tricks 3e £21.95
Ventura - 3rd Edition £24.95
Windows3.110 Minutes Guide to £9.95
Windows 3.1Program Ref Vol 4 ' £19.95
Windows3.1 AQuick Course in £11.95
Windows 3.1 Mastering 2e £25.50
Windows 3.03.1Using Special Ed £25.95
Windows 3.1 Complete Ref 2e £23.95
Windows 3.1 Program Ref Vol 1 £26.95
Windows 3.1Program Ref Vol 2 £35.95
Windows 3.1Prog Ref Vol 3 £26.95
Windows 3.1 Quick Reference £8.95
Windows3.1 Secrets 2e + Disc £36.95
Window Programming 2nd Ed £27.95
Word 2 for Windows Made Easy £16.95
Word for Windows made easy £15.95
WordPerfect-Quick Reference V5 £8.95
WordPerfect 5.1- ABC's of £18.95
WordPerfect 5.1 - 1stBook of £15.95
WordPerfect 5.1- Mastering £24.95
WordPerfect 5.1 Quick Course £11.95
WordPerfect 5.1 Quick Start £20.45
WordPerfect 5.1 - Using Special Ed £25.95
WordPerfect for Beginners £17.45
Wordstar &CPM MadeEasy £15.75
Wordstar 6.0Made Easy £15.95

WORD FOR WINDOW
10 MinuteGuide Word 2 Windows £9.50
DTPwithWord 2 for Window £20.45
MSWORD 2 Windows MadeEasy £16.95
Master MSWORD 2 for Windows2e £24.50
QuickCourseWord2 Windows £10.95
Running WORD 2 for Windows £29.95
Using WORD 2 for Windows 2e £25.95

Carriage on Books varybetween £3to
£4.00, depending on theirweight

ACORN to PC

Stop the Confusion!

Do you have to use both Acorn
computers and PC's? Would you like
to use your Archimedes or A3000 in
PC-emulation mode but are unsure of

the new commands?

Although Acorn machines (such as the
BBC B, the Master, the Archimedes)
are mainly used in education, most
commercial computers use other
operating systems, particularly MS-
DOS. As a result school computer
users are at a disadvantage when
moving into 'business' computing. PCs
and other commercial computers use
MS-DOS as the operating system, so
commands for formatting, copying,
backing up, printing and the modem
are not the same. Even file names are

written differently! And did you know
that there is one Acorn command

which, if used in MS-DOS, wipes
everything in the current directory?

'ACORN TO PC enables you to
change over painlessly. It shows
clearly and quickly how, why and
where the two systems (Acorn and
MS-DOS) differ. As with a foreign
language dictionary, you can use the
book to transfer either way - from
Acorn to MS-DOS, or from MS-DOS to
Acorn.

Price: £9.95 (No VAT)

e Complete BB
Computer User

Handbook

Ifyou own a BBC B, B+, Electron,
Master 128 or Master Compact, or
Archimedes, then this is the book for
you. It shows how to get the best from
your machine, and how to make it
work for you.

Only: £9.95 (No VAT)

Beeb PC (BASIC)
Designed for program authors to
convert BBC programs to run on IBM

PCs Price: £38

Beeb DOS 3.0

(Now reads Archimedes Discs)

Beeb DOS is a collection of utilities
which run on the PCs and enable it to
read and write information on BBC

Discs Price: £39

User Guide t

^RBC Micro
This manual has been written to reveal
the secrets of the mouse. It explains all
the principles required by the hardware
and associated software, and also
example listings for inclusion into
custom programs. The manual first
details the basic principles of the
mouse and a simple program which
uses these principles. This information
should be adequate for most
applications. However, it is possible to
improve the performance of the mouse
by expanding on the principles already
used in the software. This is again fully
explained and an example program
given.
It is possible to gain a full
understanding of the mouse from this
manual. For those not interested in
exactly how the mouse functions,
complete example programs are also
included.

Price £5.95 (No VAT)

Example programs on Disc £4.95

The Epson R]
3rinter Commands

ealed Handbook

So you bought yourself a new printer,
because the salesman in the shop
showed you how clever it is and
impressed you with all sorts of
printouts to show its capabilities - he
may even have offered you a special
price.
However, now that you have got it
home and connected it to your BBC
microcomputer, you are wondering
how to make it perform these magical
tasks. The manual seems to give no
clues, and when you type in the
example programs, the computer
throws the LPRINT statements back in

your face.
Now what do you do, when this £400
piece of high technology refuses even
to move its head, and you have stayed
up until 2 in the morning with copious
supplies of coffee, desperately trying to
print something out? Once again,
Watford Electronics comes to your
help with our new book entitled 'THE
EPSON FX-KAGA PRINTER
COMMANDS REVEALED".

This book describes in plain, easy to
understand English, how to use and
make the most of your KP810,
PW1080A or any other Epson FX80
compatible printers like Panasonic KX-
P1080/1, etc., with the BBC Micro,
both from Basic and Wordwise.

£4.95 (No VAT)

Watford
Electronics Ltd

Mail Order & Showroom:

Jessa House, Finway, off Dallow Road, Luton, LU11TR, England
Tel: 0582 48 77 77 Tlx: 8956095 WATFRD Fax: 0582 488588

Showroom Only:
Jessa House, 250 LowerHigh Street, Watford, WD1 2AN, England

Tel: 0923 237774 Fax: 0923 233642
Offers and all items are subject to availability. Prices may have to change for reasons beyond
our control. Mail Order and RETAIL SHOP. Trade and Export inquiries welcome. Government
and Educational Establishments'OFFICIAL ORDERS Accepted.Shop Hours:9.00am to 6.00pm,
Monday to Saturday. Thursdays 9amto 8pm. (Free Customer's Car Park). VAT: UK customers
please add17.5% VAT to cost incl. Carriage. CARRIAGE: Unless statedotherwise, minimum £3
on all orders. £4 on Larger items. On bulkier items, £7 Courier charge applies (UK mainland
only). Overseas orders, carriage is charged at cost. Specifications of all products arc given in
good faith but are subject to change without notice. Some items vary in their availability.
Watford Electronics Terms and Conditions are available upon request. Please ring for latest
delivery situation.



THE PERFECT ANSWER

Speed comparison table.

Comparison print times using Acorn printer drivers with a DeskJet500 against TurboDrivers with a BJ200.
All times are in seconds shown on ARM3 and ARM2 based computers.

To print a4page document consisting ofaspread ofdifferent fonts, text sizes and graphics:

he BJ200 is a brand new black

and white desktop printer from
Canon, the market leaders in

inkjet printing. This is a high speed,
high resolution printer ideally suited to
the Archimedes range of computers.

Computer Concepts supply the.BJ200
with a special version of their
TurboDrivers - the fastest printer
drivers available for the Archimedes.

The printer also includes a built-in 80
page sheet feeder. The price for the
printer with TurboDrivers is just £299
+ vat (+p&p) - a full £100 less than the
recommended retail price.

At 360 dpi the BJ200 offers
significantly higher resolution than
other 300 dpi inkjet printers and at
faster than 1 page per minute for a full
page of graphics (or 3 pages per
minute for plain text) it is also faster
than other printers in its price range.
And being an inkjet printer, it is
whisper quiet when printing.

The BJ200 with TurboDriver is the
perfect answer to those users seeking
the best quality prints in the least
possible time, without going to the
expense of a laser printer. In fact we
guarantee this is the fastest high
quality printer available for less than a
laser printer,or your money back.

DeskJet 500 BJ200 Speed increase factor Price

Time to get control back - ARM3 313 59 5.3 £299 +£10-p&p+VAT (£363.07 inc)
Last page completed - ARM3 316 200 1.6
Timeto get control back - ARM2 832 155 5.4

Last page completed - ARM2 834 232 3.6

Computer Concepts Ltd
GADDESDEN PLACE HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HERTS HP26EX

€t~%V



Instructional Videos \%
at amazing savings

Normal price S14.99 available exclusively to readers of

Save
video&5per

ASTEP BV STEP GUIDE TO THE

com BBC A3000
AND ARCHIMEDES. RANGE

+ APPLICATIONS
Nol

UP & RUNNING

presented by
.... GRAHAM PRAGNELL
H RUNNING TIME 80MINS

1. Up & Running

Anintroduction to your easy to use,
powerful multitasking BBC A3000 /
Acorn Archimedes.

This video features:

• How to load and run software

• How to save to disc

• How to print
• How to edit text through Edit
• How to handlegraphics through

Paint and Draw

ASTEP BY STEP GUIDE TO THE

Acorn BBC A3000
AND ARCHIMEDES RANGE

+ APPLICATIONS
No 2

TEXT PROCESSING

presented by
GRAHAM PRAGNELL

RUNNING TIME 70 MINS

2. Text Processing

Wordprocessingofferseasy text
manipulation for highly polished
results, whileDesktopPublishing
offersa variety of page formatsand
the use ofdiagrams and pictures

This video features:

• First WordPlus
• Phased
• Ovation Professional DTP
• Technoscan ll

ER
at only £9.99 each including delivery

A STEP BV STEP GUIDE TO!
^-«...i:

AND AHCHIMEDES RANGE
+ APPLICATIONS

No.3

DATA HANDLING

presented by
GRAHAM PRAGNELL

RUNNING TIME 55 MINS

3. Data Handling \ 4. Art & Graphics

ur BBC A3000 / Acorn Archimedes
;rs powerful data processing
lpled withprofessional graphic
play

s video features:

ata Sweet

quirrel

Speedand ease of use makes the
multitasking BBC A3000 / Acorn
Archimedes computersuperb forart
and graphics. Effects canbe created
and undone at the touch of a button.
Make full use of the 256 - colour

palettethat the machines putat your
fingertips.

chema

enesis
This video features:

lagpie • Paint • Poster

• Revelation • Technoscan ll

Order Form
I FREE DELIVERY I

ORDER HOTLINE - CALL 0937 842489

PRICE QTY TOTAL

1. UP AND RUNNING S9.99

2. TEXT PROCESSING S9.99

3. DATA HANDLING S9.99

4. ART & GRAPHICS £9.99

AU/2/93
TOTAL Vi\LUE

Please debit myAccess/Visa CardNo.

Signature W^

Expiry Date SS

Name on card

or Ienclosea cheque/postal order forS
Made payable to:Redwood Publishing Ltd.
PO Box 66, Wetherby, West Yorkshire, LS23 7HL

Name

Address.

Postcode

Tel:

Please allow 10days for delivery

6>

#



ACORN COMPUTERS LTD.

QUESTION: Who manufacture the best protective
Dust Covers and Disk Wallets available?

[answer: J E N A R T DESIGN
THE ONLY DUST COVERS GOOD ENOUGH TO

DISPLAY THE OFFICIAL ACORN LOGO !

DUST COVER ABBREVIATIONS

I(S) = STAND POSITIONED ON 128/A3000
(D/D) = DISK DRIVE/CPU/PROCESSOR
(COM) = (1 cover) COMPUTER EG 128/A3000
(K* B) = (1 cover) COMPUTER KEYBOARD
(VDU) =(1 cover) VDU/MONITOR/SCREEN
(VDU S COM) = (1 cover) VDU + STAND + COMPUTER
(VDUDD) =(1 cover) VDUOND/DRIVE
(VDUDDO) =(1 cover) VDU ON D/DRTVE + KEYBOARD
(VDU DD) (K"B) = (2 covers) VDU ON D/DRTVE & KEYBOARD

AC 05 (COM)
AC 03 (COM)
AC 07 (COM)
AC 0A (COM)
AC PI (VDU)
AC P2 (VDU)
AC 04 (VDU S COM)
AC 06 (VDU S COM)
AC 08 (VDU S COM)
AC 02 (VDUSK'B)
AC 02A(VDU DD) (K' B)
AC 01 (VDU DD) (K' B)

BBC "B* £ 6.49

BBC 128 £ 7.09

A3000 £ 7.09

A3020 £ 7.09

AFK 12MONITOR(8833) £11,81
AFK 17 MONITOR(8833MK2) £11.81
128 + S + MICROVTTEC M £14.76

A3000 + S + MJCROVITEC M £14.76
A3000 + S + AFK12/17 £14.76
A4000/5000 £14.76
A4000/5000 £15.93
A300/400 £15.93

In addition to Acorn, Jenart manufacture a range of
more than 1500 dust covers to fit most Computers,
Printers, VDU's, Disk Drives, Music Keyboards etc.

ALL JENART DUST COVERS, ARE MANUFACTURED
FROM GREY NYLON MATERIAL (NOT PVC), PROVEN
OVER NINE YEARS OF MANUFACTURING. FULLY
SEWN & BOUND, THEY COME WITH A TWO YEAR 'NO
©.mBBLE' GUARANTEE.

JENART, are also Importers and Distributors of two
superb quality canvas faced mouse mats from the USA
and the EEC. We are so confident about the quality of
these products, we give a 'TWO YEAR FAIR WEAR AND
TEAR GUARANTEE'.

JENA 08 EUROPA MOUSE MAT £ 4.39
JENA 07 USA HEAVY DUTY MOUSE MAT £ 7.10
JENA 01 DISKWALLET (holds up to 12 x 3.5") £13.17
JENA 02 DISKWALLET (holds up to 4 x 3.5") £ 3.88
JENA 05 KEYBOARD OPERATORS WRIST SUPPORT £13.98

In addition to ACORN LTD, Jenart are the official I
manufacturers and suppliers to over one hundred
companies, who specify their corporate logos on all
Jenart products - PROOF OF THEIR CONFIDENCE !

AS YOU CAN SEE, WE ARE SURROUNDED BY JUST Al
FEW HOUSEHOLD NAMES WHO HAVE CHOSEN I
JENART PRODUCTS TO DISPLAY THEIR OFFICIAL LOGO

ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE VAT POST AND PACKING.

FOR VERY SPECIAL EDUCATION DISCOUNTS - PLEASE
TEL: 0769 574127 OR TEL/FAX 0769 574487

To order any of the above products, simply write to|
JENART at the address below or, telephone or fax the
above numbers, quoting our number.

see us at

BETT'93

Stand 418

JENART DESIGN

'The Great Cover Up'
Pathfields Trading Estate,

SOUTH MOLTON, Devon EX36 3LH

J:HdJJ;H»lHI]JJIH;
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"Picture It!"

THE SOFTWARE FOR ARTISTS

WHO CANT EVEN DRAW STRAIGHT LINES!!!

(even with the gridlock on!)

Create superb, highly effective scenes with this powerful, easy-to-use
picture-building software - and animate them very easily and quickly.

A wide variety of topic disks of '.Draw objects are available, ranging
from Buildings to Dinosaurs.

Prices (excluding VAT):

Master pack (master program, animation disk and Identikit faces
picture library) £29.95

Topic disks each £8.50

Contact us for more information or a FREE Demo disk.

APPIAN WAY SOFTWARE LTD.

Old Co-operative Buildings, Langley Park,
znnzn- Durham DH7 9XE

VISA

^— Tel. & Fax: (091) 373 1389 E5

Software Bargains, a memberof the Micro PowerGroup,
are pleasedto announce theARRIVAL of the
FINAL CONSIGNMENTof...

BBCB

Computers
Here are 8 good reasons why you should ACT NOW and buy a BBC!

#They are new
• At £ 150.00 they are cheap

All machinesare supplied
withVIEW word processor,
as standard!
• All machines aresupplied with
the DiscFilingSystem asstand
ard!Thismeans youcanconnect
a disc drive straight away - our
BBC and drive packs start at an
incredibly low£195.70!

[ Monitors J
Philip*7502 Mono Screen £85.04
MlcrovlwcCub 1431 Colour£l 99.96
(H-SandardRei)
MicroYltec Cub H5I Colour. £238.26
(H"Medium Rei)
Mkjottitc mooAorsair ol me ftWMfl
quality, w-:i itronf mrwl ttntotl

• All machines are sup-
Klied with a Speech

OM as standard!
• Theyincludeadditional
safety features suchassteel
re-inforced keyboards
• Ifyou already have a BBC,
our research shows that the
cost to repair/replace the
most common components
to wear out, such as the

BBC Disc Drive Pack!

BBC Pack i .i £195.70
btduWi BBC B t-vj • C'vyt.ots-4 t>n(t*S.2S"
«0«0 inck Onrm rctixXA rW S^pt/ l>.t

Greyhound single 5.25" 4CV93 track
switchable cHves without PSU. are
available as single units £W.CH

Discountavailablefor quantity!

keyboard or power supply
unit, would be at least half
the cost of one of our new
ones!
# Our new BBCs carry a 6
monthwarranty - probably
twice as longas a repair
warranty; plus, the guarantee
is for the whole machine, not
just onthecomponent which
has been repaired!

Why do we say "Unused"
rather than "Brand New"?

These machines wert originally manufac
tured for export to America. Havingnow
shippedthembackwehaveto makevarious
modfkatJons, whichIndudesfetinga UK
powersupply and TVmodubtor,for effec
tive,safe use m the UK. So theyare not
'straight fromthe factory' but nonetheless
theyhavepeyefbe-Tiaseid.
AfuD speculation Isavailable on request

Software Bargains & Mercury Games
Depc AU423. C/O Northwood House, North Street, LEEDS LS7 2AA
TEL: 0532 436300 FAX: 0532 423289

For I - 4 units

Contact
ISoftware Bargains

^^Greyhound Marketing Ltd
Dept ALM23 CliffdaleHouse. 376 Meanwood Road. LEEDS LS72JH

W&l 0532 621111 Fax OS32 374163

*Fionoidd VATto ill prices. Including armge
*Cvfli^i£3.50 perwvt/pick: mwlr(pl« orcViPOA
* Official Local Authority orders welcome; or
Independent schools.headed nocepaper with

Hendteacher's signature
*Goods despatched wtthln 48 hrs, (sub|e>
availability)

For 5 or more units
Conlact Greyhound Marketing

Also (or TRADE enquiries

-•n.^M.nV/..,,!,

• correct it the erne oftoinj to preii. E40E)



PRINTERS

JET ENGINES
Inkjet printers are starting to rival laser machines, offering high

quality at a low price. Malcolm Brown looks at the best jets

Inkjet printers are the great
white hope of the printer
world. They offer laser print
quality for a dot-matrix

price: the perfect printer; or so
it would seem.

In the past few years inkjet
printers have come from
nowhere to make serious

incursions into both ends of

the market. Currently about
two million inkjet printers are
sold each year in Western
Europe, and they are expected
to account for half the total

printer market by the end of
the decade.

Inkjets work by squirting
tiny drops of liquid ink at the
paper to form inividual dots,
just like both dot-matrix and
laser printers. Most inkjet
printers use 'bubblejet' tech
nology, invented by Canon.
The ink is heated in the noz

zles by small heating coils,
forming bubbles of ink vapour
that force a drop of ink out
through the nozzle. This tech
nique produces very uniform
droplets, precisely controlled
to extremely small and accu
rately placed dots for a fine
image.

The more nozzles in the

printhead, the finer the resolu
tion possible. The same 300dpi
(dots per inch) resolution as
laser printers is common and
360dpi is by no means
unusual. Since there's no ham

mering of the paper, inkjet
printers are also near-silent in
operation and consume little
power (so the technology is
ideal for portable use).

Inkjet printers are much
slower than laser printers,
although their print speeds can
compare well with dot-matrix
machines. The printers tested
here were limed printing a
standard piece of text so the
measured speeds in characters
per second (cps) could be
directly compared.

BUBBLE HEAD

Canon's latest bubblejetprinter,the BJ-200, officially
retails at £399, but it can be found for much less.
Computer Concepts isbundling a special version of its
TurboDriver with the BJ-200 for just £299.The BJ-200
is similarin manyways to the BJ-10ex and BJ-20
printers. It uses a similar printhead with64nozzles
capable of superb 360dpiprinting.

However, on this machine, the cut sheet feeder is
built-in and the whole machine sits on end. Paper
enters from the 80-sheet holder on the top and is fed
automatically through the printerto collect face-up on
a slide-outsupport at the front; the bare minimum of
paperhandling parts, but it all works very smoothly.

The BJ-200 can be used with a BBC micro or with an

Arc in Basic, just like any normal printer.Used inthis
way, the BJ-200 produces text in three modes; draft,
NLQ and the so-called SLQ. Draft print is clear and
precise; certainly good enoughfor roughcopies. The

r"#$%&'()*+,-./012345
6789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJ
KLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]~J
abedefghij klmnopqrst

|uvwxyz{ |}£ueaaaac;eeei

NLQ printisexcellent and the SLQ a touchbetter;well
up to the standard of any personal laser printer.

The BJ-200 is not slow either. Draft print is churned
out at a nifty145cps, while NLQ and SLQ beat the
Deskjet hollowwith measured speeds of 118and
105cps,respectively.Thisisn't up to laser printer
speeds, but it certainly beats dot-matrix printersof
this price. The BJ-200 uses Epson LQ and IBM Pro-
printercontrolcodes.In LQ mode,usingthe dot-
matrixprinterdriversuppliedwith the Arc, superb
graphics imagescan be created,albeit excrutiatingly
slowly. This is where the TurboDriver comes in.This
uses the BJ-200 in Proprinter or BJ-10 mode and
producesthe same graphics in a fraction of the time.

The 'testcard' took over five minutes to print using
the LQ driver, while the TurboDriver took just 74
seconds. However, the results from the TurboDriver
are not up to the same standard. The image is more
streaky,although this onlyreally affects pictures and
tints. The TurboDriver speeds up text printing even
more, since it uses its own text processingalgorithms.
This is probablythe best inkjetprinteryet. Although it
still suffers from the BJ economies of paper handling,
whether used on its own or with the excellent Tur

boDriver, the BJ-200 is a fast printer and the print
quality issimplysuperb. Awinner.
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PRINTERS

There is no firmly established
control code standard for ink-

jet printers. Many machines
borrow Laserjet 2 emulation
from laser printers, while
others emulate the Epson and
IBM standards that are found

on dot-matrix printers.

JETS ON THE ARC
Most inkjel printers for the
Archimedes are used in

graphics mode, treating the
onscreen fonts of the Arc as

graphics images. This is a
slower way to produce pages
than treating text as characters
- as the BBC micro does - but

superb results are possible, and
inkjel machines make excel
lent printers for producing the
occasional DTP page or Draw
diagram.

The Laserjet printer driver
supplied with the Arc worked
well with HP-compatible ink-
jets, and Epson LQ drivers are
available for the inkjets which
use those codes.

The main disadvantage of
inkjet printers is their running
costs. The ink used is specially
formulated for these printers,
and expensive. What's more,
in most machines it's not just a
reservoir that is replaced when
the ink runs out, but the whole
printhead. This means that
some inkjel printers can cost
as much as 12p a page to use.

The Epson LQ-870 is one
exception. This is Epson's ink
jet answer to the dot-matrix
and it looks and operates just
like the LQ-870 dot-matrix
models. On this machine just
the ink reservoir is replaced
and that results in a price per
page of just 2p; about the same
as most laser printers.

The paper that you use can
also add expense. Inkjets can
print on any paper, but for the
best results, without the occa
sional blotting that ruins high
resolution printing, the correct
- and expensive - paper
should be used.

The plus point is that the
initial cost of an inkjet printer
is quite low, and it's always
worth shopping around for a
cheaper 'street' price than the
'official' prices quoted here.
Also, thankfully, ink cartridge
prices are falling. As the abili
ties of these machines gets
ever greater and the prices fall,
their future looks set to be rosy
and their appeal to Acorn users
is never greater.
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OLD ORIGINAL

Hewlett Packard Deskjet 500 £425
Olivetti JP-350S £499

CitizenProjet £496

The HP Deskjetis the machine that established inkjet
printingas a viableoption. Theoriginalmachine has
evolved into the current Deskjet 500, shown on the
right, and spawned a couple of clones. Allthree are
available heavily discounted; the Deskjet 500 canbe
foundfor as littleas £250. They sharemanyfeatures.
The most important is the 50-nozzle printhead. This
produces text and graphicswith a resolutionof
300dpi. The printhead also includes the ink reservoir,
and the whole unit is replaced when the ink runs out,
costing about 6p per page.

All three machines use cut-sheet paper fed from a
100-sheet tray bya complex mechanism to a tray at
the front of the machinewhere the printed sheets
collect face up in reverseorder.TheDeskjet's paper
tray is in the base of the machine while the JP-350S
and Projet use a tray sticking up from the top. The
two clonescan also take a second paper tray (£125)
and can even be fitted with a tractor unit (£80) for
fanfold paper. The Deskjetprints in two modes;draft
print at a measured speed of 100cpsand NLQ at
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SMALL AND SHARP

Fujitsu B100£349
Olivetti JP-150 £339

Integrex Betajet £335

These three machines are almost identical, and also
close cousins of the Deskjet. Although HP itselfdoes
not sellthis printertype, it manufactures the key
parts. The 50-nozzle printhead is the same as that
used on the Deskjet, so the resolution is the same
300dpi. This alsomeansthey are as expensive to run
at about 6p per page printed.

Although they usethe sameprint 'engine', these
are muchsmallerthan the Deskjet clones,but the
B100 canproduce text and graphics every bit as
good, albeit at a slower speed. The B100 uses cut
sheetpaperfed intoa slotbehind a fold-down flap.
Printing morethan a coupleof pagesistedious, but
a £70 automatic sheet feeder is available.

The B100 shown prints text in two qualities,draft
and letter quality, at a speedof 71and 50cps respec
tively; not fast byany standards.Printing graphics is
alsoslow.Thedraft text isabout the quality you'd
expect from a 24-pin printer in NLQ mode but the
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67cps. The other two machinesalso offer high-speed
draft print at 125cps. The quality of all modes is
excellent and the NLQ is hard to tell from laser printer
output. All three machinesuse the Laserjet2 control
codesthat are standard for laserprintersand sup
ported by the Laserjet Archimedes printer driver.
Epson FX and IBM Proprinteremulation cartridges are
availablefor about £70each. The range of fonts built-
in is limited,but adequate for everyday use.

These machines make excellent inkjetaccompani
mentsto an Archimedes. Textand graphic print
qualityis verygood and, althoughthese inkjets are
not as fast as laser printers, they are quite fast
enough for most uses outside the commercial office.

300dpi letter qualityprint is pretty much as good as
any Laserjet 2-type laser printer. Three built-in charac
ter styles are provided and others can be plugged in
on smartcards for £55 a time. Most Acorn users will
printArc fonts ingraphics modeanyway.TheB100
uses Laserjet 2 codes.

The B100 and its three brethren apparently provide
excellent print quality for a bargain price.Although
they are cheaper than Deskjets, when the extra sheet
feeder istaken intoaccount, alongwith the slower
speed, the choice is not as clearas it firstappears.



PRECISE AND PORTABLE

Kodak Diconix £429

The Diconix701 stands apart from the rest of the inkjet crowd as a
machinewhich is neither a copy nor copied. It is not much to look at but
this printer performs likea laser printer and it can be carted around to
accompany your A4 laptop too. The701 isequallysuited to lifeon the
road or on a desktop; a home and away machine. It is small, with an A4
footprint and about 3in thick- and light too - less than 3kg.

The printer is powered by a rechargeable camcorder battery, or a
mains adapter (which doublesas the charger). Just cut sheet paper is
used but this is fed from an automatic sheet feeder which unfolds from

the printer top; extremely compact to carry but efficient in use. Like the
Deskjet series it has a 50-nozzle printhead capable of 300dpiresolution
and it uses Laserjet 2 codes.

The Diconix 701 reallycan stand in for a laser printer. There are two
qualities of print available; a clearly readabledraft and a simply
excellent NLQ. Three fonts are provided and, of course, the sky's the
limitif this is used with an Arcin graphics mode. The only drawback is
itsspeed. Drafttext is produced at a measured rate of 92characters per
second(cps), or about two pages per minute.However, the NLQ modeis
closeto the Deskjet'sat 66cps(about 1.5 pages per minute).

The printhead incorporates the ink reservoir and the whole unit is
replaced when the inkrunsout - after about 400 pages- for £25. As
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THREE OF A KIND

Canon BJ-20 £399

Canon BJ-10ex £299

Star SJ-48 £345

Thesethree machinesare closelyrelated to one another, although they
are not identical. The BJ-10 was the first mass-appeal portable inkjet
printer and the BJ-10ex is an evolution of that basicdesign, the SJ-48
Star's version and the BJ-20 Canon's latest incarnation, shown on the

right.All three looksimilar; the sizeof a small portabletypewriter.
Arechargeable battery means these printerscanbe usedon the

move, but the 50-sheet feeder (£54 with the BJ-10ex and SJ-48, but
included with the BJ-20) which clipsonto the printer in an upright
positionis not reallysuitable for journeys.

These machinesuse a 64-nozzleprinthead capable of a resolution of
360dpibut, strangely, only 48 nozzlesare used for text. Thewhole
printheadis replaced when the ink runsdry and this produces a typical
cost per page of about 7p.Thereare two printing modes; draft and NLQ.
On the BJ-10 and SJ-48,the draft mode is purely to save ink and is
produced at the samespeed as NLQ; about 50cps. TheBJ-20's draft
mode isactually faster at 83cps; stillnot exactly racingalong, but the
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PRINTERS

well as Laserjetcodes, the 701also uses Kodak'sown control codes and
emulates the IBM Proprinter. The Diconix701 is not to be found
discounted as much as the Deskjet series and is not quite so attractive a
proposition. However, if portability is required, there's little to touch it.

printqualityisexcellent. TheBJ-20 offers seven characterstylesin each
mode, the BJ-10ex four and the SJ-48 just two. All three machinesuse
the Epson LQ, IBM Proprinter and Canon's own control codes so they
can be used equally well by Beebowners or RiscOS users with an LQ
printerdrivers. TheCanon BJ-20 isthe most expensive, but it offersthe
best deal, with sheet feeder included and a genuine draft mode.

o

O
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The Complete Upgrade Solution
Qualified

Dealer

A310 Memory A3000 Memory A4 Trackerball
- Four layer printed circuit boards

- Free MEMCla with 4Mb upgrade
-Courier collection & fitting included

2nd Mb-£99 4th Mb-£199

2nd to 4th Mb upgrade - £99

- Uses only eight RAM devices
- User upgradeable from 1 to 4 Mb

- Four layer printed circuit board
- Low power consumption

- Available without RAM devices

Please phone for prices

- Complete mouse replacement
- Plugs into existing mouse socket

- No extra software required
- Ideal for 'portable' use

Genius Hi-Point trackerball - £49

A5000 Memory & Drives
- Increases A5000 memory to 4Mb

- Upgradeable and non upgradeable versions
- 4Mb to 8Mb price includes installation

- High quality, four layer circuit board
A5000 4Mb RAM non-expandable - £89

A5000 4Mb RAM - £110 4Mb to 8Mb RAM - £399
2nd 100Mb IDE Drive - £265

Syquest removable disc systems
Including one cartridge, drive unit and all cables

- 42Mb removable cartridges
- High-flow fan fitted for improved cooling

Atomwide Syquest drive unit - £389
Drive unit with Morley SCSI card - £524

Spare 42Mb disks - £55

Aleph One 386PC & 486PC
- Provide full compatibility with PC software

- 10 to 20 times speed increase over emulator
- Single width podules suitable for all machines

- Multi-task in RISC OS window

- Both upgradeable with floating point coprocessor

386PC with 1Mb RAM - £395 with 4Mb RAM - £475
486PC with 1Mb RAM - £495 with 4Mb RAM - £575

3+3=199
- Aleph One's ARM3 Upgrade & Acorn's RISC OS 3 are available

together at a special price for a limited period
- Latest surface mount 25MHz Aleph One ARM3

- Single user version of RISC OS 3 with all manuals
ARM 3 + RISC OS 3 - £199.00 (fitting to A3000 add £29.00)

A310/A440 ROM header board - £20.00

Ethernet Products

A4 pocket adapter
Full Ethernet (IEEE 802.3) conformity

- Supports 'thin' wire cable
- Fully compatible with AUN
A4 pocket adapter - £199

A400/A5000 series Ethernet podule
- Full Ethernet (IEEE 802.3) conformity

- Fully compatible with AUN
10base2 (thin wire) - £149

10base2 + 10base5 (thick & thin wire) - £175

A3000 internal Ethernet podule
- Full Ethernet (IEEE 802.3) conformity

- Supports 'thin' wire cable
- Fully compatible with AUN

A3000 Ethernet podule - £199

Acorn Machines

A3010 A3020
- 1Mb expandable to 4Mb - 2Mb expandable to 4mb

- 2 Joystick interfaces - Internal Econet/Ethernet option
2/4Mb RAM upgrades available - Internal hard drive option

A4000

-1 mb expandable to 4mb
- Ideal business solution

- Three box design

All new machines contain a 1600k floppy drive, RISC OS 3 and
the new ARM250 processor. Please phone for full details and

prices for the new range of machines.

Atomwide isopen between 10:00am & 5:30pm Monday to Friday
Callers by appointment please
Dealer enquiries welcome
Phone for full details on all products
All prices exclude VAT at 17.5% but include delivery

A T O WIDE
23 The Greenway Orpington Kent BR52AY Tel 0689 838852 Fax 0689 896088

A5000

- ARM 3 processor
-12MHz memory

- 4 podule expansion



THE FLOPPY FACTOR
There arc a number of rea

sons for adding an addi
tional floppy disc drive to
a computer system which

only has one floppy drive (and
probably no hard disc drive).

In this article we take you
through the various advantages
and also look at the fine details

and pitfalls awaiting the
unwary.

Unless indicated otherwise,

all comments apply equally to
Rise OS 2 or Rise OS 3

systems. For a start, here are
some reasons for adding a sec
ond floppy disc:
Please insert disc ...

Don't you just get sick of this
message? With just one drive
it is inevitable that disc swap
ping will have to happen.

However, the majority of
disc swapping is to access
regularly used directories like
.'System, /Fonts or .'Scrap. By

Hard discs aren't everything. Alan Glover
offers a host of reasons why a second

floppy drive may be a good idea

SETTING UP

The best approach I have found is to keep regularly used items like
SSystem, IFonts,and IScrap on a discin drive one, together with any
applicationswhich you are almost certain to use every session (for
example: Edit, printer drivers and so on). Remember to leave some free
space on the disc for scrapfileswithin the IScrap directory.

At the start of every session click on the ':1' floppy disc icon to open a
directory viewer on the disc contents and register the presence of the
applicationswith the computer. It is possibleto make this happen
automatically by arranging an auto-boot sequence - see 'Autobooting a
twin drive system'.

Drive 0 is used for transient data/programs which are not needed for
every session, and isalso availablefor use with those discs(typically
games) which insist upon being used in a specific drive and filing system.

The Drive 1 disc is critical to the smooth running of this scheme;so make
sure that you have a backup of copyof it, and all other important discs.
Floppy discs are not indestructible.

putting these three onto a disc
which is usually left in drive
one and clicking on drive
one's icon at the start of a ses

sion you will eliminate all
these messages in one stroke.

When using Rise OS 2 it is
important to Dismount (on the
floppy disc menu) a floppy
disc which is not going to be
used again for a time.

This can avoid occasional

errors, and also avoids the

aggravation of being asked for
a disc which you used half an
hour ago and is now buried
underneath a pile of printout or
in an envelope waiting to be
posted!
More storage
A normal 3.5in floppy drive
can hold slightly under HOOK
of data alter formatting. By
adding an additional drive you
can double that figure, which
allows much more data lo be
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DISC DRIVES

handled without needing lo
swap discs.
Dos access

By adding a 5.25in drive you
can accept 5.25in Dos-for-
matted discs. If you are using
Rise OS 2 you will need addi
tional software (such as

MultiFS, supplied with PC
Soft; the new name for the PC
Emulator package).

Rise OS 3 can automatically
detect and access DOS discs

discs within the desktop.
Beeb access

Although it can be useful for
transferring files in the desk
top, the best use is within the
6502 Emulator (65Host).

You will also need addi

tional software lo interpret the
discs; Rise OS 2 and Rise OS

3 do not support DFS formal
as standard.

Going high-density
Rise OS 3 can support high-
density drives given suitable
hardware, providing access to
MS-Dos 1.4Mb format and

ADFS F format, which pro
vides about 1.6Mb per floppy
disc. However, the floppy disc
controller (1770/1772) used in
Acorn computers before the
A5000 cannot work at high
density, so additional hardware
is needed in these computers.

High density floppy discs
usually have a 'HD' logo and
an additional hole on the

opposite of the label space to
the write-protect slider.
Easy file transfer
On a 1Mb computer, copying
the contents of a full 800K

disc on to another disc is very
rarely achieved with one disc
change; most 1Mb machines in
fact have between 600 and

700K of free memory when in
normal use. However, this is

often less if the font, sprite or
module areas have significant
allocations of memory.

With two drives, the compu
ter can take as many passes as
it needs to move the data with

out needing to ask you to swap
discs at all.

HOW TO ADD ONE
Every new Acorn range of
computers is an advance upon
previous designs and an unfor
tunate but inevitable side

effect of this is that the whole

issue of what can be added to

which computer is rather com
plex. The procedure for each
of the Acorn 32-bit range is
given here in detail.
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A305/A310

A second 800K 3.5inch drive

may be added inside the com
puter. However, a new front
panel with a slot for the second
drive is needed. This means

that an Acorn upgrade is the
only practical internal route. If
a hard drive is fitted, the only
option is an external drive.

If you want a 5.25in drive -
or a 3.5in and you don't have a
new front panel - it must be
externally cased and separately
powered, and should be driven
via a disc buffer board of some

type to boost the signals from
the disc controller.

Alternatively, if you want to
fit an internal high-density
drive, you must have addi
tional hardware (including a
different disc controller) and
Rise OS 3 fitted.

A440

A hard disc drive is fitted as

standard, so the obvious option
is an external upgrade, using a
disc buffer board. Or you can
replace the existing internal
floppy drive with a high den
sity drive and supporting
software.

A3000

There is no space inside the
case for a second floppy drive
So once again it is the realm of
the external floppy with addi
tional hardware as in the

'TO-BOOTING

Thisassumes that you have ISystem, IFonts, IScrap,Alarm and Editon a
discin drive 1, whichyou want autobooted. Youwant to have Alarm
loaded when you start up.
Createa directorycalled IBooton the drive 1 disc.
Load Edit, and create an Obey file.Put the followingin it:
I Drive 1 autoboot file 1

I

Iadd anything you want done before the desktop starts up
set RootSDir <Obey$Dir>."
desktop -file<Obey$Dir>.DeskStart
Savethis file as IRun within the IBootdirectory. Nowcreate a text file,
and put the followinginto it:

run <RootSDir>.!System.!Boot
run <Root$Dir>.!Scrap.!Boot
run <RootSDir>. IFonts. IBoot

run <Root$Dir>.!Edit.!Boot

run <Root$Dir>.!Alarm

Save this fileas DeskStart withinthe IBoot directory. You mayalso wish
to create a suitable 'Sprites file to go inside the IBootapplication.
PressF12 to enter the command linefacility and type the following(press
RETORN at the end of each line):

configure language 0
configure drive 1
configure boot
configure dir
dir:1

opt 4,2

PressReturnagain to go backto the desktop. Theautoboot sequence has
now been set up. You can test it by saving any edited files, and then
pressing CTRL-BREAK.

Notethat some games and applicationsoftware will insist upon other
configuration settings(oreven changethem without tellingyou!). Ifyou
find that your autoboot sequence has stopped working you should check
that all the configurationoptions above are still in effect.



DISC DRIVES

previous two cases. Please
note however that the expan
sion card size is different.

A410/1

A different design of front
panel, but otherwise the same
aslheA305/A3IO.

A420/1,A440/1,A540
A hard disc drive is standard,

so an external upgrade is the
only option.

A5000

The first Acorn machine to use
the 'new style' I/O hardware.
A second floppy drive may be
fitted internally, and up to two
more externally. High density
drives may be fitted, as can
various types of 5.25ihch
drive. A buffering board is not
essential but it helps to limit
electro magnetic interference:
it also allows you to detach
the external drive without

removing the computer's
cover.

A3010, A3020, A4000, A4
It is not possible lo add a sec
ond floppy drive to the
onboard controller and the

standard drive is high-density.
Something to bear in mind

JiMVI»MiHIJW<ttfcl!HliL
Rise OS 3 contains driver software for high density floppy disc drives. Rise
OS2's ADFS is only aware of 800Kdisc formats.
Rise OS3 can recognise DOS and Atari formatted discsautomatically in the
desktop; you do not need any additional software such as MultiFS.
Rise OS3 can perform backup,format and verifyoperations on a floppy
disc without halting the desktop multitasking (though it is possible to if
you prefer).
Rise OS 3 provides a multitasking copy facility which copes much better
with disc swaps since it will generally read in files until its memory area is
full and then write all those files out in one go.
With Rise OS3 key applicationssuchas Edit, Paint and Draware inside the
Rise OS3 Roms, so they are always available.

WHAT NEXT?

system to drive the new disc
controller.

The temptation to find a
cheap floppy disc drive in the
pages of a magazine and try
and fit it yourself is obvious.
However, the notes above

should have made it clear that

there are other factors you
must lake into account when

putting an upgrade together
yourself, including:
• Do I need any additional
software?

• Can my hardware support
this drive?

• What cables do I need ?

• Do I need an external case

and power supply?
• Do I feel competent to do it
myself?
• Will I invalidate my war
ranty if something goes
wrong?
• Do I need 'real' hardware;
spacers, pillars and so on?
For more details on adding
floppy drives, why not send
off for the Acorn Support
Group Application Note num
ber 208, by writing to Acorn
Customer Services, Fulbourn

Road, Cherry Hinton. Cam
bridge, CBI 4JN.

is that the above table contains

the expansion options as they
stand at present. A number of
third parties are advertising
additional hardware which will

provide a new filing system,
new floppy disc controller and
a high density floppy disc
drive. In some cases this may
be in addition to the standard

drive or it may replace it. The
latter option must be regarded
with caution, since some soft

ware will insist upon running
from ADFS drive 0.

Another confusing question
is: does a high-density disc
upgrade require Rise OS 3, or
does it provide its own filing
system which can work with
Rise OS 2.

The answer to this will vary
from product to product, but
some general points can be
made. Firstly, ADFS in Rise
OS 3 can recognise high-den
sity floppy drives, given the
suitable hardware. Fitting Rise-
OS 3 does not immediately
make an existing 800K drive
capable of handling high-den
sity discs at 1600K.

ADFS in a Rise OS 2 com

puter is not capable of using
high-density floppy disc
drives, nor will the hardware
be capable of it.

Upgrading a Rise OS 2
machine to use high-density
floppy drives will entail an
expansion card with a new
disc controller and a new filing

THE ARXE SOLUTION

Product: Alpha Series
Supplier: Arxe Systems Tel:081-534 1198
Prices: HD floppy controller £109 + VAT; HD drive £50 + VAT, HD
controller + SCSI £199 + VAT

Acorn iscertainly to be applauded for introducing high density, or HD,
floppydrives in its latest computers. In fact, Acornhas squeezed out
marginally more than most from its HD drives; its 1.6Mbformat provides
160K more space than the PChigh-density format, for example. Rise OS
3 recognises PChigh-density discs as well. But where does that leave the
hundreds of thousands of Acorn users, like me, who are stuck with the

old 800K drives?

Arxe Systems has sold a high-density floppy disc controller upgrade
for a while now, but it's fair to say that Arxe's first effort was a little
expensive, and the long drawn out introduction of Rise OS 3 confused
the compatibility issue. Arxe Systems' second-generation Alpha Series
looks much more attractive. The Alpha Series is available as either a HD
floppy controller or 16-bit SCSI controller on its own or as a combined
(Alpha Dual) HD and SCSI interface.

The SCSI or HD-only versions can be upgraded to Alpha Dual
specification at a later date; useful if your budget is tight. The Alpha
Dualwas supplied for review and it was installed into a three year old
upgraded A420/1. The Arxe podule ousted an existing uncached 16-bit
SCSI podule mated with a 105Mb drive and scanner.

Three IDC connectors are provided to hook up a maximum of two HD
floppy drives and a SCSI hard drive. A standard SCSI connector for
external peripherals, like the scanner or a CD-Rom drive, for example, is
situated on the podule backplate. Arxe supplied an off-the-shelf Citizen
HD drive which neatly replaced the standard 800Kdrive in my machine.
Owners of original A300or A400-series machines will require a new
plasticfront panel to accommodate a new-style HD floppy. Alternatively
the HD floppy drive can be housed as an external unit.

As we were completely replacing the old 800Kdrive, ADFS floppies was
configured to 0 and then the Arxe filing system, QuadFSdrives, to 1. On
the Rise OS desktop the old familiar ADFS floppy drive icon is substi
tuted by the rather less subtle Arxe Systems QuadFS icon. Quibbles
about the Arxe icon design apart, everything eventually worked as
expected; only problems being that the supplied drive was switched as
drive 1 instead of 0 (easilyfixed) and the early firmware on my card had
a minor bug which prevented Rise OS from booting on power up. I'm
assured the latter problem has since been fixed. One noticeable point is
that by default the Arxecard does not wind-down the hard drive after a
DISMOUNT command.Arxesays modern drives don't need this feature.

Being, ahem, an occasionalPC user these days, it was a welcome
sight to see the contents of one of my 1.44Mb PCdiscs being displayed
on a Rise OSdirectory window. One small niggle here is that, as with
Acorn HD floppies, there is a lengthy pause when a PCdisc is 'seen' for
the first time. The 1.6Mb Acorn format is supported by Arxe's hardware,
so Ican now send HDAcorn format discs to friends and acquaintances
lucky enough to have a newer Acorn than me. Overall it seems that
QuadFS hooks into Rise OS3.1 very neatly.

SCSI hard drive performance is not noticeablydifferent to my old
card. In fact, one existing problem has been alleviated by the Arxe
podule. Some uncached SCSI designs use a lot of processor interrupts.
This makes the serial port unreliable when using fast speeds like
19.2Kbps; especially if you're using a high-resolutionscreen mode. The
Arxe card has effectively made the serial port less unreliable; an
important point to consider if, for example, a high-speed modem is
often used.

In summary, Arxe has an excellent product for users of older Acorn
Rise computers and apparently work is now under way to add Mac
SuperDrive compatibility as well.

Ian Burley
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COMMS FOR EVERYONE !

There has never been a better opportunity to harness the power of the
modem and bring the world of Acorn into your home or office at the
press of a button, via a telephone line.

Here are just a fewof the many facilities you can access:

• DOWNLOAD THE LATEST PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE.

• AN ONLINE SHOPPING AREA.

• SEND AND RECEIVE MESSAGES FROM ACORN

OWNERS.

• ONLINE MESSAGE FORUMS ON A VARIETY OF TOPICS.

To take advantageof this and more, we offera comprehensive rangeof
quality products, to suit every requirement and pocket:

Beginners Package £239.00
Miracom WS 3000 v22bis modem (V21/22/22bis/23)
ArcTerm 7 software. FREE modem cable.

MIRACOM WS3000 MKII £259.00
MIRACOM V32 £449.00
MIRACOM HST £449.00
MIRACOM DUAL STANDARD £639.00
MIRACOM WORLDPORT 2400 £289.00
WORLDPORT 9600 £479.00
ARCTERM 7 £65.00
HEARSAY II £75.00
All modems have a five year parts/warrenty serviceand come with a free
modem cable. A customer help-line is also available. A3000
computers need a serial chip installed.

ORDERING

All prices are Exclusive of VAT at 17.5%.

Cheques only, made payable to 'TELE-DATA'.

Postage for packages and modems £9-00 / Software is £3.50

All enquiries welcome. Tel: 0707 323531

THE DIGITAL DATABANK BBS' (SCROLLING 8N1)

Line 1: 0707 329306 (v21-v22bis, MNP 1-5) 24 Hours

Line 2: 0707 323531 (v22-v22bis) 1800 - 0600 Hours

Please be patient if the lines are engaged.

TELE-DATA (THE COMMS SPECIALIST) 160 Heronswood Road, Welwyn Garden City Herts, AL7 3EU
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IMAGE PRESENTATION SOFTWARE
FOR ARCHIMEDES COMPUTERS

Fully RISC OS 2 and 3 Compliant 1Mb RAM required

For home and professional video presentations and titling.

Available as a Key Program with Add-On Modules.

Modules may be added at any time and in any order.

Key Program enables 'slide show' style presentation of up to 100 static
Paint and Draw images of individually variable duration with up to15

selectable mixes between images

Add-On Modules enable static and scrolling text superimposition over
images, triggered CD audio, 'Acorn Replay' files, 'Sound-tracker' or
'Armadeus' samples. Superimposition of static or moving (scaling &

rotating) sprites along designated paths, full Genlock control, and
record/replay of key passes and mouse strokes.

Key Program £79.99 including VAT
Add-On Modules from £20.00 to £60.00.

Full Module information included with Key Program or available on a
separate leaflet.

5q
Calancraft Software

Calancrall Ltd 96 High Road Bylleet Surrey KTU 7QT
Telephone: (0932)342137 Fax:(0932)336435

Telephone / credit card orders welcome



• BBC B. twin 40/80 disc drive, side
ways Ram. colour monitor, Hybrid
music 5000. 4000. 1000. Morley Tele
text. RXS0 printer - £375. Contact Mr
P llodson. Rugby. Tel: (0788) 544077

• Panasonic printer KXP 1124 and
computer table, excellent condition -
£120 ono. Twin World and Herewith
the clues free! Contact Mr.I Broughton,
Taunton. Tel: (0823) 278383

• Archimedes 310, 2MB Ram. 20Mb

hard disc, colour monitor, much soft

ware, many discs including Impression.
Pipedream, ProArtisan - £750. Contact
Mr J Quigley. Worthing. Tel: (0903)
204463

• /.88. perfect condition, only six
months old. boxed. I2.XK Ram pack.
BBC Link. case, parallel printer cable,
sale due to upgrade to pocket book -
£200. Contact Mr M Crankshaw, Cam
bridge. Tel: (0223)425937

• Master 128k, twin 40AS0 drive in

Plinth, Panasonic tape recorder, various
games - £200 ono. Contact Mr E
Hechle. Merseyside. Tel: (0704)
876815

• A3000. 2Mb Ram. 48MB Scsi, 16-bit
Sesi card, colour monitor, reference

manuals, serial upgrade - £850. Contact
Mr R Wells. Cambridge. Tel: (0223)
60215

• A3000 with 2Mb. stereo colour

monitor, games - £495, also A3 10 base
- £350. Contact C Lewis. Derbyshire.
Tel: (0332) 666710

• Microvitec Cub colour monitor,

standard resolution - £45. Contact Mr P

Upson. Croydon. Tel: 081-668 3479

• A3000, colour. 2Mb system Housing
stands, dust covers, discs, boxes,

manuals, games, all boxed - £600.
Contact Mr B Cursons, Sussex. Tel:
(0444)811716

Electron, Plus I with Slomo, games,
manuals, tape recorder, also two assem
bly language books - £80 ono. will
split. Contact Mr C Oltewill. Leaming
ton Spa. Tel: (0926) 613402

• A3000, 2Mb, colour monitor and

stand - £400 ono. Contact Mr J Han-

shaw. Reading. Tel: (0734) 575952

• Master 128 - £150. 3.5in/5.25in

plinth double drive - £50. Quendata
daisy wheel printer - £40. A3000
5.25in disc interface - £10. A3000

stand - £5. Contact Mi D Kidner.

Bucks. Tel: (0494) 87 5670

• Render Bender II. unwanted prize -
£40. Contact Ci Henderson. Derbyshire.
Tel: (0332) 882634

• Midi interface (from Serial Port), fits
A3000 Econet socket, three months old.

unused - £20. Contact Mr G Hunter.

Bristol. Tel: (0454) 325258 office hours

• Electron with Plus One, View Rom.

manuals. 27 games, six educational -

£45. Contact G Morgan. Cambridge.
Tel: (0223) 834306

• Impression Junior desktop publishing
discs, manuals, boxed, sale due lo

upgrading - £60. Contact Mr H
Pavlovich. Oxon. Tel: (0491) 651597

• Help wanted: XOR on 5.25in disc
for Master 128 and instructions for

Peartree Master Ram/Rom board cartri

dge. Contact II Vance. Co. Antrim. Tel:
(0574)272303

• A310 plus colour monitor, Panasonic
KXP 1081 9 pin dot matrix printer and
software - £400. all in full working
order. Contact Mr J Lillicrap. Reading.
Tel: (0225)317767

• Wanted: 3Mb of Ram for A3000.

also Archimedes. Contact wanted in

UK or Ireland lo swap PD software.
Contact Mr T Needham, Co. Donegal.
Tel: (073) 21273 after 4.30

• 20Mb internal hard drive, suitable lor
Archimedes 410/1 - £60. Contact II

Boardman, 19 Southcliffe, Great liar-
wood. Lanes BB6 7PP.

• Wordwise Plus Rom £20. The

Complete WWP Handbook - £7.50.
Wordease - £5. Spellcheck 2 - £15.
Stardatabase - £15 or £50 and p&p,
Contact Lol Simmonds, Tolworlh. Tel:

081-337 4731

• Master 128. ACorn/Philips monitor.
40/80 disc drive. Contact Mr I Mackay.
London W9. Tel: 081-969 7294

• 1st Word Plus V2 - £22. Genesis

Plus- £15. Nevryon, Pacmania, Articu
late. Arctist. UIM. Trivial Pursuit -£5

each. Delta Cat joystick - £ 15. Contact
Mr N Fazakerley, Harrow. Tel: 081-864
0309

• Digitising tablet, TDSLC12 quality
tablet with Puck, power supply and
mouse driven software for use with

Draw etc - £110 ono. Contact Mr D

Arnstein. West Sussex. Tel: (0903)

265727

• A3000 colour monitor. 2Mb Ram.

Rise Os 3.1, Star 1..C24 printer, plus
games and other software - £750 ono.
will .split. Contact Mr B HalIifax, Lon
don SW19. Tel: 081 -543 0875

• Master 128. 40/80 twin drive, colour

monitor, printer. Wapping Editor,
Modem, manuals. Interword/Sheet/

Base, games/education/utilities - £480.
Contact Mrs R Vian. Somerset. Tel:

(0934)713477

• Aleph One 80386 podule, 4Mb Ram.
80387 maths co-processor. Acorn PC
Emulator VI.8, IBM Dos 5. all manuals
included - £425 ono. Contact Mr P

Jagger. London N2I. Tel: 081-886
8594

• BBC B, Issue 7 board, DFS -- £100.

single 5.25in 40/80 disc drive - £50.
Genie - £30. Acorn DTP and 1st Word

Plus - £50. Contact Mr 11 Hampson.
Devon. Tel: (0626) 774866

FREE ADS

• Archimedes A440/I with El20 Flex-

scan monitor, VIDC enhancer and
Learning Curve, included also are blank
discs, PD and magazines - £1000 ono.
Contact Mr S Fiet. Fife. Tel: (0592)

742180

• Star LC200 colour printer, 24 pin, as
new - £145. Contact Mr A Young.
Lanes. Tel: (0254)771656

• A3000, c olour monitor, application
discs, two manuals, mouse/mat. loads

of games, PD software, magazines,
discs ami more - £750. Contact Mr M

Cain. St Albans. Tel: (0727) 872966

• Wild Vision Chromalock Genlock

unit. 300 scries, as new. full instruc

tions - £140. Contact Mr D Peat. Notts.

Tel: (0623) 751465

• Archimedes 410/2. 20Mb hard disc.
2Mb Ram. external 5.25in floppy with
Beebug interface, manuals, software,
boxed, still under warranty - £895.
Contact B Sharrock, Bolton. Tel:

(0942)815952

• BBC B. Cumana 40 track disc drive,
good condition - £120 delivered. Con
tact R Weston, Dorset. Tel: (0202)
740147

• PD Library, not so big but trying to
expand it. Contact T San. London SE3.
Tel: 071-319 4492 after 6pm

• Master 128k dual 40/80 drives in

plinth, many games, magazines, books
and manuals - accept £375. Contact Mr
R Cordran. Sheffield. Tel: (0742)
350307

•A3000. 2Mb+ expansion room, serial
chips. Taxan 770+LR. monitor stand,
original manuals and discs - £600.
Contact Mr R Newbery. Bedford. Tel:
(0234)262264

•Master 128. disc drive, high resolu
tion monitor, software on chip Waping
Editor DTP, Inter Mega 3 Rom. View,
lots of educational games software,
manuals - £420. Contact N Duffy.
Wakefield. Tel: (0924) 827802

•Juki 5510 9 pin NLQ printer, rugged,
good condition - £50. also Morley BBC
teletext adapter - £25. Contact A
McMullon. Lincoln. Tel: (0522)

730821

•A3000, 2Mb, colour monitor, joystick
and loads of software, too much to list.

80+ discs - £700 ono. also Acorn. Elec

tron and games etc - £25. Contact Mr J
Locke, Harlow. Tel: (0279) 428975

• A3000. 4Mb. Rise Os 3.1. Acorn

colour monitor and stand, dusl cover,

excellent condition, boxed, new manual

and Application discs - £650. Contact
Mr K Clow. Surrey. Tel: 081-949 3009

• BBC/Master with 512 upgrade, twin
40/80 track disc drive, all manuals -

£200. many extras. Interword - £15.
Spellmaster—£15, Stop Press-£I5 etc.
Contact Mr S Cole. Sheffield. Tel:

(0742)581351

• A300Q, 2Mb Ram and software,
original box and manuals, mint condi
tion - £500 ono. Contact M Dave.
IIford. Tel: 081-514 5995

• Could Mike Smith please contact me
again. I have Formatted his disc! Audi
Wall. 98 Headstone Lane. North Har

row. Middlesex Ha2 6JN. Thanks

• Magazines: BBC Acorn User Feb 83-
Jan 88. Micro User Issue I -March 90 -

£20. buyer collects. Contact R Lawr
ence. West Sussex. Tel: (0273) 455450

• Archimedes PRM - £40. Silver Reed
daisy wheel F.X43 printer/typewriter,
serial and parallel interface - £150.
Contact II Hurst, Bournemouth. Tel:
(0202)529787

• Watford hand held scanner. 16 grey
levels 400dpi. scanner and podule with
Scanning software on Rom - £80.
A300/A400 version. Contact Mr J

Huntington. Leeds. Tel: (0532) 631388

• Eproms 27128 AFI (PRG I2V5) new
- £1.50 each. BBC B or Master hard

disc 20Mb Viglen. excellent condition.
Contact M Newman-Brown. Bedford.

Tel: (0234) 856070

• 512 baord for Master 128. Gem soft
ware and mouse, manuals, Dabs book

and PD software - £100. Contact W

Gildon, East Sussex. Tel: (04243) 3606

• A3000 with Acorn colour monitor,
1st Word Plus release 2, PD software

and all manuals - £525 ono. Contact Mr

C Astley. Cheshire. Tel: 061-980 7089

• Wanted: A3000. will consider A310/

A410 or newer series, cash waiting, will
collect. Contact Mr M Rai. Derby. Tel:
(0332)281540

• Colour monitor. Microvitec cub

model 1431 - £45. Contact Mr R

David. Upminster. Tel: (0708) 475552

• BBC B. colour monitor. 40 disc

drive, double joystick, commstar.
modem, external Rom. View chip,
stand, books and games - £200, Contact
Mr A Patlinson. Orpington. Tel: (0959)
532930

• Advanced reference manual for BBC
Master - £8. Discovering BBC Micro
machine code - £2. Contact M Collins.

Malvern. Tel: (0684) 564972

• BBC Master, twin double-sided 80/

40 disc drives. Monochrome monitor.

Epson LX86 printer - £520. Contact Mr
J Savage. Bedfordshire. Tel: (0525)
23625

• A3 10 second disc drive, colour moni

tor and Star LCI0 printer all for - £350
+ carriage. Contact N Hart, Norfolk.
Tel: (0760) 337971

• Music 5000 synthesiser, Music 4000
keyboard, ample Rom. manuals and
discs, keyboard cover. Nucleus Refer
ence manual and live album discs, all in

excellent condition - £149. Contact Mr

G Garrett. Bradford, tel: (0274) 638377
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MOTION PICTURES
Pete Worrall experiences the future of movie direction

It's interesting that most of
the excitement in using a
computer system is gener
ated through anticipation of

the movement on the screen.

Cartoon lemmings may hold
up their hands and explode,
real tigers growl in video
sequences on CD-Rom and
small fish swim across my
screen. I don't notice. I'm

busy changing the colour
palette of my latest video mas
terpiece, and I can't wait to see
what it looks like.

Most examples of moving
pictures or demos on the Arc
are from software companies,
magazine publishers or they
come from public domain
libraries and are variable in

standard, subject matter and
motif. It suddenly occured lo
me that maybe the time was
ripe for home-grown movie
makers to be nominated for a

computer Oscar.
The Sandwell Pupils into

Technology Project provided a
great chance to investigate
animation on the Arc. The

structure of the project was
outlined in a letter to all secon

dary schools, inviting a design
proposal based on the theme of
'Motion Pictures'. The projecy
included three weeks pre-plan
ning and support in school
followed by two days at the
Educational and Microtechnol-

ogy Unit.
To break the ice, I suggested

that the theme be open-ended,
but might include 'moving'
graphics, geometric shapes.
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Digitising photos was a favourite

r adfs:ill 15 Fri.S.Welcome * \

rWm Faint tools

Pupilsdesigned videos around a wide range of themes: this one took on the issues of life and death

images from video tape, car
toon sequences and slide
projections.

Five schools responded
immediately with some chal
lenging and various proposals
as follows : decay and erosion
using organic human or
environmental subject matter;
dreamworlds with superim
posed digitised figures walk
ing around inside paintings by
the painters Vermeer and
Magritte; 'A Dance to the
Music of Time' with dance

and costume from different

cultures and periods; birth and
death; and an idea emerged for
a school promotional film.

A maximum of four pupils
(who came from years 7, 8, 9
or 10) and one teacher per
school were available for the

project and the final results
will be made available as

source material for schools in

Sandwell.

During the next three weeks
my task was to familiarise
both the pupils and teachers
with new software, techniques
and objectives for the project,
as a confidence building exer
cise. The most important

aspect of this preparation was
the notion of the project as a
'time-based' activity relying
on each and every picture tell
ing a story, contributing
toward the whole film. Team

work was therefore an essen

tial ingredient in the
production process.

Revelation 2 provided the
perfect front end for demon
strating single-frame anima
tion and editing techniques
because up to eight screens
could be displayed at any one
time (I'll explain more about
this later).

Films using Draw files,
sprite files and digitised
sequences were screened in
class with pupils. They develo
ped ideas quickly, and these
showed an incredible variety
of approaches; for example.
Wood Green High School
Year 9 girls decided on a
sequence showing stages in a
dance routine for digitising,
whereas Alexandra High
School was producing sculp
ture in plasticine for scanning.

All of the schools worked

hard on design drawings and
storyboards for the main event.

Briefing sheets were then pro
duced, outlining rooms,
hardware and software,
Revelation 2 (from Longman
Logotron), Splice and Tween
(from Ace Computing) for use
in one room with 12 Arcs,

(These were all A310s equip
ped with 40Mb hard discs)

The second - video - room

had Image Animator software
(Iota Software) running on the
Iota colour image scanner
linked to an A5000, plus a
2Mb A3000 linked to a

Pineapple colour digitiser with
two Panasonic video cameras

and a slide projector.
An art room was also avail

able for planning and design
ing during the two-day project.
The timetable ensured that all
schools had sufficient time to

explore both rooms during the
two days.

Interactive use of the art
room and the video room was

encouraged. The video room
came into intensive use

because of the live excitement

generated by scanning and
digitising. So the cameras
rolled and take one on day one
began ...
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EDUCATION

WELCOME

Equipment: Iota Image
colour scanner plus Image
Animator software

School: George Salter High
Authors: Richard and

Ranier (pupils)

Diary Entry: 'Our animation
sequence was based on the
theme of life and death.We

went into a room and this man

called All" showed us the scan

ner. We decided to go to the
art workshop to create charac
ters out of plasticine.'

STAGE 1

The Iota Image Colour Scan
ner was used in this project
because it is capable of scan
ning not only two-dimensional
things like photos but actual
three-dimensional objects like
sculptures.

The sculpture is placed
under the scanning head and,
with the image display soft
ware loaded, the scan area can
be easily and exactly selected.
Select the Scan option with the
red filter setting on the scan
ning head, and repeat this with

EARTH

Equipment: Tween
Draw software

School: Alexandra High
Author: Ms. L Hall (teacher)

Tween is a powerful animation
program that produces a
smooth metamorphosis from
one Draw file to another.

What's more you just need one
drawing to make a film.

Draw is available on the
applications disc and is an
object-oriented draw program.
This means each object drawn
has its own characteristics and

can be scaled, remodelled, re-
coloured and also grouped
together as a single object.
Tween uses this principle to
brilliant effect.

STAGE 1

The Earth drawing formed the
basis for the film. The next

task is to alter the drawing,
without adding any new lines.
In this case the stars were

changed into the sun and the
earth reduced in size to

become an apple core.
The Adjust button on the

mouse will select and alter

points in the second drawing,

and
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Welcome uses the lota colour scanner to

the green and blue filters to
complete a full colour scan.

The scans on the left show

the plasticine figure diving
into a slab of clay, with two
hands welcoming (or perhaps
pulling) the figure down.

STAGE 2

Iota is an easy-to-use new
comer to the animation scene

illustrate the natural processes of decay

and contains an excellent edit

ing and playback panel. In this
case the scanned work was

dragged onto the animator icon
and the player displayed the
frames.

The frames were then

played using the green chev
rons or they were moved one
by one using the Select button
on the red number display.
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Additional frames can be

inserted or you can draw over
to edit existing scans. Iota's
excellent art animation pack
age is compatible with Ace
Computings' Splice and Tween
packages.

A result of this technology
was that Welcome could be

made entirely with scanned
drawings and sculpture.

Earth: the principle of tweening transmutes the planet into an apple core

STAGE 2

After loading Tween onto the
icon bar. you must then create
a directory to contain your
film called Demo. Select

Tween and New Action and

drag to the new Demo direc

tory. This will create a film
spreadsheet with frames num
bered from I to 256.

The two Draw files were

placed as frame one and 50
respectively, and act as key
frames. This software will

generate the 48 in-between
frames automatically. Each
frame can be viewed and

modified. The resultant film

will also interpolate colour
changes. It is also compatible
with Splice.



DANCE

Equipment: Pineapple
colour digitiser plus Pineap
ple disc 2 and Revelation 2
School: Wood Green High
Authors: Rejbinber, Claire,
Kelly and Shila (pupils)

Diary Entry: 'After the brief
ing, we worked on our dance
sequence. We were then
shown how to project colours
onto our costumes using inks
and washing-up liquid.

'With the help of the
teachers we saw our short film

being put onto the computer
and we grabbed the frames we
liked and then saved them on

to a disc.

'We spent the afternoon
learning about the different
ways we could alter each one
of our graphic frames and get
different colour effects from

using different programs. This
made our frames come to life

and gave them a more party
like feel.'

STAGE 1

Pineapple's applications disc 2
is supplied with the digiliser.
The software on it allows sets

of images to be grabbed, dis
played and played back on
screen.

In this case a video camera

recorded the dance and the

LIPS

Equipment: Revelation 2 and
Splice
School: Alexandra High
Authors: Lee and Lisa

(pupils)

Diary entry: 'First of all we
started to mess about getting
used to Revelation 2. Lisa and

I drew a pair of lips with a
bright smile and did him eat
ing lolly pops with his teeth
getting bad and in the end he
only had two teeth left in his
mouth and then we saved it

onto disc.

'It turned out really well.'

STAGE 1

Lips was created using this
guide ...
• Select Revelation 2 Icon

• Select Create Page
• Select Scale Icon (top right
hand coiner of page one)
• Draw the first frame. Use

your preparatory drawings to
help you

Wood Green used Pineapplehardware

pupils decided how many pic
tures they should grab. The
sequence menu allows for a
time delay setting (this delay
amounts to a minimum of

every fifth frame on a 2Mb
machine).

Pineapple Software supplies
a video player program to
view the resultant movie and it

is easy lo save or delete
individual frames from it. The

saved sequence looks like one
sprite file and can be loaded
into Splice and converted into
a film.

STAGE 2

The frames on the right have

and software to give that party feel

been loaded into Revelation 2

for editing and then reloaded
into Ace Computing's Splice
and saved as a film.

It is worth considering that
the special effects employed
by these school pupils,
although used on a microcos-
mic scale, are exactly similar
lo those used by the profes
sional world of television and

the film industry.
In this sequence, the pupils

used bright colours in the
background to highlight them
selves dancing. The edited
sequence was then 'spliced'
(no pun intended) back into
the film.

Lips, drawn with Revelation, warns of the dangersof not eating sweets

new frame on top of the first.
Carefully place your pic in

• When finished, select scis
sors on ihe Tools menu and

two clicks with Adjust on the
Mouse will auto-cut your
frame

• Select Create Page (2)
• Use menu mouse button on

R2 Icon; select Slack to place

the frame and proceed with the
next frame. Repeat.
• Flick-book movement is
simulated through selecting
the top left icon on the page
• Save all Ihe Sprites

EDUCATION

STAGE 2

Splice animates Sprite files.
The sprites can be created in
any paint package and saved in
a numbered sequence.in this
case Lips 1-7. After loading
Splice onto the icon bar,
selecting Splice will enable
you to create a sprite file win
dow for you to drop your
images into.

Options on frame size are
available but beware of

memory restrictions on a 1Mb
machine. Load the sprites into
the sprite file window and,
hey presto, they will be dis
played and then they can be
saved as a single film format
file.

Projector is supplied with
Splice to play the film. After
installing Projector onto the
icon bar. Select on the film to

view. The film can be played
in desktop or whole screen
mode.There is a key option to
control the frames per second
plus freeze, yo-yo and reverse
choices.
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EDUCATION

FINAL CUTS

At 2.45pm on day two of our
film shoot, we sat down for a
grand finale of screenings. The
quality, originality and breadth
of work that had been pro
duced by the Sandwell pupils
was astonishing.

Twenty-four films had been
made, representing 5.759 kilo
bytes of material. In addition,
two VHS tapes were produced,
containing three hours of doc
umentation showing the
making of the films, and there
were five folders full of design
proposals, drawings and ihe
pupils' diaries.

My two favouite films inte
grated smooth animation with
a humorous storyline. Mole by
Roger, Year 7. from Heath-
fields High School, describes
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the underground journey of
young moles to the surface
upon which they surprisingly
sprout purple wings and fly
away. Roger used Revelation 2
and Splice for this. Mole is 14
frames long and 257K in size.
I think the idea, taken further,

would make a great computer
game.

Fido, by Marie and
Alison.Year X. from Willings-
worth High School, relies on
small subtle changes (using
just the eye and head) to effec
tively convey a feeling of
movement.

Reactions to the project
ranged from 'superbrilliant'.
by one pupil, to requests for
more support material for this
type of work in the classroom
from a teacher.

Towards the end of the pro
ject, two pupils asked for
music software for soundtrack-

ing to complement their films,
which revealed that they were
thinking creatively about
designing movies. Unfor
tunately, on this occasion, 1
did not have enough lime to
explore this avenue.

The pupils' diaries also
revealed a confident use of a

new vocabulary based on their
experiences such as 'frames',
'editing'. 'sequences' and
'timing'. In National Curricu
lum terms, the IT skills ranged
from Communicating Informa
tion to Modelling, particularly
where the editing and timing
of films were involved.

It is also important to
emphasise that it was the first
time these schools had

attempted this sort of work,
although by the end of the pro
ject their new skills would be
shared and developed back in
their schools.

As a postscript to the event I
would like to to repeat the pro
ject with primary age children
on a larger scale and taking a
bit more time.

In the meanwhile, as we

look al Acorn's sophisticated
Replay showing impressive
demonstrations of movies, it

seems strange that there is
such a gulf between the home
made and the corporate. Both
can liberate enormous creativ

ity and, perhaps, a greater
emphasis on good honest
examples of the younger gen
eration's work could power
computer video making for
ward lo the future.

Roger'smolesshowed a surprisingversatility

HINTS AND TIPS FOR ANIMATORS

• Keep it simple to beginwith, suchas a floweropening,a chimney
smoking, changing facial expressions.
• Screening of films is a good way as an introduction to break the ice
usingthe publicdomainsoftware Projector and can providethe stimulus
for designdrawings.
• It's a good idea to use a 2Mbmachineas collections of sprite files take
up a lot of space.
• Organisationin a school situation might involvecreating a film
company and defining different roles suchas director, designers, camera
operatorsand scriptwriters. Alot of cross-curricular work is possible.
• Experiment with different software - for example, Draw-based Font
FX. usedwith Tween and Draw, will produce moving graphics.
• Ifyou usea digitiser and videocamera try simple film experiments
suchas saving the stages in the construction of a sculpture, a science
experiment, or a dance routine.
• Form an animation club. Users of Euclid 3Ddrawingsoftware by Ace
Computing formed a usergroupcalled 'Elements', nowinitssecond year
that provides a quarterly disc. Elements isrunbyRichard Molyneux, 42
Keswick, Gt. Buckham, Leatherhead, Surrey
• Your animation could be included in a multimedia presentation using
Magpie(Longman Logotron) or Genesis2 (Oak Solutions)
• Don'tassumeit's difficult; the speed of Acorn computers combined
with software compatibility makeanimation rewarding and creative.

PRODUCT DETAILS

Product: Pineapplecolourdigitiser Product:lota Imagecolourscanner
Supplier: Pineapple Software plus Image Animator software
Tel: 081-599 1476 Supplier: lota Software
Price: A300/400/500 - £199 Tel: (0223) 421542

A3000-£235 Price: £739 (software: £69)

Product: Revelation 2 Products: Tween 8iSplice
Supplier: Longman Logotron Supplier: AceComputing
Tel: (0223) 425558 Tel: (0223) 322559

Price: £95 Price: £34 each
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Halfthefat, but twice theflavour!

Hawk V9Mfr
Hungry for a video digitiser? Now, the Hawk V9 Midi is what you'd call quite tasty.
Dcliciously cleardigitised video live in a desktop window, almost like TV. Mmm mmm, the
cream bun of digitisers, with onlyhalfthe calories'. We've slimmed the Hawk V9 Mkll down
to single width, giving you the space for further expansion card consumption. (We could
name afew tempting morsels...).

These new ingredients arc added to a successful digitising recipe. The Hawk V9 with its
'.FastGrab software was one of thefirst names to become really established as a quality
digitiserfor theArc. We're simply in theprocess ofputting the icing on thecake.

Recipe and instructions
The live video display is dithered in hardware, thanks to the latest programmablegate array
technology (such as you'd find in Computer Concepts' LaserDirect and Scan-Light cards).
Grabbing a sprite, either to save or drag directly into another multi-tasking package
couldn't be easier. Because the images are enhanced before reaching the screen, it ispossible to

simply point, click and save. Of course, the image manipulation routine ChangeFSI is still
included ifyou wish to mould your imagefurther. The whole process isfast, friendly and
flexible.

Andjust to whet your appetite, we promise that the price won't make yon throw up (although
it might sicken a few competitors'.).

^•MTJ^ Go on, Tuck in!
WILD VISION

15 Whitney Way, Boldon Business Park
Boldon Colliery, Tyne & Wear NE35 9PE

England.
. Tel: 091 519 1455

<^ Pax: 091 519 1929



... for Acorn Computers!
- Leading Edge offer 3 products

for Computer Musicians

Desktop Tracker
£58.72

Desktop Tracker is a wholly new music sample
sequencing package and features:-
* 32 possible effects with 27 already

defined
*Desktop Tracker supports all Amiga

Soundtracker standard effects and
includes manyothers.

* Upto 16voices, a firstfor anyhome
computer music program!

* Memory isdynamically allocatedand
does not use the RMA

* 256 lines per pattern and 256 pat
terns per tune

* Virtually unlimited sample lengths
and tune lengthsdependant onlyon
memory installed

Up to 4 effects per voice, per line,
plays notesbetween timesegments

* New small file format, loads' 15/31
Amiga tunes, Tracker and
MIDITracker tunes, with otherfor-
mats available later.

* Complete with several tunes and
samples tostartyou off, extra discs
available soon.

* Desktop Tracker can be used with
practically no musical theory knowl
edge to create tunes with a profes
sional finish, using effects such as
vibrato, fade, portamento, and
tremelo.

Ifyou want an introduction to music composition,
Desktop Tracker is the package foryoul

Sound Sampler/MlDl Interface
£79.99

The Sound Sampler and MIDI Interface fits into die Econet
expansionsocket. Soundsxan be sampled frommost audio
sources and used by Desktop Tracker or Armadeus.
It features:-
* 8-bit resolution
* Sampling up to 50 kHz
* Stereo to Mono adaptor supplied
* Realtime oscilloscope display
* Load and Save sampleson disc
* Fade in/out
* Variable sample rate

*Fully multi-taskingwith Desktopoperation
* 16 MIDI in/out channels
♦Standard MIDI sockets
* Fully Acorn software compatible
* MIDI record and play-back program

supplied

The world ofMIDI and sound sampling in one!

MIDITracker
£16.17

Used with Desktop Tracker and MIDI Interface, MIDI
Tracker will play your musical creations or Tracker
discs on a MIDI compatible keyboard.

A total music laboratory!

===== Storage Solutions =====
Wc havesomany solutions, it is impossible to list them allhere
- please call for details!

Remember when you compare storage capacityandprices - how many
bigpackages canyoucaninto20Mb andstillhaveenoughspacefordata?
We recommend 80Mb toallow you toexpand yourcapabilities

IDE

Internal A3000/A3010

80Mb hardcard....£359.00

SCSI

External hardbox A3000

80Mb £389.00

We have combinations for other Acorn computers and
would be happy to provide specifications on request

Dept AU23LE, Northwood House, North Street, LEEDS LS7 2AA
Tel 0532 458800 Fax 0532 423289

i Utilities - Our Utilities cover most aspects
of Archimedes applications

£22.12
The Games Wizard

Give yourselfan unfair advantage!

The Games Wizard is a MUST for all dedicated games players, allowing the
user to EASILY addextra lives, find passwords, activatecneatmodesandsave
agame inprogress atany point,so that it canbe continued later. Unlikesimilar
devices on other machine formats, the Games Wizard is totally software
based, making it a low cost, essential tool, that does not waste valuable
expansion slots.
Games Wizard offers these, and many other amazing features:-

* Find passwords for newlevels!
* Add extra lives!
* Slow the game down by any amount!

* Add infinite shields!
*Save screen shots to preserve your high scores!
*Jump directly to higher levels or worlds!

£S *Perform all ofthese functions during game play!

QDBug
£69.95

Code doesn't work and you haven'ta clue-corrupt registers?
QDBug gives die following features and more:-
* View code,data and registerssimultaneously
* Single step and skip instructions
*Alter memory between processor instructions
* Multiple break points
* Search,fill and copy memory

As a compiled language, QDBug - the definitive
de-bugger - can be used by "C" programmers as
well as ARM coders

£23.79
Investigator 2 (notwscos3/3.i)

The best selling disc utility package - runs from Desktop,
installs on hard drive, improved disc editing facilities,
more powerful backup features with greater compres
sion and detailed 40 page manual.

The Joystick Interface V2.4
Latest version hardware and software conforms to Acorn
standards and is fully compatible with RISC-OS 3 & 3.1
* No internal fitting necessary
* Permanendy connected to parallel printer port - selectfunction byswitch
* Large rangeof modules for existing games provided
* No programming skills required to construct new modules
*Oneor two standard Atari-type joysticks can beused - See ourspecial packs!
PACK I - Joystick Interface &Quickshot3 Turbo Joystick £4231
PACK 2 - Joystick Interface &2 Quickshot 3 Turbo Joysticks £51.02
PACK 3 - Joystick Interface &Superpro AutoJoystick £44.21
PACK 4 -JoystickInterface &2 Superpro AutoJoysticks £52.72
".. can beused to control virtually any piece ofsoftware...
Leading Edge's effort is the best buy Acorn User Feb '91

* A5000 RAM Upgrades - £85.00 £79.95
* A30I0 RAM Upgrades - £35.00
(Pricesubjectto world wide memorypricing)

* Carriage contribution£2.50. UKmainland only,excluding Scottish Highlands
Other areas, including overseas, carriage charged at cost.

* Please add VAT at 175%to allprices, including carriage
* Pleasenuke cheques/P.Os payableto Leadng Edge
* Access or Visa cards welcome
* Official education orders accepted; (minimum order value £30.00 for

Invoicing, otherwise cheque with order).
* Alltrademarks acknowledged

(Prlcej correct, E&OE)

All products designed and developed by Vertical Twist
Distribution exclusive to Grevhound Marketing. Dealer enauiries 0532 621111



PROGRAMS
The section that is packed full of exclusive programs for you to use

Asteroids, spaceships and
masks. No it's not the

spaceman's ball, it's the
second part of our intro

duction to the techniques used
in writing games.

This month our illustrious

and industrious games expert,
Antony Bruce Lytis, takes the
reins and explains how to
whack sprites on to the screen
at a speed that will make your
eyes water. A sprite - lor the
uneducated - is what makes a

game what it is, it's the bit the
player sees. Get enough good-
looking sprites on the screen
and you're off to a good start.
Dave shows how to navigate
around the slow operating
system calls to get the speed
you need.

Of course sprites have to
move across backgrounds, and
masks play an important role
here. Dave shows you how to
move your asteroids over a
screen of stars; if you can do
this with stars you can do it
with anything.

Industrious Dave also

appears on page 79 this month,
with another Acton and James

collaboration (I had the idea,
he did the hard stuff).

BIO is potentially the most
useful bit of software ever

published, simply because it is
the most open-ended. Put sim
ply, basically would be
another word for it, BIO is an

input-output processor with
added B, B for brilliant that is.

BIO will accept files from
filing systems or other pro
grams. Then the file is passed
to your own specially written
parasite routine. This can pro
cess the file in any way it
wants, and then use the other
half of BIO to output the
results, either on the desktop
or as another file.

Of course we have supplied
two routines for you to get

CONTENTS

OF SPRITES AND MEN
The latest episode in our ongoing game
programming series covers sprite design.

73

A PROGRAM FOR ALL SEASONS
Introducing BIO, the fast, flexible, system
that will solve all your input/output problems

79

*INFO
This month: graphic craziness from Jan Vibe;
eight-bit 'ray-tracing'; unseasonal fireworks;
we pose the Ominoes challenge; and much more

83

♦SUBSCRIBE

You don't have to type in all those listings.
Subscribe to Acorn User and get them free on disc

95

ASSEMBLY LINE
Our regular Arm code series

97

YELLOW PAGES 101

started which serve as exam

ples and which are incredibly
useful. One, the SumMean
module, lakes a text file drag
ged to the icon bar as an input,
and then shows the sum and

the mean of all the numbers in

that file in a pop-up window.
Great for adding up lists of
numbers, because you can
always go back and edit them
later, unlike a calculator.

The whole beauty of the BIO
application is that adding a
new module, or amending an
existing one, is easy. It's easy
to latch onto the main appli
cation, which provides all of
the desktop input and output
routines you'll need; you just
concentrate on the bit that does

the work of providing the out
put that you need.

Another module supplied
this month is the extract sprites
from Draw files module.

DrawSpr for short. This will
take a Draw file as input,
extract all the sprites and send
them to Paint.

If you write a BIO routine
then send it into BAU. The

best and most useful will be

published: the usual cash prize
and intergalactic fame is
attached. Turn to page 73 and
find out how BIO can improve
your life.
♦INFO continues its chaotic

trip through the nether halls of
any subject under the sun on
page 83. Look out for the sec
ond of our challenges on page
87. The last one was a great
success, and we expect this to
provoke the same response.

An excellent printer utility
for 32-bit owners helps you
control those uncontrollable

codes; eight-bit owners are
given a dose of sinusoidal text
and the Daves explain how to
show people that your lovely
hand-crafted piece of machine
code is actually doing
something vaguely useful.

It's all topped up with a
healthy helping of one-liners
that rest like little hundreds of

thousands upon the juicy trifle
that is *INFO.

Arm programming is on
page 97, followed by the grand
finale of this month's pro
gramming section, the yellow
pages, on page 101.

Paul James
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A neiv graphics accelerator
f\ cardfor the Archimedes,

I. Ihe ColotirCard bringsa
host of improvements to

the video capabilities ofany

Archimedes A300* 400*, 540 or

5000 series computer.

The simpletofit, single width expan

sion card is completelycompatible

withall RISC OSdesktop software,

but brings much higherscreen

resolutions at higherscreenrefresh .

rates (lessflicker and much easier

on theeye). In 16 and 256 colour

screen modes all Ihe colours are

selectablefrom 16 millionhues.

This meansscanned picturescan be

seenwith 256 truegrey-levels on

screenand thatyou are no longer

restricted lo thepreset Acornpaleite

Some applications, such as Art-

Works, can provide betterscreen

colouring using thenewpalettes.

Inaddition, theColourCard offers

15 bil-per-pixel truecolourscreen

modeshaving over32,000 colours

on screen at once. Although these

screen modesare notyet desktop

software compatible, it is expected

thaiprograms will becomeavailable

thattakeadvantageof thesemodes.

Ihe ColourCard is suppliedwitha

24-bitpreview utilitytoshow 24-bit

Clear files in stunningfull colour.

I'HIINaMLIIlIIIIIIh!

IIIN3K1LJ33I

• JJJJIMNJ.

The ColourCard reduces the load on

IhemainArchimedes memory and

so allows theARMprocessorto run

muchfaster than would normallybe

possible in high resolutionscreen

modes.

R G M I IVI E 13 E S

Availablefrom either

Computer Concepts Ltd
Gaddesden Place,

Hemel Hempstead, Herts, HP2 6EX
Tel 0442 63933 Fax 0442 231632

or

w
15 Witney Way, Boldon Business

Park, BoldonColliery, Tyne & Wear NE359PE
Tel 0915191455Fax 0915191929

E&OE Details are subject to change withoutnotice.

SOME OF THE SUPPORTED

SCREEN RESOLUTIONS:

16 colours 800x600 70Hz

1024x768 65Hz

1152x848 60Hzf

1280x512 60Hz

256 colours 800x600 70Hz

1152x424 70Hz

32,000 colours 800 x 300 60Hz

576x424 70Hz

(VieColourCard expects a multi-scanning
monitor. fOnlyhigherscanning ratemonitors
can manage 1152x 848 resolution. Lower

scanning rate monitors may displaysome
resolutions at lowerrefresh rates. 'A300and
earlyA400computers mayneedan additional
Genlock connectorto befitted internally.)

The ColourCard revolutionises DTP

andgraphics work, and opens up

the worldof true-colour 24 bit

colourgraphicsto theArchimedes

userfor thefirst time.

The ColourCard has been developed

and is backedby the largest and

mostsuccessfulArchimedes

developer. It is available now, and

for addedpeace of mind, comes

with a 14-day, no quibble money

backguarantee.

Price£249.00 +£6p&p+ vat (£299.62 inc)



ust about every game requires sprites; those
bits of your graphics that move about. They
come in all shapes and sizes and there are
just as many ways of displaying them. In this
article we look in detail at how you get your

animated design - be it rocket, dragon, caveman
or ice-cream - onto the screen as smoothly and
quickly as possible.

DESIGN NOTES
There was a time when any self-respecting
magazine game would be accompanied by its
own sprite designer. With the advent of 32-bit ... • .111 _i j.u- j.u
technology and Paint- the free sprite editor thai Last issue he gave you the background; this month
comes with your Arc - there is little point in . . , ,1 1 ,
providing an alternative. Paint is a perfectly Antony BrUCe LytlS eXpOUndS On the plot
good graphics editor:

• You can create sprites in any mode and view
several side-by-side, magnified if preferable.
• Paint provides a means of copying them so
you can easily produce animated sequences.
• Paint also features many other tools that are
useful for sprite creation.

Of course, if you prefer to use another art pack
age for part, or all, of your sprite designing, you
can generally save the result as a sprite file.

All the examples this month take as their
input a simple sprite file; Sprites. The program
MakeSpr generates this file, but if you would
prefer to avoid typing in the data and design
your own versions, the table on page 75 contains
a list of the sprites you'll need in the Sprites file.

BASIC SPRITES
Plotting sprites in Basic employs the same
techniques as would be used in a machine-code
program. The only difference is that much of the
work is done for you. The SYS "OS_SpriicOp" call,
which is the most versatile method of manipulat
ing and plotting sprites, is not as fast as a
custom-written routine of course. However,

simple Basic programs using OS_SpriicOp are not
only good demonstrations of the ideas involved,
but can also serve as valuable 'mock-ups' of
full-blown machine-code games. For these
reasons our first two listings are Basic sprite
demonstrations; BasicSprl and BasicSprl.

One of the sprites in the demo file is a boulder
and BasicSprl provides the simplest of meteor
storms. PROCIuacl_spiiies checks the size of the
Sprites file and creates a suitable sprite block
into which the file is loaded. This simply
involves putting the length of the block in the
first word and loading the file after it.

Thereafter, we can use OS_SpriieOp with a
pointer to this sprite block to access and display
any of the sprites therein. Rather than use the
full SWI name, we use SYS spritc_op'/r where
spriic_op<7r is 46; the actual SWI number. This
can greatly speed up Basic sprite demos; the
time taken to decode the SWI name can out
weigh the time needed for the operation itself.

We also use OS_SpriteOp &I8 to find the actual
address of the boulder sprite. OS_SpriicOp can
accept sprite references either by name (in
which case add & 100 to the opcode) or by
physical address (in which case add &200). The
latter is clearly quicker, since any string check
ing is bound to be time-consuming.
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OF SPRITES
AND MEN

PROCinit_rocks simply sets up a few arrays for the
meteors. Alter the value of rocks95 depending on
the speed of your machine. The plotting is done
by PROCanimate. This uses two screen banks -
one for display and one for update - as all such
demos do. The OS_SprkeOp call &22 is use to
plot each rock at its given position.

The rocks are then moved left at their respec
tive speeds and when they fall off the left-hand
side of the screen they are immediately re-intro
duced on the right. The routine OS_SpriteOp has
saved us a lot of bother and, in particular, has



Software for all Acorn Computer Users!
Excellent mail order serviceforArchimedes, BBCB, Master 128, Master Compact &Electron

ihiS month'S
Special highlight!{ Arch/A3000/A5000 |=^

Arcade Games
Aldebaran
Bobby Blockhead
Black Angel
Break 147 &Superpool
Chaos
Cyborg
ChuckRock
Elite
Fervour
Galactic Dan
GODS
Gribbly's Day Out
Grievous Bodily"ARM
Guile
Hero Quest
James Pond
Karma - The FlightTrainer
Lemmings
Loopz
Oh No! More Lemmings
Pesky Muskrats
Populous
Ego:Repton 4
SAY.I.V.
The Last Ninja
"Mind" Games
Chess 3D
Cyber Chess
Omar Sharifs Bridge

Air Supremacy
Chocks Away Compendium
Chopper Force
Dreadnoughts
Flight Simulator Toolkit
Populous
Saloon Cars Deluxe
Saloon Cars Extra Crses
Lotus Turbo Challenge2
Waterloo
Adventure Games
Enter the Realm
Pandora's Box
Sport Games
MicroDrive 2
MicroDrive Designer
Quest for Gold
Compendlums
Krisalls Collection
PlayIt AgainSam
Real McCoy 2 or 3 (each)

SRP SALE

34.90.
19.95.
34.95;
34.95,
24.99.
25.95.
25.99.
39.95.
25.99.
25.95.
25.99.
25.99.
25.95.
29.95.
29.99.
25.99.
24.99.
25.99.
24.99.
19.95.
25.99.
29.99.
24.95.
25.95.
24.95.

24.95.
49.95.
29.99.

24.9S.
39.95.
29.95.
34.95.
44.95.
29.99.
34.95.
19.95.
25.99.
24.95.

25.95.,
25.95.

34.95.,
34.95.,
25.99.

29.99.,
24.95..
29.95..

. 32.50

. 16.95

. 32.50

. 32.50

.21.95

. 22.95

.25.99

. 39.95

.21.95

. 24.50

.25.99

.21.95

. 24.50

.25.95

. 29.99

.25.99

.21.95

.25.99

. 17.50

. 19.95

.21.95

. 29.99

.21.95

.25.95

.21.95

. 19.95

. 46.95

. 29.99

.21.95

. 36.95

. 26.95

.31.95
,41.95
. 29.99
,32^0
. 17.95
,25.99
,21.95

, 24.50
, 24.50

29.95
29.95
25.99

29.99

21.95
26.95

t
Mamr specialofferson games new and oldl

Details in our FREE catalogue!

Leisure/Various
Rhapsody 2
Rhythm Bed
Score Draw
Speech
Desktop Tracker
Touch-Type (Typing Tutor)
Utilities

Desktop Assembler
Graph Box Professional
Illusionist
Investigator Rel2
PC Emulator VI.8
Pipedream 4
Render Bender 2
ShapeFX
Word Pr
Easiwriter

61.95.... 51.95
49.95... 44.95
61.95.... 54.95
19.95.... 15.95
69.00... 69.00
51.04.... 45.95

175.08.
151.58.
99.95.
27.95.

116.33.
230.30.
99.95.
11.75.

149.95
129.95
. 89.95

... 27.95
116.33
199.95
. 89.95
. 11.75

176.25.. 159.95

(SRP =Suggested Retail Price) All prices Indude VAT @ 17,5%

Techwrlter
Educational
10 out of 10 Maths
10 out of 10 English
Best Four Maths Programs
Best Four Language Programs
First Words & Pictures
Freddy Teddy's Adventure
Fun School 2 0-6/6-8/8+ yrs- each
Fun School 3 0-5/5-7/7-11 yrs- each
Fun School 4 0-5/5-7/7-11 yrs - each
House of Numbers (6-l3yrs)
Linkword French
Linkword German
Linkword Spanish
Little Red Riding Hood
Let's Spellspecialbundle pack!
Letters & Pictures (6-8yrs)
Mega Maths (A Level)
MicroEnglish (8yrs- GCSE)
Micro French (8vrs- GCSE)
Micro German (8yrs - GCSE)
Micro Maths (I Iyrs - GCSE)
Primary Maths (3-l2yrs)
Puncman I&2(7-I3+)
Puncman 3&4 (8-14+)
Puncman5, 6, & 7 (8-15+)
Shylock Gnomes
Spelling Week ByWk (6-14)
The Playground
The Puddle & the Wardrobe
TinyLogo/Tiny Draw (4-9yrs)
TV Fun & Games

SRP SALE

293:75 249.95

25.95
25.95
5288
52.88
25.85
19.95
20,99.
24.99,
24.99 i.
25.85.
46.95,
46.95.
46.95.
17.95.

23.50,
25.22.
25.22
25.22.
25.22;
25.22.
25.22.
23.50.
23.50,
2350,
21.74,
25,85.
35:19
35;19.
35.19.
22.95.

J 24.95
...24:95
,44.95
...4495
...2235;
... 17.95

... 15.95

...21.95
— 21.95

...21.95

...41.95

...41.95

...41.95
,.. 14.95
... 19.95
...19.95
,21.50
-.21.95
..21.95

21.95
:.i \m
;.2li95
.19.95
..19.95
.. 19.95!
,: 1850
... 22.95
v;:32.95:
..29.95
.29.95

a 18.95

I
Full range of Educational software available!

Please ask for our FREE catalogue!

Communications
Arcterm 7
Hearsay 2
Desktop Publishing
Good Impression
First Impression
Impression 2
Impression Junior
Ovation

Peripherals & hardware
Joystick Intfce V2.4 (Leading Edge)
Clares Micro Mouse
Graphics Enhancer (300/400)
Sound Samp. & MidiCard

Up & Running
Text Processing
Data Handling
Art/Graphics

79.95.... 67.95
88.13.... 79.35

31.67 ... 28.50
35.19.... 3 1.95

I9a57.. 145.95
105.69... 81.95
116.33.... 91.95

39.95..39:95
32.00.. 27.50

264^9 264:99
93.99^ 93.99

H.95.... 13.95
1495,... 13.95
14 95 _ 13.95
14,95,,. 13.95

fl Special Joystick Packs!

(Quickshot 3 Turbo)

Pack One Joystick Interface V2.4 and
I X Quickshot 3 Turbo £49.95

Pack TwoJoystick Interface V2.4 and
2X Quickshot 3Turbo£59.95

(Superpro Auto)

Pack Three Joystick Interface V2.4
&IXSuperpro Auto joystick £51.95
Pack Four Joystick Interface V2.4
and2 XSuperpro Auto £61.95

Now A5000 compatible!

All ourprices INCLUDE VAT- remember this when comparingprices!

Software Bargains &Mercury Games
Dept AU23, C/0 Northwood House, North Street, LEEDS LS7 2AA

TEL: 0532 436300 FAX: 0532 423289

* Access/Visa Wekome
*Please add 9Sp P&P (Europe £250, Outside Europe £4.50)
*All prices include VAT @ 17.5%
*Goods despatched within 48hrs, (subject toavailability)

* Educational discount of30% offSRP (notSale price)
available on most Archimedessoftware; Offkal Order No.
orschool headed notepaper required - minimum order
value £30.00 forinvoicing, otherwise cheque with order.

(Prices arecorrectat the time ofgangto press,EAOE)

Help young people with their education/
UNUSED BBC B COMPUTERSfor only £176.25!

(This price includes DFS, aword processor, &Speech system!)
BBCB Computer &40/80t discdriveonly £229.951

New Releases

Oh No! More
Lemmings...... 19.95
Hero Quest... 29.99
Lotus Turbo
Challenge 2 ... 25.99
OmarSharifs Bridge
Populous........ 29.99

FREE CARRIAGE
on ail Krisalis titles!

Panasonic KX-P1170
Seikosha 1900 Plus
Star LC-20
Star LC-100 Colour
Star LC24-200 Colour

2067 BC 17.95
Aldebaran 32.50
Artworks 179.95
Chaos 21.95
Cyborg 22.95
Eureka 139.83
Gribbly's Day Out 23.95
KrisalisCollection 29.99
Play ItAgain Sam 21.95
Ego:Repton4 21.95
Techwriter 279.95
Sim City - Due in New Year
Plus many others - Call us!

Printers
9pin dot matrix
9pindot matrix
9pindot matrix
9pindot matrix
9pindot matrix

£159.95
£121.95
£144.95
£169.95
£259.95

Prices include VAT, cable <fi delivery!
(Delivery free UKmainland only,excluding ScottishHighlands)

**Full specifcatlons available on request**

BBC & Electron

CUT

Send for our
Catalogue!

BBC/Eletape B-Disc Cpct
E-Type 6.50
Elite 9.95 11.95 15.95
Exile 9.95 11.95 15.95
FunSchool 3 (0-5 yrs) (BBC only) 9.95 13.95
FunSchool 3 5-7 yrs) (BBC only) 9.95 13.95
FunSchool 3 (7+yrs) (BBC only) 9.95 13.95
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taken care of two particularly awkward pro
gramming points .. .
Clipping: When a rock is totally or partially off
the screen it is clipped accordingly. Any routine
of our own would need to do this itself so sprites
on the right of the screen don't creep round to
the left and those off the lop and bottom don't
cause Address Exception errors.
Shifting: The Arc is very particular about word
boundaries. As a general rule, your source sprite
will be stored in a word-aligned fashion. That is,
each row of graphic data will start at an address
in memory which is a multiple of four. This
means that word instructions (rather than the
much slower byte instructions) can be used to
transfer the image to screen.

However, each rock in BasicSprl can appear
at any x co-ordinate and therefore the destina
tion screen address need not be word-aligned.
Some shifting needs to be done if word instruc
tions can be used to poke the sprite onto the
screen and OS_SprkeOp sorts this out for us.

MASKS
In most games, you will need to give your
sprites masks, particularly if they are moving
against some exotic background scene. Any
sprite created with Paint can have its own mask.
This is effectively another parallel copy of the
sprite and takes up the same amount of memory.
So, the sprite Rocket in the demo file, which is
16 by 16 pixels in mode 13, actually contains
512 bytes of data: 256 for the image itself and
another 256 for the mask. Each pixel has a
corresponding mask pixel the same number of
bits in size (eight for mode 13, four for a 16-
colour mode like mode 9, and so on).

If a pixel's mask is 0 then it is transparent and
whatever was on the screen beforehand is left

intact. If not, the pixel is plotted and overwrites
any previous screen contents. The diagram on
this page shows a simple sprite and its mask. In
practise masking is achieved using logical
operators. If a byte of the screen contains S and
the pixel to be plotted is colour P with mask M
the screen contents are changed thus:

S=(S AND (NOT M)) OR P
This is quite easy to do in machine-code but
OS.SpriteOp can do the work for us. Unlike
BasicSprl, which didn't employ masks, the
bouncing balls of BasicSprl are plotted using
masks against a background of stars to show that
it all works properly. If you can get away with
not using masks (BasicSprl places rocks care
fully so they never overlap) then plotting will be
much quicker.

BasicSpr2 loads the sprites as in BasicSprl
and sets up some randomly placed balls. Then a
background of stars is created. This is grabbed
from the screen (using OS_SprlteOp &10) as a
sprite in its own sprite area.

PROCanimate begins each frame by plotting the
background sprite and then the balls. The final
parameter of OS_SpriteOp &22 is set to eight when
displaying a ball. This simply means "use the
mask'. The balls are moved around according to
a simple gravitational rule and for extra effect
they become 'squashed' at the edges and bottom
where they bounce. Two other sprites are used
for this purpose. Again, Arm3 owners can adjust
their balls% to suit the speed of their machines.
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Paint is an ideal sprite designer; and it comes with the machine

SPRITES IN THE DEMO SPRITES FILE

SPRITE MODE WIDTH HEIGHT

rocket 13 16 16

rock 13 22 16

ship 13 32 16

ball 9 13 13

ball_sqsh1 9 13 13

ball_sqsh2 9 13 13

00 00 00 00 00 00

00 00 FF FF 00 00

00 FF FF FF FF 00

00 FF FF FF FF 00

00 00 FF FF 00 00

00 00 00 00 00 00

Asimple mode 13 sprite and its mask

SPRITES IN CODE

Of course, if you're writing a serious game then
you will need some serious sprite plotting code.
Although it is possible to provide a general-
purpose module that supplies sprite-plotting
calls for all eventualities, there is no substitute
for custom routines.

For one thing, you know what screen mode is
in use and can therefore tailor your code to suit
it. Also, you may know that many of your
sprites are only 16 or so pixels wide and can
therefore be plotted very quickly using a
custom-written routine that employs multiple
load and store instructions. The possibilities are
endless, so we recommend you use the examples
here to improve your knowledge of how sprite-
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• 2 GREAT GAMES from Clares 4
ARCADE COLLECTION

ARCADE 3 —3 classic arcade

games in one pack: ZARKON
INVASION, MAZEY MAN,

BOUNCE-ABALL

OVERLOAD —The

infuriating Mega Monster
Experience.

Both for an amazing
£15.50 each

FERVOUR

"Prafessar

Our only way
to SURVIVE -

to send a droid

to FERVOUR

for the oxygen!

is it passible"
The year is 2100 and you, professor SkitZ-
Patrick, are returning from a mission in
search of a planet suitable for human
habitation. Earth is being destroyed by
ecological disasters brought on by the
human race. On returning to Earth you
are unable to make radio contact with
anyone. All radio frequencies are jammed
with the following message which repeats
every minute, "fake shelter immediately,
leave pets behind as they use valuable
oxygen, and close your radioactiveshelter..."

w After close observation of your
spacecraft readings you decide that some
disaster has occurred since the
temperature of Earth has risen
dramatically. It occurs to you that it is
probably unsafe to return to Earth.
Unfortunately your supplies of oxygen
aboard the spacecraft are limited. Though
unsuccessful on your mission for a planet
suitable for human habitation, you did
find a source of oxygen on the surface of a
planet named Fervour. You head back
towards Fervour.

™ The surface temperature of Fervour is
well over the range of your instruments,
thus making oxygen retrieval very
difficult. After several days of
experimentation with oxygenretrieval you
have come up with a spherical droid with
as few moving parts as possible. It is
impossible for you to get near Fervour
because of the sheer heat, thus you must
control your droid via a high frequency
microwave link.

W Radiating out from Fervour there are
several thousand bands of varying pure
energy. Your droid uses this energy to
drive itself. Unfortunately, some areas
have excess energy and cause strange
effects. Luckily, the frequencies of
radiation of the electromagnetic waves
radiated from these areas are within the
visible spectrum. This means that you arc-
able to see what areas of energy your
droid is over.

PRICE - £24.95 (inc VAT)

S

/ \
s

98 Middlewich Rood, Rudheoth, Northwich,
CHESHIRE CW9 7DA.

Telephone: 060648511 Fox No: 06064851?



plotting works in code, rather than taking them
as the be all and end all of sprite plotting.

CodeSprl is very stupid and illustrates the
simplest and perhaps slowest way of plotting
sprites in machine-code. It features just one
routine called show_spritc which effectively takes
over the role of OS_SpriteOp. The routine takes
three parameters - the address of the sprite to
plot, and the x andy co-ordinates. These are real
co-ordinates, and run from 0-255 down and
from 0-319 across the mode 13 screen.

As you will see, much of the first part of
show_spritc is concerned with clipping. The fact
that partof your sprite may be off the screen is a
real pain; particularly annoying if it's just a byte
or so. So. you can be absolutely sure of how a
simple machine-code sprite plot routine works,
we have prepared a line-by-line box.

A much better routine is used in CodeSprl.
The procedurePROCmakejbur is used to generate
four copies of the sprites Rock and Ship. These
correspond to the four possible positions within
a word of memory. Each copy has its width
rounded up to a multiple of four so each row of
pixels is a whole number of words big. The
masks of the four versions are set up so this
word-aligning padding is invisible.

Having four copies of a sprite means that no
byte-wise operations are needed at all. All
plotting, masking and so on can be done with
LDR and STR (or even with the multiple word
operations LDM and STM). This has a marked
effect on program speed.

The show_sprite routine works much as it did
before, clipping the sprite if necessary.
However, it begins by selecting which of the
four versions to use - R0 now points to a list of
four sprites rather than a sprite itself - and
thereafter everything is in words.

The animation is also in code in CodeSprl.
The screen swapping is exactlyanalogous to the
original Basic version. The background is
plotted more quickly by fast-copying routine,
copyback and a couple of calls to the subroutine
inkey allow you to move the ship up and down.

SPECIAL EFFECTS
The graphic quality of a game can be greatly
enhanced with a few special effects. The Arc is
fast enough to manipulate sprites in a variety of
ways and RotSpr is a demonstration of one of
them. It rotates sprites in real-time, and the
technique could easily be employed in a game
featuring homing bombs or missiles. RotSpr
plots a series of orbiting rockets.
The sprite to be rotated must be 16x16 pixels in
mode 13. Furthermore, the sprite should occupy
the central circle within that 16x16 grid. The
rocket sprite was designed with this in mind. A
I6K rotation table is used, consisting of 256
bytes of data for each of 64 possible angles.
Each of the 256 bytes indicates where a pixel in
the rotated version of the sprite has come from.
The mask is also rotated.

The manipulated image is also shifted accord
ing to the position of the sprite on the screen.
This is again to allow word operations to be
used. The workspace at temp is used to store the
manipulated sprite which is then transferred to
the screen as fast as possible. Multiple load and
store instructions make the process even faster.
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Sprite rotation can help to provide thebestofgame effects

CODESPR1 - LINE BY LINE

410- point r12to sprite
420-440 - get spritewidth in pixels in r10
450-460 - get spriteheight in pixels in r11
470-480 - get addressof sprite imagein r4
490-500 - get addressof mask in r5
510- is the sprite off the top of the screen?
520-570 - if so, adjust the height and move
on the image and mask pointers to skip the
invisible lines

580-590 - issprite off bottom?
600-610 - if so, adjust height
620 - r12 isthe 'pixels offside'counterand
is used to skip any pixels off the rightor left
630- issprite off left?
640-690 - ifso,adjustwidth, image and
mask pointers andaddthe number of invis
ible pixels to r12
700-710 - issprite off right?
720-740 - if so,adjustwidth and update r12
again
750-760 - ifsprite isinvisible (no width left)
then exit

770- the row-by-row loopstarts here.
770-780- if we have no rows left to plot,
exit

790-820- calculate screen start address of
row to plot and place in r3
830- set r7 to the number of pixelsto plot
in the row

840- the x-wiseloop starts here'
840-850 - if the source is not on a word

boundary (onlytrue if the sprite isslightly
off side)skipto the byte plotting routine
860-870 - if there are four or more bytes left
to plot skip to the wordplotting routine
880- the byte plotting routine starts here
880 - get byte from screen
890- get byte from image
900- get byte from mask
910- apply maskto screen
920- OR imagebyte with masked screen
byte
930 - store the result back on the screen
940-950 - adjustthe counter and repeatif
needed.

960 - go to next row
970- the word plotting routine starts here
970-1030 - get word from screen. We
assume r3 is not on a word boundary so we
build it up byte-by-byte
1040- get word from image
1050- get word from mask
1060-apply mask
1070-add image
1080-1140 - write the word back to the

screen

1150-adjust the counter
1160 - repeat as necessary

1170 - increment the row number
1180-1190 - skipany bytesoff side of screen
1200 - decrement the row counter

1210-repeat

UNTIDY MASKS

One slight problem with creating sprites using Paint is that junk pixels can get left unseen
beneath the mask. Whenever you choose themask colour and overwrite a pixel, thatpixel is
notchanged to black but remains whatever colour itwas.

This is not aproblem with Basic sprite programs but for machine-code routines like those
in CodeSprl and CodeSpr2 itis vital toremove the mess beneath the mask if plotting is tobe
as fast as possible. To this end we feature the bonus listing TidyMask. Simply give ita sprite
file name and itwill tidy each sprite in turn sothatall masked outpixels are in fact black.
The tidied file is resaved with the old name.
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PINEAPPLE SOFTWARE
The Pineapple Colour Digitiser

Since we originally introduced the Pineapple Video Digitiser over two years ago
we have notneeded tomodify thedesign of the hardware inanyrespects.
However, the software has been continually improved tothepoint where the
qualityand quantityof software supplied is secondto none.
Now, because ofthe large number ofsales, we are able tooffer abig price
reduction which makes high quality colour digitising available toeverybody.
Also, because we are so confident that you will find the Pineapple Digitiser
superior toanything else available, we offer a full noquestions asked money back
guarantee.

Some ofthe features ofthePineapple Digitiser, many of which arestill exclusive
are as follows:-

* 16 Bit true RGB storage in 256k Ram
* Sequences offrames ofa moving picture canbegrabbed and stored in

memory. Up to 30 framesin a 1Mbcomputer, 200-300frameswith more
memory! A special replay option allows replaying ofpreviously grabbed
sequences even while watching a currentlive input picture.

* Full screen area normally seen onaTVsetisgrabbed infull
* Images may be processed using our own high speed software routines orby

using Acorn's ChangeFSIsoftware
* Quite simply the most powerful and easily used zooming and cropping

routines available with any processing package
* Two independent multitasking applications supplied. Non-multitasking

software allows digitising without windows foradding still images tovideos
* Our hardware does not use interrupts so other applications run atfull speed

Hard locking synchronisingcircuits for best results from video recorders
* Available in stand alone box forusewith A3000. In thismode it canbeused

with A300/400/500 series computers only occupying one expansion slot
* Full money back guarantee

A300/400/500 £199.00 +vat

A3000/Boxed £235.00 +vat

Virus Protection
Viruses areunfortunately nowbecoming a serious problem on Archimedes

Computers and at thepresent time we knowof at least34 families of virus - 42
viruses inall - which will upset the operation ofyour computer invarious ways.

The effects vary from relatively harmless messages, which although annoying do
not actually cause any serious problems, to viruses which can potentially wipe your
hard disc or network.

Even floppy disc drive machines can suffer the effects of viruses as unless the
computer is switched offafter every new disc is used, thevirus canspread from one
floppy to another quite easily.

Apiece of software originally developed byAcorn Computers - IKiller - forms
the basis ofPineapple's Virus Protection Scheme. The software isconstantly updated
toinclude the detection and removal ofall known viruses, and also has many new
features which enable it tobevery flexibly adapted todifferent modes ofoperation.
It is fully Network compatible andcanscananymedium.

Before youconsider usinganyof thecurrently available 'free'virusdetection
programsyou should check whether they can detect and remove all the viruses that
IKillcr can handle. Don't risk using software that only makes you think you are safe.

Currently known Viruses:-

Bigfoot
Funky
Increment
NetManager
SpriteUtils
Vigay

Because we are discovering new viruses all the time we have based the scheme
on a yearly subscription which will provide 3 or4 updated discs during the year. In
theevent ofa particularly nasty virus appearing animmediate update will besent out
to all scheme members.

Don't wait until you discover you have a virus!!
One years subscription costs just £24.00 +vat

Low cost school and County licences also available

Archie Arcuebus BBCEconet
Code Ex_port Extend
Handier Icon Image
ModeS7 Module MyMod
Penicillin Runopt Sprite
Thanatos Traphandler Valid

BooHoo CeBIT

Garfield I Garfield W
Irqfix Link
NetStatus Parasite
T2 Terminator

39, BROWNLEA GARDENS, ILFORD, ESSEX, IG3 9NL
AddJ7.5%va< Tel Q815991476 Fax 081598 2343 wpree
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A PROGRAM
FOR ALL SEASONS

Dave Acton introduces BIO, the flexible answer to all file problems

e're not quite sure where the idea for
this application came from exactly.
Maybe il just evolved by itself in some
dark, damp corner of the Acorn User

office. All we know is that it turned out to be a
very good idea indeed and we hope you will
think so too.

What was needed, it was thought, was some
universal file-processing application to which
'modules' could easily be added to perform
useful functions. In this way any user with only
a modicum of Basic programming ability could
write a desktop utility.

The result was BIO. The I and O stand for
Input and Output - a file is taken in, processed
using the module of your choice and the result is
spat out again. We added the B because BIO
sounds nice and organic and we hope the appli
cation will grow and grow as we - and you -
come up with new ideas and modules to add to
the system.

This month we will go over the basics of BIO
- how to enter and use it - plus we provide three
sample modules to get you going. Next month in
Acorn User, there will be a trio of more
advanced utilities for you to plug into your ever
growing system.

GETTING STARTED
The first thing to do is to create a directory
called .'BIO. This can be placed anywhere you
like. Enter the main program IRunlmage and
save this inside .'BIO. Now enter and run the
program DatJSio inside .'BIO to create various
other files. A subdirectory !BIO.Library will
also be created. It is in this directory that all the
BIO modules live.

Having entered the main program you will
also need to enter a sample module lo try it out.
Use one of the two example modules DrawSpr
or SwnMean; and within the article there are two
boxes describing how to enter and use them.

Double-click on the BIO icon to install. You
will see one or more icons appear on the icon
bar. Each module has its own icon and when the
module is enabled that icon will appear on the
icon bar.

Use the Menu button over any of the icons to
bring up the BIO menu. The Process option will
give you a list of the modules. Any modules that
are available are marked with a tick and will be
on the icon bar. To select or deselect a module,
click with Select or Adjust. If no modules are
selected you will just see the BIO icon. Set
Default saves the current selection of modules as
a file called .'Choices. When you next install

i-xmm^i3
MeanSum isa simple module that illustrates how BIO doesits job

SUM AND MEAN

Module: SumMean

Purpose:Simplestatistics
Input: Text file containing a listof
numbers

Output: Total, number of items and
mean

Thissimplemodule shows how
results can be produced from a
single inputtext file anddisplayed
on the screen in a results window.

To use the module, create a sub

directory in IBIO.Library called
MeanSum. Then enter the Basic

program MeanSum andsaveinside
the new sub-directory. Finally, go
into the sub-directoryand enter
and run the program Datjsum. This
willcreate the sprite filefor
MeanSum.

Totry it out, ensurethe module
is selected from the process menu.
Create a small text file in Edit con

taininga few numbers, eachon a
separate line. Now save or drag
onto the MeanSum icon. The results

will be shown.

BIO these modules will be available. Quit kills
off the particular module. If you go off to the
submenu and click on All. then BIO will be
killed and all the icons will disappear from the
screen.

USING BIO
How you use any particular BIO module
depends very much on the module itself. Most
modules take files as their input.

When a module has finished processing a file
the outcome will also vary. The SumMecin
example takes a text file as input and outputs
three values that are displayed in a small win
dow. Other modules may output files, for
example DrawSpr which accepts a Draw file as
input and spits out a sprite file. What a given
module expects in and puts out is defined by a
function within the module itself.

WHAT IS A BIO MODULE?
A simple BIO module consists of two files. One
is a piece of Basic consisting of various func
tions. The other is a sprite file that contains an
icon which, hopefully, represents the purpose of
the module.

Writing a BIO module is a very simple pro
cedure. Have a look al one of the examples in
this feature - DrawSpr for instance - to get the
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The DrawSpr module takes a sprite file (in this case, from Impression)...
general idea. At the very least, your piece of
Basic will need to contain four module func
tions. Let's assume that your new module is
called Test.

You should create a sub-directory in
IBIO.Library called Test and save your module
as Test inside it. The functions to be defined are
as follows:

FNtest_nameThis just returns a siring describ
ing what your module does. The string will
appear on the Process menu.

FNtest_args This also returns a string that
contains a definition of what your module
expects as input and also what it will produce as
output. It may contain the following valid
options:

•in <fileiype> This specifies what sort of files
your module expects to be given (text, spriteor
whatever). Any files of the given type that are
dragged onto your module's icon will be pro
cessed. You can use -in * as a 'wild card' to
mean 'any filetype'.

•out <jiletype> If your module outputs a file
this specifies the type. A Save box will appear
when the processing is done and the icon therein
will be appropriate.

-results <n> Your module may alternatively
output one or more result strings. These are
passed back to the main program and displayed
in a small window. The SttinMean example does
this.

-directory Some modules may like to be passed
directories and this option permits it. Next
month we will be featuring a utility which can
merge all the sprite files in a directory.

•send If this option is present, any file produced
by your module will be sent to an appropriate
application if present. The DrawSpr module
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DRAWFILE SPRITES

Module: DrawSpr
Purpose: Extract sprites from
drawfiles

Input: Drawfile
Output: Sprite file
Drawfiles oftencontain sprites; any
spritesdroppedinto Impression can
only be exported again as Draw
files forexample. Extracting the
spritesusually requires installing
Draw, selectingthe appropriate
spriteobjectand saving it again.
Thismodulesimplifies the task.

Touse,createa subdirectory in
IBIO.Library calledDrawSpr, enter
the Basic program DrawSpr and
save it inside the new sub-direc
tory. Finally, go into the sub
directory, enterand runDatjdrsp.

Simply drag your drawfileonto
the DrawSpr icon and a savebox
will soonappear.Save the spritesin
the usual way. IfPaint or another
spriteeditor is presentthe sprites
will automatically besent to it.

uses this and if Paint is loaded the sprite file
produced is sent directly to it. If not, a Save box
is provided.

FNtesMnit This function will be called once
when BIO is installed. Any arrays etc that will
be needed by your module should be defined
here. Note that any variables or arrays you
define should be given unique names to avoid
clashing with other modules. Prefix them with
the module name - test_varl, test_var2$etc

FNtest And finally the module itself. This is the
function that processes the file. It is called
whenever a file of the right type is dropped on
the corresponding icon. The parameters passed
to it depend on the string that was returned by
FNtest_args. The three examples show the
complete range of possibilities.

If your module takes an input file but produces
no output the main function will only take one
parameter; the input filename itself.

If your module takes an input file and outputs
one or more results (like SwnMean) then the
main function will take (2+rcsults) parameters.
The first is the input filename, the second is the
title to be used for the results window and the
others are the results themselves. They are all
RETURN parameters; that is, they are filled in by
your main module function and returned to BIO
for display.

The last possibility is that your module will
take in a file and output another one (as Draw
Sprdoes). In this case, the first parameter for the
module is the input file and the second parame
ter is the name of a junk file which is to be used
as the output file.

The best way to try your hand at writing a
BIO module is to study the two examples here
and to base your own on one of them. For exam
ple, try writing a simple word-counter based on
the MeanSiun module. Take a text file as input
and output a single string containing 'x words
counted'.

HOW BIO WORKS
We have kept BIO deliberately simple so that it
is not too long for people to type in or compre
hend. On the Arc, so many of the applications
we see are vast and complex systems, but BIO
remains is designed to be immensely versatile
despite its small size.

The modules are found by scanning the
Library subdirectory. Any Basic programs
found in there are noted as modules and added
to the list. Currently there is a maximum of 32.
Any sprite files encountered will be added to a
pool of sprites.

Each module should have at least one sprite
defined for it with the name xxx4 where xxx is
the name of the Basic module file. This sprite
should be in mode 12 and 34x17 pixels in size
(these are standard icon bar dimensions). You
can also define a high-res sprite xxx2 which will
be used if you have a high-resolution monitor.
This should be 34 pixels square in mode 20.

Although you will find it convenient to save
the code and sprites for a module in a sub-direc
tory of the same name, the files can in fact
appear anywhere within Library. In addition,



... and turns it into a sprite

you can create a template file for a module that
will allow you to have a simple set-up window
attached to it. We will explain more about this
next month.

Once all the sprites and modules have been
accounted for, the OVERLAY command is used
to attach all the Basic module files to the main

program as libraries.
OVERLAY takes a string array as a parameter

and allows all the functions and procedures in
the files named in the array to be accessed. The
files are loaded as, and when, they are needed
and the only proviso is that functions from one
module cannot call those from another; they
might be overlaid and therefore they cannot be
loaded simultaneously. You can, however, make
use of various functions and procedures pro
vided within the main BIO program. These have
been included to make life easier. Here is a list

of some of the most useful ones;

FNuc(str$) takes a string and converts it to
upper case

FNlc(str$) converts a string to lower case

FNstrip_spaces(str$) strips off any leading or
trailing spaces

PROCbput(f,strS) writes a string str$ to an open
file with handle f. terminating it with a linefeed
(Ascii 10)

PROCwput(f.word) writes a word (4 byte) value
to a file

FNwget(f) gets a word value from a file
FNget_str(a) gets a zero-terminated string from
memory at address a

FNfile_type(typeS) converts a file type (for
example, 'text') into the corresponding number
FNIeaf_name(f$) returns the leaf name of a file
(the bit after the last '.')

MONTHLY DISC

The monthly disccontains BIO, plus
the example modules - SumMean
and DrawSpr- featured this month.
Also included are high-resolution
versionsof all the sprites for multi
sync monitors.

PROGR/XIX/IIX/IING

PROChourglass(a,b) shows the hourglass with
percentage (a/b)* 100

Of course, you might like to add your own
functions and procedures to .'Runlnuige so that
they can be used by BIO modules.

The main loop in IRunlmage begins with a
SYS "Wimp_PoH" like all applications. This
returns a reason code and a set of parameters
describing what the user has done (if anything).
When a file gets dragged onto one of the BIO
icons a message is passed to the application.
This is in turn passed to PROCmessage which
decodes it.

Message type three means 'file dropped on
icon' (it is actually a DataLoad message).
ENwhich_proc is used to find out which icon it
was and then a check is made to see if the input
file is of a type appropriate to the chosen
module. If so, PROCprocess is called, which will
in turn call the appropriate routine in the module
itself. Then a message will be sent back saying
that the program has duly dealt with the file that
was supplied.

Files may also be saved directly from other
applications onto a BIO icon. In this case, a
different message - number one or DataSave -
is passed to PROCmessagc. Again, the program
checks the filetype. If all is well it tells the
application to save the file in a temporary file
called WitnpSScrap.

It does this and then sends a message three to
the user (as above), so we proceed to process the
file as before. More messages are used when
saving output files or transferring them to appli
cations. Next month's feature on BIO will

provide more details.

ANY IDEAS?
Just about anything can be made into a BIO
module. All the desktop/wimp side of things is
dealt with for you; the only job remaining is for
you to write the code itself.

Three more invaluable Z?/t9-based utilities will

follow in next month's BAU. I will also be

offering more advice on how to write your own
BIO utilities. Meanwhile, here are a few ideas;
we'll be featuring some of them over the coming
months.

File utilities: These could be used to unlock or

lock directories, wipe directories, find the ten

Conversions: For example, you could convert
graphic and sound files into different formats.

Text processing: Modules could be designed to
format or tidy text files, prettify Basic and C
programs, do label printing, and more.

Programming tools: Search files for strings,
dump files straight into an Edit window ...

Of course, we would also like to see any ideas
and modules that you can come up with. The
best ones will be published in the magazine and
will earn their creators a small quantity of ready
cash plus, of course, the usual large quantity of
admiration from their fellow BBC Acorn User

readers.
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ARM3 upgrade
with floating

point accelerator
option

The first ARM3 upgrade to allow a floating
point accelerator chip to be connected directly
to the ARM3's 32-bit coprocessor bus. The
25MHz ARM3 itself increases the speed of
your computer by a factor of at least 3, and
sometimes even more. In addition the floating
point chip speeds up maths operations
previously emulated by software.

Other floating point units have the disadvantage
of occupying a slot in the backplane. They are
also cither incompatible with ARM3 boards, or
relatively slow due to the 16-bit backplane
interface. This upgrade does not suffer from
any of these disadvantages.

* ARM3 alone gives typical 3 to 4
times speed increase

* Floating point accelerator chip
option for even faster maths
functions

* High quality 4-layer board

* Fits A305, A310, A440,400/1
series and the A3000

*k Fully compatible with other
upgrades (memory, hard discs,
RISC OS 3 etc)

Installation is straightforward for all machines
except the A3000, but a fitting service is
available in all cases. Please note also that the

A300 series and old A440 require the MEMC1 a
upgrade. Please write or phone for full details.

Our usual money-back guarantee applies to
this product.

ARM3 introductory price - £175
MEMC la - £36 Floating point unit - £TBA

ARM3+RISC OS 3 - £199

A3000 memory
An easy to fit and reliable RAM upgrade. 8-
chip design for minimal power consumption.
Gold plated connectors ensure long term
reliability. No soldering needed.
2Mb RAM board (upgradable to 4Mb) - £45
4Mb RAM - £110

Bare board (without RAM chips) - £25.50

A3010/A3020/A4000 RAM

These machines may all be upgraded by easy
to fit, plug-in components. No soldering is
required.
A3020/A4000 extra 2Mb - £70

A3010 extra 1Mb (2Mb total) - £40
A30I0 - £424. A3020 2MB FD - £749

A4000 - £999

All products fully guaranteed. Many
products also carry our 14-day money-back

guarantee too. Please phone for details.

ARM3+RISCOS3.10

combined package
for£199

RISC OS 3.10
Acorn's newoperatingsystem for their rangeof
RISC computers. The old version of RISC OS
(2.00) is just 512K long, whereas OS 3.10
contains 2Mb of code.

Many applications which were previously
supplied on disc are now contained in the OS
ROMs. This includes improved versions of
Draw, Paint and Edit. Because they are available
on ROM they are always instantly accessible,
and also occupy less RAM space.

Other features include extra "background"
operations. For example, discs can now be
formatted or files copied while the machine is
used for other purposes.

RISC OS 3.10 may be used on the A305, A310,
A440,400/1 series, A3000, A540 etc.

Orders for RISC OS 3.10 are now being taken on
a first-come first-served basis. Phone 0752

847286 for further details.

RISC OS 3.10 £41.70

A305, A310 and A440 owners please note.
Although the ROM sockets inside your machine
are large enough to accommodate the new
ROMs, simply plugging in RISC OS 3.10 will
not work. This problem is overcome by installing
the RISC OS Carrier Board first. The RCB may
be used with any version of RISC OS. This
carrier board is compatible with memory boards,
ARM3 upgrades and docs not in any way
obstruct expansion cards ("podules").

RISC OS Carrier Board £20

A5000 systems & memory
A5000 with RISC OS 3, 40Mb hard disc,

multisync monitor and ARM3. - £1399.
A5000 learning curve. - £1445.
Free 4Mb RAM upgrade included in the price.

2Mb memory board (4Mb total) - £85
A compact board measuring just 104mm by
49mm, this design fits vertically in your
machine. No soldering required. Unlike larger
boards, there is no need to remove the disc

drive. Four-layer design as specified by Acorn.
A bare board (ic without the RAM chips fitted)
is also available.

Hard disc upgrades
A range of fast (17mS) SCSI hard discs with a
two year warranty, in sizes from 52Mb upwards.
Supplied with all metalwork and cables. 400/1
machines merely require the drive and SCSI
card. 300 series require a backplane.
40Mb - £POA 85Mb - £220

100Mb - £260 170Mb - £320

Oak 16 bit SCSI card - £100

Various

Aleph One 386 1Mb PC Card - £390 (4Mb £475)
Aleph One 486 1Mb PC Card - £490 (4Mb £575)
Impression 2 - £130

Free price list available upon request.
Prices exclude VAT.

IFEL Ltd Educational and quantity discount available.

34 Culver Road, Saltash, Cornwall PL12 4DR. Tel (0752) 847286. Fax (0752) 840029

A310 & A305 upgrade
column

Memory expansion
Extra memory is without doubt the most worthwhile
addition to any A300 series machine. Some
programs won't even run with only 1Mb, and 2Mb
is a bare minimum. Certain applications, desktop
publishing for example, benefit from a 4Mb system.

2Mb - £89 4Mb - £145

Compatibility. The memory is detected and used by
the machine automatically, so there are no special
commands needed. Works with both RISC OS 2 and

3.10.

The use of only eight RAM chips ensures low
power consumption. Compatible with ARM3
upgrades, backplanes, hard discs etc. This upgrade
is supplied on just one, compact board measuring
only 195mm by 40mm. Four-layer circuitry reduces
electrical noise for trouble-free operation. The 2Mb
upgrade may be upgraded to 4Mb later by the user,
without any soldering. A copy of the fitting
instructions is available free of charge.

A complete fitting service is available for our RAM
boards covering courier collection, installation and
testing, MEMCla, return delivery and guarantee.
This is normally a three-day service (eg, collected
Monday, returned Wednesday). We have been
upgrading 300 series computers for over three years,
and during that time a reliability record second-to-
none has been established.

Is there any other 300 series RAM upgrade wich has
been available for as long as this one, and which has
the same reputation for quality and reliability? No.

Still not sure? Compare it withthe competition
before making up your mind. Use our 14-day
money-hack guarantee to check it outfor yourself.

RISCOS Carrier Board £20

This is an easy to install adaptor board for the larger
RISC OS 3 ROMs. A set of links on the board

allows it to be used with RISC OS 2 and easily
adapted for RISC OS 3 later. Suitable for use with
the A305, A310 and A440. The adaptor has been
fully tested with RISC OS version 2.00 and version
3.10. It is fully compatible with other hardware
upgrades such as the RAM board described above,
ARM3's, backplanes, VIDC enhancers and
expansion cards.

4-slot backplane with fan £57

Combination deals

4Mb with MEMC 1a, self-fit £181

Collection of your computer, installation of 4Mb of
RAM, MEMCla, and RISC OS Carrier Board,
testing, full guarantee, and return delivery £199

Special prices available on hard discs, ARM3 boards
and software when ordered with any memory
upgrade. (RISC OS 3.10+ARM3 for only £199)

DTP special
Your A300 upgraded with 4 Meg of
RAM, MEMCla, ARM3, RISC OS 3
and Impression 2 software £485

We can supply a range of hard drives with the
above system.

RAM for 410& 420
Upgrade from 1Mb to 2Mb - £34
Upgrade from 2Mb to 4Mb - £65
Upgrade from 1Mb to 4Mb - £99
Supplied with full instructions.



GOOD VIBES

Programs: Stars, SpiralTree
Description: Graphic demos
Author: Jan Vibe

Machine: 32-bit

Listings: 120, 140, 120 lines
Basic

This pair of excellent graphical
offerings comes from regular
Jan Vibe, who uses a wide
variety of cunning devices to
achieve the effects.

Stars fills the screen with
randomly drawn stars that are
'twinkled' by cycling the
palette. Having filled the
screen, the program waits a
little while before starting a
fresh one.

First a random black pixel is
chosen. If one cannot be found

the screen is cleared. Then p%,
the number of points of the
random star is chosen. The star

is actually plotted using the
Draw module. This module

comes as a part of Rise OS and
is used by Draw and many
other applications and
programs.

A draw 'path' is built up at
path%, and this is passed to
DrawJPill, which does the busi
ness. A number of small

procedures are used to add
elements to the path; PROCm
adds a move, PROCd a draw,

PROCcI closes the path and
PROCe ends it. SYS "Draw_Fill"

simply takes the list of moves
and draws and plots it. The
other three parameters it takes
determine the fill style, trans
formation matrix and flatness

and are set to 0 for sensible

default values. Each star is in
fact made of several concentric

stars plotted in sequential
colours.

Dave Lawrence and Dave Acton

present their monthly mix of
programs, for all Acorn users

The crazyworld of Jan Vibe: this month he's seeing stars...

The palette is continuously
cycled by PROCf. Stars runs in
mode 12 and the array c%()
holds the red, green and blue
components of each of the 16
available colours. Not only are
the 16 colours cycled round
but occasionally a single com
ponent (R, G or B) of the
colours are cycled indepen
dently; altering the colours
subtly and smoothly.

SpiralTree plots a tree in a
fairly conventional recursive
manner. The difference is that

each segment of the tree is
plotted using a clever dithering
technique. As the tree bends
around, the colours used to but at least he's not off his tree

•jjr ..v/^!|' !it*r,^!l ^f^jl!
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TELETEXT ADAPTOR
• Works with most majorAcorncomputers including A5000
• Price includes manual, user notes, leads and software
• Can receive Satellite Teletext

• All but BBC and Master Types Multi-Task
• All metal case model with built-in power supply - Top quality unit
• Gives optional TV pictures and sound

HAMPSHIRE MICROTECH PACKAGE £174 be p&p
STANDARD SPEC. UNIT £ 119 mc p*p

ADD TELETEXT TO
YOUR COMPUTER

PLUG IN AND GO UPGRADES
INCLUDING COMPLETE FITTING INSTRUCTIONS - LARGE STOCKS AVAILABLE

A5000

A3000

A3000
A310
A310

A3010

A310/440

A310/440

4 MEG Gives 2 MEG machines 4 MEG ol RAM
2 MEG Gives A3000 machines 2 MEG of RAM
4 MEG Gives A3000 machines 4 MEG of RAM
4 MEG Gives A310 machines 4 MEG of RAM
4 MEG +ARM 3 2 Upgrades oneasytofit board
2 MEG GivesA3010 2MEGofRAM
CARRIER For RISC OS 3
MEMC1A Upgrade

RRPE103 ONLY £76
RRP£36 ONLY £27
RRP£150 ONLY £95
RRP £248 ONLY £160
RRP £452 ONLY £320
RRP£45 ONLY £28
RRP£28 ONLY £15
rrp£39 ONLY £29

ALL TOP QUALITY, LOW POWER, EASY FIT DESIGNS

HOURS OF BUSINESS:

9.00 AM - 5.30 PM

(24 HOUR ORDERING FACILITY)
• •

GROUND CONTROL
^^^•i ELECTRONICS LIMITED •••^M

ARM 3 PROCESSOR
AS BELOW EXCEPT

35MHZ
& OVER 17 MIPS

Trade in Available on

GCELSTD. ARM 3

£212.77 rrp£263

ARM 3 PROCESSOR
• RISC-OS Armspeed software
• Cache operation at 25 MHz
• 3-6 times speed increase
• Fits A300/400

series
• DIYplug in

design

RRP £209

PRICES EXCLUDE VAT,
BUT INCLUDE CARRIAGE CHARGES

(UK MAINLAND)
PACKAGING AND INSURANCE

Further Details on Request
Dealer Enquiries Welcome

Educational Discount Available

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION TELEPHONE: 0635 524008 OR 0622 833023
7, KINGFISHER COURT, H A M B R I D G E ROAD, NEWBURY, BERKSHIRE R G 1 4 5SJ.UNIT

Authorised Education Dealers!
47 Winchester Road, Four Marks, Alton, GU34 5HG, Hampshire

<>
<s

*
# systems mm

AND TRAINING MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS

SPFC1AL OFFERS
A5000/400/30
Morley SCSI Interface £139.00
Morley SCSI High Performance £185.00
85Mb SCSI Hard Drive £229.00

120Mb SCSI Hard Drive £299.00

200Mb SCSI Hard Drive £525.00

A5000 IDE Hard Disc Upgrades
40Mb IDE Hard Drive £159.00

85Mb IDE Hard Drive £199.00

120Mb IDE Hard Drive £249.00

200Mb IDE Hard Drive £425.00

Miscellaneous Drives

44Mb External Cartridge Drive £375.00
88Mb External Cartridge Drive £599.00
Cumana External CDROM Drive £399.00

A3000 60Mb HardCard - Internal £349.00

A3000 80Mb HardCard - Internal £435.00

All prices exclude VAT

ftimfif 0©efer -t/MX -Naftve* Sp#efc*ifi -g^peis and AfeiiAifiQRe#
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.Z3

Design 3D models, quickly
and easily.

View light-shaded, 3D solid
models in real-time.

Cut out and make the
model designed!!!

ExpLAN UK Ltd
£95... Single copy FREEPOST

£280... Site Licence Tavistock, PL19 9BR
(Please add vat) Tel/Fax 0822 613 868



STAR INFO

plot it are cycled, and each
segment is plotted so it runs
smoothly from one colour to
the next. As with Stars the

colours are continually cycled
and on occasion, subtly
changed.

The dithering technique
makes use of the so-called

giant ECF (extended colour
till) pattern. The DATA state
ments at the end of the pro
gram define a series of dot
patterns of continuing dark
ness. To plot a segment of the
tree, it is first split up into
small pieces.

For each, a giant ECF pat
tern is defined that depends
upon how far the portion of the
line is from each end. Then

GCOL 80 is used to select the

ECF pattern for colouring and
a circle is plotted. Each seg
ment is made up simply of a
line of such circles, each with

a slightly different dot pattern
to the last.

SHADY BUSINESS
Programs: Shade 1, Shade2
Description: 3D image
renderer

Author: P D McKenzie

Machine: Eight-bit
Listings: 125, 140 lines Basic

This is not exactly a ray-tracer,
but it does produce excellent
3D shaded images. So that the
program fits comfortably on an
eight-bit machine it is divided
into two parts.

Shade/ reads the definitions

of the objects to be rendered
from the DATA statements at

the end. These details, together
with other calculated angles,
and other values are saved in a

temporary file temp. A wire
frame model of the image is
plotted before Shade! is
CHAlNed.

This program reads the
information from temp and
then provides you with a box
to define the area of the screen

that will be rendered. Move it

with Z, X. : and / or resize it

with the cursor keys.
When ready, press RETURN

to start. The rendering process
can be halted by pressing B.
Define a new box and try
again. In this way you can try
out a small portion of the
image before going the whole
hog (which may take some
lime on a Beeb).

The objects in the picture
are made up entirely of trian
gles. Each DATA line defines
one such triangle and consists
of three pairs of three-dimen
sional co-ordinates and a

colour. The image Mr McKen
zie has provided is a red box
on a blue base.

For the sake of simplicity
and speed, he has only defined
the sides of the box that are

visible. The program would
correctly hide those sides
invisible to the viewer, but

would lake longer to finish the
rendering.

Shade! works by scanning
the area to be plotted pixel by
pixel. Using values calculated
by Shade I it finds which of the
triangles lie over each point. If
none do. a black dot is plotted.
Otherwise the one nearest to

the viewer is found and the dot

is coloured according to a sim
ple shading algorithm.

Altering the values of ax, ay
and a/, in Shade I will rotate the

Boxing clever: Shade is the fast alternative to ray-tracing
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Oooh, aaah! Bang is unseasonal but spectacular

objects accordingly. Alter their
scale by changing mm to a
value other than one.

You can save the screen by
pressing S. 32-bit owners can
easily convert the program to
run on their machines. The

only procedure that needs
changing is PROCsave in
Shade!. Just replace the OSCLI
statement with a suitable

*ScreenSave command.

As it stands, the program
will work on all eight-bit
machines without resetting
PAGE, although Mr McKenzie
says you may have to lower
PAGE if you are trying to ren
der a particularly detailed
image. Shadow memory and
second processors can of
course be used since both pro
grams are in Basic and thor
oughly 'legal'.

BANG!
Program: Bang!
Description: Fireworks
display
Author: David Llewellyn-
Jones

Machine: 32-bit

Listing: 255 lines machine-
code

Despite its name, this latest
offering from David is surpris
ingly silent. The graphic
effects are rather impressive
though and although it's a bit
late for bonfire night, we
couldn't resist including it
now.

The program first assembles
the code required to plot the
fireworks. David has

•unravelled' a loop or two;
macros are used to repeatedly
assemble similar bits of code

so that a loop (and a time-con
suming branch) is not
required. This means that the

BITS AND PIECES

• A handy hint from the listing
of BIO (see pages 79-81). Ifyou
have a number of flags which
you wish to combine into a bit
field, you may use something
like:

IF a m=m OR 1«1

IFbm=mOR1«2

IFcm=mOR1«4

and so on. Youmight even try:
m=m OR SGNABSa«1

OR SGNABSb«2

OR SGNABSc«4

which does, at least, reduce it to

one line. But, because a TRUE

value is represented by -1, it ther
efore has all its bit set and the bit

field can be generated by ANDing
out the appropriate one and
ORing into the field;
m=m OR (a AND 1)

OR (b AND2)
OR (c AND4).

• RISC OS3.1 cheat mode bug!
We covered the author list 'cheat

mode' in last month, but Paul

Callan from Dublin has pointed
out in interesting feature. Instead
of clicking on the Tof computers,
he clicked on the Tof Author.Try
and it and see, but please save
what you're doing first.

code runs nice and quickly
even on an Arm2 machine.

Indeed, the author recom

mends that Arm3 users turn

their caches off to see the dis

play at its finest.
Each firework consists of an

expanding ball of stars. These
are themselves made up of a
number of points which form
the trail. The head of each star

is coloured differently from its
trail for best effect. A very
simple check is used to ensure
that points are not plotted off
the screen.
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CADet
Multi-tasking

RISC OS Compliant

CAD Program

E. &O.E. SystemSpecification subject10changewithout node

NOW AVAILABLE!

£149.00
Plus VAT

Site Licence available - please phone for details

AAlHER\A
SOFTWARE

MINERVA HOUSE, BARING CRESCENT, EXETER, EX1 1TL

Tel. (0392) 437756 Fax. (0392) 421762



EPSON HELP
Program: EpsonCodes
Description: Printer utility
Author: Simon Weaver

Machine: 32-bit

Listing: 65 lines Basic

This is a very short and neat
utility for getting the most out
of your Epson compatible
printer without having to look
up long sequences of VDU
codes. Simon describes his

program:

'EpsonCodes uses a techni
que of setting the system
variable Alias$command to a list

of Ascii values to be sent to

the printer. It is very easy to
add new codes for personal
preference and to delete those
not required.

'Each printer command is
defined by one DATA line and
you must just ensure the pro
gram ends with the line DATA
END. Check in your manual for
commands specific to your
printer. The new commands
are just like standard OSCLI
commands and can be used

from BASIC, the * prompt,
New Task from the Task Man

ager and anywhere else where
* commands are permitted.

it may be especially useful
when used in conjunction with
*FILER_OpenDir primer: to print
a file from Edit etc. Be warned

though, if you use the *SHOW
command a lot and have too

many options installed then the
screen will be filled with a

load of confusing numbers.
'The program presently con

tains over 30 commands,

which I myself use most.
Some to note are *RESET,
which makes the printer beep
twice if it is reset properly (if
not you must ensure it is on
line and possibly turn it off
and on again), *HALFSPEED &
•FULLSPEED, which alter the
speed, precision and noise
level - only applicable for
draft mode and fast graphics
printing - *PRBEEP which cre
ates a single beep,
*PAPERSENSOROFF and

*PAPERSENSOR which turn the
paper out sensor on and off,
and *SMALLEST which gives
the smallest possible size
available; 1 think!. The nine

NLQ fonts each have an
associated command, but you
must first use the *NLQ
command.

'The program is not much
use for DTP enthusiasts, but

STAR INFO

GET IN SHAPE

Following on from the huge successof our maze
challenge in September, we present another test for
your programmingskills. The problemthis month is
based on a suggestion by MJ Whitmanof Wellswho
entered the maze challenge,but was not a prize
winner.Tomakeup for this,we're goingto send him
£25for this idea. The competition prize is also £25.

Trtominws

lEL

iLhH

iLtfLX
J-J + Ctb

Anyway,on with the challenge. Given two squares,
there is only one unique way you can join them
together (andyou'llend up with a domino). Ifyou
have three squaresyoucan maketwo shapes;a line
of three or a small 'L'. With foursquares youget five
shapes and fivesquaresyou get 12.These larger
shapes are called triominoes, tetrominoesand pen-
tominoes.Thefigureaboveshowsthe shapes youcan
make. Now imagine a board madeup of squares and
an infinitesupplyof -ominoes. Howmanypieces can
you fit onto the board?

Thechallenge is madeslightly harderas the board
can vary in size - although it willalways be rectangu
lar - maycontainimmovable objectsand, oncea
piece is placed, you cannot move it. Togive you a
little more detail, the board will never be smaller than

7xx7or larger than 15xx15. Thereisa 50percentchance
that up to 10 percent of the availablesquares will be
occupied by immovableblocks.

The program Ominoes forms the core of the chal
lenge. It creates random boards and random pieces
and, after a given number of boards, the total num
ber of pieces fitted onto all the boards isdisplayed.
Youmust provide a set of routines that can be
appended to Ominoes that fit piecesonto the given
boards. We have provided two examplesets of
routines. Random is incredibly stupid; Exhaust is
pretty stupid.
RULES

1) Youmust supply three Basic procedures and
functions:

PROCuserjnit: This is called once at the start of the
programand so shouldbe usedfor DIMming any
arraysyou mightneed and so on.Theglobalvariables
maxx%and maxy%contain the maximum dimen
sions of the pieces available (see below)
PROCuser_newboard(bS): This is called after a new
board has been created. The global variableswidth%
and height% contain the width and height of the
board. One parameter is passed to the procedure.
Thisis a description of the board in string format.
Emptysquares are represented by spaces (Ascii 32)
and blocksby Ascii 255.The first width% characters
describe the top line of the board, the second width%
characters the next lineand so on.Thelengthof the
string will therefore bywidth%*height%.
FNfit(shapeS): Thisiscalled for every randomlypicked

piece. One parameter is passed to the function.This is
a description of the piece to be fitted. Thefirst two
characters of the stringwillbe numbers and repre
sent the width and height of the piecegiven.
widest% is the width of the widest pieceand
tallest% is the height of the highest.Therest of the
string containsa definitionof the piece. This is in a
row-by-rowformat as per the board definition,
empty squares are represented by spaces (Ascii 32)

and sections of the piece bynon-
space characters.The piece on the
left would be passed as 42xx...

xxx, where'.' isa space and 'x' isany non-space
character.Thereare eight
possible orientationsfor many
pieces (right) and a piece may
passed in any one of these.
The function should return a

string that describes where
you would like the piece
placed and its orientation.

Thisshould be of the form 'xpos, ypos, rotation',
xpos and yposgive the co-ordinates of where you
would likethe top left hand cornerof the givenpiece
to be placed, rotation should be between 0 and 3 and
says how many 90°anti-clockwise rotations should be
appliedto the piece.Inaddition, the piecemaybe
flippedabout the x-axis by making ypos negative
and/or the y-axis by making xpos negative.Thepiece
will be placed first, then any rotation will be per

formedand finally the
piece will be flipped if
necessary (right). Ifyou
cannot place the piece
you should return an
empty string"".

2)Apart from width%, height%, widest% and
tallest%, you are not allowed to use any variables
from the main program. Youare also not allowed to
make use of any of its functions and procedures.
3) Youmay not alter Ominoes in any way.
4) All solutionswill be tested on A5000s (forspeed),
but you may of course, submit Basic2 routines. No
machine code is allowed.

5)Yoursolutionwillbe disqualified if any errors
occur at run time or it takes more than five minutes

on any given board.
6) All entries will be run over 20 boards. The top 50%
will be run over 50 boards and the top 50 percent of
those will be run over 100 boards. The winner will be

the solution that fits the most number of piecesonto
those 100 boards. Inthe event of a tie, the quickest
solution shall be the winner. If there is still a tie, the
winner will be pickedfrom a hat.
7)Thethree seed valuesfor judginghave already
been randomly chosen and sealed in an envelope; no
one has seen them.

8) To add a little zest, a small number of other sized
dominoes have been randomly chosen and sealed in
the same envelope. The descriptions of these pieces
will be added to the DATA statements at the end of

Ominoes for the final judging.
9) Entrieswill only be accepted on disc. Enclose an
SAE if you would likeyour disc back.
10)Allentries will be kept in the strictest of confi
dence. Employees of BAU are not allowed to enter.
11)The closing date is Friday 5 March 1993. The
winner will be published in the May 1993 issue.

.IJ
' I
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%x Norwich
Archive Magazine was X^Computer

first to publish full V£
technical details of ^

.Services
*vSV

the A5000, the A4, the A3010, the A3020,

the A4000 and the Pocket Book...
-^

^
If you want to be among the first to know about

Acorn's latest releases contact...

Norwich Computer Services... FIRST!!!

%:

Computer Holidayfor Young People
Scripture Union runs a computer holiday for 13 to 16 year olds at a school
set in the attractive Hertfordshire countryside.

The dates for 1993 are: 2nd - 10th August. The price is £103.

For details write to: Jim Maddox, SU Holidays, 69 Cloverdale Road,
London SW2 2DH or call 081-671-8761

Acorn ^
Replay

Full details of our Acorn Replay compression service
available on request. Normal turnaround 72 hrs for
12.5fps CD-ROM Movies. Educationalenquiries
especially welcome. Demonstration CD-ROM and
discs available soon.

OFFICIAL ACORN REPLAY COMPRESSION CENTRE

Authorised Acorn Dealer and Value Added Reseller.
Multi-media and DTP are our speciality.

A4 Portable 4Mb RAM 60Mb HD £1699
A5000 Learning Curve, 80Mb HD C-I/ME
and free extra 2Mb RAM DCQH
A3010 Learning Curve EuoO
Acorn Pocket Book tZl c.

RISC OS 3 Upgrades £41.70

Postage, Packing and Insurance
£I2 on all items.

All prices exclude VAT.
E&OE

Mail order Telephone0222 615782 or 0223 410138 (p.m only)

RETAIL SHOP NOW OPEN

42 CRWYS ROAD, CARDIFF
TELEPHONE 0222 644611 FAX 0222 644622

Thursday 10-8, Friday 9.30-6, Saturday 9.30-6.
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Contex
Computing

BANK MANAGER
Completeand versatilepersonal accounts program. Consistently acclaimedl

'data entry is a delight...professional...excellentproduct'
'Impressed...ideal...easy to use'

Enter cheques and receipts. Automatic date sequencing. Reconcile
statements. Search, amend and delete. Analyze expenditure. Forward
cash flowforecast. Budgets. Up to 36 bank accounts online, inter account
transfers, 9999 standing orders, 99 analysis headings, unlimited postings
(depending upon disk space). Reports to screen or printer. Mix foreign
currencies, graphics, password, filerecovery, fieldediting, programmable
reports, Arc RAM disks, wild card analysis enquiries, sort and more.

Bank Manager £25.00

BUSINESS UTILITY
For the club accounts or small business user. Prints a "trial balance" or
"P&L reports" via the programmable spreadsheet generator. Needs the
Bank Manager. Saves hours of work.

Bus Util Pack £12.00

TYPING TUTOR
Quickly learn to touch type. Over 90 smoothly graded lessons graduate
you from the basic home keys to complete keyboard mastery. Word scan
or exact key checking, targets may be revised, rhythm metronome, key
click, free format options. Recommended for adult education.

Typing Tutor £15.00

SPREADSHEET MK V
Low cost, versatile spreadsheet. 26 cols by 900 (Arch) or 99 (BBC B)
rows, loaded with many functions and facilities inc programmable report
writer and input scripts.

Spreadsheet MK V disk £15.00

Add £1 p&p per order (Overseas £-3.50). Programs suitable for all
Archimedes, A3/4/5000, BBC Master, Compact and BBC B series.

State computer type (eg A3000, BBC B etc) and disk type (eg 3'/2" or
5'/4" 80 track or 5%" 40 track)

CONTEX COMPUTING

(Ref AU), 15 Woodlands Close,

Cople, Bedford MK44 3UE

Established

1983

n VISA

w*m>m

Tel: 0234 838347



for printing out listings in
small, NLQ print and so on
and for easy printer control
within your own programs.'

PSYCHEDEUCACIDTRIP
Program: Kaleid
Description: Graphic demo
Author: DL

Machine: 32-bit

Listings: 200 lines Basic and
Arm code

Have you ever needed a swirl
ing mass of multi-coloured
dots slowly rotating in ever-
changing patterns of light and
dark, forever moving, never
stopping, spinning and rotat
ing, pulsing and fading? I
know 1 have! But then it's very
dark in my bouncy room and
these buckles down the back

of my jacket do rub so terribly.
There's not much to say

about Kaleid - so don't just sit
there, type it in and run it, I
think you'll be impressed.
ESCAPE will generate a new
pattern. SHIFT-ESC will quit the
program. If you want a
change, try altering the value
of images to 1 or 4, or the
number of rings (the RND(6) in
DEF PROCrings).

THE CREST OF A WAVE
Program: Wave8, LazyFnt,
LazyMes
Description: Graphic demo
Authors: Matthew Goldbolt,
Richard Talbot-Watkins

Machine: Eight-bit only
Listings: 480 lines machine
code, 40 and 70 lines Basic

This just goes to prove that
you don't need expensive
computers to produce impres
sive scrolly messages.

Once, there once was a time

when BBC owners were prep

I'm not Waving, I'm programming

ared to watch their messages
crawl tediously, and boringly,
across the bottom of the

screen. Then came the sine-

wave scroller which, while

being very pretty, is now com
monplace and obsolete. And
now, exclusive to Acorn User,
we present the beginning of a
new era of scrolltexts; the con-
tinous wave-motion scroller.

Other scrollers are content

with printing letters at differ
ent heights - and then leaving
them there! Wavy Scroller
continously updates the entire
screen, moving each letter up
and down in a variety of ways.

The program itself runs in
Mode 2 and uses two screens.

One is updated while the other
is displayed; normal in smooth
animations. Each letter is split
into its four component byte
columns, and these are printed
at heights according to a num
ber of pre-defined tables.

To run the program, a num
ber of data files are required;
these are created by running
LazyMes and LazyFnt which
create Message and Chars
respectively. The actual pro
gram is called WaveS, and
must be run with PAGE set to

&3000. The code itself clears

the source program when run,
so do make sure the program
has been previously saved.

GOTODIR
Program: IGotoDir
(!RunImage, GotoSpr)
Description: Desktop utility
Author: Chris Meighan
Machine: 32-bit

Listings: 145, 60 lines Basic

A short but very useful desk
top utility here from one of our
younger submitters. It allows
you to set the current directory

STAR INFO

Warning: prolongedviewing of these dots candamage your mental health

while in the desktop so you're
in the right place when you
come out of the desktop. It's
also very handy for running
non-desktop style programs
that are looking for other files
in their directories.

To use IGotoDir first create

a directory of that name and
enter and ' save IRunlmage
within it. Now go into the
directory, enter and run
Goto_Spr which creates the
sprite file. Finally, create a
'.Run file in Edit with the fol

lowing lines:

SET Goto$Dir <Obey$Dir>
Wimpslot-min 16K-max 16K
<Obey$Dir>. !Runimage

Now double-click to install.

To go to a particular directory
just drag something inside it
onto the GotoDir icon. A beep
will sound to confirm you
have selected the directory.
Quit the application using the
simple menu.

MORE RIPPLES
Program: Ripples
Description: Graphic demo
Author: Tim Jones

Machine: 32-bit

Listing: 200 lines m/c

Inspired by our program
Waves in the September 1992
issue, Tim has produced his
own 'ripply' demo. Use the
mouse to waggle a corner of
the three-dimensional surface

displayed and watch the waves
travel along its surface. Hold

down any mouse button to
release the corner and let the

surface float freely.
Tim suggests changing xsize

and ysize to alter the size of the
Surface, xmouse and ymouse to
select which dot is control

lable, and zoom to zoom in or
out. He also warns that for

speed no check is made for
dots escaping the screen, so
don't ripple too much or the
program will crash. If you do,
change mode and try again.

ONE-LINE CORNER
Well, not so much a corner as
a bonanza. We haven't fea

tured many one-line wonders
for a while so we have no less

than seven for you now.
Morgan Henry's ILEat-

Desk is a one-line application
that will proceed to chew and
digest your desktop. Press
SHIFTto stop it.

lSlide comes from Stephen
Ramplin and is a traditional
sliding block puzzle, albeit on
a single line. Use Z, X, : and /
to move the letters so they are
once more in alphabetical
order. When complete, press
SPACE for another go or Q to
quit. 1Slide works on all
machines.

A pair of fractal one-liners
comes from Richard Seago.
lUidia and lLMand plot the
good old Julia and Mandelbrot
sets respectively. Both run in
mode 15 on a 32-bit machine,
so have enough screen
memory set aside. You'll need
to enter a couple of values for
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,f6lOO djn printing '
^/ <btiqiv £1000

' J» , •

\7 Lf7.'A'
<*» \T.' n*

EdJ

f^i 4$>##e /?er minute Canon LBP4
;, •• printer•

^j Small and lightweight. The
' .perfectpersonal laser printer

'•^J'PC compatible aswell as
direct drive from the Archimedes

Li 1 i/ear o« sife maintenance
included

U 300 or 600 dpiprinting
resolution

^ •••

,LaserDirect software offering;

(J Bui7f in multi-purpose
tray for 50 sheets

IJ Optional additional sheet
feeder for 250 sheets

(J Network software
available for
Econet and Nexus
networks

0 Mm 2MBytes RAM
recommended

M

r Epson LQ emulation for printing from BASIQlst Word Plus etc.

^ TTie fastest print times ofany Archimedes printer around - control is
returned after printing 4 pages of text from Impression in less than 35
seconds (ARM2) or 16 seconds (ARM3). Tlteprinter then continues to
print at the maximum rate at which it can feed pages.

^ 228 grey-level printing for top quality grey-scale scans.

^ Background printing and page queueing so the computer can be used
whilst printing.

£999.00+£10.00 p&p+VAT (£1189.57 inc.) for LaserDirectHiRes4 printer
£1099.00+£10.00 p&p+VAT (£1303.00 inc.) including additional shectfeeder

Computer Concepts Ltd
Gaddesden Place, Hemel Hempstead, Herts, HP2 6EX.

Tel.: 0442 63933 Fax.: 0442 231632



STAR INFO

lUtdia - try 0.2 and 0.4 for
starters. Both one-liners save

the screen with an appropriate
name when done.

Torus comes from regular
Jan Vibe and plots a curiously
3D toroid (or should that be

toroidal, tone, or toral even?)
shape. Press any key for a new
one. The listing works on all
machines, but rather slowly on
the eight-bit variety.

Another familar name -

Andrew Young - is behind
Weirdll. This is one of those

strange colour-cycling entities
and the result produced is very
effective.

Finally, One-Kal is our own
one-line kaleidoscope, inspired
by the bigger version else
where in these pages. Move
the mouse horizontally to alter
rotation speed and vertically to
move the shapes in and out.

You can also hold down

various combinations of

mouse buttons to change the
effects produced. One-Kal
uses some truly awful space-
saving devices. System sprite
workspace is used, so have at
least 32K configured. The
most horrid bodge is to use

A familiarfriend: captured in just one lineof code

*QUIT

with a description. Please
write your name and address
on all discs. An SAE will

ensure the return of your disc.
If you are a particularly young
(or old) reader, please let us
know your age.

Send your submissions in to:
*INFO, BBC Acorn User,
Redwood Publishing, 101
Bayham Street, Camden
Town, London NW1 OAG.

*DISC
Various extras have been

included on the monthly disc
in a thinly veiled attempt to get
you to part with your cash and
take out a subscription.

Wallace Varley has pro
duced a delightful animation-
cum-clock for the Arc. His

Garden should help you all
relax after a hard day hunched
over a hot computer.

Brian Higgins, one of our
Dublin-resident programming
nutters, has supplied us with a
couple of useful utilities for C
programmers. There's a listing
beautifier and a function tra

cer, both proper desktop
applications complete with
source code,

PAGE - using just one byte -
as a pointer to a sprite name.
There will always be an empty
string at PAGE and, it seems, a
null sprite name is perfectly
valid -yeuch!

Listings, applications, hints,
tips, requests always welcome.
All but the shortest listings
should be on disc together

BEGINNERS' BIT

Inthe last two installments of Beginner's Bit,we examined the myriad
of ways there to forcibly extract information from the user via GET,
INKEY &INPUT and their machinecode equivalents. Staying in the
realmsof machinecode, we're going to dig out the biggest magnifying
glass we can find and take a shoofty at the end of the stick;character
output.

In Basic we have the statements PRINTand VDU, and between the
two - with some nifty use of punctuation marks- you can display
information in just about any format you'd like. In machinecode - we're
dealing with the eight-bit flavour here - we don't have the luxuryof
PRINT, we simplyhave a lovinglyhand crafted operating system call
with the dainty, liltingname of OSWRCH. Thafs Operating System
WRite CHaracter. This sends the contents of the accumulator (A)to the
VDU drivers. It is therefore exactly equivalent to Basic's VDU command.
To print a single 'M' character, one would use: LDA #ASC"M":
JSR &FFEE, where &FFEE is the address of OSWRCH.

Todo anything more complicatedthan print a single character, you'd
be wise to use a routine likethe one in OSWRCH1, which prints a zero
teminated string. There are only two other related calls.The first is
called OSNEWL (at &FFE7) and simply outputs characters 10 and 13;
meaning it performsa newline. The second is OSASCI (at &FFE3) and is
exactlythe same as OSWRCH except it automatically prints a character
10before any character 13s.Thiscould save you a byte or two when
printing out some textual strings.

Takinga giant step forward and quadrupling the number of bits, RISC
OS providesno less than six ready-packagedoperating system callsto
output characters. The simplest of this is OS_WriteC which is exactly the
same as the Beeb's OSWRCH call. It directs the low byte (bits 0-7)of R0
to the VDU drivers. Our 'M' example in Arm code would be:
MOV R0,#ASC"M":SWI "OS_WriteC"

There is, however, a very neat way of printing a single, known,
character.SWI numbers &100 to &1FF are used to print the character in
low eight bits. Thus SWI&14D would also print an M- &4D = 77 =

•ASCII"M". Forclarity,people would usuallywrite &14D as &100+77 or

256+ASC"M". SWI &100 is often referred to as OS_Writel (Ifor
Immediate). So you may well see lines of code such as:
SWI OS_Writel+ASC"M" (although the Basic assembler doesn't allow
this).The mainadvantages of these callsis that no registers are used
and no flags are upset, making them ideal for debugging code. There is
also a parallel to the Beeb's OSNEWL routine; in RISC OS it is called
OS_NewLine, but the effect is the same.

Moving on through the available calls,the next three are all used for
printing whole strings of characters. The difference between them being
where the string is read from and how long it is. With OS_WriteS it is
taken to start at the very next byte after the SWI calland to end at the
first zero byte.Thenext instruction to be executedwill be at the next
word boundary(multiple offour bytes).TheprogramOS_WriteS shows
this in action. Note the use of ALIGN to ensure that the next instruction

starts on a word boundary.
Thenext call, OS_Write0, also prints a zero-terminated string,but

uses RO as a pointer to its start. Havea look at OS_Write0 to see this in
practise. Here,ADR is used to make R0 point to the string, but it could
equally well be calculatedor loaded from an address. One bonus feature
of OS_WriteC is that R0 returns pointing to the byte after the terminat
ing zero. WriteList shows how this feature can be used to print listsout
very easily.

The last simplecall,OS_WriteN uses R0 in the same way as OS_Write0
but instead uses R1 to denote the number of characters to print rather
than relyingon a 0-terminator. Ifyou wanted to send the VDU codes to
choose colour 3 (GCOL 3 or VDU 18,0,3) you would not be able to use
any of the string routines discussed so far as the sequence contains a 0,
and these routines will think that is a terminator. OS_WriteN prints the
same message as all the other examples, but includesVDU codes to
invert the text colours. OS_WriteN is used here because we want the
EQUB 0 to be sent to complete the VDU sequence rather than terminate
the string.

Nextmonth, we'll be looking at some more advanced methods of
out putting text and more.
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COMPUTERS
part of theDABSPRESSGroup.

Orion ton/jute is \mpar/ li the MBS PRESS Group

0772 mm Acorn§
The choice of experience

ACORN COMPUTERS

A4 2Mb RAMUpgrade £110
A460Mb HD Upgrade £350
A4 Battery Pack £50
A4 Econet Upgrade £50
A4 Portable Handbook £7.50

A4Shoulder Bag £35
A4 Technical Reference Manual £65

A4 Welcome Guide £10

Finance Schemes

we Operate the Acorn
Educational, teachers and

lance SchemeA'uWl'i

MONITORS

AcornColour(AKF17) £99
15pin adaptor for above £10
AcornColour(AKF30/40) £220
Taxan MultiVision 775 (028Dot Pitch) £388
Taxan MultiVision 795A £435

(0.26DopPitch. FSTBlack Trinitron Anli-Glaie Tube)

Free VIDC enhancer with the 795A

UPGRADES

A3000 1to2Mb RAM £45 1 to 4MbRAM £129
A301Otto 2MbRAM £39

A3020/4000 2to4MbRAM £85
A5000 2 to 4Mb RAM £85
MOO RAM £35 per Mb

RISC OS 3.1 UPGRADES
A5000 £17 Rise OS 2 machines £42
Romcarrieris required lor A305.310.440 £28

(Above memory tiltedfor£10.00pluscourier charge)

ARM3 - Ground Control £185

Canon BJTurboDrivers (CC) £48
FaxPack (CC) £289
Joystick Interfaces £34
Joysticks from £10
MidiExpansion Card £65
Scanlight Junior 256 £199
Scanlight A4 £289
AcornSerialUpgrade (A3000) £18
Vision DigitiserArchi £49
Vision DigitiserA3000 Int £49 /Ext£62

Cumana CD-ROM
Multimedia Packs

£699
CD-ROM Drive,SCSICard, ICDPIaycr. 3 CDCaddies.

stereospeakers,6-RISC0S CD-ROMS. TheIllustrated Holy
Bible,TheIllustratedWorks of Shakespeare, Sherlock

Holmeson a Disc,TheHutchinson Encyclopedia,
Dictionary ol theLiving World, Revelation!, etc.

fo& &

BOOKS/MANUALS

Programmers Ref. Manuals £77.00
Arc. Games Makers Manual £14.95
BASIC V Guide £19.45

A3000 Technical Guide £28.95

Impression II:A DabhandGuide £14.95
Graphicson the ARM Machines £14.95
BASIC V: A Dabhand Guide £9.95
Archimedes First Steps £9.95
Budget DTP on the Arc. £12.95
ArchimedesAsemblyLanguage £14.95
Archimedes Operating System £14,95
'C - A Dabhand Guide £14.95

Mastering1st Word Plus £13.95
Mastering1st Word Plus + disc £21.90

£10.00

£25.00

£25,00

£29.95

£26.95

Acorn D.T.P. Manual

Acorn Desktop C
Acorn Desktop Assembler
First Impressions + Disc
GoodImpressions + Disc

There is NO(0%) VA Ton all books.

ARC/A3000 APPLICATIONS

Impression II (CC) £125

Impression Junior (CC) £72
Impress. Bus.Supplement(CC) £41

EasiWriter (Icon Technology) £133
DesktopFolio (ESM) £79
Equasor(CC) £39
Showpage (CC) £108

WordProcesso

1st Word Plus Rel. 2 (Acorn) £69
PenDown(Longman Logotron) £46
PenDownPlus (Long. Logo.) £68
EasiWord (Minerva) £Call

Integrated Packages

Pipedream 3 (Colton) £119
Pipedream4 (Colton) New £178
DeskTop Office (Minerva) £69

45000
From

5§P$«»!
45000 2Mb HD80 System £1399
A50004Mb120 System £1599 A5000Learning Curve £1445

PRINTERS

Canon (Inkjet Printers)

bj10ex £172 bj10exasf £47

BJIOEXBatt £42 BJ10EXTurbo£230

BJ300 £329 BJ330 £386

BJ200 £289 BJC 800 £1299

Citizen (2 year warranty)

120D+ Parall £99 Swift9Colour£139
Swift 200 £156 Swift 200 Col £176
Swift 240 £189 Swift 240 Col £209
Projet £309 PN48 £189

Epson (new models)

LX40Q £99 LQ-570 £209

HfeWJUSTT PACKARD

PaintJet £499 DeskJet 500 £262
DJ 500 Col. £326 DJ 550 Col. £425

Panaso

KX-P1170
KX-P1123

KX-P2180

£105
£138

£139
KX-P2180Col£155

KX-P2123 £155
KX-P2123Col£175
KX-P2624 £285

Star

LC20 £102 LC24/20 £172

LC100 £130 LC24/100 £149

LC200 £156 LC24/200 £171

SJ48 £179 LC24/200Coi £215

LC15 £179 LC24/15 £246

Other Star prices please Call

EXCELLENT PRINTER

PRICES FOR EDUCATION.

0t£*u @*mfiw$m&

mmmm m?-
384k ROM 256k RAM

16 bit processor
Upto 4Mb SSDstorage

Databases/Hypertext

Flexifile (Minerva) £84

Multistore(Minerva) £154
Genesis II (OakSolutions) £119
Knowledge Organiser(Clares) £41
PinPoint (Long. Logo.) £85
PinPointJnr (Long. Logo) £23

Magpie(Long. Logo) £53
Squirrel (Dig Serv) £125

Accounting Software

HomeAccounts (Minerva) £34
Business Accounts (Minerva) £298

Languages

Desktop C (Acorn) £188
Desktop Assembler(Acorn) £128

Education

Fun Sch. 3 Series (Database) Each£17
Fun Sch. 4 Series (Database) Each£19
Adventure Playground (Stofmsoft) £14
10 out of 10-English (Triple R) £22
10 out of 10-Maths (Triple R) £22
Christmas Adventure £19

Spreadsheets

Schema (Clares)
Eureka(Long. Logo.)

Utilities

Arc DFS
Dot Matrix Colour Driver
Compression (CC)
MultiFS (Arxe)
Hearsay II (Beebug)
ARCTerm7 (Serial Port)
Turbo Driver(CC)
HP Deskjet 500C Driver
Ancestry (Minerva)

LASERS

Qume300dpi
600DPI Laser Direct Card

LBP4 lite

LBP4 + 1Mb-4ppm
LBP4 - 600dpi Laser Direct
HPLaserJet 4 (600 dpi)

£98
£103

£22
£14
£41

£26
£69
£67
£49

£15

£59

£866

£326

£499

£649

£989

£979

Wewillquoteon manylasers not listed

PLEASE NOTE

Ml our printers are UKModels and NOT
grey imports. Please takethis into
account whendeciding whereto

purchaseyourprinter.
FREE ARC CABLE WITH ALL PRINTERS

PLEASECALL FOR ANY
PRINTERS NOT LISTED



tmPOWER
AcornAKF17

14" medium resolution colour monitor

£99.99 Adapter to allow use
with new machines

£10

A4portab

VjiU'in: Miilttsmn mmiitoi
A4000HOMEOFFICE £999 fnsMad fntm mitm EB A42MBF0SYSTEM £1399 A44MBHD60SYSTEM £1699

Music

Armadeus (Clares) £61

Rhapsody II (Clares) £45

Tracker(Serial Port) £38

Notate (Long, Logo.) £51

Scoredraw (Clares) £44

RhythmBox(EMR) £36

Graphics

Artworks (CC)New £139

Poster+ Font(4Mation) £79

Render Bender II (Clares) £98

GraphboxPro, (Minerva) £104

Pro Artisan(Clares) £79

Revelations (Long. Logo.) £66

Revelation IIimagePro(Long. Logo. £102

Atelier (Minerva) £69

Chameleon(4Mation) £25

SmArt (4Mation) £55

SmArtFiler(4Mation) £35

Snippet(4Mation) £25

Vector(4Mation) £79

ARCLight (Ace) £42

Euclid (Ace) £51

Mogul(Ace) £17

Splice(Ace) £26

Tween(Ace) £26

Illusionist (Clares) £78

Titler(Clares) £120

PrimeArt (Minerva) £59

Type Studio(Beebug) £38

FontFX (DataStore) £9

Shape FX (DataStore) £9

Misc

PC-Emulator Latest version (Acorn) £93
Investigator II(Leading Edge) £22
ARCticulate (4th Dimension) £18

2Q67BC (Oregan) £17
3D Construction Set (Oomaik) £35
AirSupremacy(SuperiorSoft) £17
Alerion (Alien Images) £11
Aliped{Alien Images) £11
Alien invasion(Alien Images) £11
All-inBoxing(Alien Images) £11
Arcendium (Alien Images) £11
ARCtist (4th Dimension) £19
Ballarena(Eterna) £15

! Black Angel (4th Dimension)
Blaston (Etema) £15

i Break 147/Superpool (4thOime.) £24
; Cartoon Line(Eterna) £18
i Cataclysm (4thDimension) £18
Chequered Flag(C.I.S.) £18

' Chess 3D (Mteropower) £14
I ChocksAway Version II (4th Dim.) £18
ChocksAway Extra Missions(4th D) £14
ChocksAway Compendium (4th D) £26

:'.Chopper-Force (4thDimension) £21
Chuck Rock(Krisalis) £18
Colony Rescue(Alien Images) E11
CyberChess (4th Dim-

: Cyborg (Alpine) £19
DraadNoughts (Turcan) £25

; Dreadnoughts - Bismarks (Turcan)
: Dreadnoughts - Ironclads (Turcan)

EgoRepton4 (Superior)
iElite (Gold Edition) (Hybrid) £31
: Enter the Realm (4th Dimension) £18
SE-Type Compendium (4th Dime.) £18
Fins Racer (Eterna) £14

Dan (4th Dimension) £19
Gods (Krtsaiis) £19

. Gribbty's DayOut(CoinAge) £19
Grievous Bodily 'ARM (4ih Dime.) £18
Guile(Dream)
Hero Quest (Krisalis) £24

ARC/A3000 GAMES

HoledOut Compendium (4th Dime.)
Iron Lord (Cugnus)
Ixion (Software
James Pond (Krisalis)
LastNinja (Superior)
Legend of the LostTemple (Etema)
Lemmings (Krisalis)
Lotus Turbo Challenge II (Krisalis)
Manchester Utd. Europe (Krisalisi
Microdrive IIWorld Edition (C.I.S.)
Nebulus(Krisalis)
Nevryon (4th Dimension)
OhNo,MoreLemmings (Krisalis)
Omai Sftarjff's Bridge (KrisalFS)
Random's .Box (4thDimension)
PeskyMuskrats (Goinage)
Play ilAgain Sam l (Superior)
Poizone (Eterna)
Populous(Krisalis)
PowerbaiulV. II (4th Dimension)
QuestForGold (Krisalis)
SaloonCarsDeluxe (4th Dime.)
Saloon nrses (4thD)

£13
£14

£18
£18
£17

£20
£18

£19
£18

£21
£19
£14

£15
£24
£18
£18
£19
£14
Z2A

£18

£18
£24
£14

Speech(Superiorsoftware) £14
l Chaos (MattBlack) £14

Starch (Alien Images) £11
SWIV (Krisalis) £18
The Real McCoy 1, 2 (4th Dim) each £22

itMcCoy 3 (4thDim) £22
•..!ld(Cygnus) £13

Waterloo (Turcan) £18
WorldChamp. BoxingManager (Kris)£18
X-Fiie (4th Din:r. £18
Zelanites (Micropower) £14

NEW GAMES IN RED

Please ring lor currentprices on
software NOT listed here.

BUY ANY 3 GAMES GET 1 ALIEN IMAGES GAME FREE

RIBBONS AND PRINTER CARTRIDGES CABLES

Branded Ribbons

Amstrad DMP2000/3160 £5
Citizen 120D £3
Citizen Swilt 24 Black £4
Citizen Swift 24 Colour £14
Epson LX80/86 £4
EpsonFX80.MX80.LX800 £5
EpsonLQ400.550fabric £6
EpsonMX100,FX1000,FX1050 £6
EpsonEX800/1000 Black £7
Panasonic KXP145, KXP115 £7
Panasonic KXP140 £10
Star LC10 £4
Star LC10 4 Colour £6
Star LC200 Black £5
Star LC200 Colour £11
Star LC24/10 / LC24 200 Black £8
Star LC24 200 Colour £13

Printer Cartridges

CanonLBP4 Toner Cartridge £55
CanonLBP8Toner Cartridge £62
CanonBJ130(BJI481) £10
Canon BJ10e/10ex(BC01) £16
CanonBJ300/330(BJI642) £11
C'jet 132/Canon PJ1080 Black £9
C'iet 132/Canon PJ1080 Colour £14
HP PaintJetBlack £20
HP PaintJetColour £23

GAHMA Gioup Code speeds up o

HP DeskjetBlackHighCapacity £21
HP Deskjet500C Colour £22
QumeCrystal PrintToner Set £66
QumeCrystal Print DrumSet £88

COMPATIBLE RIBBONS

Amstrad DMP2000 £3
Amstrad LQ3500, PCW8256 £3
Brother M2024 £5
Brother M1009.M1109 £4
Brother HR10.15.20.25.35 Fabric £4
Brother HR10.15.20.25.35 MS £4
Canon PW1080A £4
Citizen 120D/Swift 24 £3
Epson LX80.86 £3
Epson FX80,MX80,LX800,LX850 £3
Epson FX1050.LX1000 £4
Epson LQ500, LQ800.LQ850 £4
Epson LQ1000.LQ1050.FX1000 £6
Epson LQ2500.LQ2550 £6
Epson EX800 £6
Panasonic KXP1081/90,1180/24 £4
SeikoshaGP100 £3
Shanwa CP80 Multistrike £5
StarLC10/LC20 £3
Star LC10 4 Colour £5
StarLC24/10,LC24/200 £4
Star LC200 Black £3

Discounts available on all ribbons lor
quantities of 3 or more.

@%£*& @*mfom$m&

9pintoScart + Audio1.2m £8
9 pin to Philips 8833 Mk11 1.2m £8
Arc Keyboard Extention Cable 2m £7
Arc Mouse Extention Cable 2m £7
Arc Keyboard Replacement Cable £7
Arc Mouse Replacement Cable £7
4 way trailingsocket £5

Pleasespecify machinewhenordering

BULK DISKETTES

Allour disks come complete with labels etc. and are
100% certified error tree. In the event that a disk

fails it willbe replaced immediately.

TDK0S/DD3V2- 4.80 25 45 115 225 510

TDKDS/HD3V2- 11 57 100 237 450 850

DS/DD3V2- 4 20 33 85 162 298

DS/HD3V? 7.50 37 67 163 295 530

DS/OD 96ipi5'rV n/a 14 26 60 115 209

Minimum Mail Order value £10.00

Minimum Educational Order Value £15.00

zip j mm: mi

ORDERING INFORAI.XTION

Please send your orders including a
signed cheque, postal order or credit card
number &expirydate (NOT CASH) to:

OrionComputers,
Department 2 3

250 Leyland Lane,

Leyland,
Preston. PR5 3HL.

Please make all cheques
and bankers drafts

payable to

Classeffect Ltd.
Pleasedon'tforgettoadd the VAT.

Telephone orders may be placed
between 9.00am and 5.00pm. Please
haveyour credit card number and expiry
date ready.

Tel:0772 623000
Fax: 0772 622917

Open Mon-Fri:9 am -5pm.
Sat: 10am -1pm

HOW TO FIND US

TERMS: Add 17.5% VAT to all prices except books. FREE
CARRIAGE on all items within UKmainland. Foreignorders,
no VAT, carriage at cost. Quotations available. Access, Visa.
Switch accepted Allprices are subject to change without
notification.Goods availablesubject to being unsold. Ollicial
orders accepted from public sector, education, Pic's, fonder
invitations welcome E.SOE.

BClassulloct Ltd (9.12.92)



Thebookthat will saveyou money. Takes
youstep bystep throughallaspects of DTP

on the Archimedes

BBC SOFTWARE

Hyperdriver Theultimate printer driver
ROM, with over 80 commands, a built-in
NLQ character set, WYSIWIG previewing,
access from View, Wordwise, Interword or
BASIC. 100pagemanual. ForB/B+/E/M/C.
Price £29.95 ROM, £24.95 disc for SRAM.

Mlnidriver As HyperDriver but for Mini
Office II. Includes Viewdata terminal. £24.95

ROM. SRAM version £19.95.

Mos Plus Utility ROM for Master128s only
fixing EDIT and CLOSE#0 bugs, ADFS
format, verifyand backupin ROM,
backup/compacting inSRAM, alarm clock
and configurable startup facilityand much
more. Price £12.95 ROM, £7.95 SRAM.

Sidewriter Pop-up notepad for SRAM
users (anySRAM machine),works withany
software. Price £7.95.

_.ttlH obwci-fijl'
• dniju^jm processor
\Wjich ci/ojainc kyfilo

-prddfe'anything troii'-'awislfWss
' 'v^arttto.a-.fnll'ierifjtfi•hook.

Introductory bookfor the Arc,covering
the basic operations and use of lEdit,

IDraw, etc.

A

journey
through all

aspects of graphics on
the Acorn machines. This book

unravelsthe large varietyof
programs available forallillustrative andgraphic

work,scanning and picture manipulation.
Extensive colour platesection.

Useful summaryofOSinformation
with detailed examples. (£21.95)

with disc.

step-by-
step guide that

takes you through all
, Thefeatures of 1st Word Plus

on'ttjcArchimedes, from installation
to mail-merge,

Disc available at £7.95 inc. VAT or E21.90 for
book and disc.

Theonlytutorialand referenceon ARM
assembler on the market, with many RISC

OSexamples.(£21.95withdisc.)

THE BBC BOOKSHELF & MOBE

Fingerprint SRAM or main memory6502
machine code monitor/disassembler/memory
editor. For B/B+/E/M/C/ Price £9.95.

Conversion Kit Ready-made6502
assembler routines, for learning or
development.Price£7.95

BBC BOOKS

View Dabhand Guide Bruce Smith's

comprehensiveguide to View word-
processor. "Forthose who wanta complete
thorough and readable guideto View, then
BruceSmith is your man"(Beebug).£12.95
or £17.95 with disc.

Master Operating System DavidAtherton's
definitive reference work including the
famous 'differences between all eight-bit
models' section used by countless
programmers to ensure compatibility across
the fulleight-bit range. £12.95 or £17.95
with disc.

Mini Office II Guide Detailed tutorialby
Bruce Smith and Robin Burton for the
BBC/Master versions of the software. Price

£9.95 or £14.95 with disc.

Mastering Interpreters and Compilers
Fascinating BruceSmithtitleon creating
highlevellanguages.£14.95 withfree disc.

MASTER 512

Master 512 Shareware Collections

Tv/o collections of PC shareware, all tried
and tested on the 512. Includes WP's,
spreadsheets, databases, games etc. Five
full 300k discs in each. Each collection
normally £29.95, specialoffer£25 for both.

Master 512 User Guide Fullinstruction for
usingthe512 and DOS Plus,withtips on
soft-warecompatibility. £9.95or £14.95with
disc

Master 512 Technical Guide The

companion guide withfull512 programming
information and hardware expansion
projects. Price£14.95 or £19.95 with disc.

ARCHIMEDES

SOFTWARE
Instigator Utility system providingdisc
sector editor, memory editor, disassembler,
command line archiving, and much more.
Price £49.95

Arc PC Emulator Shareware Similar to
Master 512 Shareware but for the Arc PC
Emulator. Two collections of five discs each.

Normal Price £34.95. Nowon special offer,
both collections for £25.

ARCDFS Verypopular program to provide
fullDFSfacilitieson desktop or !65Host
/!65Tube. (NotA500O compatible). Price
£29.95

w.,,,<, Thishighl
> acclaime

• - ' \ popular account ofIf
'.. •., "C programminglanguage

4 trie most detailed yet written. Packe
with useful exampleprograms and writtenin
clear in efficientway, the third editionof the

book boasts even more information than befon

Apracticalguideto programming in
BASIC V on the Acorn Archimedes, with

a wealthof easy-to-follow examples.

OTHER BOOKS

Z88: A Dabhand Guide Introduction to the
Z88, by the designers of the machinesown
software. £14.95

Z88 Pipedream Guide John Allen'sdetailed
workon all aspects of Z88 PipeDream. Good
explanationsof printing.Price£14.95

Psion LZ OPL Guide

Ian Sinclair's guide to OPLprogrammingon
the LZseries of Organisermachines. £12.95

NEWGetting the Most from
The Amstrad NC100 Notepad computer
Ian Sinclair's guide to this popular new
notepad computer, packed withhintsand
tipson howto get roundproblems, tackle
awkwardjobs etc. This is the book to get
when you realise that you cannot get full
potentialfrom this machinein 5 minutes!!

Alien Images Excellent Entertainment now at LOWER PRICES!! "orders to Dabs Press Publishing, FREEPOST (PR1327)
Leyland, PrestonPR5 3BR (Phone0772623000)

'Harry and Davemanage the laundryfirm, but
things have been going wrong. Theywork all
night but willthey put things right?"
Multi level game, high quality graphics,
simple key controls for easy movement of
characters. Needs 1MB. RISC OS
compatible.

"a greatdealot fun' tiercelycompetitive'
'to the accompaniment ot decent music,
ellects and humourous speech'

Duncan Evans - ARCHIMEDES WORLD

'Aliped - wing footed like a bat is the spell
that has been put on you by the evil step
mother of your fair princess Natasha'.
Smooth multi-directional scrolling castle,
stunning use of stereo sound, high quality
graphics. Needs1MB.RISCOS compatible.

'Aliped is a sideways scrolling arcade
adventure starring you as the bat-winged, red
capedcrusader.'
'Decentlookinggame' 'Worth investigating'

Duncan Evans - ARCHIMEDES WORLD
s

ARCENDIUM

The date is 2143 A.D.. the universe has
started to contract, causing Ihe most inner
galaxies' fine balanceto be upset. Theironly
chance is you in your humble rescue ship.
Multilevelgame with high qualitygraphics.
Needs 1MB.RISCOS compatible.

Classic shoot-'em-up scroller.RISCOS
compatible £14.95.

Draughts, Backgammon, Reversi and
Quadline,now RISC OS compatible. £14.95.

ALIEN INVASION ClassicSpace Invaders £14.95

ALL-INBOXING Realistic boxinggame. 1 or 2 player. £14.95.

Please send me:

Amount £

Access/Visa No..

Expirydate:

Name

Address.

_Cheque/POenclosed,

AU/2/93



FREE

PROGRAMS
WHEN YOU SUBSCRIBE TO BBC ACORN USER

Asusual, *INFO, our regular programming column, is a heady blend of
mind-grabbing graphics, super clever coding and general good vibes

Get the most from your machine. BIO is the utility suite that you can add
to issue by issue. Ultimately, it could be capable of anything

PLUS SPECIAL LUXURY BINDEROFFER

THE BEST SELLING ACORN MAGAZINE

Every month, BBC Acorn User brings you all the news, reviews
and features covering the world of Acorn. That is why
we are the best selling magazine in the Acorn market
place. Whether you own a BBC B or the latest
Archimedes A5000, there is something for you.

As well as up-to-the-minute news on the latest
Acorn hardware and software, our regular columnists
cover new developments in the areas of education,
communications and graphics. Add to that the best in
reviews and features and you have a magazine that no
Acorn user should be without.

FREE MONTHLY DISCS
We aim to bring readers the best programs for their
machines. These are listed on our yellow pages so that the
keen programmers out there can type them in. However, there is
an easier way - you can load them straight in to your machine
from the monthly disc which we send free to UK subscribers. The
monthly subscription costs just £22.95 and the free disc contains
all of the programs featured in each issue, plus additional utilities

we think you'll find useful. The programs can help you get
maximum enjoyment from your Acorn machine.

To obtain the 12 discs free with each UK subscription, just
tick the relevant box below. The 3.5in disc is compat
ible with the BBC A3000/Archimedes, and BBC B/

Master/Compact with 3.5in drive and ADFS. The
5.25in disc is 40/80-track DFS and is suitable for

BBC B/B+/Master computers with 5.25in drive.

BINDER OFFER
To keep your copies of BBC Acorn User in pristine
condition, we have produced a special binder. Fin
ished in while with our logo, the binder will hold 12
issues. You don't have to subscribe to obtain a binder

- all you have to do is tick the relevant box below.
Each binder costs £5.95.

WHAT TO DO
To become a subscriber and receive your free monthly disc, send
the order form with your remittance to: BBC Acorn User Sub
scriptions, PO Box 66, Wetherby LS23 7HL. Or you can ring our
special credit card hotline number: (0937) 842489.

BBC ACORN USER ORDER FORM

Name

Address

SUBSCRIPTION OFFER
Magazine only 3.Sin disc

UK N/A • £22.95

Mainland Europe • £35 Q £49
Rest of World • £45 Q £69

AUF

5.25in disc

Q £22.95
Q£44

Q£64

Postcode.

Signature.

Please tick if you are taking out:
• A new subscription
ij A renewal of a current subscription

BINDEROFFER
• Please send me binders at £5.95 each

BACK ISSUES/DISCS OFFER
Month Year Q 1990 Q 1991 Q 1992

Magazine only • £ 1.95 Discs Q £4.95 (5.25in) • £5.95 (3.5in)
Overseas orders add £1 (Europe) and £3 (rest of the World)

I enclose a cheque/PO (made payable to Redwood Publishing Ltd)
for a total of £

Access/Visa card no Exp date
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g Electronicpont foundry

Body Copy Fonts
EFF AG Book, Book Oblique, Demi, Demi Oblique
Book Light, Light Italic, Demi, Demi Italic
Interact 1 Medium, Italic, Bold, Bold Italic

Kalian Book and Book Italic

English 1 Light, Light Oblique, Ultra, Ultra Oblique
Europe Condensed1 Light,Light Oblique, Bold, Bold Oblique
French 1 Medium, Oblique, Bold, Bold Oblique
Franklin 1 Book, Oblique, Demi, Demi Oblique
London Regular, Italic, Bold, Bold Italic
Michael Regular, Italic, Bold, Bold Italic
Mr Jones Regular and Italic
NewCorn Regular, Italic, Bold, Bold Italic
Oxford Regular, Oblique, Bold, Bold Oblique
EFF PL Regular, Italic, Bold, Bold Italic
Popular Regular, Italic, Bold, Bold Italic
Royal 1 Light, Light Italic, Demi, Demi Italic
Sky Llqkr, DEMibold, Bold
Sulikouj Light, Medium, DemiSold
Typewriter Medium, Italic, Bold, Bold Italic
Warsaw 1 Regular, Italic, Demi, Demi Italic

Display Fonts
Ancient

ffrnold

(SJjureJ) Our popular black letter $mit
Clauch An interesting font with no descenders
live Open
Formal 1

Luban

STAMP

XXI ST

A decorative face with a small x height
Rn Kvi Beco Typeface

oLutaC^CA-lpt' ' (XJXiiC'JJcApXau, ») clcc 1/uwii/ &•.)*)

rkn. Open Versioin oi Oaslon
Medium, Italic, Bold, Bold italic

Aachen™ a Bold font for Headlines

A FACE FOR STENCILLED TEXT

1TG MACHINFM A CAPS ONLY FONT FOR BOLD HEADINGS

RiscOS 2 RiscOS3

£15.00 £24.50

£15.00 £24.50

£15.00 £24.50

£12.25 £17.50

£15.00 £24.50

£15.00 £24.50

£15.00 £24.50

£15.00 £24.50

£15.00 £24.50

£15.00 £24.50

£12.00 £15.00

£15.00 £24.50

£15.00 £24.50

£15.00 £24.50

£.15.00 £24.50

£15.00 £24.50

£12.00 £21.00

£12.00 £15.00

£15.00 £24.50

£15.00 £24.50

£15.00 £24.50

£7.00 £12.00

£9.00 £14.00

£15.00 £24.50

£5.00 £7.50

£15.00 £24.50

£15.00 £24.50

£5.00 £7.50

£5.00 £7.50

£5.00 £7.50

£5.00 £7.50

J FOUN DRY

News
Upgrade EFF Fonts from

Rise 0S2 to Rise 0S3 for the

difference in price!
Simply return your original Font disk
to us along with the correct
payment and we will upgrade all
your Fonts to Rise OS three
standard, which includes auto
character kerning and an extended
Latin 1 alphabet. The cost of
upgrading is the differnece in price
between OS 2 and OS 3 in our
current pricelist. Please remember
to add p&p and VAT.

Having PostScript™
problems with Rise OS3 ?

PostScript Upgrade Disk £7.50

The EFF PostScript upgrade disk
for Rise OS3 allows all EFF fonts to
be downloaded AND mapped. The
EFF PostScript upgrade allows
quicker print times. Files produced
using the EFF upgrade can even be
previewed with IShowPage.

The EFF PostScript upgrade disk is
available to registered customers
only. Please quote your EFF serial
number when ordering.

The EFF Bureau Service
Finding it difficult to have your
Impression documents typeset? IF
you are a registered EFF customer
we are able to output your files on
our A3 1200 dpi plain paper
imagesetter. Contact EFF for more
details now.

Free Font Overview
To receive your copy of the EFF
Type Overview, a large poster
showing all our high quality fonts
please send us your name and
address. Also included will be our

Font price list. And why not ask for
a copy of our Software / Hardware
price list too.

How to order from EFF
All prices exclude postage and
packing and VAT. Add up the cost
of your order add P&P and then
add VAT at 17.5%. P&P for

software is C2.50.

Either phone your order in to us, or
send it by post. Most orders are
dispatched, within 1 working day.

The Electronic Font Foundry

50/52 • Upper Village Road • Ascot • Berks • SL5 7AQ • Tel 0344 28698 • Fax 0344 872923



Now you've met the instructions for stack
ing and unstacking registers, you'll need
to know what all those brackets and

commas mean. The examples last month
used the two instructions:

STMFD(sp)!.{link)
LDMFD(sp)!,{pc}

Despite the ludicrous amount of punctuation in
these two lines, they are actually remarkably
simple, and. of course, you don't need to know
the precise ins and outs of the syntax to be able
to use them.

Please note that in the descriptions below I
will only refer to pushing data onto a stack, but
the principles outlined apply equally well to
pulling data off.

MULTIPLE REGISTERS
In more detail then, and just to be contrary,
starting from the end of the line, the curly
brackets contain a list of the registers that should
be pushed onto the stack. In the above example
we are pushing only the link register. If we
wanted to push RO as well we would write:

STMFD(sp)!,{RO,link}
that is we separate the registers by commas. To
push Rl, R2, R3 and R4, you'd use:

STMFD(sp)!,{Rl,R2,R3, link}
Most assemblers provide a short cut for writing
this though and allow:

STMFD(sp)!,{Rl-R3,link}
The actual instruction assembled will be identi
cal, but it's just a little quicker to type; and read.
You may be wondering why you need to stack
other registers at all. Well, it's actually for the
same reason that you stack the link register; so
that it can be used again without problem. In
Basic, you have access to a practically unlimited
supply of variable names and, if that isn't
enough, you can also declare some as LOCAL to
allow you to re-use variable names within func
tions and procedures. In Arm code you have the
restriction of only 13 registers with which you
have to do everything.

The Basic program Ann] shows the potential
problem. As with many of my example pro
grams, it's just a tad contrived but it does
illustrate the point. The program should print out
a small portion of a multiplication table, but
without the LOCAL in PROCtable it doesn't do
very well. The reason for this is plain enough -
we are using RO at two different points for two
different jobs. In Basic, LOCAL allows us to do
this because it "isolates" the RO in the subroutine
from the RO in the main program.

We can perform the same function in Arm
code by stacking RO at the start of the routine
(when we stack link) and pulling it off again at
the end (when we retrieve pc). In the body of the
subroutine we can therefore safely make use of
RO with the knowledge that wc can return with
its entry value intact.

Arm! is a machine code version of Arml. The
routine at .table performs the same function as
PROCtable. It stacks both RO (so we can use it
again) and the link register (because table itself
calls another subroutine.) This subroutine call is
actually a good deal less contrived than the one
to table. The routine print takes the number in
register R2 and uses a couple of operating
system calls (the SWIs) to print out the number

ASSEMBLY

LINE
Dave Lawrence

explains more about

in decimal. The first of these routines

(OS_ConvertCardinal4) needs RO, Rl and R2 to be
set to various values, but, of course, we are

using these registers elsewhere in our program.

Arm nrnnnmminn Prin^ therefore Pushes a11 three omo ,hc stackMill I pi ULJI dllll Illliy along with the link pointer (note the use ot the '-
' to imply a range of registers). RO is then copied
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PROGRAMMING

from R2 - the number to print - and Rl and R2
are set up to describe a little area of workspace.
After the number has been printed, control
returns to the calling routine along with the
original values of RO to R2.

One final point before we move on, it makes
no difference in what order you list the registers.
When the instruction is assembled, 16 bits of the

whole 32-bit word are used to say which regis
ters to push. So all the following are equivalent:

STMFD(sp)!.{r().r3.r6-r9}
STMFD (sp)!.{r6.r0.r7-r9.r3)
STMFD (sp)!.{R9.r8.r7.r6.r3.r()}

TYPES OF STACK
As you know by now. these stack functions are
really STore Multiple instructions, meaning
store more than one register. As we are only
supplying one address, where are all those
registers actually stored? This is where the two
letters after the STM come in. the FD in this case.

Since there are actually four different types of
stack and two different ways of describing each
one, this gives us eight possible suffixes. But
don't worry, in general you'll only ever see two
of them.

Going back a couple of months, you may
remember the sticky memo notes. There I men
tioned that when we humans slack things we
normally put them one of top of another,
whereas it is quite common for computers to
start at the top and work down. There is a practi
cal reason for this and figure one shows you
what I mean. If a user's program is loaded at the
base of memory, the space for variables can

Top of stack

Pointer:

(Data)
(Data)

(Data) < F-Type I

Next address to
be filled

C E-Type |

Figure 2: not all stacks work the same way

work upwards from the top of the program and
the stack downwards from the lop of memory:
'attacking' the spare memory from two sides.

This means that no predefined stack space
needs to be allocated. The variable space will
slowly grow and the stack will grow and shrink
totally independent of them. This being the case,
you will be using a descending stack; and there
are no prizes for guessing what the 'D' in 'FD'
stands for.

The 'F' is a little more tricky. Whenever you
are keeping a list of something, you need to
know where the end of the list is so you can add
more things to it. We have already met the stack
pointer which serves exactly this purpose, but

98 BBC ACORN USER FEBRUARY 1993

Stack Space

Variable space

User Program

Figure 1:how the stackgrows

docs the stack pointer point to the next location
where something can be stored, or does it point
to the last entry lo be added?

In other words, do we store the next entry al
the stack pointer and then move it on, or do we
move it on first and store the entry al its new
value? An 'FD' stack does the latter, 'F' stands

for Full, meaning that the stack pointer points lo
an address that is 'Full', in other words occu

pied. An 'E' type stack is an Empty one; the
slack pointer points lo an 'Empty' (unused)
address. Figures two shows the difference
between the two.

I said there were four sorts of stack, but only
described and illustrated two; perhaps you can
guess what the other two sorts are? If I tell you
thai instead of a 'D' you have an 'A' then
maybe thai gives it away. Ascending stacks
work in exactly the same way as the descending
variety (in terms of Full and Empty) but pretty
obviously work upwards in memory instead of
downwards. When you set up a stack, you must
make it very clear to any potential users of the
slack what sort il is: trying to store dala on a full
descending stack thinking it's an empty ascend
ing one could have some very nasty reprocus-
sions. You can therefore work out that Rise OS
provides a full descending one.

We'll meet the other method of describing
stacks next month which just leaves me enough
space to explain the '(sp)! As you know, sp is
the stack pointer (RI3) and is the address at
which the values will be stacked. The brackets

are needed by the Basic assembler for some
weird and wonderful reason - if you supply a
register number (rather than an alias), you don't
need them. The exclamation mark performs
exactly the same function as it does in LDR and
SIR: meaning write back. II" ii is present, the
register given (sp in this case) will be updated
after all the registers have been pushed. With a
full descending stack:

STMFD(sp)!,{RO,RI)
is equivalent lo:
STRRl,|sp.#-4|!
STRR0.|sp.#-4|!

. . . although it's a lot more efficient in time and
space. Without the '!' ii would be the same as:

STRRI.[sp.#-4]
STRR0.[sp.#-8|

. . . and the stack pointer would remain pointing
to the same value. Believe it or not, this does
actually serve a useful function, but I'm not
going to tell you what it is yet. In practically all
cases, you will use the write back function as
you will invariably need the stack pointer ready
to be used again. Without it, your slack can get
corrupted unless you're very careful.

That's ihe end of stacks as such, although
you'll be seeing plenty of STMFD in my last few
example programs. The other notation for
describing them? Never fear, you'll see that next
month all right, but the notation used is not
really geared for describing what a stack looks
like; it is more closely linked to how the Arm
actually stores the registers. Anyway, that's next
month's story.



A3010 Family Solution
A3010 Learning Curve
A4000 Home Office

A5000 Learning Curve
A4 Portable

Acorn Pocket Book

If it's made by Acorn Computers
or it's made for Acorn computers,

THE DATA STORE
can help.

I
We're stocking all the new Acorn

models to go with the vast selection of
peripherals and software on our shelves.

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY IN OUR

ATTRACTIVE SHOWROOM

6 CHATTERTON ROAD BROMLEY KENT

Tel: 081 -460 8991 Fax 081 -313 0400

SENLAC
Computing
Limited

Art/Graphics
Artworks 145.00
Chameleon 2 42.00

GraphBox Pro 115.00
Illusionist - 85.00

Imagery 82.25
Revelation 2 128.75

smArt 54.00

smAn Filer 38.00

ITracer 57.00

Vector 89.00
Books

First Impressions 31.00
Good Impressions 29.00

Communications
ArcComm 2 .55.00

ArcTerm 7 70.00

Databases
Flexifile 133.00

Rhapsody 2 55.00
Score Draw 55.00

VoxBox 55.00
MIDI/Sampler(Econet) 75.00

Peripherals
Vision B+WOigitiser 56.00
Scanlight 256 220.00
Scanlight Professional ...640.00

withSCSIinterface 790.00

Don't pay until you
receive your order!
Cash-on-Delivery is

available on orders up to
£350 for only
£3.50 extra.

Printers
Canon B|-10ex 22S.00
Epson LQS70 290.00
LaserDirect HiRes 4 1050.00

Panasonic KX-P1124! ...230.00
Swift-24e colour+driver.305.00

Spreadsheets
Eureka! 128.75
Pipedream4 199.00

Utilities

Saloon Cars 15.00
3D Construction Kit 22.00

Fax Pack „ „ 282.00

Revelation 1 35.00

EasiWriter 120.00

BvygfitBa&f
ShowPage (notRiscOSJJ..90.00
Elite 33.00

Enter the Realm 18.50

Cataclysm 18.50
Pandora's Box 18.50

Scanlight Jun(Arc, ustd)..bO.OO Joystick Interface (S.Port}..23.00
Scanlight256 (Arc) 190.00 ..with 2 Python /oyjrfdkj...40.00

limiUdStotls/

Arcticulate 19.00

Compression 48.00
FonlFX 9.75

Investigator 2.2 25.00
Speech! 16.S0

Consumables
TDK Discs 3 V (box 10)

DS/DD. 800k 8.90

DS/HD, 1.6M (AS000) .12.50
Virgin Discs 3'A" (box 10)

DS/DD. 800k 8.50
DS/HD, 1.6M (A5000) ...12.00

Carries

2067BC 18.50
Aggressor 17.80
Aldebaren 28.95
Black Angel 29.95
Bobby Blockhead 17.50

All prices Include VAT,
post & packing

Break 147 & Superpool....29.95
Cartoon line. Part 1 19.50
ChopperForce ......24.95
Chuck Rock 21.75

Cyber Chess 43.00
Cyborg 22.50
E-TypeCompendium 20.75
Galactic Dan 21.50
Cods 21.75

Gribbly's Day Out 21.95
Grievous Bodily 'Asm 20.75
Holed Out Compendium .20.75
James Pond 21.75
Krisalis Collection 25.25
lemmings 21.75
Legend' LostTomple 19.50
lotus Turbo Ck 2 21.75
MagneticScrollsColin 28.95
Man. Utd. Europe 21.75
Master Break 16.S0

Nebulus 21.75
Pesky Muskrats 21.95
Provocator 16.95

Quest for Gold 21.75
Saloon Cars Deluxe 29.95
SWIV 21.75

Top Banana 21.25
X-Fire 20.75

Squirrel 150.00
DTP/WP

Impression 2 145.00
Impression Junior 81.00
Pendown Outline Fonts ...19.95

Education
Fun School 4 <0-5) 21.00

Fun School 4 i5-7) 21.00

Fun School 4 (7+) 21.00

Hypermedia
Genesis 2 130.00

Magpie 56.00
Music

Notate 59.00

Cheques/postal orders should be made payable to
SENLAC Computing Ltd. (AU0293)

P.O. Box 304

BRIGHTON, BN2 2TT
Dont forget to specify A3000/Archimedes/A5000!

Please send a S.A.E or our current price list.

VATReg. No. 508 7594 16 Company Registration No. 2277309

UlBScrVG Qf Hampshire

WeServe
COMPUTER
SERVICES

New Citizens

These printers are a new
generation of dot matrix
printers with noise levels
and quality usually only
found in inkjets.

Swift 240
24pin Colour*

Advanced 24pin printer, lots of new
features. Please phone for a data sheet
'optional colour. Price with cable & piper

240 Mono £245

240C Colour £265

All Citizen printers have
2 year warranty

Swift 200
24pm Colour*

Enhanced 24pin printer. SWIFT 24E plus:
Extra type faces & features. Please phone
for a data sheet 'optional colour.

Price with cable & paper

£195
£225

200 Mono

200C Colour

Citizen 120D +
with cable & paper

£109

Canon BJ-10ex
360dpi Inkjet printer

with cable & paper {* -i Q Q

unmmM Liyy
Philips CM8833mk2
Stereo £91 9 with cable
Medium Res ula
Colour Mon £215 no cable

8271
disk controller chip

£38.26 +vat

AcomAKF17
Colour Monitor p* on
forA3000/BBCs *- ' OS7

Special Offer

Archimedes
We stock the full range of

Acom computers. Teachers
and Educational Discounts

are available on most Micros.

If you want free on site service
on A3010's as Dixons offer we

can provide it foe.

If you want 10% off other
peripherals with Archimedes as
Watford offer we can do that

We are able to match most
offers on Acom products and
provide real customer service.

First class customer service
before & after sales try us today.

Laser Printers exc vat
Epson ELP8010 £899
HP Laserjet 4 £989
Panasonic KXP4430 .... £589

Deskjet 500
HP 300dpi Inkjet primer. Laser

quality at dot matrix price.
3 year warranty. f/)OC

With cable & paper LO^O

Deskjet Colour
300dpi colour inkjet primer.

Colour laser quality at 1/10 of the cost

3 year warranty. £*y| 1 Q
With cable & paper Lf I O

HP
Deskjet 550C

300dpi colour inkjet primer.
Colour laser quafity, with colour

and black cartridges resident

3 year warranty.
With cable & paper £529

All prices include VAT
(Unless stated otherwise)

Printer Packs
Al printers are suppled with a printer pack
consisting of primer paper and a connection

****' Free of charge
A stand is £5.00 extra (with a primer)

Star SJ-48
360dpi Inkjet printer p-i QQ
with cable&paper LlOO

"StarLClOO
9pin colour with cable & paper

£159

Star
LC20 Mono 9pin • 19
LC200 Colour Spin 177
LC2420 Mono 24pin 185
LC24100 Mono 24pin .... 175
LC24200 Colour 24pin .. 249
Prices include VAT cable & paper

SONY
DISKETTES
SONY branded
(lifotlmo warranty)

(100% cenified error free)
lOx 3.5-DS/DD 135tpi 7.50
50x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi 32.30
100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi 59.93
250x3.5* DS/DD 135tpi 141.00
Ikx 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi 540.50

DISKETTES
SONY/DYSAN bulk

(ttfottmo warranty)
(100% certified error free)

lOx 3.5' DS/DD 135tpi 5.95
50x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi 21.86
100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi 39.60
250x3.5* DS/DD 135tpi 94.88
Ikx 3.6* DS/DO 13Stpi 379.53
40 x 3.5* Disk box with lock . 5.49
100 x 3.5" Disk box with lock 7.50

Carriage on 50-4- disks £3.53

Phono for our 60 page cataioguo. All prices ir-.iuda 17.516 VAT
EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

All products have a 30 day money back & 12 month warranty.
Prices <ve subject to variation without prior notification.

Please phone for express clearance of cheques.
Established 7 years. 3 minutes from M27 Junction 11.

Free parking. Open 9 to 5.30 Monday to Friday & 9 to 5 Saturday
Postage 94p or £3.53 Securicor £6.46 (£5.50 + VAT)

Acorn/User Dept.
40-42 West Street
Portchester Hants
P016 9UW

Tel: 070S 647000I
UleServe

Larger itams deEvered
by Securicor

New Phone 0705 647000
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DISK STORAGE BOXES

31/2" 10 CAPACITY QTY 5 £4.50

3V2" 50 CAPACITY LOCKABLE ....£3.70

3'/2" 100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE ....£4.70

5Va"10 CAPACITY QTY 5 ....£4.99

5Va"50 CAPACITY LOCKABLE ....£3.70

5'/." 100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE ....£4.70

200 LOCKABLE DRAWER TYPE £18.00

ACCESSORIES

IBM PRINTER CABLE 1.8 MTR £4.90

(ALSO FORATARI AND AMIGA)
25 PIN M-M AND M-F 1.8 MTR £4.90

36 PIN CENTRONIC M-M 1.8 MTR £4.90

PRICES ONLY IF BOUGHT WITH DISKS

COMPUTER
Markets

JW PATES
9THJAN - MANC1 JESTER (BOWLERS EXHEMTION CENTRE)

10THJAN - LIVERPOOL (EVERTON PARK SKIRTS CENTRE)
16TH JAN - DERBY(PERIQUITO HOTEL)
17TH JAN - PRESTON(NOVOTELHOTEL)
6TH FEB -MANCHESTER (BOWLERS EXHIBITION CENTRE)
7TH FEB -BRADFORD(NOVOTELHOTEL)
6TH MAR - MANCirESTER(BOWLERS EXHIBITON CENTRE)
7fH MAR- LIVERPOOL (EVERTON PARK SPORTS CENTRE)

ALL SHOWS 10AM TO 3PM

NORMAL ADULT ADMISSION £1.50

WITH THIS VOUCHER£1.00

COME&VISITTHE

BESTSHOWSWITH

STALL SALES

061-681 0569

Onome Computers Limited
25A Huntingdon Street, St. Neots, Cambs, PE19 1BG
Tel/Fax: 0480 406164 E-Mail: support@gnome.co.uk

X Window System R11.4
This software package, developed in association with
Acorn Computers, converts a RISC OS based
Archimedes into an X Terminal. The software will allow
communication with X clients over Ethernet or Econet.

X Software

Complete Colour X Terminals from
£199

£1150

Archimedes upgrades

A440/R140 4-8MB Memory Upgrade £550
External SCSI 200MB H/D + Acorn SCSI Card £990
External SCSI 1.2GB H/D + Acorn SCSI Card £1999
External 150MByte SCSI Tape Drive £850
External 8GByte SCSI DAT Tape Drive £1800

Transputer & i860 Systems

Gnome Computers offers a complete range of transputer
and i860 boards to fit into either RISC OS or RISC iX

based Archimedes machines. Prices start at £1385 for a
single 10 MIP, 2 MFLOP transputer system including a
parallel FORTRAN-77, C, Pascal, Modula-2 or Occam
compiler.

UNIX & Network Specialists
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X

3 1
n2 disks

TYPE QTY 25 50 100

BENCHMARK DS/DD £18.60 £32.20 £47.35

UNBRANDED DS/DD £13.40 £22.20 £41.35

BENCHMARK DS/HD £34.80 £63.35 £71.70

UNBRANDED DS/HD £26.20 £38.35 £63.70

5 \ 4 DISKS
TYPE QTY 25 50 100

BENCHMARK DS/DD £11.00 £18.00 £28.00

UNBRANDED DS/DD £9.50 £16.00 £24.00

BENCHMARK DS/HD £18.00 £31.50 £52.50

UNBRANDED DS/HD £14.00 £27.00 £48.00

ALL DISKS 100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE.
3V2" INC. LABELS. SVa" INC. ENVELOPE AND LABEL SET.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & P&P UK ORDERS ONLY

Cheques and
Postal Orders lo ^ES

24 HOUR
ORDERLINE

0597 851 784

Manor Court Supplies Ltd
Telephone: 0597 851 792 Fax No: 0597 851 416

Dept AU2,Glen Celyn House, Penybont,
LlandrindodWells, Powys, LD1 5SY

[EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

Impression Resource Disc
Filledwilh over a 100 borders and a range of uselul clip art liles. Includes a selection of Impression
files lull of how to do hints and tips written by a professional Impression trainer. £7.95

aiso the Impression Junior Resource Disc as above with working borders C7.95
Some of the 50* Clip Art Collections

Home Publisher clip art (Draw) £4.95
Europe Maps colour(Draw.'compressed) £4.95
World Maps (Draw/compressed) £4.95
UK Maps (Draw/compressed) £4.95
Computer Technology (Draw) £4.95
Steam Trains full colour (Draw) £4.95
Columbus Collection (Oraw/Paiffl) £4.95
Animals of the World (DiavWPaint) £4.95
Constellation & Star Maps (Draw) £4.95
Extinct Animals (dinosaurs lo dodos) (Draw) £4.95
Ships & Yachts (Draw/Paint) £4.95
Civil Aircraft Silhouettes (Draw) £4.95

Send £1 lor Ihe Auto-Catalogue &
ClearView/Sample disc (free withorder)
Add VAT at 17.5% and £1 postage

to all orders.

School order forms accepted PO Box 97, Exeter, EX4 4YA

Ready to run, fully Illustrated ClearView
hypertext files, with free copy of ClearView

EuroFactfile for the New Europe £6.95
Scientists S Inventors 300* biographies £8.95
Christopher Columbus' first voyage £6.95
National Parks (for key stage 2) £8.95
ClearView Srandard vorsion £10.00

ClearView Advanced version NEW PRICE £25.50

Fonts

giiffu -script lont ♦free decorative alphabet £8.47
IBflai - automatically gives boxed text £8.47

All prices ex. VAT
Over 1800 clip art liles are now available - select your own collection ol liles withthe Auto-Catalogue

oWol
for ClipArt,

Resource Files
and Software

0392 221702

LIBERATOR

&FIRST IN SERVICE
Liberator Ltd., Whitegates, Swinstead, Lines. NG33 4PA

Tel: Corby Glen (04 76 84) 391
Fax: 047 684 357

WANTED
Person with programming skills to write a
software interface to allow our voice

synthesiser to act as a keyhoard emulator
for the Acorn range of computers (Master
and Archimedes). May be suitable project
for University student. Ring Tony Jones
for further details.



YELLOW
Free programs for you to type in and use

COMPATIBILITY CHART
Use this chart to check if a program will work on your
machine. There are two columns, one for eight-bit machines
like the Model B and Master 128, and one for 32-bit
machines, like the A3000, A400 or A3010. If there is a star for
the program in the column then it will work on your machine.
Special exceptions and hardware requirements are listed as
foot notes at the end of the table.

Article Program Name
OF SPRITES AND MEN, Page 73

8-bit 32-bit

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

GameDesI

GameDes2

GameDes3

GameDes4

GameDes5

GameDes6

GameDes7

MakeSpr
BasicSprl
BasicSpr2
CodeSprl
CodeSpr2
RotSpr
TidyMask

A PROGRAM FOR ALL SEASONS , Page 79
Biol

Bio2

Bio3

Bio4

Bio5

Bio6

*INFO, Page 83
Infoi
lnfo2

lnfo3
lnfo4

lnfo5
lnfo6

lnfo7

lnfo8

lnfo9

Infoi0

Infoi 1

Infoi2

Infoi3

Infoi 4

Listing 1 - MakeSpr

IRunimage
Dat_Bio
MeanSum
Dat_Sum
DrwSpr
DatJDrwSpr

Stars

SpiralTree
Shade 1

Bang]
EpsonCodes
Ominoes
Random

Exhaust
Kaleid
Wave8

LazyFnt
LazyMe
IRunimage

*

*

*

*

240 ENDWHILE
250 SYS "OS.File", 10, fileS, type's, ,w%,w

♦olerfk

260 PRINT"Sprite file created"
270 END

10 REM >MakeSpr (Games 1)
20 REM Create demo sprite file
30 REM by Dave Acton
40 REM for 32-bit machines
50 REM (c) BAU February 1993
60 :
70 DIM q% &100,vA &1000
80 READ file$,type%,olen%
90 line%=0

100 d$=""
110 i%=0
120 WHILE i%<olen%
130 b$=FNc
140 IF b$>="a" ADD b$<="z" THEN
150 off%=-EVAL("S"tFNctFHc)
160 FOR k%=0 TO (ASC(b$)-ASC"a".2)
170 w%?i%=w%?(i%*off%)
1B0 i%«l
190 NEXT
200 ELSE
210 w%?i%=EVAL("S"tb$*FNc)
220 i%*=l
230 ENDIF

290
300
310
320

330
340

350
crc%

360
in d<
370

DEF FNc
LOCAL c$
IF d$="" THEN
READ d$,ch$
lineV=l
$q%=d$
SYS "OS_CRC",0,q%,q%tLEN(d$),l TO

IF crc%oEVAL("S"*ch$) PRINT-Error
ita line ";line%:END
ENDIF

c$=LEFT$(d$,l)
d$=MID$(d$,2)
=c$

DATA "Sprites",&FF9.&C84
DATA 0600000010aO4880C00O02C,2487
DATA 02O00O726F636B6574al5al,ABCE
DATA 803alC0Fd0B001Fa282Ca2C,3820
DATA 2C010O000Del4elBjOE1711,C4C4

410

420
430
440

450
460

Infoi5 GotSpr
Info 16 Ripples
Infoi7 .ILEatDesk

Infoi 8 "ILSIide
Infoi 9 lUulia
Info20 ILMand
lnfo21 Torus
lnfo22 WierdlL
lnfo23 OneKal
lnfo24 OSWRC1
lnfo25 OS Writes
lnfo26 OS WriteO
lnfo27 WriteList
lnfo28 OS WriteN

ASSEMBLY LINE, Page97
ArcAssI Arml

ArcAss2 Arm2

;4 :8 II1111

BIO, the very flexible desktop application that serves as a skeleton for
your own Rise OSapplications. New modules are added by creating a
directory inside the !BIO library folder, along with the sprites that the
module uses. Then the routine is easily accessible from the desktop.

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA
DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA
DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

B151715mlOkl013a2O13mlO,
ml0j2011c3011f7EFCal0FC,
alOFCeOFFDelOFDdllralOOO,
FDc34g0AxC4zlEz3AbFBFFl,
5BFFFPlllml0alFk21ml0n2

0c2Fh52e0Ff63g0Fe74ml0d
9BcA0raA5zFFwFF2C0300007

26F636BfFF05aFF0FeFDb08,
2CaFFAC01O0000Dz6CbFB10,
101O060606n921406100630,
O4323330O4p2D3132O43230
3333k2F311O320630320431,
330632J5C1406O6O4O404O4
063030a04i5Ea75a2CO4043

30704O407hFFa75a8D04043,
033060731118141407O6333,
2043304O6a0431iBC061406,
07323132a460430il8O6aD5

313104063206063232x7800,
06141406aD6b96jA8a49b92
0731300730061F106070610

043332j5EeDC10063006ol6
n26z20dF8FFFFFFFFFFFFs1

6plAhl7133ul8j2Fj64ul8z
30z48z60x91zD8qFlkl7gF3
nl6n26cF42C04O000736869

3B37
F7F3

BDF2
9CBA

C5C0

A312

3376

D2AB

1FB0

B80E

99AB

A7CF

47FC

C257

3D6C
6A2A
476E

1C91

7B48

8664
5805

B8F

7995

A8E2

77CC

82E9

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

l^V&Md

OF SPRITES AND MEN

730

740

750
760

770

DATA 7OfFF07aF20FeF61Fb20b24,EOF7
DATA O2000OODz4Ez6Az38nB8535,AF5E
DATA 352525252a04a0753u22535,1EE3

DATA 3a04d07sElF4F4F4F4a04dO,438C
DATA 7sFFF5F5F5F5a04d07c0DniD,265C
DATA CF6F6F6F6a04F6F6242424a,4122
DATA 0424al0q7E5353F7F7F7F7a,5660
DATA 04dO7r4Og49e4Oz80zC0hE9,9278
DATA k82qlE52525252a04b07sFC,BAC8
DATA rl5z29z45z61z7Dx99FFFFF, 3E73
DATA FFFa04dO7z22z22z44p66r6,4EB6
DATA Bp21e8Dql9rAFzlEz80zE2z,DF87
DATA DEzFCpFFul8z2FeDCFCaE46,310C
DATA 2616C6CfEB01aF4eCeF813a,EAlA
DATA FF2CaFF94aEAO9kB7B0BBdO,D8B
DATA 7BBBBcO9a06BB03c080BB0a,708C
DATA O8bl7bl9eO8glOa28a22e08,79EC
DATA b30f40f50kFDF0aEEaO4b08,407F
DATA F0bFBalOa07FF0Fe08aO8bl,DB8
DATA 7FFa06e08glOn28g4Og54d6,6763
DATA 0fFC5F7371736831zFCp9Eh,BCF3
DATA B0dD3fDCB0aElbFCcEAc0Cd, 268E
DATA F5e08gl0bFBcFDe38d48h9C,9FC8
DATA fA4hl0aFBbC4mFCcFBcF8hO,2DC7
DATA Bj15f28f38f48kFC32zFCbF,44D5
DATA DB0bAAhECbBDdl7bEFcBBeO,9872
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YELLOW PAGES

990 DATA 8dCCfD4ml0cF5eO8d51eFBg,26E8
1000 DATA 60bF8iECbE5e08cBCfC4fCC,FCB0
1010 DATA rol0gE4f30f40f50d60FF,4339
1020 DATA *

Listing 2 - BasicSPRI
10 REM >BasicSprl (Ganes2)
20 REM Simple sprites in Basic
30 REM by Dave Acton
40 REM for 32-bit machines
50 REM (c) BAU February 1993
60 :
70 HODE 13

80 OFF
90 PROCload sprites

100 PROCinit rocks
110 PROCaninate
120 END
130 :
140 DEF PROCload_sprites
150 SYS "0S_File",5,"sprites" TO ,,,,f

ile_size%
160 DIM sprites* file_size**4
170 !sprites*=file size%*4
180 SYS "OS File",255,"sprites",sprite

s**4
190 oprite_op%=46
200 SYS sprite_op*,&118,sprites*,"rock

" TO ,,spr_rock%
210 ENDPROC

220 :
230 DEF PROCinit_rocks
240 rocks*=16
250 DIM rockxlrocks*),rocky(rocks*),ro

ckdxlrocks*)
260 FOR i*=l TO rocks*
270 rockx(i*)=RND(1400)
280 rocky(i*)=i*«1024/(rocks*-l)
290 rockdx(i*)=RND(16)
300 NEXT
310 EHDPROC

320 :
330 DEF PROCanimate
340 bank*=l
350 REPEAT
360 WAIT
370 SYS "OS_Byte",112,bank*
380 bank*= 3 -bank's
390 SYS "OS.Byte", 113,bank's
400 CLS
410 FOR i*=l TO rocks*
420 SYS sprite_op%, S222,sprites*, spr_r

ock*,rockx(i*),rocky(i%)
430 rockx(i*)-=rockdx(i*)
440 IF rockx(i*)<-100 rockx(i%).=1380
450 NEXT
460 UNTIL FALSE
470 ENDPROC

Listing 3 - BasicSpr2
10 REM >BasicSpr2 (Games3)
20 REM Simple sprites in Basic
30 REM by Dave Acton
40 REM for 32-bit machines
50 REM (c) BAU February 1993
60 :
70 MODE 9
80 OFF

90 PROCpalette
100 PROCload sprites
110 PROCinit_balls
120 PROCmakeJ>ackground
130 PROCanimate
140 END
150 :
160 DEF PROCload_sprites
170 SYS "OS_File",5,"sprites" TO ,,,,f

ile size's
180 DIM sprites* file_size%*4
190 !sprites%=file size*+4
200 SYS "OS^File",255,"sprites",sprite

8**4
210 sprite_op*=46
220 SYS sprite_op*,S118,sprites*,"ball

TO ,,spr ball*
230 SYS sprite_op*,&118,sprites*,"ball

.sqshl" TO ,,spr_sqshl*
240 SYS sprite_op*,&118,sprites*,"ball

sqsh2" TO ,,spr sqsh2%
250 ENDPROC
260 :

270 DEF PROCpalette
280 COLOUR 11,1
290 COLOUR 0,7
300 COLOUR 7,0
310 ENDPROC
320 :
330 DEF PROCinit_balls
340 balls*=20
350 DIM ballx(balls*),bally(balls*)
360 DIM balldx(balls*),balldy(balls*)
370 DIM ballspr%(balls*),ballsq*(balls

*)
380 FOR i*=l TO balls*
390 ballx(i*)=RND(lO00).140
400 bally(i*)=RND(B00)*50
410 balldx(i*)=RND(20)
420 balldy(i*)=RND(20)
430 ballspr*(i*)=spr_ball*
440 ballsq*(i%)=0
450 NEXT
460 EHDPROC
470 :

480 DEF PROCanimate
490 bank*=l
500 REPEAT

510 WAIT
520 SYS "OS_Byte",112,bank*
530 bank*=3-bank%
540 SYS "OS.Byte",113,bank*
550 SYS sprite^op*,il22,back spr*,"bg"

,0,0.0
560 FOR i*=l TO balls*
570 SYS sprite op*,S222,sprites*,balls

pr*(i%),ballx(i*>,bally(i%),8
580 IF ballsrj*(i*)>0 THEN
590 ballsq*(i*)-=l
600 IF ballsq*(i%)=0 ballspr*(i*)=spr_

ball*
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610 ELSE
620 ballx(i*)*=balldx(i*)
630 bally(i*)*=balldy(i*)
640 ENDIF
650 IF ballx(i*)<0 THEN
660 ballx|i*)=0
670 balldx(i*)=-balldx(i*)
680 ballspr*(i*)=spr_sqsh2%
690 ballsq%(i*)=l
700 ENDIF
710 IF ballx(i*)>1216 THEN
720 ballx(i%)=1216
730 balldx(i*)=-balldx(i%)
740 ballspr*(i*)=spr_sqsh2%
750 ballsq*(i*)=l
760 ENDIF
770 balldy(i*)-=l
780 IF bally(i*)<0 THEN
790 bally(i%)=0
800 balldy(i*)=-balldy(i*)
810 ball8pr*(i*)=spr_sqshl*
820 ballsq*(i*)=l
830 ENDIF
840 NEXT
850 UNTIL FALSE
860 ENDPROC

870 :
880 DEF PROCmake background
890 GCOL 135

900 CLG
910 GCOL 0
920 FOR star*=l TO 64
930 POINT RND(1280),RND(1024)
940 NEXT
950 DIM back spr* 41-1024
960 Iback spr*=41*1024
970 back spr%!4=0
980 back_spr%!8=16
990 back_spr*!12=16

1000 SYS sprite op*,&110,back_spr*,"bg"
,,0,0,1279,1023
1010 ENDPROC

Listing 4-Code1Spr
10 REM >CodeSprl (Garr.es4)
20 REM Machine-code sprites
30 REM by Dave Acton
40 REM for 32-bit machines
50 REM (c) BAU February 1993
60 i
70 MODE 13
80 OFF
90 PROCload_sprites

100 PROCassemble
110 PROCmake_background
120 PROCinit_rocks
130 PROCanimate
140 END
150 :
160 DEF PROCload_sprites
170 SYS "OS_File",5,"sprites" TO ,,,,f

ile_size*
180 DIM sprites* file_size%t4
190 !sprites*=file_size**4
200 SYS "OS File",255,"sprites",sprite

B*»4
210 sprite op*=46
220 SYS sprite_op*,&118,aprites*,"rock

" TO ,,rock_spr*
230 ENDPROC
240 :
250 DEF PROCassemble
260 DIM code* &1000

270 scr_top%=0
280 scr bot%=256
290 scr_lef*=0
300 scr_rig*=320
310 sp=13:link=14:pc=15
320 spr_width*=16
330 spr_height%=20
340 8pr_image*=32
350 spr_mask%=36
360 FOR paas*=0 TO 2 STEP 2
370 P*=code*
380 (OPT pass*
390 .show_sprite
400 STMFD (sp)!,(r0-rl2,link)
410 MOV rl2,r0
420 LDR rlO,[rl2,#spr_width%]
430 ADD rl0,rl0,itl
440 MOV rl0,rl0,LSL #2
450 LDR rll,[rl2,Sspr^height*)
460 ADD rll,rll,SI
470 LDR r4,:rl2,ttspr image*]
480 ADD r4,r4,rl2
490 LDR r5,[rl2,»spr_mask%)
500 ADD r5,r5,rl2
510 CMP r2,#scr_top* ; off top

of screen?
520 RSBLT rl4,r2,#scr_top%
530 MULLT r6,rl0,rl4
540 ADDLT r4,r4,r6
550 ADDLT r5,r5,r6
560 SUBLT rll,rll,rl4 ; adjust

height...
570 MOVLT r2,#scr_top% ; ...ands

tart row

580 ADD rl4,r2,rll
590 CMP rl4,#scr_bot* ; off bot

torn of screen?
600 SUBGT rl4,rl4,#8cr_bot%
610 SUBGT rll,rll,rl4 ; adjust h

eight
620 MOV rl2,»0
630 CMP rl,#scr_lef%
640 RSBLT rl4,rl,#scr_lef%
650 SUBLT rl0,rl0,rl4
660 ADDLT rl,rl,rl4
670 ADDLT r4,r4,rl4
680 ADDLT r5,r5,rl4
690 ADDLT rl2,rl2,rl4
700 ADD rl4,rl,rl0
710 CMP rl4,#scr_rig%
720 SUBGT rl4,rl4,Sscr_rig*
730 SUBGT rl0,rl0,rl4
740 ADDGT rl2,rl2,rl4
750 CMP rl0,»0
760 LDHLEFD (sp)i,(r0-rl2,pc)
770 .yloop CHP rll.KO

780 LDMLEFD (sp)I,(r0-rl2,pc)
790 LDR r3,vduo
800 ADD r3,r3,r2,LSL #8
810 ADD r3,r3,r2,LSL #6
820 ADD r3,r3,rl
830 MOV r7,rl0
840 .xloop TST r4,#3
850 BNE byte
860 CMP r7,#4
870 BGE word
860 .byte LDRB r0,[r3]
890 LDRB r8, |r4),#l
900 LDRB r9,[r5],#l
910 BIC r0,r0,r9
920 ORR r0,r0,r8
930 STRB rO,[r3),#l
940 SUBS r7,r7,«l
950 BNE xloop
960 B next y
970 .word LDRB rO,[r31
980 LDRB rl4,[r3,#l)
990 ORR r0,r0,rl4,LSL #8

1000 LDRB rl4,(r3,#2)
1010 ORR r0,r0,rl4,LSL #16
1020 LDRB rl4,[r3,#3]
1030 ORR r0,r0,rl4,LSL #24
1040 LDR r8,[r4],#4
1050 LDR r9,[r5),#4
1060 BIC r0,r0,r9
1070 ORR r0,r0,r8
1080 STRB r0,(r3],#l
1090 MOV r0,r0,LSR #8
1100 STRB rO,[r3],#l
1110 MOV r0,rO,LSR #8
1120 STRB r0,[r3],81
1130 MOV r0,rO,LSR SB
1140 STRB r0,[r3],#l
1150 SUBS r7,r7,S4
1160 BNE xloop
1170 .next_y ADD r2,r2,#l

next row

1180 ADD r4,r4,rl2
1190 ADD r5,r5,rl2
1200 SUB rll,rll,81
1210 B yloop
1220
1230 .vdui EQUD 148
1240 EQUD -1
1250
1260 .vduo EQUD 0
1270 EQUD 0
1280 ]
1290 NEXT pass*
1300 ENDPROC
1310 :
1320 DEF PROCinit_rocks
1330 rocks%=16
1340 DIM rockx(rocks*),rocky(rocks*),ro

ckdxlrocks*)
1350 FOR i*=l TO rocks*
1360 rockx(i*)=RND(350)
1370 rocky(i*)=RND(256)-8
1380 rockdx(i*)=RND(4)
1390 NEXT
1400 ENDPROC
1410 :

1420 DEF PROCanimate
1430 bank*=l
1440 A*=rock_spr*
1450 REPEAT

1460 WAIT
1470 SYS "OS_Byte",112,bank*
HBO bank*=3-bank*
1490 SYS "OS_Byte",113,bank*
1500 SYS "OS_ReadVduVariables",vdui,vdu

o

1510 SYS sprite_op*,S122,back_spr*,"bg"
,0,0
1520 FOR i*=l TO rocks*
1530 B*=rockx(i%)
1540 C*=rocky(i*)
1550 CALL show_sprite
1560 rockx(i*)-=rockdx(i%)
1570 IF rockx(i%)<-100 rockx(i*)*=420:r

ocky(i*)=RHD(256)-8
1580 NEXT

1590 UNTIL FALSE
1600 ENDPROC

1610 :
1620 DEF PROCmake_background
1630 CLG
1640 FOR star*=l TO 64
1650 POINT RND(12B0),RND(1024)
1660 NEXT
1670 DIM back_8pr% 81*1024
1680 !back_spr*=81*1024
1690 back_spr%!4=0
1700 back,spr*!8=16
1710 back^spr*!12=16
1720 SYS sprite_op*,S110,back_spr*,"bg"

,,0,0,1279,1023
1730 ENDPROC

Listing 5 - CodeSpr2
10 REM >CodeSpr2 (Games5)
20 REM Hachine-code sprites
30 REM by Dave Acton
40 REM for 32-bit machines
50 REM (c) BAU February 1993
60 :
70 MODE 13
80 OFF
90 PROCload_sprites

100 PROCmakeJ>ackground
110 PROCinit_rocks
120 PROCassemble
130 PROCanimate
140 END
150 :
160 DEF PROCload_sprites
170 SYS "OS_.File",5,"sprites" TO ,,,,f

ile_size*
180 DIH sprites* file_size**S2600
190 !sprites*=file_size%*&2800
200 SYS "OS.File",255,"sprites",sprite

8*4*4
210 sprite_op*=46
220 DIH rock_spr*(3),ship_spr*(3)
230 PROCmake_four("rock",rock_spr%0)

240 PROCmake_four("ship",ship_spr%())
250 ENDPROC

260 :
270 DEF PROCmake_four(origS,spr%())
280 SYS sprite_op*,S128,sprites*,"ship

" TO ,,,w*,h%
290 FOR i%=0 TO 3
300 CLS
310 SYS sprite_op%,£122,sprites*,orig$

,4«i%,0
320 real_width*=(w**i**3) AND (NOT 3)
330 SYS sprite_op%,&110,sprites*,origS

*STR$l*,,0,0,4*real_width%-l,4*h*-l
340 SYS sprite_op%,&118,sprites*,origS

»STR$i*TO ,,epr%(i%)
350 SYS sprite_op*,S21D,sprites*,spr*(

1*1
360 FOR x*=0 TO real_width*-l
370 FOR y*=0 TO h*-l
380 IF POINT(4*x*,4*y%)=0 b%=0 ELSEb*

=1
390 SYS sprite_op%,&22C,sprites*,spr*(

i%),x*,y*,b*
400 NEXT

410 NEXT

420 NEXT
430 ENDPROC

440 :

450 DEF PROCassemble
460 DIM code* &1000

470 scr_top*=0
480 scr_bot*=256
490 scr_lef%=0
500 scr_rig%=320
510 sp=13:link=14:pc=15
520 8pr_width*=16
530 spr_height%=20
540 spr_image*=32
550 spr mask%=36
560 FOR pass%=0 TO 2 STEP 2
570 P*=code%
580 [OPT pass*
590 .show sprite
600 STMFD (sp)!,(r0-rl2,link)
610 AND rl4,rl,#3
620 LDR rl2,[r0,rl4,LSL #2)
630 BIC rl,rl,S3
640 LDR rl0,[rl2,#apr_width*]
650 ADD rl0,rl0,jfl
660 MOV rl0,rlO,LSL #2
670 LDR rll,[rl2,«sprjieight%l
680 ADD rll,rll,#1
690 LDR r4,[rl2,#spr_image*]
700 ADD r4,r4,rl2
710 LDR r5,(rl2,8spr_mask*)
720 ADD r5,r5,rl2
730 CHP r2,Sscr_top% ; off top

of Bcreen?

740 RSBLT rl4,r2,Sscr_top%
750 MULLT r6,rl0,rl4
760 ADDLT r4,r4,r6
770 ADDLT r5,r5,r6
780 SUBLT rll,rll,rl4 ; adjust h

eight...
790 MOVLT r2,#scr_top% ; ...ands

tart row

800 ADD rl4,r2,rll
810 CMP rl4,#scr_bot* ; off bott

om of screen?
820 SUBGT rl4,rl4,#scr_bot*
B30 SUBGT rll,rll,rl4 ; adjust h

eight
B40 MOV rl2,#0
650 CMP rl,Sscr_lef* ; off left

?
660 RSBLT rl4,rl,Sscr_lef*
870 SUBLT rl0,rl0,rl4
880 ADDLT rl,rl,rl4
890 ADDLT r4,r4,rl4
900 ADDLT r5,r5,rl4
910 ADDLT rl2,rl2,rl4
920 ADD rl4,rl,rl0
930 CHP rl4,Sscr_rig* ; off righ

t?
940 SUBGT rl4,rl4,#scr_rig%
950 SUBGT rl0,rl0,rl4
960 ADDGT rl2,rl2,rl4
970 CMP rl0,#0
980 CMPGT rll,#0
990 LDMLEFD (sp)!,(rO-rl2,pc)

1000 .yloop LDR r3,vduo
1010 ADD r3,r3,r2,LSL #8
1020 ADD r3,r3,r2,LSL #6
1030 ADD r3,r3,rl
1040 MOV r7,rl0
1050 .xloop LDR r0,[r3]
1060 LDR r8,[r4],#4
1070 LDR r9,[r5],#4
1080 BIC r0,r0,r9
1090 ORR rO,r0,r8
1100 STR r0,[r3],S4
1110 SUBS r7,r7,S4
1120 BNE xloop
1130 .next_y ADD r2,r2,#l

next row

1140 ADD r4,r4,rl2
1150 ADD r5,r5,rl2
1160 SUBS rll,rll,#1
1170 BNE yloop
1180 LDMFD (sp)!,(r0-rl2,pc)
1190
1200 .copy_back
1210 STMFD (sp)!,(r0-rl2,link)
1220 LDR rlO.vduo
1230 LDR rll,back_addr
1240 LDR r0,[rll,#spr_image*l
1250 ADD rll,rll,r0
1260 MOV rl2,#80*1024
1270 .copy_loop
1280 LDMIA rll!,(r0-r9)
1290 STMIA rl0!,{rO-r9)
1300 LDMIA rll!,(r0-r9)
1310 STMIA rl0!,{r0-r9)
1320 SUBS rl2,rl2,#80
1330 BNE copy_loop
1340 LDMFD (sp)!,(r0-rl2,pc)
1350
1360 .back_addr
1370 EQUD spr_bg*



1380
1390 .animate
1400 STMFD (sp)!,(r0-rl2,link)
1410 MOV rl0,#l ; bank
1420 .anim oop
1430 MOV r0,#19
1440 SWI "XOS Byte"
1450 MOV r0,#112
1460 MOV rl,rl0
1470 SWI "XOS Byte"
1480 RSB rl0,rl0,#3
1490 MOV r0,#113
1500 HOV rl,rl0
1510 SWI "XOS_Byte"
1520 ADR rO.vdui
1530 ADR rl,vduo
1540 SWI "XOSJteadVduVariables"
1550 BL copy_back
1560 ADR rO.rock addrs
1570 LDMIA r0,(r4-r6)
1580 MOV r9,#rocks%
1590 .show rocks
1600 ADR r0,rockspr addr
1610 LDR rl,[r4]
1620 LDR r2,[r5],#4
1630 BL show sprite
1640 LDR rO, [r4]
1650 LDR rl,[r6],#4
1660 SUB r0,r0,rl
1670 MVN rl4,#10O
1680 CMP r0,rl4
1690 ADDLT r0,r0,#420
1700 STR r0,[r4],#4
1710 SUBS r9,r9,#l
1720 BNE show_rocks
1730 LDR r3,ship_y
1740 HOV rl,#256-66
1750 BL inkey
1760 BNE notup
1770 CMP r3,#0
1780 SUBGT r3,r3,#4
1790 .notup MOV rl,#256-98
1800 BL inkey
1810 BNE notdn
1820 CMP r3,#240
1830 ADDLT r3,r3,#4
1840 .notdn STR r3,ship_y
1850 ADR r0,shipspr addr
1860 MOV rl,#0
1870 LDR r2,ship_y
1880 BL show_sprite
1890 SWI "XOS_ReadEscapeState"
1900 BCC anim loop
1910 HOV r0,#126
1920 SWI "XOS Byte"
1930 MOV r0,#112
1940 HOV rl,rl0
1950 SWI "XOS Byte"
1960 LDMFD (sp)!,{r0-rl2,pc)
1970
1980 .ship_y EQUD 112
1990
2000 .inkey STMFD (sp)!,(r0-r2,link)
2010 MOV rO,#129
2020 MOV r2,#255
2030 SWI "XOS Byte"
2040 CMP rl,#255
2050 LDMFD (sp)!,(r0-r2,pc)
2060
2070 .rockspr addr
2080 EQUD rock_6pr*(0)
2090 EQUD rock_spr*(l)
2100 EQUD rock_spr*(2)
2110 EQUD rock._spr*(3)
2120
2130 .shipspr addr
2140 EQUD ship_spr*(0)
2150 EQUD ship_spr*(l)
2160 EQUD ship_spr*(2)
2170 EQUD ship_spr*(3)
2180
2190 .rock addrs
2200 EQUD rockx*

2210 EQUD rocky*
2220 EQUD rockdx*
2230
2240 .vdui EQUD 148
2250 EQUD -1
2260
2270 .vduo EQDD 0
2280 EQUD 0
2290 J

Listing 1 - IRunimage
10 REH >!RunImage (Biol)
20 REH IBio file processor
30 REH by Dave Acton and Dave Lawrenc

e

40 REM for 32-bit machines
50 REM (c) BAU February 1993
60 :
70 DIM q* 6400
80 $q*="TASK"
90 SYS "Wimp_Initialise",200, IqV'Bio

" TO version*,mytask%
100 ON ERROR PROCwarn("!Bio has suffer

ed a fatal error ("*REPORT$t" at line "*
STRSERL*") and must exit"):SYS "Wimp. Clo
seDown":END

110 PROCinit
120 PROCinit_sel
130 done*=FALSE
140 REPEAT
150 SYS "Wimp_Poll",,q* TO reason*
160 CASE reason* OF
170 WHEN l:PROCredraw(!q%)
180 WHEN 2:SYS "Wimp OpenWindow",,q*
190 WHEN 3:PR0Cclose(!q%)
200 WHEN 6:PROCnouse(!q*,q*!4,q*!8,q*!

12,q*!16)
210 WHEN 7:PR0Cdrag
220 WHEN 8:PROCkey(!q*,q*!4,q*l8,q*ll2

,q*!16,q*!20,q*!24)

2300 NEXT pass*
2310 ENDPROC
2320 :

2330 DEF PROCinit_rocks
2340 rocks*=32

2350 DIM rockx* rocks%*4,rocky* rocks**
4,rockdx* rocks**4
2360 FOR i%=0 TO rocksVl

2370 rockx*!(4*i*)=RND(350)
2380 rocky*!(4*i*)=RND(256)-8
2390 rockdx*!(4*i*)=RND(4)
2400 NEXT

2410 ENDPROC
2420 :

2430 DSF PROCanimate
2440 CALL animate

2450 ENDPROC
2460 :

2470 DEF PROCmake^background
2480 CLG

2490 FOR star*=l TO 64

2500 POINT RND(1280),RND(1024)
2510 NEXT
2520 DIM back_spr% 81*1024
2530 !back_spr*=81*1024
2540back_spr%!4=0
2550 back_spr%!8=16
2560 back_spr%!12=16
2570 SYS sprite_op*,&110,back_spr*,"bg"
,,0,0,1279,1023
2580 SYS sprite_op*,&118,back_spr*,"bg"
TO ,,spr_bg*
2590 ENDPROC

Listing 6 - RotSpr
10 REM >RotSpr (Games6)
20 REM Rotating sprites
30 REM by Dave Acton
40 REM for 32-bit machines
50 REM (c) BAU February 1993
60 :

70 MODE 13

80 OFF

90 PROCload_sprites
100 PROCassemble
110 PROCmake_rot_tab
120 PROCmake.background
130 PROCanimate
140 END

150 :

160 DEF PROCload_sprites
170 SYS "0S_File",5,"sprites" TO ,,,,f

ile_size*
180 DIM sprites* file„size**4
190 !sprites*=file size*»4
200 SYS "0S_File",255,"sprites",sprite

s**4

210 sprite_op%=46
220 SYS sprite_op*,S118,sprites*, "rock

et" TO ,,rocket_spr%
230 ENDPROC
240 :

250 DEF PROCassemble

260 angles=64
270 DIM code* S5000
280 sp=13:link=14:pc=15
290 spr_image*=32
300 FOR pass%=0 TO 2 STEP 2
310 P*=code*
320 [OPT pass*
330 .rotate_sprite
340 STMFD (sp)!,(r0-rl2,link)

rl0,[r0,#spr_image*]
rl0,rl0,r0
r3,r3,#angles-l
rl2,rot tab
rl2,rl2,r3,LSL #8
rll,temp
8,#32

350 LDR

360 ADD
370 AND

380 ADR

390 ADD
400 ADR

410 MOV

420 .rotatel
430 LDMIA rl2!,(r4-r7)

440 ):FOR z%=4 TO 7:y*=z*-4:[OPT pass*
450 MOV rl4,z*,LSL #24
460 LDRB y%,[rl0,rl4,LSR #24]
470 MOV rl4,z*,LSL #16
480 LDRB rl4,[rl0,rl4,LSR #24]
490 ORR y*,y*,rl4,LSL #8
500 MOV rl4,z*,LSL #8
510 LDRB rl4,[rl0,rl4,LSR #24]
520 ORR y*,y*,rl4,LSL #16
530 LDRB rl4,[rlO,z*,LSR #24]
540 ORR y*,y*,rl4,LSL #24

230 WHEN 9:PR0Cmenu select

240 WHEN 17,18:PROCnessage
250 WHEN 19:PR0Cpop_up_save
260 ENDCASE

270 UNTIL done*

280 SYS "Wimp_CloseDown"
290 END

300 :

310 DEF PROCinit
320 DIM ind*&1400,string* SlOO.raenubu

f% 5.300,_word% 4,_star% 12
330 DIM temp* &100,ic% 64,mess* &100
340 ind_end*=ind%+&1400
350 library$="<Bio$Dir>.Library"
360 junk$="<Bio$Junk>"
370 type_def$="in/k,out=rosults/k,dire

ctory=dir/s,send/s"
380 max_lib_files%=32
390 border%=8

400 DIH lib_fileS(max.lib.files*).lib.
proc$(max_lib_files*)
410 DIM lib,najne$(BaxJibJiles*),lib_

flags*(max_lib_files*)
420 DIH lib_in*(maxJib_files*),lib_ou

t*(max_lib_files*)
430 DIM proc_icon*(max_lib_files*),win

d hand*(max_lib_files%)
440 DIM r$(nax_lib files*,10).result h

and*(max_lib._files*)
450 DIM running*(max lib_files*),resul

t title*(max lib files*)

YELLOW PAGES

1000
1010

1020
1030
1040

1050
1060
1070

1080

1090
1100
1110

1120
1130
1140

1150
1160
1170
1180

1190
1200
1210

1220
1230
1240
1250
1260

1270
1280

1290
1300
1310

]:NEXT z%:[OPT pass*
LDR r5,[sp,#4]
AND r5,r5,#3
MOV r5,r5,LSL #3
RSB r6,r5,#32
MOV r4,r3,LSR r6
MOV r3,r3,LSL r5
ORR r3,r3,r2,LSR r6
MOV r2,r2,LSL r5
ORR r2,r2,rl,LSR r6
MOV rl,rl,LSL r5
ORR rl,rl,r0,LSR r6
HOV r0,r0,LSL r5
STMIA rll!,(r0-r4)
SUBS r8,r8,#l
BEQ now_plot
CHP r8,#16
SUBEQ rl2,rl2,#256
ADDEQ rlO,rl0,#256
B rotatel
.now plot
LDMIA sp,(r0-r2)
ADR rlO.temp
ADR rll,temp*320
LDR rl2,vduo
BIC rl,rl,#3
ADD rl2,rl2,rl
ADD rl2,rl2,r2,LSL #8
ADD rl2,rl2,r2,LSL #6
MOV rl4,#16
.plot_loop
LDMIA rl2,(r0-r4)
LDMIA rll!,(r5-r9)
BIC r0,r0,r5
BIC rl,rl,r6
BIC r2,r2,r7
BIC r3,r3,r8
BIC r4,r4,r9
LDMIA rlO!,(r5-r9)
ORR r0,r0,r5
ORR rl,rl,r6
ORR r2,r2,r7
ORR r3,r3,r8
ORR r4,r4,r9
STMIA rl2,(r0-r4)
ADD rl2,rl2,#320
SUBS rl4,rl4,#l
BNE plot_loop
LDMFD (sp)!,(r0-rl2,pc)

.vdui EQUD
BQDD -1

.vduo

EQUD

EQUD

0

148

temp=P*:P**=640
rot_tab=P*:P*»=16*1024
NEXT pass*
ENDPROC

DEF PROCaninate
bank*=l

A*=rocket_spr*
ang*=0
r=2*PI/angles
DIM s(angles),dangles)
FOR i*=0 TO angles-1
s(i*)=SIN(i**2*PI/angleo-PI/2)
c(i*)=-COS(i**2*PI/angles-PI/2)
NEXT
REPEAT

WAIT
SYS "OS_Byte",112,bank*
bank*=3-bank*
SYS "OS_Byte",113,bank*
SYS "OS ReadVduVariables",vdui,vdu

1320 SYS sprite_op*,S122,back spr*,"bg"
,0,0

1330
1340

1350
1360
1370

1380
1390
1400

1410
142
1430
1440

FOR i*=l TO 15
D*=(angV5*i*) AND (angles-1)
%=160*9'i**s(D*)

C*=128*7*i**c(D%)
CALL rotate_sprite
NEXT

*=1

UNTIL FALSE

ENDPROC

DEF PROCmake^background
CLG

1450 FOR star*=l TO 64

1460 POINT RND(1280),RND(1024)
1470 NEXT

1480 DIM back_spr*81*1024
1490 !back_spr*=81*1024
1500back spr%!4=0
1510 back_spr%!8=16
1520 back_spr*!12=16
1530SYS sprite op*,&110,back_spr*,"bg"
,,0,0,1279,1023
1540 ENDPROC
1550 :

1560 DEF PROCmake rot_tab
1570 FOR a*=0 TO angles-1
1580 PRIHTCHRS13"Please wait...";a%;
1590 a=2*?I*a*/angles
1600 FOR y*=0 TO 15
1610 FOR x*=0 TO 15

1620 realx=x%-7.5
1630 realy=y*-7.5
1640 r=SQR(realx*realx»realy*realy)
1650d=FNatn(realx,realy)-a
1660 wasx%=7.5*r*C0Sd
1670 wasy*=7.5*r*SINd
1680 IF wasx*<0 OR wasx%>15 OR wasy*<0

OR wasy%>15 THEN waBX*=0:wasy*=0
1690 rot_tab?(256*a%.x**16«y*)=wasx%*16
•wasy*
1700 NEXT

1710 NEXT
1720 NEXT

1730 FOR x*=0 TO 255
1740 rot_tab?x*=x%
1750 NEXT
1760 ENDPROC

1770 :

1780 DEF FNatn(x.y)
1790 LOCAL a,ax,ay
1800 IF x=0 AND y=0 THEN =0
1810 ax=ABS(x)
1820 ay=ABS(y)
1830 IF ax>ay THEN a=ATN(ay/ax) ELSE a=
PI/2-ATN(ax/ay)
1840 IF x>=0 THEN

1850 IF y<0 a=2«PI-a
1860 ELSE

1870 IF y>=0 THEN a=PI-a ELSE a+=PI
1880 ENDIF

1890 =a

Listing 7 - TidyMask
10 REM >TidyMask (Games7)
20 REM Remove 'hidden' sprite junk
30 REM by Dave Acton
40 REM for 32-bit machines
50 REH (c) BAU February 1993
60 :

70 REPEAT

80 INPUT"Sprite file: "spr$
90 SYS "0S_File",5,spr$ TO type*,,,,l

en*

100 UNTIL type*=l
110 DIM s* len**4,name* S100

120 !s*=len**4
130 SYS "OS File",255,spr$,s*»4
140 no*=l

150 REPEAT

160 SYS "XOS_SpriteOp",13+256,s*,name*
,&100,no% TO ,,,l*!Ok
170 ok=(ok AND 1)=0
180 IF ok THEN
190 name*?l%=13

200 SYS "OS_SpriteOp",40*256,s*,name*
TO ,,,width*,height*,mask*,mode*

210 IF mask*=l THEN

220 FRINT"Processing mask for sprite "
;no*

230 FOR i*=0 TO width*-1
240 FOR j*=0 TO height*-1
250 SYS "OS^SpriteOp",43*256,8*,name*,

i*,j* TO ,,,,,«*
260 IF m*=0 SYS "OS^SpriteOp",42*256,s

*,name*,i%,j*,0,0
270 NEXT

280 NEXT
290 ENDIF

300 no**=l
310 ENDIF

320 UNTIL NOT ok

330 SYS "OS_SpriteOp",12*256,8%,spr$
340 PRINT"File tidied"
350 END

A PROGRAM FOR ALL SEASONS

460 DIM result_open*(max_lib_file6%)
470 lib_files*=0
480 lib_sprite_8ize*=16
490 PROCfind_procedures(library$)
500 DIM lib sprites* lib sprite_size*
510 !lib_sprites%=lib_sprite..slze%
520 lib_8prites%!4=0
530 lib_sprites%!8=16
540 lib_sprites%!12=16
550 PROCload_data(library$)
560 OVERLAY lib„file$()
570 PROCinitjrocedures
580 SYS "Wimp_OpenTemplate",,"<Bio$Dir

>.Templates"
590 FOR i*=l TO lib_files*
600 IF (lib_flags*(i%) AND 8)>0 THEN
610 SYS "Wimp_LoadTemplate",,q*,ind*,i

nd_end*,-l,"result" TO ,,ind*
620 q*!4*=RND(400)-200
630 q*!16*=RND(400)-200
640 result_title*(i*)=q*!72
650 SYS "Wimp_CreateWindow",,q* TO res

ultjiand%(i%)
660 EHDIF
670 HEXT
680 SYS "Wimp^LoadTemplate",,q*,ind*,i

nd_end*,-l,"progInfo" TO ,,ind%
690 SYS "Wimp_CreateWindow",,q* TO inf

o_hand%
700 SYS "Wimp^LoadTemplate",,q*,ind*,i

nd_end*,-l,"save" TO ,,ind*

710 SYS "Kimp_CreateWindow",,q* TO sav
e_hand%
720 SYS "Wimp.CloseTemplate"
730 savetext=FNic addr(save hand*,2,28

)
740 savetype=FNic addrlsave hand*.1,32

)
750 $savetext="Result"
760 menuptr*=menubuf*
770 menudat*=menubuf**s3O0
780 proc_menu*=FNmake_men_raw(pmenu%,"

Process")
790 mainjnenu*=FNmake..men("Info,Proces

s.Set default,Quit,","Bio")
800 all menu*=FNmake men("All,","Quit"

)
810 PROCattach_sub_menu(info_hand*,mai

n_menu%,0)
820 ?ROCattach_sub.menu(proc_menu*,oai

n_cenu%,1)
830 ?ROCattach_sub_menu(all_menu*,main

_menu%,3)
840 cur_setup_hand*=-l
850 ENDPROC

860 :
870 DEF PROCfindj.rocedures(dirS)
880 LOCAL n*,r%
890 n*=0
900 WHILE n*o-l

910 SYS "OS_GBPB",10,dir$,temp*,l,n*,S
100,"*" TO ,,,r*,n*
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920 IF r*=l THEN
930 fileS=FNget_8tr(temp*»20)
940 IF temp*!16=2 THEN
950 PR0Cfind_procedure8(dirS*"."*fileS

)
960 ELSE
970 CASE (Utemp*) AND SFFF00) DIV &10

0 OF

980 WHEN SFF9:
990 lib_sprite_size**=temp*!8

1000 WHEN SFFB:
1010 lib_files**=l
1020 libjrocS(lib.file8*)=FHlc(fileS)
1030 lib_file$(libjlles*)=dir$*"."*fil

eS
1040 ENDCASE
1050 ENDIF
1060 ENDIF
1070 ENDWHILE

1080 ENDPROC
1090 :
1100 DEF PROCload_data(dir$)
1110 LOCAL n*,r*,file$
1120 n*=0
1130 WHILE n*o-l
1140 SYS "OS_GBPB",10,dir$,temp*,l,n*,&

100,"'" TO ,,,r*,n%
1150 IF r*=l THEN
1160 fileS=FNget_8tr(temp**20)
1170 IF temp*!16=2 THEN
1180 PROCload_data(dir$*"."+file$)
1190 ELSE
1200 CASE ((!temp*) AND SFPF00) DIV &10

0 OF
1210 WHEN &FF9:
1220 SYS "OS_SpriteOp",S10B,lib sprites

*,dir$*"."*file$
1230 WHEN SFEC:

1240 SYS "Wimp OpenTemplate",,dir$*"."*
file$

1250 wind*=0
1260 REPEAT
1270 S 8tar*="'"
1280 SYS "Wimp_LoadTemplate",,q*,ind*,i

nd_end*,-l,_star*,wind* TO ,,newind*,,,,
wind*

1290 IF wind*<>0 THEN
1300 proc*=FNfindjroc(FNlc(FNget_8tr(_

star*)))
1310 IF proc*>0 THEN
1320 ind*=newind%
1330 SYS "Wimp_CreateWindow",,q* TO win

d hand*(proc*)
1340 wind*=0
1350 ENDIF
1360 ENDIF
1370 UNTIL wind*=0
1380 SYS "Wimp.CloseTemplate"
1390 ENDCASE
1400 ENDIF

1410 ENDIF
1420 ENDWHILE
1430 ENDPROC

1440 :
1450 DEF FNfind_proc(procS)
1460 LOCAL i*
1470 i*=lib_files*.l
1480 REPEAT
1490 i*-=l
1500 UNTIL i*=0 OR procS=lib proc$(i*)
1510 =i%
1520 :
1530 DEF FNfind_elem(e*,a%())
1540 LOCAL i%
1550 i*=lib_files*.l
1560 REPEAT
1570 i*-=l
1580 UNTIL i%=0 OR e*=a*(i*)
1590 =1%
1600 ;
1610 DEF PROCinit procedures
1620 DIM lib_spr*(Hb_file8*,l),pmenu*

6400

1630 lib_spr%(0,0)=FNsprite address("Bi
o4")

1640 lib_Bpr%(0,l)=FNsprite_addresB("Bi
02")

1650 pmp*=pmenu*
1660 FOR i*=l TO lib_files*
1670 lib_spr%(i*,0) =FNsprite_addross (li

b_proc$(i*)."4")
1680 lib_spr*(i*,l)=FNsprite_addres8(li

b_procS(i*)*"2")
1690 lib_name$(i*)=EVAL("FN"*libj>roc$(

i*)+"_name")
1700 typeS=EVAL("FH"*lib_procS(i*)*"_ar

ga")
1710 SYS "OS ReadArgs",type def$,type$,

q%,&400
1720 filesjn*=(q%!0<>0)
1730 is out*=(q*!4<>0)
1740 dirs_in*=(q%!8<>0)
1750 send_out*=(q%!12<>0)
1760 files out*=FALSE
1770 data out*=FALSE
1780 IF files in* lib in*(i*)=FNfile ty

pe(FNget_str(q*!0))
1790 IF is out* THEN
1800 outS=FNget str(q*!4)
1810 IF STR$VALout$=outS THEN
1820 lib_out*(i*)=VALout$
1830 data_out*=TRUE
1840 ELSE
1850 lib_out*(i*)=FNfile type(out$)
1860 files_out*=TRUE
1870 ENDIF
1880 ENDIF

1890 lib_flags*(i*)=(files_in* AND 1) 0
R (dirs_in* AND 2) OR (files.out* AND 4)

OR (data out* AND 8) OR (send_out* AND
16)

1900 windjiand*=wind_hand*(i*)
1910 z=EVAL("FN"*lib_proc$(i*)*"_init")
1920 Spmp*=lib_name$(i*)*","
1930 pmp**=LEN~(Spmp*)
1940 NEXT
1950 ENDPROC
1960 :
1970 DEF FN8prite_addre88(8pr$)
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1980 SYS "XOS_SpriteOp",S118,lib_sprite
B*,spr$ TO ,,addr*;ok

1990 IF (ok AND 1)>0 addr*=0
2000 =addr*
2010 :
2020 DEF PROCinit_Bel
2030 in*=OPENIH("<Bio$Dir>.IChoices")
2040 running*=0
2050 IF in*<>0 THEN
2060 WHILE HOT EOF#in%
2070 proc*=FNfind_proc(FNlc(GST$#in*))
2080 IF proc%>0 PROCstart_proc(proc*):r

unning**=l:running*!running*)=proc*
2090 ENDWHILE
2100 CLOSE #in*
2110 ENDIF
2120 IF running*=0 PROCstart_proc(0)
2130 ENDPROC
2140 :
2150 DEF ?ROCstart_proc(proc*)
2160 !ic*=-l
2170 IF FNmv(5)=l AND lib_spr*(proc*,l)

<>0 icon*=l ELSE icon%=0
2180 lc*!4=0

2190 ic*!8=0
2200 ic*l12=68
2210 ic*l16=68
2220 ic*l20=S7000311A
2230 ic*!24=lib spr*(proc*,icon%)
2240 ic*!28=lib_sprites%
2250 ic*!32=0
2260 SYS "Wimp_CreateIcon",,ic% TO proc

_icon*(proc%)
2270 ENDPROC
2280 :
2290 DEF PROCselect_proc(proc*,but*)
2300 IF proc. icon*(proc*)>0 THEN
2310 PROCkill proc(proc*)
2320 ELSE
2330 IF running*=0 PROCdelete_icon(proc
icon%(0))
2340 PROCstart_proc(proc%) : REM if but
AND 4 replace the old one...
2350 running**=l
2360 running*(running*)=proc*
2370 ENDIF
2380 ENDPROC

2390 :
2400 DEF PROCkill_proc(proc%)
2410 PROCdelete_icon(proc_icon*(proc%))
2420 proc_icon*(proc*)=0
2430 IF cur_setup_hand*=wind_hand*(proc

*) PROCclose(cur_setup_hand%)
2440 IF result_open*(proc*) PROCcloselr

e6ult_hand*(proc%))
2450~run_poB*=FNfind_elem(proc%,running

*())
2460 running*(run_pos*)=0
2470 WHILE run_pos*<running*
2480 running*(run_pos*)=running*(run_po

2490 run_pos**=l
2500 ENDWHILE
2510 running%-=l
2520 IF running*=0 PROCstart_proc(0)
2530 ENDPROC
2540 :
2550 DEF PR0Cdelete_icon(ic%!4)
2560 !ic*=-l
2570 SYS "Wimp_DeleteIcon",,ic*
2580 ENDPROC
2590 :
2600 DEF FNleaf_name(s$)
2610 WHILE INSTR(s$,".")>0
2620 s$=MID$(s$,INSTR(s$,".")+l)
2630 ENDWHILE
2640 =s$
2650 :
2660 DEF FNget Btr(a%)
2670 LOCAL a$
2680 WHILE ?a%>=32
2690 a$=a$*CHR$?a%
2700 a**=l
2710 EHDWHILE

2720 =a$
2730 :
2740 DEF FNmake_men($temp%,menutitle$)
2750 =FNmake_men_raw(temp*,nenutitle$)
2760 :
2770 DEF FNmake_men_raw(mp%,menutitle$)
2780 LOCAL menumax%,wasptr%,itemS
2790 wasptr*=menuptr%
2800 menumax%=0
2810 menuptr*!20=44
2820 $menuptr*=menutitle$
2830 menuptr*!12=&70207
2840 maxaddr*=menuptr**16
2850 menuptr*!24=0
2860 menuptr**=28
2870 REPEAT
2880 item$=""
2890 WHILE ?mp*<>44
2900 item$*=CHR$?mp*
2910 mp**=l
2920 ENDWHILE
2930 cp**=l
2940 IF LEN(itemS)>menumax* menumax*=LE

H(ite=S)
2950 menuptr*!0=0
2960 menuptr*!4=-l
2970 menuptr*!8=47000021
2980 IF LEN(item$)<12 THEN
2990 S(menuptr**12)=itemS
3000 ELSE
3010 menudat*-=LEN(item$)*l
3020 Smenudat*=itemS
3030 menuptr*!12=nenudat*
3040 menuptr*!16=-l
3050 menuptr*!20=LEN(itenS)
3060 menuptr*!8*=S100
3070 ENDIF
3080 menuptr%*=24
3090 UNTIL ?mp%<32
3100 menuptr*!-24=(menuptr%!-24) OR S80
3110 !maxaddr*=menumax**16*32
3120 =wasptr%
3130 :
3140 DEF PR0Cattach_sub_menu(ml*,m2*,i%

)

3150 m2*!(32*24'i*)=ml*
3160 ENDPROC
3170 :
3180 DEF PROCopenjaenu(m*,x*,y*)
3190 LOCAL i*
3200 FOR i*=l TO lib_files*
3210 PROCticklproc menu*,i*-l,proc_icon

*(i*)>0)
3220 NEXT
3230 menux*=x*
3240 menuy*=y*
3250 SYS "Wimp_CreateMenu",,m*,x*,y*
3260 ENDPROC
3270 :
3280 DEF PROCmenu_select
3290 SYS "Wimp_GetPointerInfo",,temp*
3300 redo*=((temp*l8) AND 1)>0
3310 CASE !q* OF
3320 WHEN 1:IF q%!4>=0 PROCselect_proc(

q*!4*l,temp%!8)
3330 WHEN 2:PR0Cset_default
3340 WHEN 3:redo*=FALSE:IF q*!4>=0 OR r

unning%=0 done*=TRUE ELSE PROCkill_proc(
bar proc*)

3350 EHDCASE
3360 IF redo* PROCopen_menu(main_menu%,

menux*,menuy*)
3370 ENDPROC
3380 :
3390 DEF PROCset default
3400 LOCAL out*
3410 out*=OPENOUT("<Bio$Dir>.IChoicos")
3420 IF running%>0 THEN
3430 FOR i*=l TO running*
3440 PROCbputlout*,lib proc$(running*(i

%)))
3450 NEXT
3460 ENDIF
3470 CLOSE #out%
3480 ENDPROC
3490 :
3500 DEF PROCtick(a*,i*,c%)
3510 a*=a*»28*24*i%
3520 IF C* THEN !a*=!a* OR 1 ELSE la*=!

a* AND SFFFFFFFE

3530 ENDPROC
3540 :
3550 DEF PROCwarn(wS)
3560 !temp*=17
3570 $(temp**4)=w$
3580 SYS "Wicp_ReportError",temp*,l,"Bi

o"
3590 ENDPROC
3600 :
3610 DEF PR0Cmou8e(mousex*,mousey*,b*,h

andle*,icon*)
3620 LOCAL shand*,proc*
3630 bar_proc*=FNfind_elem(icon*,proc i

con*!))
3640 IF (b* AND 5)>0 THEN
3650 CASE handle* OF
3660 WHEN save hand*:
3670 CASE icon* OP
3680 WHEN 0:IF FNsave(FNget_str(8avetex

t)) PROCclose(save_hand*)
3690 WHEN l:PROCinit_save drag(aave_han

d*)
3700 ENDCASE
3710 WHEN -2:

3720 shar.d*=wind hand*(bar_proc%)
3730 IF shand*>0 THEN
3740 IF cur_aetup_hand*o-l PROCclose(c

ur_8etup_hand*)
3750 cur_setup_hand*=shand*
3760
3770
3780
3790
3800

3810
3820

SYS "Wimp_GetWindowState",,q*
q*!28=-l
SYS "Wimp_OpenWindow",,q%
ENDIF

OTHERWISE:
proc*=FNfind_elem(handle*,wind_han

3830 IF proc*>0 THEN
3840 e=EVAL("FN"*lib_proc$(proc*)*"_mou

se("*STR$mou8ex*+","+STR$mou8ey**","*STR
Sb**","*STR$handle*»","*STRSicon**")")

3850 IF e PROCprocesslproc*,"")
3860 ENDIF
3870 ENDCASE
3880 ELSE
3890 IF (b* AND 2)>0 AND handle*=-2 THE

N
3900 IF bar_proc%=0 PROClabel_main("Bio

") ELSE PROClabel_main(FNleaf_name(lib_f
ileSlbarjroc*)))

3910 PROCopenjsenu(main_menu*,mousex*-6
4,272)

3920 ENDIF
3930 ENDIF

3940 ENDPROC
3950 :
3960 DEF PROClabel_main(title$)
3970 FOR i*=0 TO LENtitleS
3980 main_menu*?i*=ASCHIDS(titleS*CHR50

,i**l,l)
3990 NEXT
4000 ENDPROC
4010 :
4020 DEF FNfile.type(nameS)
4030 LOCAL type*,ok
4040 IF nameS="'" THEN =-1
4050 SYS "XOS.FSControl",31,nameS TO ,,

type*;ok
4060 IF (ok AND 1)>0 PROCwarnf"Unknown

file type '"*nameS*"'")
4070 =type*
4080 :
4090 DEF PROCmessage
4100 LOCAL proc*
4110 PROCcopy(q*,mes8%,&100)
4120 CASE mess*!16 OF
4130 WHEN 0:done*=TRUE
4140 WHEN 1:

4150 cur_proc*=FNwhichj>roc
4160 IF FNallow type(mesa*!40,cur_proc%

) THEN
4170 mess*l36=-l
4180 $(meBS%*44)="<Wimp$Scrap>"»CHR$0
4190 mess*!12=mess*!8

4200 mess*!16=2
4210 !mess*=60
4220 SYS "Winp_SendHessage",17,mess*,me

SB*! 4

4230 ELSE
4240 PROCbad_file_type
4250 ENDIF
4260 WHEN 2:
4270 IF FNsave(FNget_str(mess%+44)) THE

N

4280 mes8*!12=me88*!8
4290 mess*!16=3
4300 SYS "Wimp_SendHessage",17,mess*,me

se*! 4
4310 PROCclose(save_hand*)
4320 ENDIF

4330 WHEN 3:
4340 proc*=FNwhich_proc
4350 IF FNallow_type(meB8*l40,proc%) TH

EH
4360 PR0CproceB8(proc%,FNget_str(mes8*t

44)1
4370 mes8*!12=mes8*!8
4380 mess*!16=4
4390 SYS "Wimp_SendMessage",17,mes8*,me

88%! 4
4400 ELSE
4410 PR0Cbad_file type
4420 ENDIF
4430 ENDCASE

4440 ENDPROC

4450 :

4460 DEF PROCbad_file type
4470 PROCwarnC'Invalid file type")
4480 ENDPROC

4490 :

4500 DEF FNwhich_proc
4510SYS "Wimp_GetPointerInfo",,ic%
4520 IF ic%!12=-2 THEN =FNfind_elem(ic%
!16,proc_icon%0)
4530 =FNfind_elem(ic%!12,windJiand*U)
4540 :
4550 DEF FNallow_type(given*,proc*)
4560 IF (given*=S1000 OR given*=S2000)
THEN =(lib_flags*(proc*) AND 2)<>0
4570 IF (lib_flags*(proc*) AND 1) AND (
lib in*(proc*)=-l OR lib_in*(proc*)=give
n*) THEN =TRUE

4580 =FALSE

4590 :
4600 DEF PROCcopylfrom*,to*,bytes*)
4610 LOCAL i*
4620 FOR i*=0 TO bytes*-l STEP 4
4630 to*!i*=from*!i*
4640 NEXT

4650 ENDPROC
4660 :

4670 DEF PROCprocess(proc*,fileS)
4680 LOCAL eS,z,x,y,b,i*
4690 cur_proc*=proc%
4700 IF cur_setup_hand*o-l PROCclose(c
ur_8etup_hand*)
4710 MOUSE x,y,b
4720eS="FN"*lib_proc$(proc*)t"("""*fil
eS*
4730 makes_file*=(lib_flags*(proc*) AND
4)>0
4740 makes results*=(lib flags*(proc%)

AND 8)>0
4750 send_out*=(lib_flag8*(proc%) AND 1
6)>0
4760 CASE TRUE OF

4770 WHEN makes.file*:
4780 e$»=","""+junk$+"'"'"
4790 WHEN makes_results%:
4800 FOR i%=0 TO lib_out*(proc%)
4810 e$*=",rS("*STR$proc**","+STR$i**")

4820 NEXT

4830 ENDCASE

4840 eS*=")"
4850 SYS "Hourglass_On"
4860 wind_hand*=wind_hand*(proc*)
4870 z=EVAL(eS)
4680 SYS "Hourglass_Off"
4890 IF z=0 THEN

4900 CASE TRUE OF

4910 WHEN makes_reaults%:
4920 IF r$(proc%,0)="" OR LEFTS(r$(proc
%,0),1)="<" rS(proc*,0)="Results"
4930 PROCopen_result(proc*)
4940 WHEN makes_file%:
4950 SYS "0S_File",18,junk$,lib out*(pr

oc*)

4960 IF send_out% THEN
4970 Sq*=STRINGS(44,CHRS0)*junkS
4980 q*!16=5
4990 q*!40=libout*(proc%)
5000 !q*=((LEN(junkS)*4) AND NOT 3)*44
5010 SYS "Wimp_SendMesBage",18,q%,0
5020 ELSE

5030 PROCopen_save(x-64,y-64,lib_out*(p
roc*))
5040 ENDIF

5050 ENDCASE

5060 ENDIF

5070 ENDPROC
5080 :
5090 DEF PROCpop_up_Bave
5100 LOCAL x,y,b
5110 MOUSE x,y,b
5120 PROCopen_save(x-64,y-64,lib_out*(c

urjroc*))
5130 ENDPROC
5140 :
5150 DEF PROCopen_result(proc%)
5160 LOCAL i*,maxw%
5170 IF re8ult_open*(proc%) PROCcloselr

esult_hand*(proc%))
5180 Sresult_title*(proc*)=rS(proc*,0)
5190 maxw%=0
5200 FOR i*=0 TO lib_out*(proc*)
5210 IF LEN(r$(proc*,i*))>maxw% maxw*=L

EN(r$(proc*,i%))
5220 NEXT

5230 !q%=0
5240 q*!4=-(2*border*»40*lib_out*(proc%

5250 !B=16*maxw**2*border%



5260 q*!12=0
5270 SYS "Wimp_SetExtent",result_hand*(

proc*),q*
5280 !q*=result_hand*(proc*)
5290 SYS "Wimp GetWindowState",,q*
5300 q*!12=q*!4*16*maxw**2*border*
5310 q*!8=q*!16-(2*border**40«lib_out*(

proc*))
5320 q*!28=-l
5330 SYS "Wimp_OpenWindow",,q*
5340 result_open*(proc*)=TRUE
5350 ENDPROC
5360 :
5370 DEF PROCopen_save(x*,y*,type*)
5380 LOCAL w*,h*
5390 Ssavetype="Sfile."*RIGHTS("FF"*STR

S"type*,3)
5400 !q*=save_hand*
5410 SYS "Wimp_GetWindowInfo",,q*
5420 w*=q*!12-q*!4
5430 h*=q*!16-q*!8
5440 q*!4=x%
5450 q*!8=y%
5460 q*!12=x*tw*
5470 q*!16=y**h*
5480 q%!20=0
5490 q*!24=0
5500 q*!28=-l
5510 SYS "Wimp_OpenWindow",,g*
5520 ENDPROC

5530 :
5540 DEF PROCdrag
5550 SYS "Wimp GetPointorlnfo",,q%
5560 q%l32=q*l4:q*l28=lq%
5570 q*124=q*!16:q*l20=q%!12
5580 q*!16=l:q*ll2=0
5590 SYS "0S_File",5,junkS TO ,,q*!40,,

q*l36
5600 q*!40=(q%!40 AND &FFF00) DIV &100
5610 $(q**44)=FNleaf_name(FNget_8tr(aav

etext))*CHR$(0)
5620 !q%=60
5630 SYS "Wimp_SendMesaage",17,q*,q*!20

,q%!24
5640 ENDPROC
5650 :
5660 DEF PROCkey(hand*,icon*,xcar*,ycar

*, carh*,carpoB*,key*)
5670 LOCAL proc*
5680 IF hand*=savejiand* AND key*=13 TH

EN
5690 IF FN8ave(FNget_8tr(savetext)) PRO

Cclose(save_hand%)
5700 ELSE
5710 proc*=PNfind_elem(hand*,windJiand*

0)
5720 IF proc*=0 THEN
5730 SYS "Wimp_ProcesBKey",key*
5740 ELSE
5750 e=EVAL("FN"*lib_procS(proc*)."_key

("*STRShand**","*STRSicon**","»STRSxcar*
«","*STRSycar*»","*STRScarh**","*STR$car
pos**","*STRSkey*»")")

5760 IF e PROCprocesBfproc*,"")
5770 ENDIF
5780 ENDIF
5790 ENDPROC
5800 :
5810 DEF PROCinit_eave_drag(save_hand*)
5820 LOCAL x*,y%,yflize%
5830 !q%=save_hand*
5840 SYS "Wimp_GetWindowState",,q*
5850 ysize%=q%ll6-q*l8
5860 x*=q%!4
5870 y*=q*!8
5880 q*!4=l
5890 SYS "Wimp_GetIconState",,q%
5900 q*!8*=x*
5910 q%ll2*=y**yaize*
5920 q*!16*=x*
5930 q*!20t=y%*ysize*
5940 q%!24=0
5950 q%!28=0
5960 q*!32=(FNmv(ll)*l)<<FNmv(4)
5970 q*!36=(FNmv(12)*l)<<FNmv(5)
5980 !q*=0
5990 q%!4=5
6000 SYS "Wimp_DragBox",,q%
6010 ENDPROC
6020 :
6030 DEF FNmv(m*)
6040 LOCAL v*
6050 SYS "OS_ReadModeVariable",-l,m* TO
,,v*
6060 =v*
6070 :
6080 DEF FNsave(8ave$)
6090 LOCAL Baved*
6100 IF FNgood save_name(saveS) THEN
6110 SYS "OS_FSControl",26,junkS,saveS,

(82
6120 saved*=TRUE
6130 ELSE
6140 PROCwarnCTo save, drag the icon t

o a directory viewer.")
6150 aaved*=FALSE
6160 ENDIF
6170 =saved*

6180 :
6190 DEF FNgood save_name(saveS)
6200 =saveS="<WimpSScrap>" OR INSTR(eav

eS,":")>0 OR INSTR(saveS,"-")>0
6210 :
6220 DEF FNic_addr(hand*,icon*,off*)
6230 !ic*=hand*
6240 ic*!4=icon*
6250 SYS "Wimp_GetIconState",,ic*
6260 =ic*!off*
6270 :
6280 DEF PROCclose(hand*)
6290 LOCAL proc*
6300 !q*=hand*
6310 SYS "Wimp_CloseWindow",,q*
6320 IF hand*=save hand* SYS "XOS_File"

,6,junk$
6330 IF hand*=cur_8etup_hand* THEN cur_

B0tup_.hand*=-1
6340 proc*=FNfind_elera(hand*,result.han

d%0)

6350 IF proc%>0 result_open*(proc*)=FAL

6360 EHDPROC
6370 :
6380 DEF PROCredraw(hand%)
6390 LOCAL i*,more%,ax0%,ayO*,proc%
6400 proc*=FNfind elem(hand%,result han

d*()>
6410 SYS "Wimp_RedrawWindow",,q% TO mor

e*
6420 WHILE more*
6430 ax0*=q*!4-q%!20
6440 ayO%=q*!16-q*!24
6450 FOR i*=l TO lib_out*(proc*)
6460 HOVE ax0*tborder*,ay0*-8-border*-4

0*(i*-l)
6470 PRINT rS(proc*,i*)
6480 NEXT

6490 SYS "WimpJSetRectangle",,q% TO mor
e*
6500 ENDWHILE

6510 ENDPROC

6520 :

6530 DEF FNuc(aS)
6540 LOCAL i*,cS
6550 FOR i*=l TO LEN(a$)
6560 c$=MID$(aS,i%,l)
6570 IF c$>="a" AND c$<="z" MIDS(a$,i*,
l)=CHR$(ASCc$-32)
6580 NEXT

6590 =aS
6600 :

6610 DEF FNlc(aS)
6620 LOCAL i%
6630 FOR i*=l TO LEN(a$)
6640 c$=MID$(aS,i*.l)
6650 IF c$>="A" AND cS<="Z" MIDS(aS,i*,
D=CHRS(ASCcSt32)
6660 NEXT
6670 =a$
6680 :

6690 DEF FNBtrip spaces(BtrS)
6700 WHILE LEFTS(str$,l)=" "
6710 str$=MID$(str$,2)
6720 ENDWHILE
6730 WHILE RIGHTS(str$,l)=" "
6740 strS=LEFTS(str$)
6750 ENDWHILE

6760 =strS
6770 :

6780 DEF PR0Cbput(£*,8tr$)
6790 BPUT #£%,atr$*CHR$10;
6800 ENDPROC
6810 :

6820 DEF PROCwputlf*,!_word*)
6830 SYS "OS_GBPB",2,f*,_word*,4
6840 ENDPROC

6850 :

6860 DEF FNwget(f%)
6870 SYS "OS_GBPB",4,f*,_word*,4
6880 =!_word%
6890 :

6900 DEF PROCwrite_in_icon(hand*,icon%,
textS)
6910 SFNic_addr(hand*,icon*,28)=textS
6920 ic*!8=0:ic*!12=0
6930 SYS "Wimp_SetIconState",,ic*
6940 SYS "Wimp_GetCaretPosition", ,ic*
6950 IF !ic*=hand* AND ic*!4=icon% SYS
"Wimp SetCaretPosition",!ic*,ic*!4,ic%!8
,ic*!12,-l,-l
6960 ENDPROC

6970 :

6980 DEF FNicon_text(wind*,icon*)
6990 =$FNic_addr(wind*,icon*, 28)
7000 :
7010 DEF PR0CsetJ>utton(!ic*,ic*!4,stat

e%)
7020 ic*!8=8tate%«21
7030 ic*U2=l<<21
7040 SYS "Wimp_SetIconState",,ic%
7050 ENDPROC

7060 :
7070 DEF FNbutton_state(!ic*,ic%!4)
7080 SYS "Wimp_GetIconState",,ic%
7090 =SGN(ic%!(8+16) AND 1«21)
7100 :

7110 DEF FNesg_8tate(wind*,esg%)
7120 SYS "Wimp_WhichIcon",wind%,ic%,*ll
1111<<16, (esg*«16) OR (1«21)
7130 =!ic%
7140 :

7150 DEF PROChourglassfcurrent,maximum)
7160 IF maximumoO SYS "Hourglass_Perce
ntage",current*100/maximum
7170 ENDPROC

Listing 2 - Dat_Bio
10 REH >Dat_bio (Bio2)
20 REM Create files for !Bio
30 REM by Dave Acton S Dave Lawrence
40 REM for 32-bit machines
50 REM (c) BAU February 1993
60 :
70 free*=(HIHEH-END-&8000) AND &FFPFF

000
80 DIH q* S100,w% free*
90 OSCLI"CDIR Library"

100 REPEAT

110 READ file$
120 IF fileSo"*" THEN
130 PRINT fileS
140 READ type*,olen%
150 IF type*=4FFF OR type*=SFFE OR typ

e*=&FEB THEN

160 out*=OPENODT(fileS)
170 REPEAT
180 READ line$
190 IF lineSo"*" BPUT#out%,line$
200 UNTIL lineS="*"
210 CLOSE#out*
220 SYS "OS_File",18,fileS,type*
230 ELSE

240 line*=0

250 dS=""
260 i%=0
270 WHILE i*<olen%
280 b$=FNc
290 IF bS>="a" AND b$<="z" THEN
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300 off*=-EVAL("S"*FNc»FNc)
310 FOR k*=0 TO (ASC(b$)-ASC"a"»2)
320 w*?i*=w*?(i*.off*)
330 i*t=l
340 NEXT

350 ELSE
360 w*?i*=EVAL("S"»bStPNc)
370 i**=l
380 ENDIF

390 ENDWHILE
400 SYS "OS_File", 10,fileS,type*,,w*,w

%*olen*

410 ENDIF

420 ENDIF
430 UNTIL file$="*"
440 END

450 :

460 DEF FNc

470 LOCAL c$
480 IF dS="" THEN
490 READ dS.chS
500 line**=l

510 Sq*=dS
520 SYS "OS_CRC",0,q*,q**LEN(dS),l TO

crc*

530 IF crc*oEVAL("&"+ch$) PRINT"Error
in data line ";line*:END
540 ENDIF
550 cS=LEFT$(d$,l)
560 dS=MIDS(dS,2)
570 =cS
580 :

590 DATA "!Choices",&FFF,&lA
600 DATA tonedial

610 DATA Bummean
620 DATA drawsprs
630 DATA *

640 DATA "IRun",SFEB,&82
650 DATA Set BioSDir <Obey$Dir>
660 DATA Set BioSJunk <ObcySDir>.Junk
670 DATA IconSprites <Bio$Dir>.!Sprite

s

680 DATA wimpalot -min 96K -max 96K
690 DATA <BioSDir>.IRunimage
700 DATA •

710 DATA "!Sprites",SFF9,S324
720 DATA 020000O010a0428O3a09aOD,5E8C
730 DATA 2162696Fal3al6000O04elC,CCC7

740 DATA bl007a28ACa2Ca04000Cb21,B40S
750 DATA FFFFFFaO4FF00DDDDDDa04D,751A
760 DATA DOOBBBBBBaO4BB00999999a,EC48
770 DATA 0499OO777777a0477005555,BA0F
780 DATA 55aO45500333333aO433f5C,158D
790 DATA 00004499aO49900EEEE00aO,58C6
800 DATA 4a86CCa8Aa04DDa91a04al8,822B
810 DATA BBalCBB00558800a04a70BB,D6B2
820 DATA a74aO40OBBFFaO4FFa5Fa62,AlB4

830 DATA 07D55D20DD6DAA6ADDDDODe,8BA
840 DATA A40OO050a92A6AA77A7AAD6,42O9
850 DATA 2DbB85555453423aA6A67Ab,5CF2
860 DATA 33AAD6cl4al322O2206DAA7,7D13
870 DATA 717011177A76AbEO44al322,8587
880 DATA O0D06D7A77010O007177cl4,F2A7
890 DATA 3322002202DDa61i28O20O8,62C3
900 DATA 82022DO1508088aA580882O,41A5
910 DATA e78bC3OO208888888868880,5D2D
920 DATA 8b3F6ADDb8B00888866FFFF,84A8
930 DATA 6F86B8aA100a420O70bl4F6,762O
940 DATA 7FaCBFF8628DO0D1001aC7b,55DC
950 DATA 14687F77373177776Fa4220,5663
960 DATA 120O0040b28F67737010031,847B
970 DATA 77F78688082O22223343kl4,B66
980 DATA 0210al34455k3Cal4al3cl4,100F
990 DATA f64a8Eb9Ac7B80d8CO8aBAb,E77B
1000 DATA C87777aF018aFA736D21626,C7F7
1010 DATA 96Fc270002aF0d320000O3a,BllC
1020 DATA FCACaECa04000CaF410FFFF,EA6C
1030 DATA FFa04FF10aCDa04DD10BBBB,26CB
1040 DATA BBaO4BB10999999a049910a,34E8
1050 DATA D6a04771O555555a0455103,E178
1060 DATA 33333aO43310b3Cb400O449,384E
1070 DATA 9a049910EEEEO0a04al4CCa,BEBF
1080 DATA 18a04DDa5Ca04al8BBalCBB,D64
1090 DATA 10558800a04a70BBa74aO40,647

1100 DATA 0BBFFa04FFaDlD73DADD5DD,753C
1110 DATA b9807213231AD6754A705b0,1077
1120 DATA C1322DlD537C0660Dbl8831,D86F
1130 DATA 0D2D35D67DDb0C0O888F88D,FE34
1140 DATA D2DDA2DbD488687588F4152,749C
1150 DATA 10207aF474C520874812320,EElC
1160 DATA Db0CalBD83812dl86586886,lF8A
1170 DATA 686707777a2400,A051
1180 DATA "Templates",4FEC&334
1190 DATA FFFFFFFF00000000aO4c075,713E
1200 DATA CaODC4all01al573617665O,22D5
1210 DATA DlF8FE2811AOOEB20allB4a,DF51
1220 DATA 15bl870726F67496E666F0D,925E
1230 DATA 690O0OD402000O60e307265,FD4A
1240 DATA 73756C740DBBOO5OAOElb54,lFEB
1250 DATA A0a597Ca2O9Aa4D2403h663,4FB
1260 DATA 00700005200078607020701,5D6B
1270 DATA 0C0Ea41a8158a89FAe893Dc,1485
1280 DATA 25d84b9C53a882O61733A0D,67E
1290"-DATA 0D0D65b47C0aB16OaB9EEaB,C4EF
1300 DATA 990aC13D9O01C74F4BOD746,4BFB
1310 DATA 9746C65643E0DF656aDlA6a,12E6
1320 DATA D996aD9ECaE13B610O17B8a,2O3C
1330 DATA E5B9aE90CaEDOAe4OBAf40F,178
1340 DATA 10007C3aFFa83FFbF90D536,9815
1350 DATA 6696C655F6666660DODD2aF,4F47
1360 DATA 8FCaE44E04aECiC44CaC412,B64B
1370 DATA 000384dC4b56aF2FCa40O5e,F338
1380 DATA C4bBDiC478aCDb6013aEE09,10CB
1390 DATA aF2A4aF734aF454aD164bC4,751
1400 DATA 3000B70DhC4FE9AaFCCCaE4,B0AD

1410 DATA 76a7Ca57FF3D60OO0742494,7F78
1420 DATA F0D6950726F630D000Ob2O9,5D73
1430 DATA 8e20C8bC46100078Be641Ba,F037
1440 DATA F8b40b58b4O94e2OA6e8428,E02
1450 DATA e2030e6060e40AFeA41EaE7,9B82
1460 DATA 3EaEBD0aBlb88F8aB919000,2EB8
1470 DATA 0174E616D653A0DdA0OEaF2,6F6A
1480 DATA 9Ce20C4e2O507572706F73a,94AD
1490 DATA 23aCOb4468e4O90e4041757,lF2B

1500 DATA 4686F723A0Df4038e60b80b,D19
1510 DATA 6056657273696F6Ec404162,E7BF
1520 DATA 6F757420746869732070726.3DE2
1530 DATA F6772616D0D4D756C746970.5DO
1540 DATA d6420492F4Fbl9636573736,92B5

1550
1560
1570

1580

1590
1600

1610

1620

C

1630

1640

1650
1660

1670
1680

1690
1700

1710

1720

1730

1740

1750

1760
1770

1780

1790
1800

1810

1820

1830

1840

1850

1860
1870

1880

1890

1900

1910
1920

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

F720D444341202620644C0D.BD53
312E30300DC4aE8E0aE45A0,E83A
4eO0OCCaEOaEFbO50038070,44C3
00002000186070207010301,E552
0Ccl930aDDD0al8b263Da38,383D
0030O000bO7b3658aFCaFBF,5C8B
F20e43526573a8373OD,B765
"Library.BioSprites",SFF9,S20

A079

48BD

B405

751A
EC48

BA0F

158D

58C6

822B

D6B2

A1B4

8BA

4209
5CF2

7D13
8587

F2A7

62C3

41A5

5D2D
84A8

7620

55DC

5663

OlO0000010a041002aO9aO4,
62696F34al3al6O0O0O4elC,
bl007a28ACa2Ca040O0Cb21,
FFFFFFa04FF00DDDDDDa04D,
DOOBBBBBBa04BB00999999a,
04990077777730477005555,
55a04550O333333a0433f5C,
00004499a049900EEEEOOaO,
4a86CCa8Aa04DDa91aO4al8,
BBalCBBO0558800a04a70BB,
a74a0400BBFFa04FFa5Fa62,
07D55D20DD6DAA6ADDDDODe,
A400O050a92A6AA77A7AAD6,
2DbB85555453423aA6A67Ab.
33AAD6cl4al32202206DAA7,
717011177A76AbE044al322,
00D06D7A770100007177cl4,
3322002202DDa61i2802008,
82O22D01508088aA5B08820.
e78bC300208888888888880,
8b3F6ADDb8BO0888866FFFF,
6F6688aA100a420070bl4F6,
7FaCBFF8628D00D1001aC7b,
14687F77373177776Fa4220,
12000040b28F67737O10031,
77F78688082022223343kl4,
0210al34455k3Cal4al3cl4,
f64a8Eb9Ac7880d8CO8aBAb,
C8777700000O,9149

100F

E77B

Listing 3 - SumMean
10 REM >SumMean (Bio3)
20 REM Calculate sum and mean

30 END
40

50 DEF FNsumme

age"
60 DEF FNsummean_args="-in Text -resu

Its 3"
70 DEF FN8ummean_init

e="Total and Aver

100

TURN ]

110

120

130

140

150
160

1))>0
170

180

DEF FNBummean(inS,RETURN titleS.RE
ilS,RETURN 82$,RETURN s3S)
LOCAL in*.items,s$.total,average
in*=OPENIN(in$)
WHILE NOT E0F#in%
PROChourglass(PTR#in%,EXT#in*)
s$=FN8trip_spaces(GET$#in*)
IF INSTR("0123456789t-.",LEFTS(sS,
AND sSo"" THEN
items»=l

totaU=VAL(s$)
ENDIF

ENDWHILE

CL0SE#in%
IF items>0 average=total/items
title$=FNleaf_name(in$)
Bl$="Items: "*STR$(items)
s2$="Sum: "+STR$(total)
B3$="Mean: "tSTRS(average)

Listing 4 - Dat_Sum
10 REM >Dat_sum (Bio4)
20 REM Create sprites for Sum/Meanmo

dule

30 :
40 free*=(HIMEM-END-S8000) AND &FFFFF

000

50 DIM q% &100,w* free*
60 REPEAT

70 READ file$
80 IF fileSo"*" THEN
90 PRINT file$
100 READ type*,olen*
110 IF type*=SFFF OR type*=SFFE OR typ

e*=&FEB THEN

120 out*=OPENOUT(fileS)
130 REPEAT
140 READ lineS
150 IF line$<>"*" BPUT#out*,line$
160 UNTIL lineS="*"
170 CL0SE#out%
180 SYS "0S_File",18,fileS,type*
190 ELSE

200 line*=0
210 d$=""
220 i*=0
230 WHILE i*<olen%
240 bS=FNc
250 IF bS>="a" AND bS<="z" THEN
260 off*=-EVAL("&"*FNc+FNc)
270 FOR k*=0 TO (ASC(bS)-ASC"a"t2)
280 w%?i*=w*?(i*toff*)
290 i*t=l
300 NEXT

310 ELSE
320 w*?i*=EVAL("S"»bS*FNc)
330 i*t=l
340 ENDIF

350 ENDWHILE
360 SYS "0S_File",10,fileS,type*,,w*,w

*»olen%

370 ENDIF

380 ENDIF

390 UNTIL fileS="*"
400 END

410 :

420 DEF FNc
430 LOCAL c$
440 IF dS="" THEN
450 READ d$,chS
460 line*t=l

470 $q*=d$
480 SYS "OS.CRC",0,q*,q*tLBN(d$),l TO

crc*
490 IF crc*oEVAL("S"tch$) PRINT"Error

in data line ";line*:END
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ENDIF

cS=LEFTS(dS,l)
d$=MID$(d$,2)
=c$

DATA

DATA
DATA
DATA

DATA

DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

DATA

DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA
DATA

DATA
DATA

DATA
DATA

DATA
DATA
DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA
DATA
DATA

DATA

"Sprites",&FF9.&360

a0473756D6D65616E34al70
004elCb0C07a28ACbl50200
000Cb34FFFFFFa04FF10DDD

999999a04991O777777a047,
710555555aO45510333333a,
0433b6Cb7010004499aO499,
10EEEE00aO4a84CCa88a04D,
Da90a04al8BBalCBB105588,

04FFe97e9EdA553a6Ca6F55,
15ilD517757a7A437627j31,
7377aEE002026j45307747b,
F413k597277j4Cd74207667,
02o7E6177k61c9E1075c670,
0327777777737eB1505701d,
82al523f2804oCE62eC4426,
5154176d6F30cAO00a3F745,
74554c461065c8A3005aAA6,
7c58000071261111111111b,
5471el440b81b85O2523355,
7733cE35355555555a04460,
17435107526oE6fF7FFFFFF,
FFa04FFFFql4j14a290FaFF,
FOkl4F0d37k28b52oEFa29b,
3Eo7Bw29k94F0pl4el3mCBi,
D3d6FeAFaBAgl4e4DF0cl4e,
95fFlil4aDBel4h8Bf27bl4,
CFBFFFFFF.8A9A

E6B6

1913
9C23

BBFF
4B0C
11EE
61CB
4D14
5C26
4BA3
D008
B127
903B
43E5
E361

5D1
13E0

A58C
35C0

F3B3
CD4A

6D4E
BBE1
CBBE
C8CE
3570
7130

Listing 5 - DrawSprs
10 REM >DrawSprs (Bio5)
20 REM Get sprites from drawfile
30 END

*INFO

50 DEF FNdrawsprs_name="Extract sprit
es"

60 DSF FNdrawsprs._args="-in DrawFile
-out Sprite -send"

70 DEF FNdrawsprs_init

100 DEF FNdrawsprs(inS,out$)
110 LOCAL in*,out*,obj*,len*,i%,sprite

a*
120 in*=OPENIN(in$)
130 out*=0PEN0UT(outS)
140 PTR#in%=40
150 PTR#out%=12
160 sprites*=0
170 WHILE NOT EOF#in*
180 IF PTR#in% MOD 100=0 PROChourglass

(PTR#in*,EXT#in%)
190 obj*=Fllwget(in%)
200 len*=FNwget(in%)
210 IF obj*<>5 THEN
220 PTR#in*=PTR#in*tlen*-8
230 ELSE

240 PTR#in*=PTR#in%+16
250 FOR i*=l TO len%-24
260 IF PTR#in% MOD 100=0 PROChourglaas

(PTR#in*,EXT#in*)
270 BPUT#out*,BGET#in%
280 NEXT
290 sprites*+=l
300 ENDIF

310 ENDWHILE
320 PTR#out%=0
330 PR0Cwput(out*,8prites*)
340 PR0Cwput(out*,16)
350 PR0Cwput(out*,EXT#out%+4
360 CL0SE#in*
370 CL0SE#out*

Listing 6 - DatDrwSpr
10 REM >Dat_drsp (Bio6)
20 REM Create sprites for DrawSpr mod

40 free*=(HIMEM-BND-&8000) AND &FFFFF
000

50 DIM q* &100,w% free*
60 REPEAT
70 READ fileS
80 IF fileSo"*" THEN
90 PRINT fileS

100 READ type*,olen*
110 IF type*=SFFF OR type*=&FFE OR typ

e*=SFEB THEN

120 out*=0PEN0UT(file$)
130 REPEAT
140 READ lineS

150 IF line$<>"*" BPUT#out%,line$
160 UNTIL lineS="*"
170 CL0SE#out%
180 SYS "OS_File",lB,file$,type*
190 ELSE
200 line%=0
210 d$=""
220 i*=0
230 WHILE i*<olen*
240 b$=FNc
250 IF bS>="a" AND b$<="z" THEN
260 off*=-EVAL("&"+FNc+FNc)
270 FOR k%=0 TO (ASC(b$)-ASC"a"+2)
280 w*?i%=w%?(i*+off%)
290 i*+=l
300 NEXT

310 ELSE
320 w*?i*=EVAL("S"+b$+FNc)
330 i*+=l
340 ENDIF
350 ENDWHILE
360 SYS "0S_File",10,file$,type*,,w*,w

%+olen*

370 ENDIF

380 ENDIF

390 UNTIL fileS="*"
400 END

410 :

420 DEF FNc

430 LOCALc$
440 IF dS="" THEN
450 READd$,chS
460 line*+=l

470 Sq*=dS
480 SYS "OS_CRC",0,q*,q*+LEN(dS),l TO

crc*
490 IF crc*oEVAL("i"+ch$) PRINT"Error

in data line ";line*:END
500 ENDIF

510 c$=LBFTS(dS,l)
520 d$=MID$(d$,2)
530 =c$
540 :
550 DATA "Sprites",&FF9,&2E0
560 DATA 0100O00010a04E40200O0D4,5270
570 DATA a04647261777370727334al,D015
580 DATA 804elCa230O07a282Ca2C80,B4BB
590 DATA a310Ca3477777777a047777,C259
600 DATA 41443433332300O04444040,FC85
610 DATA 70OB00Bb2A7771737774775,B36E
620 DATA 701gl46464047773a32b45a,6514
630 DATA 28B7BBBB0B40707040bl377,A4D8
640 DATA 77dl4a6070O047400774770,9562
650 DATA 5b5BO7b508708O070676766,97FC
660 DATA 77737105a3Ba82b64800870,B8E3
670 DATA a8D0774cl4f3C8800700400,B320
680 DATA 7472b28aC8b8CgA0fA9aAOc,64F
690 DATA CB1133537699FFFF0FbC4f1,6172
700 DATA 4aEC72FFBFFF005O7707kl4,DA33
710 DATA BFBB0B007571n28EE0E0027,2F4F
720 DATA aE4j3CAAal41B03ml4AA0O0,4A0F
730 DATA 0B70Bk6471AA0A000O7B114,35EB
740 DATA 70iA0FFFFFFFFa04FFFFf95,A7AC
750 DATA gllbl4dB4kl4b31bC9mllc4,lCC3
760 DATA lnl3b56k50b5Fn640000F0n,E82
770 DATA 50r8CqlFF0q33ql4z28z50z,AA9F
780 DATA 64z8CFF,9BC4
790 DATA *

Listing 1 - Stars 760 ENDPROC
770 :

300 p*=l
310 PR0Cc(cl%,c2%,p%)

1020 ENDIF
1030 ENDPROC

10 REM >Stars (Infoi) 780 DEF PR0Cd(x*,y%) 320 IF r*<=l LINE Xl*-l,yl%,x2%-l,y2%: 1040 :

20 REM by Jan Vibe 790 x*=x**k% LINE xl*+l,yl*,x2*+l,y2*:ENDPROC 1050 DEF PROCinit

30 REM for 32-bit machines 800 y*=y*«k% 330 d=SQR((Xl*-x2*)-2+(yl*-y2%)"2) 1060 LOCAL n*,v%,x%,y%,cl*,c2%
40 REM (c) BAU February 1993 810 path*!pp%=8 340 np*=d/(r%/4) 1070 FOR n*=l TO 15
50 : 820 pp%+=4 350 IF d>=68 k=17:f=l ELSE k=d/4:f=17/ 1080 v*=127*(SINRAD(24*n*)+l)
60 MODE 12 830 path*!pp*=x% k 1090 c*(n*,l)=v%
70 OFF 840 pp%+=4 360 d2=d/k 1100 c*(n*,2)=v%
80 DIM c*(15,3),lx%(50,2),ly*(50,2),p 850 path*!pp*=y% 370 FOR n%=0 TO np% 1110 c*(n*,3)=v%

ath* 500 860 pp%+=4 380 PROCs 1120 NEXT

90 FOR n*=l TO 15 870 ENDPROC 390 px%=(x2**n*+xl**(np*-n%))/np% 1130 COLOUR 0,128,128,128
100 v%=127*(SINRAD(24*n*)+l) 880 : 400 py*=(y2%*n%+yl%*(np%-n*))/np% 1140 VDU 19,0,24,128,128,128
110 c*(n*,l)=v* 890 DEF PROCcl 410 pg*=p% 1150 FOR y*=l TO 17
120 c*(n*,2)=v* 900 path*!pp%=5 420 p*=SQR((xl*-px%)"2+(yl*-py%)"2)/d2 1160 FOR x*=l TO 4
130 c*(n*,3)=v* 910 pp*+=4 +1 1170 READ p*(x*,y%)
140 NEXT 920 ENDPROC 430 IF p*opg* AND p*<=k PR0Cc(cl*,c2% 1180 NEXT

150 ti*=TIME 930 : ,P**f) 1190 NEXT

160 REPEAT 940 DEF PROCe 440 CIRCLE FILL px*,py*,r% 1200 FOR y*=0 TO 15
170 k*=RND(97)+31 950 path*!pp*=0 450 NEXT 1210 FOR x%=0 TO 15
180 f=256/k* 960 pp*+=4 460 ENDPROC 1220 cl*=l

190 p*=2*(RND(13)+3) 970 path*!pp*=pp% 470 : 1230 c2*=l
200 d=360/p% 980 ENDPROC 480 DEF PR0Cc(cl*,c2*,l%) 1240 FOR n*=l TO 4
210 ct%=0 990 : 490 LOCAL pc$(),cl$,c2$,cp$,htab$,b*,m 1250 IF (cl% AND x%)<>0 pt%(x%,y*)+=c2*
220 REPEAT 1000 DEF PROCf %,n%,8% 1260 c2*=c2%*2
230 px*=RND(1280) 1010 LOCAL n*,cs* 500 DIM pc$(8) 1270 IF (cl% AND y%)<>0 pt*(x*,y*)+=c2*
240 py*=RND(1024) 1020 IF TIME>ti* THEN 510 htabS="0123456789ABCDEF" 1280 c2%=c2**2:cl*=cl%*2
250 ct*+=l 1030 IF RND(1)>0.9 THEN 520 cl$=HIDS(htab$,cl*tl,l) 1290 NEXT
260 PROCf 1040 CS*=RND(3) 530 c2S=MID$(htabS,c2*+l,l) 1300 NEXT
270 UNTIL POINT(px*,py%(=0 OR ct%=1000 1050 FOR n*=l TO 15 540 FOR n*=l TO 4 1310 NEXT

0 1060 c*(n*-l,cs%)=c*(n*,cs%) 550 s*=p%(n*,l*) 1320 GCOL 80,0
280 IF ct%=10000 CLS 1070 NEXT 560 cpS="" 1330 ti*=TIME
290 px*=px**f 1080 c*(15,cs*)=c*(0,cs*) 570 b*=l 1340 sh*=RND(15)
300 py*=py**f 1090 ENDIF 580 FOR m*=l TO 8 1350 ENDPROC
310 vr*=RND(360) 1100 sh*=sh% MOD 15*1 590 PROCs 1360 :
320 zl*=RND(300)+200 1110 FOR n*=l TO 15 600 IF (b% AND S%)=0 cpS=cp$+cl$ ELSE 1370 DATA 0,0,0,0,128,0,8,0,136,0,136 0
330 dl*=RND(200)+100 1120 cs*=(n*+8h%) MOD 15+1 cp$=cpS+c2S ,136,32,136,2,136,34,136,34
340 z2*=RND(32)+16 1130 COLOUR n*,c*(c8*,l),c*(cs*,2),c*(c 610 b*=2*b* 1380 DATA 168,34,138,34,170,34,170,34 1
350 d2*=RND(400)+100 8%, 3) 620 NEXT 70,42,170,162,170,170,170,170
360 FOR n*=l TO p* 1140 NEXT 630 pc$(n*)=cpS 1390 DATA 234,170,174,170,238,170,238 1
370 PROCf 1150 ti*=TIME+5 640 pc$(n**4)=cpS 70,238,186,238,171,238,187
380 t=RAD(d*n*+vr*) 1160 ENDIF 650 NEXT 1400 DATA 238,187,238,251,238,191,238 2
390 lx*(n*,l)=zl*«SIN(t)tpx% 1170 ENDPROC 660 PROCpat(pc$()) 55,238,255,254,255,239,255
400 ly*{n*,l)=zl*«COS(t)+py%
410 SWAP zl*,dl%
420 lx*(n*,2)=z2**SIN(t)+px*

Listing 2 - SpiralTree
10 REM >SpiralTree (Info2)

670 ENDPROC
680 :

690 DEF PROCpat(patSO)

1410 DATA 255,255,255,255

Listing 3 - Shade!
430 ly*(n*,2)=z2**COS(t)+py% 20 REM by Jan Vibe 700 LOCAL n*,m*,v%() 10 REM >Shadel (Info3)

20 REM by P D McKenzie
30 REM for 8-bit machines
40 REM (c) BAU February 1993
50 :
60 MODE 1

440 SWAP z2*,d2%
450 NEXT

460 c*=RND(15)
470 s*=RND(17)+7

30 REM for 32-bit machines
40 REM (c) BAU February 1992
50 :
60 MODE 12

710 DIM v%(8,8)
720 FOR m*=l TO 8
730 FOR n*=l TO 8
740 v%(m*,n%)=EVAL("&"+MIDS(patS(m*),n

480 FOR n*=0 TO s* 70 OFF %,D)
490 nl*=s*-n% 80 DIM p*(4,17),pt*(15,15),c*(15,3) 750 NEXT

70 n%=7
500 GCOL (n*+c*) MOD 15+1 90 PROCinit 760 NEXT

60 VDU 23;8202;0;0;0;
510 pp*=0 100 PROCtree(870,216,235,0,64,RND(15)) 770 FOR n*=l TO 4 90 VDD 19,1,1;0;19,2,4;0;
520 x*=(nl%*lx%(l,l)+n**lx*(l,2))/s% 110 REPEAT 780 PROCs 100 VDU 29,640:512;
530 y%=(nl%*ly*(l,l)+n**ly*(l,2))/s%
540 PROCm(x*,y*)

120 PROCs
130 UNTIL FALSE

790 VDU 23,n*+l
800 FOR m*=l TO 8

110 PRINTTAB(14,10)"Please Wait"
120 PROCsetup
130 CLS550 FOR i%=2 TO p% 140 : 810 VDU pt*(v*(m*,2*n%-l),v*(n*,2*n%))

560 PROCf 150 DEF PROCtree(x%,y%,z%,a%,r*,c%) 820 NEXT
140 PROCdraw

570 x*=(nl**lx*(i%,1)+n%*lx*(i%,2))/s* 160 LOCAL xl*,yl*,cl% 830 NEXT
150 PROCsave

580 y*=(nl%*ly*(i%,l)+n%*ly*(i*,2))/s* 170 xl%=x%tz**SINRAD(a%) 840 ENDPROC
160 CHAIN"Shade2"

590 PR0Cd(x*,y%) 180 yl%=y%.z**COSRAD(a*) 850 :
170 END

600 NEXT 190 PROCl(x*,y*,xl*,yl%,c*,c* MOD 15+1 860 DEF PROCs
180 :

610 PROCcl
620 PROCe
630 SYS "Draw Fill",path*,0,0,0
640 NEXT

,r%)
200 IF z%>8 THEN
210 PROCtree(xl*,yl*,z*/l.l,a*-36,r*/l

.l,c% MOD 15+1)

870 LOCAL n*,cs%
880 IF TIME>ti* THEN
890 IF RND(1)>.9 THEN
900 C8*=RND(3)

190 DEF PROCsetup
200 DIM x*(2),y*(2),z%(2)
210 DIM dx*(n*,2),dy*(n%,2)
220 DIM an(n%,3),c*(n*)

650 UNTIL FALSE 220 xl*=xl*+0.9«r%*SINRAD(a*+90) 910 FOR n*=l TO 15 230 DIM d*(n*,3)
660 : 230 yl*=yl%+0.9*r**COSRAD(a%+90) 920 c*(n%-l,c8%)=c%(n*,cs%) 240 lx=0:ly=0:lz=1000
670 DEF PR0Cm(x*,y%) 240 PROCtree(xl*,yl*,z%/2.30,a*+90,r%/ 930 NEXT

250 ax=30:ay=30:az=0
260 cx=COSRAD(ax)
270 sx=SINRAD(ax)
280 cy=COSRAD(ay)
290 sy=SINRAD(ay)
300 cz=COSRAD(az)
310 az=SINRAD(az)
320 mm=l
330 RESTORE

680 x*=x**k%
690 y*=y**k*
700 path*!pp%=2
710 pp%+=4
720 path*!pp*=x%
730 pp%+=4

2.30,c% MOD 15+1)
250 ENDIF
260 ENDPROC
270 :

280 DEF PROCl(xl%,yl*,x2%,y2%,cl*,c2*,
r*)

940 c%(15,c8*)=c%(0,cs%)
950 ENDIF

960 sh*=sh* MOD 15+1
970 FOR n*=l TO 15
980 cs%=(n*tsh%) MOD 15+1
990 COLOUR 16-n*,c*(cs*,l),c*(cs*,2),c

740 path*!pp*=y%
750 pp%+=4

290 LOCAL d,d2,k,f,p%,pg*,np%,n*,px*,p
y*

%(C8*,3)
1000 NEXT
1010 ti*=TIME+6
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340 FOR u=0 TO n*
350 PRINTTAB(19,12);u
360 FOR v=0 TO 2
370 READ x*(v),y*(v),z*(v)
380 x*(v)=x*(v)*mm
390 y*(v)=y*(v)*nm
400 z*(v)=z*(v)*mn
410 PROCtrans(x*(v),y*(v),z*(v))
420 x*(v)=x*
430 y*(v)=y%
440 z*(v)=z*
450 m=-200O/(z*-2000)
460 dx*(u,v)=x**m
470 dy*(u,v)=y**m
480 NEXT

490 READ c*(u)
500 PROCgetabcd(x*(0),y*(0),z*(0),x*(l

),y*(l),z*(l),x*(2),y*(2),z%(2))
510 d*(u,0)=a
520 d*(u,l)=b
530 d*(u,2)=c
540 d*(u,3)=d
550 an(u,0)=FNang(dx%(u,0),dy*(u,0),dx

*(u,l),dy*(u,l))
560 an(u,l)=FNang(dx*(u,0),dy*(u,O),dx

%(u,2),dy*(u,2))
570 an(u,2)=FNang(dx*(u,1),dy*(u,1),dx

%(u,0),dy*(u,0))
580 an(u,3)=FNang(dx*(u,l),dy*(u,l),dx

*(u,2),dy*(u,2))
590 NEXT
600 ENDPROC
610 :
620 DEF PR0Cgetabcd(xl,yl,zl,x2,y2,z2,

x3,y3,z3)
630 xa=xl+x2:xb=x2+x3:xc=x3+xl
640 ya=yl+y2:yb=y2+y3:yc=y3+yl
650 za=zl+z2:zb=z2+z3:zc=z3+zl
660 a=(yl-y2)*za+(y2-y3)*zb»(y3-yl)*zc
670 b=(zl-z2)*xa+(z2-z3)*xbt(z3-zl)«xc
680 C=(xl-x2)*yat(x2-x3)*yb+(x3-xl)*yc
690 d=-(a*xl+b*yl+c*zl)
700 ENDPROC

710 :
720 DEF PROCtrans(xx%,yy*,zz*)
730 x*=xx*:y*=yy*:z*=zz%
740 IF ax<>0 THEN a*=FNrot(x*,z*,cx,sx

):z*=FNrot(x*,-z*,8X,cy):x*=a%
750 IF ay<>0 THEN a*=FNrot(y*,z*,cy,sy

):z*=FNrot(y*,-z*,sy,cy):y*=a*
760 IF az<>0 THEN a*=FNrot(x*,y*,cz,BZ

):y*=FNrot(z*,-y*,BZ,cz):z*=a*
770 ENDPROC
780 :
790 DEF FNrot(x*,y*,c,8)
800 =c*x*-8*y*
810 :
820 DEF FNang(a,b,c,d)
830 x=c-a
840 y=d-b
850 IF x>0 AND y>0 =DEGATN(y/x)
860 IF x<0 AND y>0 =180+DEGATN(y/x)
870 IF x<0 AND y<0 =180.DEGATN(y/x)
880 IF x>0 AND y<0 =360+DEGATN(y/x)
890 IF y>0 =90
900 IF y<0 =270
910 IF x<0 =180
920 =0
930 :
940 DEF PROCdraw
950 FOR u=0 TO n%
960 FOR v=0 TO 3

970 k=5
980 IF v=0 THEN k=4
990 IF v=3 THEN w=0 ELSE w=v

1000 PLOT k,dx*(u,w),dy*(u,w)
1010 NEXT
1020 NEXT
1030 ENDPROC
1040 :
1050 DEF PROCsave
1060 out=OPENOUT("temp")
1070 PRINT#out,n*
1080 PRINT#out,lx,ly,lz
1090 FOR U=0 TO n*
1100 FOR v=0 TO 3
1110 IF v<>3 PRINT#out,dx*(u,v),dy*(u,v

)
1120 PRINT#out,an(u,v),d*(u,v)
1130 NEXT
1140 PRINT#out,c*(u)
1150 NEXT

1160 CLOSESout
1170 ENDPROC

1180 :
1190 DATA -100,-100,100,-100,100,100,10

0,-100,100,1
1200 DATA -100,100,100,100,100,100,100,

-100,100,1
1210 DATA -100,100,100,-100,100,-100,10

0,100,-100,1
1220 DATA -100,100,100,100,100,100,100,

100,-100,1
1230 DATA 100,-100,100,100,100,100,100,

100,-100,1
1240 DATA 100,-100,100,100,-100,-100,10

0,100,-100,1
1250 DATA -250,-100,250,-250,-100,-250,

250,-100,250,2
1260 DATA -250,-100,-250,250,-100,-250,

250,-100,250,2

Listing 4 - Shade2
10 REM >Shade2 (Info4)
20 REM P D McKenzie
30 REH for 8-bit machines
40 REM (c) BAU February 1992
50 :
60 PROCload
70 xs=-100:y8=-100:xe=100:ye=100
80 REPEAT
90 *FX 4,1

100 REPEAT
110 PROCsquare
120 REPEAT UNTIL INKEY(0)<>-1
130 PROCsquare
140 IF INKEY(-82) THEN PROCsave
150 IF INKEY(-98) THEN xs=X8-4:xe=xe

160

+4

170

+4

160

e-4

190
200

210

220

230

240

250

260

270
280

290
300

310

320

330

340

350

360

370

380

390

400

410

IF INKEYI-67) THEN xs=xs+4:xe=xe

IF INKEYI-73) THEN ys=ys+4:ye=ye

IF INKEYI-105) THEN ys=ys-4:ye=y

IF INK£Y(-58) THEN ye=ye+4
IF INKEY(-42) THEN ye=ye-4
IF INKEYI-26) THEN xe=xe-4
IF IHKEYI-122) THEN xe=xe+4

UNTIL INKEY(-74)
•FX 4

PROCtrace(xs,ys,xe,ye)
UNTIL FALSE

END

DEF PROCsquare
GCOL 4,7
MOVE xs.ys
DRAW xs.ye
DRAW xe.ye
DRAW xe.ye
DRAW xs.ya
ENDPROC

DEF FNang(a,b,c,d)
LOCAL x,y
x=c-a:y=d-b
IF x>0 AND y>0 =DEGATN(y/x)
IF x<0 AND y>0 =180+DEGATN(y/x)
IF x<0 AND y<0 =180+DEGATN(y/x)
IF x>0 AND y<0 =360+DEGATN(y/x)
IF y>0 =90
IF y<0 =270
IF x<0 =180

490 :

500 DEF PROCaave

510 OSCLI"SAVE "+fS+ FFFF3000 FFFF800

520 ENDPROC

530 :

540 DEF PROCtrace(xs,ys,xe,ye)
550 FOR y=ys TO ye STEP 4
560 FOR x=xs TO xe STEP 4

570 k=INKEY(l)
580 IF k=83 THEN PROCsave
590 IF k=66 THEN x=xe:y=ye:GOTO 890
600 FOR u=0 TO n%

610 c*(u)=0
620 IF x<dx*(u,0) AND x<dx*(u,l) AN

D x<dx*(u,2) OR x>dx*(u,0) AND x>dx*(u,l
) AND x>dx*(u,2) OR y>dy*(u,0) AND y>dy*
(u,l) AND y>dy*(u,2) OR y<dy*(u,0) AND y
<dy*(u,l) AND y<dy*(u,2) THEN 790
630 qq=FNang(dx*(u,0),dy%(u,0),x,y)
640 r=FHang(dx*(u,l),dy*(u,l),x,y)
650 FOR v=0 TO 3 STEP 2

660 IF v=0 THEN q=qq ELSE q=r
670 d=an(u,v)-an(u,v+l)

680 IF d<180 THEN 710

690 IF q<=an(u,v+l) OR q>=an(u,v)
THEN c*(u)=c*(u)+l

700 GOTO 780

710 IF d>-180 THEN 740
720 IF q>=an(u,v+l) OR q<=an(u,v)

THEN c*(u)=c*(u)+l
730 GOTO 780

740 IF d>0 THEN 770

750 IF q>=an(u,v) AND q<=an(u,vtl)
THEN c*(u)=c*(u)+l
760 GOTO 780

770 IF q>=an(u,v+l) AND q<=an(u,v)
THEN c*(u)=c*(u)+l
780 NEXT

790 NEXT

800 p=0
810 oz=-lE26
820 FOR u=0 TO n*

830 IF c*(u)<2 THEN 860
840 z=-(((d*(u,0)*x)+(d*(u,1)*y)+d%

(u,3))/d*(u,2))
850 IF Z>=0Z THEN OZ=z:p=u
860 NEXT

870 IF p=0 AND 0Z=-1E26 THEN GCOL 0,
0:PLOT 69,x,y:GOT0 890
880 PROCcol(x,y,oz,p)
890 NEXT
900 NEXT

910 ENDPROC

920 :

930 DEF FNray(x*,y*,z%)
940 xd*=lx-x*

950 yd*=ly-y%
960 zd*=lz-z*
970 a=SQR(xd*"2+yd**2+zd%"2)
980 i=DEGASN((xd%*d*(p,0)+yd**d*(p,l)+

zd**d*(p,2))/(a*(SQR(d*(p,0)"2»d*(p, 1)"2
+d*(p,2)-2))))

990 IF i<0 THEN i=-i
1000 =i/4.5

1010 :

1020 DEF PROCcol(xx,yy,zz,p)
1030 LOCAL x,y
1040 c*=FNray(xx,yy,zz)
1050 x=(xx/4) HOD 3
1060 y=(yy/4) MOD 3
1070 IF x<0 THEN x=3+x

1080 IF y<0 THEN y=3+y
1090 GCOL 0,col*(p)
1100 PLOT 69,xx,yy
1110 IF c%=10 THEN ENDPROC

1120 IF c*<10 THEN GCOL 0,0:C*=11-C%
1130 IF c%>10 THEN GCOL 0,7:c*=c%-9
1140 IF C*>1 AND x=0 AND y=2 THEN PLOT

69,xx,yy
1150 IF c*>2 AND x=2 AND y=0 THEN PLOT
69,xx,yy
1160 IF c%>3 AND x=l AND y=2 THEN PLOT

69,xx,yy
1170 IF c%>4 AND x=2 AND y=l THEN PLOT

69,xx,yy
1180 IF c%>5 AND X=l AND y=l THEN PLOT

69,xx,yy
1190 IF c%>6 AND x=0 AND y=0 THEN PLOT

69,xx,yy
1200 IF c*>7 AND x=0 AND y=l THEN PLOT

69,xx,yy
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1210 IF c*>8 AND x=2 AND y=2 THEN PLOT
69,xx,yy
1220 IF c*>9 AND x=l AND y=0 THEN PLOT
69,xx,yy
1230 ENDPROC

1240 :

1250 DEF PROCload
1260 in=OPENIH("temp")
1270 INPUT#in,n*
1280 DIH dx*(n*,2),dy*(n*,2)
1290 DIM an(n*,3),col*(n*),c*(n*)
1300 DIM d*(n*,3)
1310 INPUT8in,lx,ly,lz
1320 FOR u=0 TO n*

1330 FOR v=0 TO 3

1340 IF v<>3 INPUT#in,dx*(u,v),dy*(u,
v)
1350 INPUT#in,an(u,v),d*(u,v)
1360 NEXT

1370 INPUT#in,col*(u)
1380 NEXT

1390 CLOSESin
1400 fS="SCREEN"
1410 ENDPROC

Listing 5- Bang!
10 REM >Bang! (Info5)
20 REM by David Llewellyn-Jones
30 REM (the Flying Pig)
40 REM for 32-bit machines

50 REM (c) BAU February 1993
60 :
70 Bpeed%=2<<16
80 tracks%=8
90 PRINTRND(-(TIME+1)*VALRIGHT$(TIMES

100 MODE 13
110 PRINT"Compiling..."
120 PROCass

130 PRINT'Press a key..."
140 k=GET
150 CLS

160 OFF

170 CALL start

180 END

190

200 DEF PROCass

210 DIM code* 50000

220 link=14:pc=15
230 x=5:y=6:h=7:v=8
240 track=9:base=10:temp=ll:add=12
250 count=l:point=2:key=3:top=4
260 amount*=90O

270 FOR pass*=0 TO 2 STEP 2
280 P*=code*
290 [OPTpass*
300 .randomFHrndplace
310 .rndadd EQUD random
320 .rndcnt EQUD random
330 .xstart EQUD RND(320)<<16
340 .ystart EQUD RND(256)«16
350 .which EQUD 1
360 .colourEQUB RND(255)
370 EQDB RND(255)
380 EQUB RND(255)
390 EQUB RND(255)
400 EQUB RND(255)
410 EQUB RNDI255)
420 .colnol EQUB RND(255)
430 .colno2 EQUB RND(255)
440 .coladd EQUB 0
450 ALIGN

460 .vdu EQUD 148
470 EQUD -1
480 ALIGN

490

500 .start STR link,return
510 LDR base,vdu
520 ADD top,base,#81920
530 SUB top,top,#640
540 MOV track,#1
550 MOV key,#l
560 .loop SWI "0S_ReadE8capeStat

570 BCS end

580 MOV count,#0
590 ADD key,key,#1
600 CMP key,#100
610 BLGT set

620 ADR add,data+32
630 .loop2 ADD count,count,#1
640 TEQ count,#(amount*/3)
650 BLEQ chng2
660 TEQ count,#(amount%/3*2)
670 BLEQ chng4
680 TEQ count,#1
690 BLEQ chngl
700 MOV temp,#0
710 ADD x,add,track,LSL#2
720 LDR point,[x,#-36]
730 CMP point,top
740 CMPLT base,point
750 STRLTB temp,[point]
760 LDMIA add,(x,y,h,v)
770 CMP X,865536
780 CHPGT y,#131072
790 BLE skipl
800 CHP x,#(316«16)
610 CMPLT y,816646144
820 BGE skipl
830 HOV temp,y,LSR»16
840 ADD point,base,temp,LSLB8
850 ADD point,point,temp,LSL86
860 ADD point,point,X.LSR816
870 HOV temp,80
880 STRB temp,[point],8640
890 STRB temp,[point],8-321
900 STRB temp,[point],82
910 STRB temp,[point]
920 .skipl SUB x,x,h
930 SUB v,v,81024
940 SUB y,y,v
950 CMP h,80
960 ADDLT h,h,#64
970 SUBGT h,h,#64
980 MOV point,#0
990 TEQ key,#l
1000 BLEQ reset
1010 CMP X,#65536

1020 CMPGT

1030 BLE
1040 CMP

1050 CMPLT

1060 BGE

1070 MOV

1080 ADD

1090 ADD

1100 ADD

1110 LDRB

1120 STRB

1130 STRB

1140 STRB

1150 STRB

1160 .Skip2
1170 SUB

1180 SUB

1190 ADD

1200 STR

1210 LDRB

y,#131072
skip2
x,8(316«16)
y,#16646144
skip2
temp,y,LSR816
point,base,temp, LSL88
point,point,temp, LSL86
point,point,x,LSR#16
temp,colnol
temp,[point],#640
temp,[point],8-321
temp,[point],#2
temp,[point]
STMIA add,(x,y,h,v)
temp,point,#1
add,add,#36
x,add,track,LSL#2
temp,[x]
temp,colno2

1220 FNplottracks
1230 ADD add,add,#52
1240 CMP

1250 BLE

1260 ADD

1270 CMP

1280 MOVGT

1290 B
1300 .end
1310 .return EQUD 0
1320

1330 .reset

1340 CMP
1350 MOVLT

1360 ADD

1370 CMP

1380 MOVGT

1390 LDR

1400 LDR

1410 LDR

1420 ADR

1430 CMP

1440 LDRGE

1450 LDR

1460 LDR
1470 STR

1480 STMIA

1490 MOV

1500 .set

1510 LDR

1520 LDR

1530 ADD
1540 ADD

1550 CMP

1560 SUBGE
1570 STR

1560 ADD

1590 SUB

1600 CMP
1610 SUBGE

1620 CMP
1630 ADDLE

1640 STR

1650 LDR
1660 ADD

1670 CHP

1680 MOVGT
1690 STR

1700 LDRB
1710 ADD

1720 CMP

1730 MOVGE

1740 STRB

1750 ADR

1760 ADD

1770 LDRB

1780 ADD

1790 CMP

1800 SUBGE

1810 STRB

1820 LDRB

1830 SUB

1840 CMP

1850 ADDGE

1860 STRB

1870 MOV

count,Samount*
loop2
track,track,#1
track,#tracks%
track,81
loop
LDR pc,return

LDR temp, which
count,temp
pc,link
temp,temp,#( amount*/3)
count,temp
pclink
x, xstart

y,ystart
temp,rndcnt
h,rndadd
tenp.h
temp,rndadd
h,[temp],84
v,[temp],84
temp,rndcnt
add,(x,y,h,v)
pclink
SUB key,key,8100
x,xstart

y,ystart

x,x,y,LSR81
x,x,816«16
x,#320«16
x,x,#300«16
x.xstart

y.y.x
y,y,#64«16
y,#256«16
y,y,#250«16
y,#l<<16
y,y,#250«16
y,ystart
temp,which
temp,temp,8(amount%/3)
temp,Samount*
temp,#l
temp,which
temp,coladd
temp,temp,#2
temp,#6
temp,#0
temp,coladd
x,colour
temp,x,temp
x,[temp]
x,x,#3
x,#255
x,x,#253
x,[temp]
y,[temp,#l]l
y,y,#5 .
y,8i
y,y,8256
y,[temp]
pclink

LDRB x,colour+2
x,colnol
x,colour+3
x,colno2
pc,link

LDRB x,colour+4
x,colnol

x,colour+5
x,colno2
pc,link

LDRB x,colour
x,colnol
x.colour+1
x,colno2
pclink

1890 .chng2
1900 STRB

1910 LDRB

1920 STRB

1930 MOV

1940

1950 ,chng4
1960 STRB

1970 LDRB

1980 STRB

1990 MOV
2000

2010 .chngl
2020 STRB

2030 LDRB
2040 STRB

2050 HOV

2060 .data

2070 ]
2080 NEXTpass*
2090 SYS "OS_ReadVduVariables",vdu,vdu
2100 PROCpoints
2110 ENDPROC

2120

2130 DEF PROCpoints
2140 x*=RHD(1280)«14
2150 y*=(256«16)-(RND(1024)«14)
2160 n%=0

2170 c=4*tracks%

2180 FOR n=data+c TO data+amount**(16+c

)+c STEP 16+c
2190 n*+=l

2200 IF n* HOD (amount%/5)=0 x*=RND(128
0)«14sy*=(256«16)-(RND(1024)«14)
2210 a=RAD(RND(360O00)/1000)
2220 d=l-l/(l+RND(10000)/1000)
2230 !n=x%
2240 n!4=y%
2250 n!8=speed**COS(a)*d
2260 n!12=speed**SIN(a)*d
2270 FOR l*=n+16 TO n+16+c STEP 4

2280 !1%=0
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YELLOW PAGES

2290

2300
2310

2320
2330

2340
2350
2360
2370
2380

2390
2400
2410
2420

2430
2440

2450
2460
2470

2480
2490
2500
2510
2520
2530

NEXT

NEXT
ENDPROC

DEF FNplottracka
FOR n=l TO tracks*
[OPT pass*

LDR

CHP

CHPLT

STRLTB

]
NEXT

point,[add,84]!
point,top
base,point
temp,[point]

DEF FNrndplace
FOR n=l TO 700
a=RAD(RND(360000)/1000)
d=l-l/(l+RND(10000)/1000)
(OPT pass*
EQUD speed**C0Sa*d
EQUD speed**SINa*d
]
NEXT

Listing 6 - EpsonCodes
10 REM >EpsonCodeB (Info6)
20 REM by Simon Weaver
30 REM for 32-bit machines
40 REM (c) BAU February 1993
50 :
60 PROCcodea
70 END
80 :
90 DEF PROCcodes

100 REPEAT
110 READ BtyleS
120 IF styleSo"END" THEN
130 pS=""
140 REPEAT
150 READ val*
160 IF val*>-l THEN pS+="l<l>l<"+STR$v

al*.">"
170 UNTIL val*=-l

180 OSCLI "SET AliaBS"'8tyleS+" ECHO I
<2>"+p$+"l<3>"

190 ENDIF
200 UNTIL styleS="END"
210 ENDPROC
220 :
230 REH Printer data in form - DATA CO

mmand,code,code,code,..,-1
240 :

250 DATA DRAFT,27,120,0,-1
260 DATA NLQ,27,120,1,-1
270 DATA ROHAN,27,107,0,-1
280 DATA SANSERIF,27,107,1,-1
290 DATA COURIER,27,107,2,-1
300 DATA PRESTIGE,27,107,3,-1
310 DATA SCRIPT,27,107,4,-1
320 DATA OCRB,27,107,5,-1
330 DATA OCRA,27,107,6,-1
340 DATA ORATOR,27,107,7,-1
350 DATA ORATORS,27,107,8,-1
360 DATA DSTRIKE,27,71,-1
370 DATA SSTRIKE,27,72,-1
380 DATA EMPHASIZE,27, 69,-1
390 DATA EMPHASIZEOFF,27,70,-1
400 DATA 10CPI,27,80,-1
410 DATA 12CPI,27,77,-1
420 DATA 15CPI,27,103,-1
430 DATA ITALIC,27,52,-1
440 DATA ITALICOFF,27,53,-1
450 DATA BOLD,27,69,-1
460 DATA BOLDOFF,27,70,-1
470 DATA ELITE,27,77,-1
480 DATA PICA,27,80,-1
490 DATA WIDE,27,87,1,-1
500 DATA WIDEOFF,27,87,0,-1
510 DATA HIGH,27,119,1,-1
520 DATA HIGHOFF,27,119,0,-1
530 DATA CONDENSE,15,-1
540 DATA CONDENSEOFF,18,-1
550 DATA UNDERLINE,27,45,1,-1
560 DATA UNDERLINEOFF,27,45,0,-1
570 DATA SMALLEST,27,72,27,83,0,27,51,

16,15,-1
580 DATA PRBEEP,7,-1
590 DATA RESET,27,64,7,7,7,-1
600 DATA PAPERSENSOROFF,27,56,-1
610 DATA PAPERSENSOR,27,57,-1
620 DATA KALFSPEED,27,115,1,-1
630 DATA FULLSPEED,27,115,0,-1
640 DATA END

Listing 7 - Ominoes
10 REM >Ominoes (Info7)
20 REM Oainoes Challenge
30 REM By dL
40 REM For all machines
50 REH (C) BAU February 1992
60 :

70 main_seed=RND(714025)
80 board8*=10
90 minx=7:maxx=15

100 miny=7:maxy=15
110 :

120 ON ERRORVDU 20,31,0,30:IF ERR=17
END ELSE PRINT"DiBqualified":EHD

130 IF HIHEM>S10000 KODE 9:colourB=8 E
LSE MODE 4:colour8=2

140 VDU 23,-10.32;0;0,-0;0;
150 PROCinit
160 PROCreadjatha
170 PROCuaerJnit
180 total*=0

190 COLOUR 5:PRINTTAB(24,9);"Shape:"
200 PROCbox(26,16,30,12)
210 8tart*=TIME
220 FOR board*=l TO boards*
230 seed=(main_seed'board*) MOD 714025
240 boardS=PNrandom_board
250 PROCuaer_newboard(board$)
260 fitted*=0
270 PROCstats(15)
280 then*=TIME
290 REPEAT
300 pick=FNrnd(pieces*8)-l
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310 PROCshow_piece(pick)
320 param8$=FNuser_fit(pieceS(pick))
330 IF params$="" THEN fit*=FALSE ELSE

fit*=EVAL("FNtry("+STR$pick+","+paramsS
♦")")

340 IF fit* fitted*=fitted*tl:PROCstat
8(5)

350 UNTIL NOT fit*
360 IF TIME-then%>30000 PRINTTAB(0,3O)

;"Disqualified":END
370 total*=total*+fitted*
360 PROCstats(3)
390 NEXT
400 END

410 :
420 DEF PROCstats(bits)
430 IF bits AND 8 COLOUR 5:PRINTTAB(24

,1),-"Board: ",-:COLOUR 3:PRINT;board*i
440 IF bits AND 4 COLOUR 5:PRINTTAB(24

,3),-"Pieces: ",-:COLOUR 3:PRINT;fitted*;S
PC139-POS);

450 IF bits AND 2 COLOUR 5:PRINTTAB(24
,5);"Total: ";:C0L0UR 3:PRINT;total*;

460 IF bits AND 1 COLOUR 5:PRINTTAB(24
,7);"Time: ";:COLOUR 3:PRINT;TIME-atar
t*,-SPC(39-POS);

470 ENDPROC
480 :

490 DEF PROCinit
500 DIM dx(3),dy(3),b(maxx-l,maxy-l),x

flip(15),yflip(15)
510 FOR d=0 TO 3
520 READ dx(d),dy(d)
530 NEXT
540 FOR c=0 TO 15

550 VDU 23,224tc,FNbit(c,0)*(i7E
560 FOR i=l TO 6
570 VDU S7E OR FNbit(Cl) OR 128*FNbit

(0,3)
580 NEXT

590 VDU FNbit(c,2)«67E
600 NEXT
610 VDU 23,254,481,442,624,£18,SIB,S24

,442,681
620 VDU 23,255,6AA.0,655,0,SAA,0,655,0
630 FOR i=0 TO 15
640 xflip(i)=8*FNbit(i,l) OR 2*FNbit(i

,3) OR (i AND 5)
650 yflip(i)=4*FNbit(i,0) OR l'FNbitli

,2) OR (i AND 10)
660 NEXT

670 ENDPROC
680 :
690 DEF FNbit(c,b)=SGH(c AND 2"b)
700 :
710 DEF PROCread_paths
720 READ pieces
730 DIM piece$(pieces*8-l)
740 widest%=0
750 tallest*=0
760 FOR i=0 TO pieces-1
770 READ pathS
760 FOR j=0 TO 7
790 piece=i*8»j:rot=j HOD 4:flip=3*SGH

(j DIV 4)
800 x=9:y=9:xl=x:xh=x:yl=y:yh=y:b(x,y)

=piece+l
810 FOR k=l TO LENpathS
820 d=((VALMID$(path$,k,l)+rot)M0D4)E0

Rflip
830 x=x+dx(d):y=y+dy(d):b(x,y)=piece+l
840 IF x<xl xl=x ELSE IF x>xh xh=x
850 IF y<yl yl=y ELSE IF y>yh yh=y
860 NEXT

870 xsize=xh-xl+l:ysize=yh-yl+l
880 IF xsize>widest% widest*=xsize
690 IF ysize>tallest* tallest*=ysize
900 p$=STR$xsize+STR$y8ize
910 FOR y=yl TO yh
920 FOR x=xl TO xh
930 IF b(x,y)=piecetl p$=pS+FNchar(x,y

) ELSE pS=P$+" "
940 NEXT

950 NEXT
960 pieceS(piece)=p$
970 NEXT
980 NEXT

990 ENDPROC
1000 :
1010 DEF FNchar(x.y)
1020 =CHR$(224-l*(b(x,y-l)=piece+l)-2*(

b(x+l,y)=piece+l)-4*(b(x,y+l)=piece+l)-8
*(b(x-l,y)=piece+l))
1030 :
1040 DEF FNmd(mod)
1050 seed=(8eed«1366+150889) MOD 714025
1060 =l.(Beed DIV 64) MOD mod
1070 :

1080 DEF FNrandom_board
1090 REPEAT
1100 width*=minx-1+FHrnd (maxx-minxt 1)
1110 height%=miny-l+FNrnd(maxy-minytl)
1120 area*=width**height*
1130 UNTIL area%<256

1140 VDU 28,0,maxx+l,maxy+l,0,12,26
1150 FOR y=0 TO height*-l
1160 FOR x=0 TO width*-l
1170 b(x,y)=0
1180 NEXT
1190 NEXT
1200 IF FNrnd(2)=l FOR i=l TO FNrndlare

a* DIV 10):b(FHrnd(width*)-l,FNrnd(heigh
t*)-l)=l:NEXT

1210 PROCboxd,height*,width*, 1)
1220 bS="
1230 FOR y=0 TO height*-l
1240 FOR x=0 TO width*-l
1250 bS=b$+CHRS(32.b(x,y)*223)
1260 VDU 31,xtl,y+l,b(x,y)*255
1270 NEXT
1280 NEXT
1290 =bS
1300 :

1310 DEF PROCbox(x0,yl,xl,y0)
1320 COLOUR 7
1330 FOR y=y0 TO yl:VDU 31,x0-l,y,229,3

l,xl+l,y,229:NEXT
1340 FOR X=X0 TO xl:VDU 31,X,y0-l,234,3

l,x,yltl,234:NEXT

1350 VDD 31,xO-l,y0-l,230,31,xO-l,yl+l,
227,31,xl*l,yO-l,236,31,xl+l,yl+l,233

1360 ENDPROC

1370 :
1380 DEF PROCshow piece(piece)
1390 VDU 28,26,16,30,12,12
1400 IF colours>2 COLOUR RND(colours-2)
1410 pS=pieceS(piece):x8=VALMID$(p$,l,l

):ys=VALHIDS(pS,2,l):mid=3
1420 FOR y=0 TO ys-1
1430 FOR x=0 TO xb-1
1440 PRINTTAB(x,y),-MIDS(pS,mid,1);
1450 mid=mid+l
1460 NEXT

1470 HEXT
1480 VDU 26

1490 ENDPROC
1500 :

1510 DEF FHtry(piece,xpo8,ypos,rot)
1520 pS=piece$(piece)
1530 xs=VALMIDS(pS.l,l):ya=VALMID$(pS,2

,1)
1540 X3tep=SGNxpos:xpos=ABSxpoB
1550 ystep=SGNypos:ypo8=ABSypos
1560 mid=3:fitted=TRUE
1570 FOR y=0 TO ys-1
1580 xx=xpos:yy=ypos
1590 FOR x=0 TO xs-1
1600 VDU 31,xx,yy
1610 char=ASCMIDS(pS,mid,l):mid=midtl
1620 BOlid=(char<>32)
1630 onboard=(xx>0 AND yy>0 AND xx<=wid

th* AND yy<=height%)
1640 IF NOT onboard empty=FALSE ELSE em

pty=(b(xx-l,yy-l)=0)
1650 ok=FALSE
1660 IF onboard AND solid AND empty ok=

TRUE:VDU FNrot(char):b(xx-l,yy-l)=2
1670 IF NOT solid ok=TRUE
1680 IF NOT ok VDU 254
1690 fitted=fitted AND ok
1700 xx=xx+xstep*dx(rot)
1710 yy=yy+ystep*dy(rot)
1720 NEXT

1730 xpOB=xpoB»xstep*dx((rot+3)MOD4)
1740 ypo8=ypos+ystep*dy((rot+3)M0D4)
1750 NEXT
1760 =fitted
1770 :

1780 DEF FNrot(c)
1790 c=((c-224)*16) DIV (2"rot)
1800 C=(c MOD 16) OR (c DIV 16)
1810 IF XBtep<0 c=xflip(c)
1820 IF yatep<0 c=yflip(c)
1830 =c+224
1840 :
1850 DATA 1,0, 0,-1, -1,0, 0,1
I860 :
1870 DATA 2+5+12

1880 DATA 00,01
1890 DATA 000,001,0130,010,012
1900 DATA 0000,0001,00130,0011,0010,010

1,01020,002311,0112,00311,0110,0012
1910 :
1920 REM Append your routines here...

Listing 8 - Random
10 REM >Random (Info8)
20 REH 'Very* stupid routines for Omi

noes challenge
30 :

40 DEF PROCuser init
50 DIM board 1024,add(7)
60 FOR i=0 TO 7
70 READ add(i)
80 NEXT

90 ENDPROC
100 :
110 DATA 1,0,-1,0,1,0,-1,0
120 :

130 DEF PROCuser newboard(boardS)
140 mid=l

150 FOR y=-tallest% TO height*-l ttall
est*

160 FOR x=-widest% TO width*-l twidest
*

170 IF x>=0 AND y>=0 AND x<width* AND
y<height* val=ASCMIDS(boardS,raid,l):mid=
mid+1 ELSE val=-l

180 board?(x+widest*.(y+tallest*)«(wid
th*»2«widest%))=val

190 NEXT
200 NEXT

210 ENDPROC
220 :

230 DEF FNuBer_fit(shape$)
240 tries=0
250 REPEAT

260 x=RND(width%) 'SGNRND
270 y=RND(height*)'SGHRND
280 r=RND(4)-l
290 itfita=FNfit(x,y,r)
300 trie8=tries+l
310 UNTIL itfitB OR trie8>100
320 IF itfits THEN =STR$x.","«STRSy+".

"+STRSr
330 =""
340 :

350 DEF FNfit(fitx,fity,fitr)
360 IF NOT FNfit2(fitx,fity,fitr,FALSE

) THEN =FALSE
370 =FNfit2(fitx,fity,fitr,TRUE)
380 :
390 DEF FNfit2(fx,fy,fr,zap)
400 LOCAL x,y
410 X8=VALMIDS(BhapeS,l,l):y8=VALHID$(

shapeS,2,1)
420 xstep=SGNfx:fx=ABSfx
430 yatep=SGNfy:fy=ABSfy
440 mid=3:flag=TRUE
450 y=0:REPEAT
460 xx=fx:yy=fy
470 x=0:REPEAT
480 char=ASCMIDS (shape$,mid, 1) :mid=mid

♦ 1

490 a=xx+widest%-l*(yy+talle8t*-l)*(wi
dth*+2*widest%)

500 IF char<>32 AND board?a<>32 flag=F
ALSE

510 IF char<>32 AND flag AND zap board
?a=char

520 xx=xx+xstep*add(fr)
530 yy=yy»ystep*add(fr+l)
540 x=x+l:UNTIL NOT flag OR x=xs
550 fx=fx+xstep*add(fr+3)
560 fy=fy»ystep*add(fr+4)
570 y=y+l:UNTIL NOT flag OR y=ys
580 =flag

Listing 9 - Exhaust
10 REH >Exhaust (Info9)
20 REM Stupid routines for Ominoes ch

allenge
30 :
40 DEF PROCuser_init
50 DIM board 1024,add(7)
60 FOR i=0 TO 7
70 READ add(i)
60 NEXT

90 ENDPROC
100 :
110 DATA 1,0,-1,0,1,0,-1,0
120 :
130 DEF PROCuser newboard(board$)
140 mid=l

150 FOR y=-tallest% TO height*-l ttall
est*

160 FOR x=-widest* TO width*-l twideat
%

170 IF x>=0 AND y>=0 AND x<width% AND
y<height% val=ASCMIDS(boards,mid, l):mid=
mid+1 ELSE val=-l

180 board?(x+widest*+(y+tallest%)*(wid
th*+2*widest*))=val

190 NEXT
200 NEXT
210 ENDPROC
220 :
230 DEF FNuBer_fit(ahapeS)
240 y=l:REPEAT
250 x=l:REPEAT
260 r=0:REPEAT
270 xsign=-l:REPEAT
280 ysign=-l:REPEAT
290 itfits=FNfit(x«xsign,y*yBign,r)
300 IF itfitB result$=STRS(x*xsign)+",

"+STRS(y*ysign)+","+STRSr
310 ysign=-ysign:UNTIL ysign=-l OR itf

its
320 xsign=-XBign:UNTIL xsign=-l OR itf

its

330 r=r+l:UNTIL r=2 OR itfits

340 x=x+l:UNTIL x>width* OR itfits
350 y=y+l:UNTIL y>height% OR itfits
360 IF itfita THEN =resultS
370 =""

380 :

390 DEF FNfit(fitx,fity,fitr)
400 IF NOT FNfit2(fitx,fity,fitr,FALSE

) THEN =FALSE

410 =FNfit2(fitx,fity,fitr,TRUE)
420 :

430 DEF FNfit2(fx,fy.fr,zap)
440 LOCAL x.y
450 XB=VALMIDS(shapeS,l,l):ys=VALMID$(

shapeS,2,1)
460 xstep=SGNfx:fx=ABSfx
470 yatep=SGNfy:fy=ABSfy
480 mid=3:flag=TRUE
490 y=0:REPEAT
500 xx=fx:yy=fy
510 x=0:REPEAT
520 char=ASCMIDS(shapeS,mid,1):mid=mid

♦ 1

530 a=xxtwidest*-l+(yy+tallest*-l)*(wi
dth%+2*widest%)

540 IF char<>32 AND board?a<>32 flag=F
ALSE

550 IF char<>32 AND flag AND zap board
?a=char

560 xx=xx+xstep*add(fr)
570 yy=yy+ystep*add(frtl)
580 x=x+l:UNTIL NOT flag OR x=xs
590 fx=fx+xstep*add(fr+3)
600 fy=fy+ystep*add(fr+4)
610 y=y»l:UNTIL NOT flagOR y=ys
620 =flag

Listing 10 - Kaleid
10

30
40
50

60 MODE 13:0FF

REM >Kaleid (InfolO)
REM By Dave Lawrence
REM For 32 bit machines
REM (c) BAU February 1993

80 images = 8 : REM 1, 4 or 8
90 twobanke = FALSE

100 :

110 PROCinit
120 PROCcode
130 REPEAT
140 PROCringB
150 CALLgo
160 UNTIL INKEY-1
170 END
180 :

190 DEF PROCrings
200 dot=0
210 FOR ring=l TO RND(6)
220 REPEAT

230 rad = RND(120)
240 size = RND(60)
250 dir = SGNRND
260 UNTIL rad-size>0 AND rad+size<120
270 steps = RND(IO)
280 IF RHD(2)=1 THEN
290 base = 0
300 cola = 128
310 ELSE
320 base = 128
330 cols = 64
340 ENDIF

350 poff = RND(cols)
360 CBtep = RND(4)
370 wobb = RND(l)
380 FOR i=0 TO 255



390 PROCdot(rad+dir*size*SINRAD(i*step
s'360/256),(l-wobb«SIHRAD(i*360/256))*i*
360/256,base+(poff+i*cstep) MOD cols)

400 NEXT

410 NEXT
420 Data!(dot*12+0)=-l:Data!(dot*12»4)

=-l:Data!(dot*12+8)=-l
430 ENDPROC
440 :
450 DEF PROCdot(r,a,c)
460 Data!(dot*12+0)=r«S100
470 Data!(dot*12+4)=(a*4) MOD angles
480 Data!(dot*12+8)=c
490 dot+=l
500 ENDPROC
510 :
520 DEF PROCinit
530 anglee=360*4
540 DIH code 1000,Sin angles*4,Co8 ang

les*4,Pal 256
550 mem=HIHEH-END-10240
560 DIM Data nem
570 maxdots=mem DIV (3*4)
580 sp=13:link=14:pc=15
590 ENDPROC
600 :
610 DEF PROCcode
620 FOR pasa=0 TO 2 STEP 2:P*=code
630 [OPT pass
640 .go
650 LDR R7,sin
660 LDR R8,cos
670 LDR R6,pal
680 .animloop
690 ]
700 IF twobanks THEN
710 [OPT pass
720 LDR RO,screen
730 LDR Rl,screen+4
740 STR R0,8creen+4

750 STR Rl,screen

760
770 HOV R0.819
780 SWI "OS Byte"
790 HOV R0.8113
800 LDR Rl.disp
810 SWI "XOS Byte"
820 KOV R0.8112
830 LDR Rl.disp
840 RSB R1,R1,83
850 STR Rl.disp
860 SWI "X0S_Byte"
870 SWI 256+12

890 ELSE
900 [OPT pass
910 MOV R0,S19
920 SWI "OS Byte"
930 SWI 256 +12

940 ]
950 ENDIF
960 [OPT pass
970 LDR Rll screen

980 ADD Rll Rll,8128*320
990 ADD Rll,Rll,8160

1000
1010 LDR R10 data

1020 .plotloop
1030 LDMIA R10!,(R3-R5)
1040 CMN R3, #1
1050 BEQ plotted
1060
1070 CMP R4, 8360*4/images
1080 BCS oor

1090 LDR R0, (R7,R4,ASL 82)
1100 MUL R0, R3.R0
1110 LDR Rl, [R8,R4,ASL 82]
1120 MUL Rl, R3.R1
1130
1140 MOV Rl, Rl.ASR 824
1150 MOV R0, R0.ASR 824
1160 LDRB 82, [R6,R5]
1170

1180 ADD R12 ,R11,R1,ASL 86
1190 ADD R12 ,R12,R1,ASL 88
1200 STRB R2, [R12,R0]
1210 1
1220 IF images=l [OPT pass:5 oor:]
1230 [OPT pass
1240 STRB R2, [R12.-R0]
1250
1260 SUB rw ,R11,R1,ASL 86
1270 SUB R12 ,R12,R1,ASL 88
1280 STRB R2. [R12.R0]
1290 STRB R2. [R12.-R0]
1300 ]
1310 IF images=4 [OPT pass:B oor:]
1320 [OPT pass
1330 ADD R15 ,R11,R0,ASL 86
1340 ADD R1J ,R12,R0,ASL 88
1350 STRB R2 [R12.R1]
1360 STRB R2 [R12.-R1]
1370
1380 SUB ri: ,R11,R0,ASL 86
1390 SUB R12,R12,R0,ASL 88
1400 STRB R2 [R12.R1]
1410 STRB R2 [R12.-R1]
1420 .oor
1430 SUBS R4 R4.81
1440 ADDMI R4 R4,8anglea
1450
1460 SUBS R5 R5.S1
1470 ADDMI R5 R5.8192
1480 STMDB R10,(R4,R5)
1490

1500 B plotloop
1510
1520 .plotted
1530 SWI "XOS .ReadEscapeState"
1540 BCC animloop
1550
1560 MOV R0 8126
1570 SWI "X0S_Byte"
1580
1590 MOV pc link
1600
1610 .sin EQDD Sin
1620 .cos EQUD Cos
1630 .data EQUD Data

1640
1650
1660

1670
1680
1690

creen

1700
1710

1720

000

1730

.screen EQUD 148
EQUD -1
.disp EQUD 1
.pal EQUD Pal
1NEXT
SYS "OS_ReadVduVariablea",screen,s

screen!4=!screen+320*256
FOR a=0 TO angles-1
Sin!(a*4)=SINRAD(360*a/angle8)*610

Co8!(a*4)=COSRAD(360'a/angleB)*610

1740 NEXT
1750 FOR i=0 TO 12f
1760 READ cS
1770 Pal?i=EVAL("6'
1780 NEXT

1790 ENDPROC

1800 :

1810 DATA FF.DF.DE,
,0E,0D,0C,0D,0E,0F

1820 DATA 98.99.9A,
,85,84,91,91,92,93
1830 DATA BC.BD.BE,
,19,18,19.1A,IB,94

1840 DATA B4,B5,B6,
,11,10,14,15,16,17
1850 DATA 16,3D,3E,

,3B,3A,39,38,07,06
1860 DATA 05,04,30,

,55,56,57,7C,74,75
1870 DATA 76,77,7F,
,58,27,26,25,24,20
1880 DATA 21,00,00,
,D1,D2,D3,FC,FD,FE
1890 :

1900 DATA 08,04,0C,
,3C,3D,3E,3F,5C,5D
1910 DATA 5E,5F,7C,
,67,6B,63,E3,E2,E1
1920 DATA E0,C3,C2,
,82,81,80,88,84.6C
1930 DATA 90,98,94,

,BF,DC,DD,DE,DF,FF

Listing 11 -Wave8
10 REM >Wave8 (Infoll)
20 REM Source code for wavy scroll
30 REM by Matthew Godbolt
40 REM for 8-bit machines
50 REH (c) BAU February 1993
60 :
70 IF PAGE<>63000 THEN PAGE=63000:CHA

IN "WaveB"

80 REM In the message :
90 REM 0,n : n=wave speed
100 REM l.ii : n=length of stop
110 REM 2,n : n=new wave number
120 REM 3,n : n=new text speed 0<n<5
130 MODE 7

140 :

150 PRINT "Assembling ...";
160 read=670
170 write=672

180 tbit=674

190 char=675
200 scr=676
210 xpos=677
220 text=678

230 wave=67A
240 scrp=67B
250 readp=67C
260 otext=67D
270 otbit=67F

280 wavespd=680
290 owave=681

300 counter=682

310 wpoint=583
320 textspeed=685
330 :

340 oabyte=6FFF4
350 08wrch=6FFEE
360 FOR pass*=0 TO 2 STEP 2
370 P*=61100

380 [OPT pasa*
390 .start

400 LDA 822

410 JSR oswrch
420 LDA 82

430 JSR oswrch
440 LDA Smes MOD 256

450 STA text

460 STA otext

470 LDA 8meB DIV 256

480 STA text+1
490 STA otext+1

500 LDA 80
510 STA tbit

520 STA otbit
530 STA counter
540 STA acr

550 LDA 81
560 STA wavespd
570 STA textapeed
580 LDA 812

590 STA 6FE00

600 LDA #6
610 STA 6FE01

620 LDA #6

630 STA 6FE00
640 LDA #16

650 STA 6FE01

660 LDA #7

670 STA 6FE00

680 LDA #27
690 STA 6FE01

700 LDA #10
710 STA 6FE00

720 LDA #32

730 STA 6FE01

740 LDA #630
750 STA add+1
760 .mainloop
770 LDA wave

780 STA owavo

790 LDA add+1
800 BNE screen2
810 .screenl

+64-1

♦cS)

DD,DC,B3,B2,B1,B0,0F

BA,BB,BA,B9,B8,87,86

BF,B7,B6,B5,B4,1B,1A

B7,3P,3B,3D,3C,13,12

3F,3F,D6,D7,D6,D5,D4

31,32,33,5C,5D,5E,5D

F7,F6,F5,F4,5B,5A,59

01,02,03.2C,2D,2E,DO

10,18,14,1C,ID,IE,IF

7D,7E,7F,77,7B,73,6F

C1,C0,A3,A2,A1,A0,83

9C,9D,9E,9F,BC,BD,BE

820 LDA #0

830 TAY
840 .clsl

850 ]
860 FOR byte%=638 TO 652
870 [OPT pass*
880 STA byte*"256,Y
890 ]
900 NEXT

910 [OPT pass*
920 INY

930 BNE clsl

940 JMP donecls

950 :

960 .6creen2

970 LDA #0
980 TAY

990 .cls2

1000 ]
1010 FOR byte*=660TO 67A
1020 [OPT pass*
1030 STA byte**256.Y
1040 ]
1050 NEXT
1060 [OPT pass*
1070 INY

1080 BNE cls2

1090 .donecls
1100 LDA #0

1110 STA xpos
1120 .loopl
1130 LDY #0

1140 STY read

1150 LDA (text),Y
1160 CMP #13

1170 BNE notend
1180 LDA #mes MOD 256

1190 STA text
1200 LDA Smes DIV 256
1210 STA text+1

1220 JMP loopl
1230 .notend

1240 CMP 80
1250 BNE notwave

1260 INY

1270 LDA (text),Y
1280 STA wavespd
1290 CLC

1300 LDA text

1310 ADC 82
1320 STA text

1330 BCC loopl
1340 INC text+1

1350 JMP loopl
1360 .notwave
1370 CMP #1
1380 BNE notstop
1390 CLC
1400 LDA text

1410 ADC #2
1420 STA text

1430 BCC loopl
1440 INC text+1

1450 JMP loopl
1460 .notstop
1470 CMP #2
1480 BNE notchange
1490 LDY 81
1500 LDA (text),Y
1510 ASL A

1520 TAX

1530 LDA wavetab.X
1540 STA wpoint
1550 LDA wavetab+l,X
1560 STA wpoint+1
1570 CLC

1580 LDA text

1590 ADC 82
1600 STA text

1610 BCC loopl
1620 INC text+1

1630 JMP loopl
1640 .notchange
1650 CMP 83

1660 BNE notspd
1670 LDY 81
1680 LDA (text),Y
1690 STA textapeed
1700 CLC

1710 LDA text

1720 ADC 82
1730 STA text

1740 BCC loopl
1750 INC text+1
1760 JHP loopl
1770 .notspd
1780 SEC

1790 SBC 832
1800 LSR A
1810 ROR read

1820 LSR A

1830 ROR read

1840 STA read+1
1850 LDA tbit

1860 ASL A

1870 ASL A

1880 ASL A
1890 ASL A

1900 ADC read
1910 STA read

1920 .temp
1930 LDA #0
1940 ADC read+1

1950 ADC #620
1960 STA read+1
1970 .loop2
1980 LDY wave

1990 LDA (wpoint),Y
2000 STA poke+1
2010 LSR A

2020 LSR A

2030 LSR A

2040 TAX

2050 LDA #0
2060 STA write+1

2070 STA readp
2080 LDA xpos
2090 ASL A
2100 ROL write+1

YELLOW PAGES

2110 ASL A

2120 ROL write+1
2130 ASL A
2140 ROL write+1

2150 ADC lotab.X
2160 STA write
2170 LDA hitab.X
2180 ADC write+1

2190 .add

2200 ADC #0
2210 STA write+1
2220 .poke
2230 LDA 80

2240 AND #7
2250 STA Bcrp
2260 LDX #15

2270 .loop3
2260 LDY readp
2290 LDA (read).Y
2300 LDY scrp
2310 STA (write),Y
2320 INY

2330 CPY #8
2340 BNE jib
2350 LDY 80

2360 CLC

2370 LDA write
2380 ADC #128

2390 STA write

2400 LDA write+1
2410 ADC #2
2420 STA write+1
2430 .jib
2440 STY acrp
2450 INC readp
2460 DEX

2470 BPL loop3
2480 CLC

2490 LDA wave
2500 ADC #1

2510 CMP #80
2520 BCC jump
2530 SBC #80

2540 .jump
2550 STA wave

2560 CLC

2570 LDA xpos
2580 ADC #1

2590 CMP #80
2600 BEQ end
2610 STA xpos
2620 CLC

2630 LDA tbit

2640 ADC #1
2650 CMP #4
2660 BCS nextc

2670 STA tbit
2680 CLC

2690 LDA read

2700 ADC #16
2710 STA read

2720 BCS lop
2730 JMP loop2
2740 .lop
2750 INC readtl
2760 JMP loop2
2770 .nextc

2780 AND #3

2790 STA tbit
2800 CLC

2810 LDA text

2820 ADC #1
2830 STA text

2840 BCS inc
2850 JMP loopl
2860 .inc
2870 INC text+1

2880 JMP loopl
2890 .end
2900 LDA counter

2910 BEQ endo
2920 DEC counter

2930 JMP endp
2940 .endo

2950 CLC

2960 LDA otbit

2970 ADC textspeed
2980 CMP 84
2990 ECC nocarry
3000 CLC

3010 LDA otext

3020 ADC 81

3030 STA otext
3040 BCC novf
3050 INC otext.l
3060 .novf

3070 LDA 80
3080 .nocarry
3090 STA otbit
3100 .endp
3110 CLC

3120 LDA wavespd
3130 ADC owave

3140 CHP 880
3150 BCC jump2
3160 SBC 880
3170 .jump2
3180 STA wave

3190 BIT 6FF
3200 BMI end2

3210 LDA 819

3220 JSR OBbyte
3230 LDA scr

3240 EOR 81
3250 STA BCr

3260 TAX
3270 LDA 812

3280 STA 6FE00
3290 LDA tab.X
3300 STA 6FE01
3310 LDA tab2,X
3320 STA add+1
3330 .back
3340 LDY #0
3350 LDA (otext),Y

3360 CMP #13
3370 BNE norm
3380 LDA #meB MOD 256

3390 STA otext
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3400 LDA #mes DIV 256
3410 STA otext+1
3420 .norm
3430 CMP #0
3440 BNE norm2
3450 CLC
3460 LDA otext
3470 ADC #2
3480 STA otext

3490 LDA otext+1
3500 ADC #0
3510 STA otext+1

3520 JMP back
3530 .norm2
3540 CMP #1
3550 BNE norm3
3560 LDY #1
3570 LDA (otext),Y
3580 STA counter
3590 CLC
3600 LDA otext
3610 ADC #2
3620 STA otext
3630 LDA otext+1
3640 ADC #0
3650 STA otext+1
3660 JMP back
3670 .norm3
3680 CMP #4
3690 BCS norm4
3700 CLC
3710 LDA otext

3720 ADC #2
3730 STA otext
3740 LDA otext+1

3750 ADC #0
3760 STA otext+1
3770 JMP back
3780 .norm4
3790 LDA otbit
3800 STA tbit
3810 LDA otext
3820 STA text
3830 LDA otext+1
3840 STA text+1
3850 JMP mainloop
3860 ,end2
3870 RTS
3880 :

3890 .tab
3900 EQUW 60B06
3910 .tab2
3920 EQUW 60028
3930 :
3940 .wavetab
3950 EQUW sintab
3960 EQUW seawave
3970 EQUW ripple
3980 EQUW whoosh
3990 EQUW boing
4000 EQUW harmony
4010 EQUW wibble
4020 EQUW saw
4030 :
4040 .sintab
4050 OPT FNresI
4060 .seawave
4070 OPT FNresI
4080 .ripple
4090 OPT FNres(80)
4100 .whoosh
4110 OPT FNresI8
4120 .boing
4130 OPT FNresI8
4140 .harmony
4150 OPT FNres(8
4160 .wibble
4170 OPT FNres(8
4180 .saw
4190 OPT FNres(8
4200 .lotab

4210 OPT FNresie
4220 .hitab
4230 OPT FNres(8
4240 .mes
4250 ]
4260 NEXT
4270 :

4280 PRINT'"Code assembled."
4290 PRINT'"Please wait - creating tabl

es :"

4300 PROCtable(sintab,"64+20*SINRAD(pas
8**360/80)")

4310 PROCtable(seawave, "59+20*ABS(SINRA
D(pass%*360/80))")

4320 PROCtable(ripple,"60t(pas8*AND7)")
4330 PROCtable(harmony,"64+20*(SIHRAD(p

ass**360/80)+SINRAD(pass%*1080/80)/3)")
4340 PROCtable(boing,"59-20*ABS(SINRAD(

pass**360/80))")
4350 PROCtable(wibble,"64+20*(SINRAD(pa

ss%*360/80)+SINRAD(pass%*720/80)/2))")
4360 FOR n*=0 TO 19
4370 n*?whoosh=n%+45
4380 NEXT
4390 FOR n*=20 TO 59
4400 n*?whoosh=64
4410 NEXT

4420 FOR n%=60 TO 79
4430 n*?whoosh=124-n*
4440 NEXT

4450 FOR n%=0 TO 79 STEP 20
4460 FOR g%=0 TO 9
4470 n*?(saw+g*)=g*+64
4480 NEXT
4490 FOR g%=10 TO 19
4500 n*?(saw+g*)=84-g*
4510 NEXT
4520 NEXT
4530 FOR n*=0 TO 31
4540 x*=63000tn%«640

4550 lotab?n*=x% AND 255
4560 hitab?n*=x% DIV 256
4570 HEXT
4580 OSCLI"LOAD Message "+STR$"mes
4590 OSCLI-LOAD Chars 2000"
4600 PRINT""WARNING! If you haven't sa

ved this"
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4610 PRINT"program, press Escape now an
d do so,"

4620 PRINT"else press any key..",-
4630 «FX 15,0
4640 A*=GET
4650 CALL start
4660 END
4670 :
4680 DEF FNres(g%)
4690 P*=P*+g*
4700 =pass%
4710 :

4720 DEF PROCtable(address*,formS)
4730 FOR pass%=0 TO 79
4740 address*?pass*=EVAL(formS)
4750 NEXT

4760 VDU 46
4770 ENDPROC

Listing 12 - LazyFnt
10 REM >LazyFnt (Infol2)
20 REM Font creator for wavy acroll
30 REM by Matthew Godbolt
40 REM for 8-bit machines
50 REM (c) BAU February 1993

70 MODE 2

80 block%=6900
90 X*=block* MOD 256

100 Y*=block% DIV 256
110 poke%=65800
120 :
130 FOR n*=32 TO 96
140 PROCdieplay(n%)
150 FOR x%=0 TO 3
160 FOR y%=0 TO 15 STEP 4
170 y*!(poke*+x%*16)= (63000+x*

DIV 8)*6280+(y% AND 7))
180 NEXT

190 NEXT
200 poke*=poke%+64
210 NEXT
220 :

230 OSCLI "Save Chars 5800 "+STSTR$*poke
*

240 END
250 :

260 DEF PROCdisplay(c%)
270 ?block*=c%
280 A*=10
290 CALL 6FFF1

300 VDU 23,128,block*?l,block*?l,block
%?2,block*?2,block*?3,block*?3,block%?4,
block%?4

310 VDU 23,129,block*?5,block*?5,block
*?6,block*?6,block*?7,block*?7,block*?8,
block*?8

320 VDU 26,128,8,10,129
330 FOR g%=0 TO 31 STEP 8
340 g*!53000=g*!63000 AND 603030303
350 g*!63004=g*!63004 AND 633333333
360 g*!63280=g%!63280 AND 53C3C3C3C
370 g*!63284=g*!63284 AND 60C0C0C0C
380 NEXT
390 ENDPROC

Listing 13-LazyMes
10 REM >LazyHes (Infol3)
20 REM Create scrollingtext
30 REM by Matthew Godbolt
40 REM for 8-bit machines
50 REM (c) BAU February 1993
60 :

70 file*=OPENOUT"Message"
80 wavespeed*=0
90 textstop*=l

100 waveno%=2
110 textspeed%=3
120 PROCoutput("@")
130 REPEAT
140 READ a$
150 IF a$o"<end>" PROCoutput(a$)
160 UNTIL aS="<end>"
170 BPUT#file*,13
180 CLOSE#file%
190 END
200 :

210 DEF PROCoutput(aS)
220 IF aS="#" READ a*,b*:BPUT #file*,a

%:BPUT #file*,b*:ENDPROC
230 IF a$="9" FOR n*=l TO 20:BPUT #fil

e*,32:NEXT:ENDPROC
240 FOR n*=l TO LEN(a$)
250 BPUT #file*,ASC(MID$(a$,n*,l))
260 NEXT

270 ENDPROC
280 :

290 DATA #,wavespeed*,2
300 DATA #,textspeed*,l
310 DATA #,waveno*,0
320 DATA "HELLO AND WELCOME TO THE BBC

ACORN USER "

330 DATA #,textstop%,32
340 DATA "** WAVY SCROLLER! «*"
350 DATA (?,#,wavespeed%,4
360 DATA "IF YOU'RE IMPRESSED BY THIS,

YOU MAY AS WELL STOP THE PROGRAM NOW.."
370 DATA @,#,textspeed%,2
380 DATA "OH, YOU'RE NOT? THEN WATCH

THIS "

390 DATA @,#,waveno%,1
400 DATA #,textspeed*,l
410 DATA 8,wavespeed%,2
420 DATA "HERE'S THE SEAWAVE EFFECT (W

AVE NUMBER 1), AND..."
430 DATA @,#,waveno*,4
440 DATA #,wavespeed*,4
450 DATA "..HERE'S ITS OPPOSITE, THE "
460 DATA #,textstop%,32
470 DATA " —== BOINGI ==— EFFECTI

480 .DATA @,#,waveno%,6
490 DATA "NOW HERE'S THE WEIRD AND WON

DERFUL "

500 DATA #,text8top%,32
510 DATA " ** WIBBLE EFFECT ** - HANG

ON, LET'S CALM IT DOWN A BIT..."
520 DATA @,#,wavespeed%,2
530 DATA "THAT'S BETTER!"

540 DATA @,#,wavenO%,2
550 DATA "AND NOW ... THE "

560 DATA #,textstop%,32
570 DATA " —== RIPPLE ==— WAVEFOR

M."

580 DATA @,#,waveno%,5
590 DATA #,wavespeed%,4
600 DATA "HOW'S THE HANGOVER, BY THE W

AY?! THIS WAVEFORM IS DESIGNBD TO BRING
OUT THE BEST IN MIGRAINES."

610 DATA 8,#,waveno%,7
620 DATA #,textspeed*,2
630 DATA #,wavespeed*,0
640 DATA "WHOOSH! THE TEXT FLIES BY JU

ST LIKE THOSE ARC DEMOS (AHEM)"
650 DATA @,#,waveno%,3
660 DATA "AND SO WE COME TO THE END."
670 DATA @,#,waveno%,0
680 DATA 8,wavespeed*,3
690 DATA 8,textBpeed*,l
700 DATA "YOU SHOULD BE IMPRESSED BY N

OW... IF NOT, GO AND BUY AN ARCHIMEDES A
ND STOP WHINING."

710 DATA 9,8,wavespeed*,0
720 DATA #,textspeed%,2
730 DATA "*** *** *** *** *** »**

740 DATA <end>

Listing 14- IRunimage
10 REM >!RunImage (Infol4)
20 REM GotoDir
30 REM by Chris Meighan
40 REM for 32-bit machines
50 REM (c) BAU February 1993
60 :
70 DIM taskid* 4
80 $taskid*="TASK"
90 ON ERROR SYS "Wimp_CloseDown":REPO

RT:PRINT" at line ",-ERL:END
100 SYS "Wimp_Initialise",200,Itaskid*

,"Go To Dir" TO version*
110 DIM q% 6700,temp* 5200,buffer* 630

O.endbuf* -l.iconinf* 40
120 SYS "X0S_File",5,"<GotoSDir>.!Spri

tes" TO ,,,,t%
130 DIM sprites* t*+4
140 !sprites*=t%+4
150 SYS "OS_File",255,"<Goto$Dir>.!Spr

ites",sprites%+4
160 icshow*=FNiconbar
170 SYS "Wimp_DragBox",,-l
180 PROCgetpointer
190 xo*=mousex*
200 yo*=mousey*
210 open*=FALSE
220 REPEAT

230 SYS "Wimp_Poll",l,q* TO reason*
240 CASE reason* OF
250 WHEN 6:PROCcheckmouse(!q%,q%!4,q*l

8,q*ll2,q%!16,q*l20)
260 WHEN 7:PROCdrag
270 WHEN 9:PROCmenuselect(q%)
280 WHEN 17,18:PROCreceive(q%)
290 ENDCASE
300 UNTIL FALSE
310 END
320 :

330 DEF PROCreceivelq*)
340 CASE q%!16 OF
350 WHEN 0:PROCfinish:END
360 WHEN 3:
370 IF q%!12=0 THEN
380 SYS "Hourglass_On"
390 PROCscan(FNgetBtr(q%+44))
400 SYS "Hourglass_Off"
410 ENDIF

420 ENDCASE
430 ENDPROC
440 :

450 DEF PROCcheckmouse(mousex*,mousey*
,b%,handle*,icon*,ob%)

460 IF (b* AND 2)<>0 AND handle%=-2 PR
0Cdomenu(102,buffer*, "Quit","Gotodir",mo
usex%-64,136)

470 ENDPROC
480 :

490 DEF PROCfinish
500 SYS "Wimp_CloseDown"
510 ENDPROC
520 :

530 DEF PROCgetpointer
540 SYS "Wimp_GetPointerInfo",,q*
550 nousex*=!q*:mousey*=q%!4:b%=q*l8:h

andle*=q%!12:icon*=q%!16:ob*=q%!20
560 ENDPROC
570 :

580 DEF PROCerrorbox
590 SYS "Wimp_DragBox",,-l
600 !buffer*=ERR:$(buffer*+4)=REPORT$+

" at line "+STRSERL+CHR$0
610 SYS "Wirap_ReportError",buffer*,l,"

Tiffs app."
620 PROCfinish:END
630 ENDPROC
640 :

650 DEF PROCdomenu(handle*,menuptr*,me
nuS,menutitle$,x,y)

660 LOCAL dummy*,next*
670 next*=raenuptr*
680 menuhandle*=handle*
690 dummy*=FNc m(menuptr*,menuS,menuti

tle$)
700 SYS "Wimp_CreateMenu",,dummy*,x,y
710 ENDPROC
720 :

730 DEF FNc_m(menuptr%,menu$,menutitle
$)

740 LOCAL i*,call*,itemS,w
750 call*=menuptr*
760 w=LEN(menutitleS)
770 next%+=52
780 FOR i%=0 TO LENmenuS
790 IF MIDS(menu$,i*,l)="," THEN next*

+=24

800 NEXT
810 i%=0
820 menuptr*!20=40
830 Smenuptr*=menutitleS

840 menuptr*!12=670207
850 menuptr%!24=0
860 menuptr*+=28
870 REPEAT
880 itemS=FNpar(menuS,",",i%)
890 menuptr*=FNmenuitem(menuptr*,itemS

)
900 IF LEN($(menuptr*-12))>w THEN w=LE

N($(menuptr%-12))
910 UNTIL item$=""
920 call*!16=16*w+12
930 menuptr*!-24=(menuptr*!-24)OR580
940 =call*
950 :

960 DEF FNmenuitem(ptr*,textS)
970 IF text$="" =ptr%
980 LOCAL a,t$

1010 ptr%!8=607000021
1020 ptr*!4=-l
1030 $(ptr%+12)=text$
1040 =ptr%+24
1050

1060 DEF FNpar(a$,sS,RETURN i%)
1070 LOCAL il%
1080 il*=i*+l
1090 i%=INSTR(aS+s$,sS,il%)
1100 =MIDS(aS,il*,i*-il%)
1110
1120 DEF PROCmenuselect(menus*)
1130 PROCfinish:END
1140 ENDPROC
1150

1160 DEF FNiconbar
1170 !q*=-l:q*!4=0
1180 q*!8=0:q%!12=63
1190 q%!16=64:q%120=62102
1200 spname$="!gotodir"
1210 DIM q%!24 (LENspnameS+1)
1220 S(q*124)=spnameS
1230 q%!28=sprites%
1240 q*!32=LEN(spnameS)+l
1250 SYS "Wimp Createlcon",,q% TO ic%
1260 =ic%
1270
1280 DEF FNgetstr(a%)
1290 LOCAL bS
1300 WHILE ?a%>=32
1310 b$+=CHRS(?a%)
1320 a*t=l
1330 ENDWHILE
1340 =b$
1350
1360 DEF PROCscan(fS)
1370 LOCAL countl*,dir$
1380 countl*=0
1390 REPEAT
1400 countl*+=l
1410 UNTIL MID$(fS,(LEN(fS)-countl*),!

1420 countl*+=l
1430 dirS=LEFT$(f$,(LEN(fS)-countl*))
1440 OSCLIC'DIR "+dir$)
1450 ENDPROC

Listing 15-Goto_Spr
10 REM >Goto_spr (Infol5)
20 REM Create sprite for IGotoDir
30 REM Sprite by Chris Meighan
40 REM for 32-bit machines
50 REM (c) BAU February 1993
60 :

70 DIH q% 6100,w% 6400
80 olen*=62E0
90 line%=0

100 d$=""
110 i%=0
120 WHILE i*<olen%
130 b$=FNc
140 IF bS>="a" AND bS<="Z" THEN
150 0ff*=-EVAL("6"+FNc+FNc)
160 FOR k%=0 TO (ASC(bS)-ASC"a"+2)
170 w*?i*=w%?(i*toff%)
180 i*+=l
190 NEXT

200 ELSE
210 w*?i*=EVAL("6"+bS+FNc)
220 i*+=l
230 ENDIF
240 ENDWHILE

250 SYS "OS_File",10,"!Sprites",SFF9,,
w*,w*tolen%

260 PRINT"[Sprites created"
270 END
280 :

290 DEF FNc
300 LOCAL c$
310 IF d$="" THEN
320 READ d$,ch$
330 line*+=l
340 $q*=d$
350 SYS "OS CRC",0,q*,q%+LBN(dS),l TO

crc*

360 IF crc*oEVAL("5"+ch$) PRINT"Error
in data line ";line*:END

370 ENDIF
380 cS=LEFT$(dS,l)
390 dS=MIDS(dS,2)
400 =cS
410 :

420 DATA 0100OO0010a04E4020000D4,5270
430 DATA a0421676F746F646972al70,EC5
440 DATA O04elCb0C07a282Ca2C80a3,6776
450 DATA 10Cel4clB70337737737737,78D
460 DATA 73kl477777777a04i0F0770,48A8
470 DATA 11111111111137f37c3CllE,ECFD
480 DATA FlB01801017e4Ael4AAlB81,FA7A
490 DATA 18fl40077b79s3C164j93e3,30D
500 DATA AplC77FFFFFFa8BkBFal3al,F769
510 DATA 67FkD388888888888878z28,CA8D
520 DATA w3Cr50zABrC0F0d95b9Bql4,A8CD
530 DATA cl4b230Fnl4p3CF0ql4O0FF,C255
540 DATA 0Fq50v78fFlc8Cml9bA0dF0,BB85
550 DATA b52g28fBFql4ql4z28z50p6,E44
560 DATA 4qB4FF,5B9E
570 DATA *



Listing 16-Ripples
10 REM >Ripples (Infol6)
20 REM by Tim Jones
30 REM for 32-bit machines
40 REM (c) BAU February 1993
50 :
60 ON ERROR SYS "Hourglass_Smash":MOD

E 0:REPORT:PRINT;" at ";ERL:END
70 thick=7
80 xsize=50

90 zsize=50
100 xmouse=0

110 zmouse=zsize-1
120 zoom=95

130 8hift=20

140 DIH code 6400»(xsize+2)*(zsize
12+XBize*16+zsize*16+6100

150 SYS "Hourglass_On"
160 FOR pas8=0 TO 2 STEP 2

170 P*=code

180 [OPTpass
190 .ripples
200 HOV rll,81
210 .ripplesip
220 LDR r0,screen+4

230 LDR r9,screen
240 STR r9,screen+4
250 STR r0,screen
260 MOV r0,#112
270 MOV rl,rll
280 SWI "OS Byte"
290 EOR rll,rll,#3
300 MOV r0,#113
310 MOV rl.rll
320 SWI "OS Byte"
330 MOV r0,#19
340 SWI "OS Byte"
350 SWI 6100+12

360

370 LDR r4,htbl+4

380 LDR r5,vtbl+4
390 LDR r6,atbl+4
400 SWI "OS Mouse"

410 HOVS r2,r2
420 BNE nomouse

430 MOV rl.rl.LSL #shift-2
440 LDR r2,madr

450 STR rl,[r4,r2]
460 MOV rl,#0
470 STR rl,[r5,r2]
480 .nomouse

490 MOV rl,#zsize
500 .zip
510 MOV r0,#xsize
520 .xlp
530 LDR r2,[r4,#-4]
540 LDR r3,[r4,#+4]
550 ADD r2,r2,r3
560 LDR r3,[r4,#-xsize*4-B]
570 ADD r2,r2,r3

580 LDR r3,[r4,#+xsize*4+8]
590 ADD r2,r2,r3
600 LDR r3,[r4],#4
610 HOV rl0,r3,LSR Sshift
620 LDR r8,[r6),84
630 ADD r8,r8,r9
640 SUB r8,r8,rl0,LSL 86
650 SUB r8,r8,rl0,LSL 88
660 ADD r7,rl0,r3,LSR #shift-l
670 STRB r7,(r8]
680 SUB r3,r3,r2,lsr 82
690 LDR r2,[r5]
700 SUB r2,r2,r3

710 STR r2,[r5],84
720 SUBS r0,r0,#l
730 BNE xlp
740 ADD r4,r4,88
750 ADD r5,r5,88
760 ADD r6,r6,#8
770 SUBS rl,rl,#l
780 BNE zip
790
800 LDR rlO,points
810 LDR r8,htbl
820 LDR r9,vtbl
830 .mlp
840 LDMIA r8,(r0-r3)
850 LDMIA r9,(r4-r7)
860 ADD rO,r0,r4
870 ADD rl,rl,r5
880 ADD r2,r2,r6
890 ADD r3,r3,r7
900 SUB r4,r4,r4,ASR Sthick
910 SUB r5,r5,r5,ASR Sthick
920 SUB r6,r6,r6,ASR Sthick
930 SUB r7,r7,r7,ASR Sthick
940 STMIA r8!,{r0-r3)
950 STMIA r9!,{r4-r7)

960 SUBS rl0,rl0,81
970 BNE mlp
980

Listing 1 - ArcAssI
10 REM >ARM1
20 REH By Dave Lawrence
30 REM For 32 bit machines
40 REH (C) BAU February 1993
50 :
60 FOR R0=0 TO 4
70 Rl=R0+5
80 PROCtable(Rl)
90 HEXT

100 END
110 :
120 DEF PROCtable(Rl)
130 REM LOCAL R0

140 FOR R0=1 TO 5
150 PRINT ,R0*R1;

990 MOV rl0,8xsize/2+zsize/2
1000 LDR r9,etbl
1010 .elp
1020 LDMIA r9!,(r0-r7)
1030 LDR r8,[r0]
1040 STR r8,[rl]
1050 LDR r8,[r2]
1060 STR r8,[r3]
1070 LDR r8,[r4]
1080 STR r8,[r5]
1090 LDR rB,[r6]
1100 STR r8,(r7)
1110 SUBS rlO,rl0,81
1120 BNE elp
1130

1140 SWI "OS.ReadEscapeState"
1150 BCC rippleslp
1160 SWI 5100+22

1170 SWI 6100+0

1180 MOV pc,rl4
1190
1200 .points EQUD (xsize+2)*(zsize+2

1210

1220 .htbl EQUD hblk
1230 EQUD hblk+12+xsize*4

1240

1250 .vtbl EQUD vblk
1260 EQUD vblk+12+xsize*4

1270

1280 .atbl EQUD ablk
1290 EQUD ablk+12+X8ize*4
1300

1310 .etbl EQUD eblk
1320
1330 .madr EQUD xmouse*4+zmouse*(x

size+2)*4
1340

1350 .screen

1360 EQUD 148

1370 EQUD 149

1380 EQUD -1

1390 ]
1400 IF pass=0 THEN

1410 hblk=P*

1420 n=128<< shift

1430 FOR x=l TO !points
1440 !P*=n

1450 P*+=4

1460 NEXT
1470 vblk=P*

1480 FOR x=l TO Ipoints
1490 !P*=0

1500 P*+=4

1510 NEXT

1520 eblk=P*

1530 FOR x=l TO xsize
1540 n=hblktx*4

1550 [OPT pasa
1560 EQUD ntxsize*4+8

1570 EQUD n

1580 EQUD n+point8!0*4-xsize*8-16
1590 EQUD n+points!0*4-xsize*4-8
1600 ]
1610 NEXT

1620 FOR z=l TO zsize

1630 n=hblk*z*(X8ize»2)*4
1640 [OPT pass
1650 EQUD n+4

1660 EQUD n

1670 EQUD n+xsize*4

1680 EQUD n»xsize*4+4

1690 ]
1700 NEXT

1710 ablk=P*
1720 FOR z=zsize+l TO 0 STEP -1
1730 SYS "Hourglaas_Percentage",100-z/z

size'100
1740 FOR x=0 TO xsize+1
1750 lP%=FNadr(x-xsize/2,z-zsize/2,RAD3

51+&13F68
1760 P*+=4
1770 NEXT

1780 NEXT
1790 ENDIF
1800 NEXT

1810 SYS "Hourglass Off"
1820 IF xsize MOD 2 OR zsize MOD 2 ERRO

R 0,"Bad dimensions"
1830 MODE 13.128
1840 MOUSE RECTANGLE 0,0,0,1024
1850 MOUSE TO 0,512

1860 SYS "06 RemoveCursors"

1870 SYS "06 _Byte",112,1
1880 SYS "OS Byte",113,2
1890 SYS "OS _ReadVduVariables",screen,s

creen

1900 points O=points!0 DIV 4
1910 screen 8=1

1920 CALL ripples
1930 END

1940 :

160 NEXT
170 PRINT
180 ENDPROC

Listing 2 - ArcAss2
10 REM >ARM2

20 REM By Dave Lawrence
30 REM For 32 bit machines
40 REM (C) BAU February 1993
50 :
60 sp=13:link=14:pc=15
70 DIH code 400
80 FOR pass=0 TO 2 STEP 2:P*=code
90 [OPT pass
100 .example
110 STHFD (sp)!,(link)
120 MOV R0.S0
130 .loop

YELLOW PAGES

1950 DEF FNadr(xx,zz,a)
1960 cos=COS-a
1970 sin=SIN-a
1980 8=400/(zz*co8+xx«8in*zoom)
1990 =(xx*cO8-zz*8in)*8-INT(-20*s)*320-

60*640

Listing 17 - ILEatDesk
10 SYS64O0C0,200,64B534154:n=15:DIMx(

n),y(n),o(n),p(n),b 90:x()=512:y()=512:R
EPEATSYS6400C7,,b:FORi=0TOn:GC0L7:CIRCLE
FILLo(i),p(i),12:CIRCLEFILLx(i),y(i),16:
o(i)=x(i):p(i)=y(i):x(i)+=RND(40)-20:y(i
)+=RND(40)-20:x(i)=x(i)AND1023:y(i)=y(i)
AHD1023:GCOL15:CIRCLEFILLo(i),p(i),12:CI
RCLEFILLx(i),y(i),16:NEXT:UNTILINKEY-l

Listing 18-USIide
10 H0DE7:DIHp 24:REPEATSp="AXBWCVDUET

FSGRHQIPJOKNLM":q=24:r=q:REPEATp?q=p?r:p
?r=32:q=r:FORc=0TO24:VDU31,c MOD5,c/5,p?
c:NEXT:a=GET:x=q M0D5:y=qDIV5:r=q-(a=90
ANDx<4)+(a=88ANDx>0)+5*(a=67ANDy>0)-5*(a
=70ANDy<4):UNTILa=32ORa=81:UNTILa=81

Listing 19-1 LJulia
10 MODE15:INPUTcx,cy:OFF:ORIGIN600,51

2:FORI*=-60OTO6O0STEP4:FORJ*=-450TO450ST
EP4:ox=I*/300:oy=J*/300:nx=0:ny=0:it%=0:
WHILEnx"2tny"2<4 AND it*<128:nx=ox*2-oy*
2+cx:ny=oy*ox*2+cy:it*+=l:ox=nx:oy=ny:EN
DWHILE:GC0L128-it*:POINTI*,J*:NEXT,:*SCR
EENSAVE JulScrnl28

Listing 20 ILMand
10 MODE15:ORIGIN70O,512:OFF:FORI*=-70

0TO50OSTEP4:FORJ*=-450TO450STEP4:cx=I%/3
0fl:cy=J*/30O:nx=0:ox=0:ny=0:oy=0:it%=0:W
HILEnx"2+ny"2<4 AND it*<128:nx=ox*2-oy"2
♦cx:ny=oy*ox*2+cy:it*+=l:ox=nx:oy=ny:END

WHILE:GCOL128-it*:POIHTI*,J*:NEXT,:*Scre
enSave MndScrnl28

Listing 21 -Torus
10 MODE0:VDU23,1;0;0;0;0;29,640;512;:

R*=512:REPEATA1=0:A2=0:B1=RND(1)*PI:B2=R
ND(1)«PI:H1=RND(1):L1=1-H1:H2=RND(1):L2=
1-H2:W=TIME+6000:CLS:REPEATA1=A1+B1:A2=A

2tB2:X=Hl'SINAl«Ll*SINA2:Y=H2*COSAl+L2*C

OSA2:PLOT69,R**X,R**Y:UNTILINKEYS(0)<>""
ORTIME>W:UNTIL0

Listing 22 - UWeird
10 MODE 12:OFF:c=0:FOR r=0TO512 STEP

16:F0R t=0 TO 360:c+=l:GCOL (((c MOD576)
DIV8)MOD15)+l:POINT 640+r*COS(RAD(t)),51
2+(512-r)*SIN(RAD(t)):NEXT,:REPEAT:FOR b
=1 TO 15:WAIT:WAIT:F0R c=l TO 15:a=((b+c
) MOD 15)+1:C0L0UR a,15*c,15*c15*c:NEXT
,:UNTIL 0

Listing 23 - OneKal
10 MODE13:z=256:o=46:SYSo,9:SYSo,15,,

PAGE,,64,64,13:SYSo,29,,PAGE:SYSo,61,,PA
GE:MOVEz.0:PLOT86,z,z:REPEATKOUSEu,v,w:g
=3-g:a=90-a«g*u/z:SYSo,60,,PAGE:CLS:BEAT
SRND(TRUE):FORi=lTO3O:GCOLi:b=a+RND(360)
•SGNa:r=(v/4+i*8)H0Dz:PLOT5+16*w,r*SINRA
Db,r*COSRADb:NEXT:SYSo,60:OFF:f=z:REPEAT
e=z-e:SWAPc,f:SYSo,34,,PAGE,e,f,8:SYSo,3
3-14*(e>f),,PAGE:UNTILf>e:UNTIL0

Listing 24 - 0SWRCH1
10 REM >0SWRCH1 (Info24)
20 REM For 8-bit machines
30 REM (C) BAU February 1993
40 :
50 DIM code 100
60 0Bwrch=6FFEE
70 FOR pass=0 TO 2 STEP 2:P*=code
80 [OPT pass
90 .hello

100 LDY #0
110 .loop
120 LDA string,Y
130 CMP #0
140 BEQ goodbye
150 JSR oswrch
160 INY
170 JMP loop
180 .goodbye
190 RTS
200 :
210 .string
220 EQUS "Hello World!"
230 EQUB 13
240 EQUB 10
250 EQUB 0
260 ]NEXT

140

150

160

170

180

190

200

210

220

230
240

250

290
300

310

loop2

ADD R1,R0,#5
BL table

ADD R0,R0,#1
CMP R0,#4
BLE loop

LDMFD Up) !,{pc)

STMFD (sp)!,(R0,link)
MOV R0.S1

MUL R2,R0,R1
BL print
ADD R0,R0,#1
CMP R0,#5
BLE loop2

270 CALL hello

Listing 25 - OS_WriteS
10 REM >0S Writes (Info25)
20 REM For 32-bit machines

30 REM (C) BAU February 1993
40 :
50 DIM code 100

60 FOR pass=0 TO 2 STEP 2:P*=code
70 (OPT paaa
80 .hello
90 SWI "OS WriteS"

100 EQUS "Hello "
110 EQUB 0
120 ALIGN

130 SWI "OS_WriteS"
140 EQUS "World!"
150 EQUB 13
160 EQUB 10
170 EQUB 0
160 MOV PC.R14
190 ]NEXT
200 CALL hello

Listing 26 - OSJA/riteO
10 REM >0S. WriteO (Info26)
20 REM For 32-bit machines

30 REM (C) BAU February 1993
40 :

50 DIM code 100
60 FOR paas=0 TO 2 STEP 2:P*=code
70 [OPT pass
80 .hello
90 ADR RO,string

100 SWI "OS WriteO"
110 HOV PC.R14
120 .string
130 EQUS "Hello World!"
140 EQUB 13
150 EQUB 10
160 EQUB 0
170 ALIGN

180 1NEXT
190 CALL hello

Listing 27 - WriteList
10 REM >WriteList (Info27)
20 REM For 32-bit machines
30 REM (C) BAU February 1993

50 DIM code 100

60 FOR pass=0 TO 2 STEP 2:P*=code
70 [OPT pass
80 .showlist

90 LDRB Rl,[R0]
100 CMP R1,#0
110 MOVEQ PCR14
120 SWI "OS_Write0"
130 SWI "OS NewLine"

140 B showlist
150 .list

160 EQUS 'Nip":EQUB 0
170 EQUS 'Baby":EQUB 0
180 EQUS "Magnum":EQUB 0
190 EQUS 'Jeroboam":EQUB 0
200 EQUS "Rehoboam":EQUB 0
210 EQUS 'Hethuselah":EQUB 0
220 EQUS 'Salmanazar":EQUB 0
230 EQUS "Balthasar":EQUB 0
240 EQUS "Nebuchadnezzar":EQUB 0
250 EQUB 0

260 ALIGN

270 ]NEXT
280 A*=liBt

290 CALL showlist

Listing 28 - OS_WriteN
10 REM >OSJIriteN (Info28)
20 REM For 32-bit machines
30 REM (C) BAU February 1993
40 :
50 DIM code 100
60 FOR pass=0 TO 2 STEP 2:P*=code
70 [OPT pass
80 .hello

90 ADR RO,string
100 MOV Rl,#string_end-string
110 SWI "0S_WriteN"
120 HOV PC.R14
130 .string
140 EQUB 17:EQUB 135
150 EQUB 17:EQUB 0
160 EQUS "Hello World!"
170 EQUB 17:EQUB 128
180 EQUB 17:EQUB 7
190 EQUB 13
200 EQUB 10

210 .string_end
220 ALIGN
230 ]NEXT
240 CALL hello

320

330

340

350 ;
360 .print
370

380

390

420
430

440

450

460

470

ASSEMBLY LINE

SHI

LDMFD

STMFD

MOV

ADR

MOV

SWI

SWI
SWI

LDMFD

.buffer EQUD C
1NEXT
CALL example

"OS.NewLine"

(sp)!,(R0,pc)

(sp)!,IR0-R2,link)
R0.R2
Rl,buffer
R2,#8

"OS_ConvertCardina

"OS_Write0"
256+32

(sp)!,(R0-R2,pc)

:EQUD 0
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HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE EXPANSION FOR

ACORN COMPUTERS

DUAL RS423 SERIAL INTERFACE - two additional RS423 serial

interfaces for communicating with RS423 or RS232 devices eg
modems (in order to use bulletin boards), printers, plotters,
instruments, etc. Up to four cards can be fitted in a computer.

IEEE488 INTERFACE - enables up to 14 test and measurement
instruments, from well known manufacturers such as Hewlett-

Packard, Fluke, Philips, Tektronix, etc. to be connected to the
computer. For example, voltmeters, oscilloscopes, spectrum
analysers, function generators, counters, logic analysers,
programmable power supplies, plotters, printers, etc.

16 BIT PARALLEL I/O - provides two separate 16 bit input/
output ports. Other facilities include four 16 bit counter/timers,
two 8 bit shift registers and eight interrupt inputs. Applications
range from measurement and control to high speed data input
and output.

12 BIT ADC - provides eight single ended inputs each with an
input voltage range of -5 to +5 Volts. Up to 166,000 samples per
second can be taken.

STEbus INTERFACE - overcomes the limitation of a maximum of

four expansion cards in a computer by enabling the use of
industry standard STEbus boards in an external input/output
sub-system for measurement and control applications.

SCSI DEVICES- internal and external hard disc drives, magneto-
optical removable disc drives, tape streamers etc.

Part Exchange
your BBC, Master 128, A3000 or

Archimedes 300/400 for a new

A3020, A4000, A4 orASOOO
The table below shows examples ofthebalance you can expect to pay
whenpartexchangingyour old system,but pleasefone first to confirm

BBCB Master A3000

Monitor

A440/1

Monitor

A3020FD System 649 599 349 silly
A4000HD80 System 849 799 549 299

A5000HD80 System 1249 1199 949 699

A4 4MHD60 System 1499 1449 1199 949

Clearance Offers
Laser Direct LPB4 £869.00

Cumana CD358 £ 89.00

Cumana CDX200 £115.00
MultiScan Monitor £199.00

Microvitec 145IMS £170.00

Star LC200 Colour £125.00

Second Hand Equipment
BBCB

Master 128

A3000

A400 from

A310 from

Monitor

£65.00

£175.00

£350.00

£400.00

£300.00

£100.00

Computers Ltd
51 Heath Drive

Chelmsford

Essex CM2 9HE

tel 0245 345263

fax 0245 345233

All prices plus VAT and carriage
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GINO-F 3D, GINOGRAF, GINOSURF and HERSHEY+ - the
FORTRAN subroutine libraries widely used for adding graphics
to engineering and scientific applications, have been
implemented on Acorn RISC OS-based computers by Intelligent
Interfaces. The implementation takes full advantage of the high
resolution colour graphics of the computer.
Intelligent Interlaces are Bradly Associates distributor tor GINO-F 3D. GINOGRAF and
GINOSURFlor Acorn RISCOS-based computers.

TERMULATOR • enables a computer to emulate a terminal from
the VT range (VT52, VT102 or VT220) or a Tektronix 4010
graphics terminal.
Termulator a trade mark ot Acom Computers IJmited is applied to this product under
licence horn Acom Computers Limited.

COMPLETE SYSTEMS - configured to customer's requirements by
fitting RAM upgrades, hard discs, expansion cards, etc.

ADVICE - SUPPLY - SUPPORT - Intelligent Interfaces were
established in 1981 and have enjoyed a long relationship with
Acorn Computers. This places them in an ideal position to
advise on, supply and support systems purchased from them.

Intelligent Interfaces Ltd
P O Box 80

Eastleigh
Hants

S05 5YX

Tel: 0703 261514 Fax: 0703 267904

INTELLIGENT

INTERFACES

D£EBUGW^9!?D5
. i. *n t-hp BBC Microtill devoted solely to the w

the only magazine stiand the Master 128

Still going strong in its
11th year of publication
BEEBUG was the first magazine ever published
to cater for BBC enthusiasts, and is still as
popular after 10 succesful years.

BEEBUG offers a wealth of information:
from articles on how to write Basic programs to
ready-to-use utilities and complete stand-alone
applications. BEEBUG also offers frequent 'fun'
programs and entertaining games.

Please quote this a
,117 Hatfield Rd, St-Albans, Hert|

RISC Developments



Get a new look!

Paul James shows

you how to
customise your

windows

Are you bored with your
windows'? Is that huge
expanse of grey that is
your backdrop getting

you down? How about a bit of
window dressing?

Take a look at one of your
desklop windows; it's made up
of several bits, the back icon,
the close icon, the title bar and

so on. Each of these bits can

be altered quite easily so that
they look different.

Buried deep within Rise OS
are the sprites that make up
each window. Press Menu

over the Apps icon on your
icon bar and click on the Open
'$' option that appears. This
pops up a window with three
folders in it. Now double click

on Resources. Up comes a
window with tons of folders in

it which is where Rise OS 3

gets its information from.
Go right to the bottom of

this window using the scroll
bar and you'll find a folder
called Wimp; in here you'll
find the two files you are look
ing for. Drag the sprite files
called Sprites and Tools out
onto a fresh floppy disc. It is
vital that they are saved on to
disc, so that you have a copy
of the original system sprites.

Double click on Tools and

the file will load into Paint.

Behold; here are all the win
dow bits, just waiting for you
to lake a brush to them and

make them more interesting.
(Rise OS 2 users can get to the
tools folder by holding down
Shift and clicking on the
.'System folder.)

Which monitor you have
will determine which sprites
you need lo change. If you
have a multisync monitor, then
the sprites you are interested in
are suffixed with 22. Delete

any other sprite that has a 0
suffix, no suffix or a 23 suffix.

If you have a TV or a nor
mal monitor - if you use
modes 12 or 15 - then the

spriles you are interested in
have no suffix at all. so delete

ABSOLUTE

BEGINNER
Sprite file umdou

r

T

1
1

1

Every gadget that makes up a window

all the other ones, the ones

with 0, 22 and 23 on the end of

their name. For the sake of my
sanity, from now on we'll
ignore the numeric suffix on
the end of the sprite names.

Now it's time lo make all

your sprites three-dimensional;
let's start with just one of
them. Double click on the

sprite called bicon (it's short
for Back Icon, because that is

what it is) and il will appear in
a tiny window. Now you'll
need to scale this window up,
so press Menu over this new
window and move over Zoom.

Scale it up to about 12:1 using
the liltle arrow in the box.

Press Menu again over this
massive sprite and move over
the Paint submenu, click

Adjust on Show Colours, and
Selecl on show tools. Up pops
your toolbox from which you
should select the pencil tool
which allows you to change
the colour of each pixel.

Now take a look at what

I've done (above). I've simply
made iwo sides of the square a
light grey, and two sides a
very dark grey. Do this by
choosing the colour from the
Paint palette thai came up on
the screen when you choose
Show Colours, and then click-

-biCflfl* LOioars'a

is alterable using Paint

ing in the sprite to alter the
colours of each pixel.

When you've finished that,
close the big sprite window,
and save the Tools sprite file,
by pressing Menu over il, and
clicking on Save. Now you
have to tell your computer that
these are the sprites that you
want it lo use to make up its
windows. Press FI2 and type:
*Adfs

♦Mount 0

These two commands select

the floppy disc. Now (he magi
cal command . . .

*Toolspriles Tools
. . . will replace the compu

ter's sprites wilh your new set.
Press RETURN twice. Now

when you come back to the
desktop your back icon will be
three-dimensional; doesn't il

make a difference lo Ihe feel of

your machine?
Now. to make a three-

dimensional icon which

presses you will need to copy
this bicon sprite. Press Menu
over it. move over sprite bicon
and over copy, and now add a
p to the front of the name so it
read pbicon and press RETURN.
Take a look at the bottom of
(he sprite file window and
you'll find the new sprite in
the same way and swap the

white and grey side around.
Now re-save the sprite file,
press F12 and type in the magi
cal toolsprites command again.
Now when you come back to
the desktop you'll be able to
press your back icon.

Of course you don't have to
make your icons three-dimen
sional to make them look nice,

how about some nice flowery
ones, or how about having
windows that look like they
are made out of metal or stone;

you could even make wooden
windows! So send your best
window designs in to us and
we'll publish the best ones on
the monthly disc.

TITLE AND SCROLL
The sprites for these are not
included in the Tools file

found in Wimp Toolsprites.
Here is a list of the sprites that
make up these parts of the
windows. I haven't got room
to explain how to create them.
so I'll leave you to experiment.
Title bar sprites:
tbarmidt

fbarrcap
lbarleap
lharmidb

Vertical Scroll bar sprites:
vwelltcap
vwellt

vbart (only one pixel high)
vbarmid

vbarb

vwellb
vwellbeap
The horizontal scroll bar icons

have the same names except
they are prefixed with Ii for
horizontal. On the subscribers'

disc you'll find a tools sprites
file for high- and low-res
modes.

BACKDROP
There's nothing much to say
about this. Drag a sprite file lo
the grey area behind the win
dows, press Menu over it and
click on Make Backdrop. So
how about having a nice view
out of a real window behind

your windows?
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Come and see us!
Our Wells shop is opening mid-January, in Union

street (next to Dixons) - not far from Bath or Bristol,

We'll be selling all that nice Acorn hardware, PCs
(eeeek!) and software, peripherals, consumables

and, of course, our own products too.

Drop in for a browse around the Acorn range!

£289Fax Modem bundle
Fax modem, ARCterm and ARCfax. All

you need (even a cable) for fax & comms.

20Mb Floptical disk systems
DOS 1.44Mband Acorn 1.6Mb capable.
Works with practically all SCSI cards.

ARCterm 7

High performance dual serial card
A5000 - 120Mb 2nd hard disk

Fujitsu 496Mb SCSI (over 2Mb/sec)
External 120Mb Magneto-Optical
PC Keyboard/mouse interface

from £349

£68

£69

£279

£899

£999

£89

Insured delivery on storage systems £10+VAT. Education is
entitled to a 5% discount on all our own products.

Please add VAT at 17.5% to all prices. Plastic welcome.

C.U. Electronics Ltd.
Computers, Upgrades & Electronics

65a Middle Hillgate, Stockport SKI 3EH
Tel: 061 476 0576. Fax: 061 477 2361

Internal Hard Drive Units for A3000
and A3010 84Mb only £299

RAM Upgrades for A3000, A3010,
A3020andA5000

A3000 4Mb only £109

A5000 2-4Mb only £79

other capacities available, call for details

061 476 0576
Dealer enquiries welcome

Prices exclude VAT+ delivery
OPEN 9-5.30 MON-FRI
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O

THE SERIAL PORT
JUI

u

The Serial Port

Burcott Manor, Wells,
Somerset, BA5 1NH

and

Burwood House,
15 Union Street, Wells,

Somerset

Telephone
Fax

Modem

ISDN

(0749) 670058
(0749)670809
(0749)670030
(0749)670883

ARCHIMEDES LINEART

.Hoi""'

REMEMBER - VVc siill have
disks SP1 & SP2 available,
both covering a wide variety
of subjects and competitively
priced at:-

SP1 -£5.50

SP2-£9.00

How lo order:-

a) Send a SAE for printed samples
before you buy
OR

b) Send a cheque made payable lo
SOUTHERN PRINTERS for
the correct remittance.

^BUILDINGS
This must surely be the finest
collection of BUILDINGS lo have
ever been produced for Ihe Acorn
Archimedes scries of computers.
The disk contains over 1.4 Mbytes
of heavily compressed data. David
Pilling's excellent Sparkplug
program is provided for
ecompression.

There are 46 detailed drawings
including Windmills,
Lighthouses. Oast Houses. Gate
Houses, Manor Houses.
Churches. Castles. Shops,
Terraced Houses, Detached
Houses, Thatched Houses,
Bungalows, Semi-Detached
Houses, Weatherboard Houses
and Beamed Houses.

For the creation of new drawings,
«"«" we have included a separate

compressed directory entitled 'Bits'
which contains over 200 kbytes of
parts from which you can create
your own designs.

Suitable for home and educational use
(site licence is included; copy licence
enquiries are welcome), Ihe disk is
available NOW al a price of only:-

£9.00
NOTE - All prices shown are fully
inclusive. Please stale required disk(s) or
samplc(s) in all correspondence.

SOUTHERN PRINTERS
47 Drake Road,
Willesborough,
Ashford,
Kent. TN24 0UZ•



DATABASES

FAST AND FRIENDLY
A database that looks like a DTP package? Graham Bell looks at

Datapower, the latest release from lota Software

Datapower is Iota's new
contender to the crown

of easiest-to-use flat file

database. It claims to

database management
DTP reporting techni-
and il aims also to

distinguish itself from the
competition with a few extra
tick-list features like drag-and-
drop or a built-in graphs and
charts application, and neat
gimmicks like a telephone
auto-dialler.

Datapower installs easily on
any machine running Rise OS
3.1 and fitted with more than a

single megabyte of Ram. If
you're using a high-resolution
screen mode, then the icons
used by the application have a
pleasant. Impression-like,
three-dimensional quality, but
there is a mode 12 icon set too

for people with TV-standard
monitors.

Creating a new database is a
straightforward process, in
essence very much like using
Squirrel, though, as with any
database application you do
need to do a bit of pre-plan
ning. A toolbox down the left
of the Datapower window
allows you to choose what
type of database fields to draw
- text, numbers, yes/no boxes,
dates and so on.

FIELD FORMATS
Text fields are not of any fixed
length, though when designing
the layout you have to specify
the total number of lines of

text. Two other types of field
allow you to store sprites and
drawings, or any other file
type. In the final release, a last
field type will cater for calcu
lated values by allowing you
to type in formulae on the lay
out screen.

Fields can be set to be com

pulsory, and in the release
version, you will be able to
ensure an entry is unique.
This, however, was not work-

alloy
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Databases aredesigned ina DTP-like manner with frames and borders. Background graphics and textcan beadded

ing in the preview version sup
plied. The fields are drawn
onto the screen with the mouse

DTP-style, and their field
names added. You can pick the
style of text and colours as you
would expect, and set up a
fairly flexible display format
for numbers, but in addition

Datapower supports the use of
Poster-style borders to sur
round fields.

Dates only have a global
format - you cannot at present
display dates as '16 December
1992' in one layout and '167
12/92' in another - but this

should change in the final
release version. The program
includes a snap-to-grid func
tion to help with field position
ing, and also snap-lo-frame so
you can easily line everything
up with the previous fields you
have created.

To enhance the look of the

database on the screen, you

can also add any text you
want, plus dummy frames and
any sprites and drawings, for
example to add a logo. The
text could be used to include

instructions on how to enter

data, making data collection as
much like form-filling as
possible.

Saving this primary layout
creates the database file, and

displays the first blank record
card. Unlike Squirrel, for
example, the whole database is
stored in a single file, which
contains the data itself, the

layout design and index data.

LAYOUT LINKS
A single Datapower database
can include several layout
designs, each showing some,
or all, of the same data, in dif

ferent formats.

Creating a new layout
design is exactly the same as
creating the first, but you

mostly use the first as a tem
plate. And for each layout, you
can show the records one at a

time, cardbox-style, or with all
the records together in a scroll
ing list, as if each card in the
cardbox were joined together.

You can browse, search or

alter the data in either display
mode, and you switch between
layouts or display modes with
a menu selection. A third dis

play is a version of the scroll
ing list, but laid out ready to
print - you can choose the
page size, margins and so on -
but you can't alter the data.

On any layout, adding and
editing the data itself is very
simple - particularly if you've
used Impression. In the control
panel part of the Datapower
window, there are tape-deck
controls for browsing through
the records, and it also shows

the total number of records set

up so far.
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DATABASES

A Flexifile-style button allows
you to add new records or
delete old ones. For simple
fields, you can specify in the
original layout a list of all
possible values; Mr, Ms, Dr.
and so on. These appear in a
pop-up menu.

Alternatively, you can set a
default value for a field, and
the release version will be

allow you to specify numerical
limits or a formula (o check

the validity of an entry. Text
editing is unexpectedly
Impression-like - to the extent
of using CTRL-S to swap case
and SHIFT-CTRL-D to insert the

current date.

You can import a CSV file
remarkably quickly by
dragging it to the control panel
to the left of the Datapower
window, but it's up to you to
ensure that the imported fields
match the types of the fields in
the database. Exporting data in
the same form is equally
straightforward, so it integrates
well with Pipedream. Easi
Writer and so on.

There are some minor com

plications: a CSV file exported
from another application typi
cally uses 0 and 1 for boolean
(yes or no) fields, whereas
Datapower insists on 'Yes'
and 'No' on import, and
importing blank fields or text
fields which themselves

include newline characters
causes problems.

SORTING OUT
Unlike Squirrel, but like more
conventional databases, the
various records of the database

are naturally displayed
unsorted - or more correctly in
their order of entry. Sorting the
database is a menu option, and
you can select fields for both
the primary and secondary
keys, and sort the records in
number, date or dictionary (not
Ascii) order.

However, you can'i sort on
boolean fields, so a printout
can't include all the yesses
first. The sort takes a few sec

onds on any sizeable database,
which means that changing the
order of the records and

browsing is less convenient
than it could be. And on the

preview copy supplied to us, it
isn't possible to keep more
than one index.

If you have two layouts for
the same data, il's easy to
switch between ihe two, but it
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Creating reports, labels, mailmerged lettersis just likedesigning a new layout

isn't possible to keep one in
one order and another sorted

differently. However, on the
release version that should be

possible: Iota intends that sort
orders be specified as part of
the layout design.

The benefit of this is in

reduced file size; substantial
Datapower databases are
much smaller than those of its

competitors, both because less
index information has to be

stored, and because the data is

automatically compressed as it
is saved.

There are a couple of neat
touches in the browsing too,
for example CTRL-D tone dials
a number in a field (and hold
ing the phone handset near the
Arc's speaker works).

Iota has included a wonder

ful drag-and-drop feature, as
used on some of the most

modern Microsoft PC appli
cations: you can highlight a
field, or any part of a field -
using a double-click to high

light a word for example, or a
triple-click to highlight a line
of text - then just drag Ihe
highlighted section to some
where else.

Another field, another
record, another application like
Edit, even straight to disc.
They all work, and it's much
easier than copying and past
ing in separate operations. The
real benefit of Datapower is in
highly formatted reporting;
although "reporting' seems to
be the wrong description. The
tabular material that is

associated with databases isn't

what Datapower is good at.

TABULAR REPORTS
It is possible to produce tabu
lar reports, with main headings
and headings on each page,
and these are particularly flex
ible as they arc designed using
the same tools as the layouts.
You can include any combina
tion of text and graphics, plus
fields in the headers and foo

ters too, to provide running
counts, totals, minima, means

and maxima.

But. because you can't auto
matically produce a hierarchi
cal series of sub-headings,
Datapower isn't really suited
to this sort of 'database pub
lishing'. Rather, it aims to
integrate the database with
DTP-stylc page layout tools;
exporting data to a word pro
cessor is often unnecessary, as
you can design the final pro
duct in Datapower.

A report is simply another
layout, created wilh all the
usual DTP-style tools: there is
no real differentiation between

the normal 'cardbox' presenta
tion of the database and a

report, as both can incorporate
any fixed text, colours, borders
or illustrations, and any or all
of the database fields. And

because you have a lot of flex
ibility in designing the report,
this could be a set of labels, or

a set of letters, or a set of

highly graphical invites, certi
ficates . . . Datapower is a
really well integrated package
in this area.

Reports and layouts of any
form can be applied to the
whole of the set of records, or
a sorted set. if you specify the
sort order. Alternatively, a
subset of the records in the

database can be specified
through the Search menu
option. This again works by a
process of form filling; you
type into a blank record the
criteria that you require; "Date
> 1.12.91' and 'Manufacturer

= Acorn' for example, then
press the Go button.

The subset is selected, and
you can progressively refine or
add to the subset using a sec
ond and third set of search

criteria. Il is simple, but it's
not always obvious what cri
teria you have to apply, and in
what order, particularly if
there's a sprinkling of ANDs
and ORs involved. Nothing is
quite as simple as Squirrel's
'plumbing diagram' when it
comes to complex selections,
and here Datapower is ade
quate but no more.

GRAPHS AND CHARTS
The final section of

Datapower is its integrated
charting. From most databases,
producing a graph is a rather
complicated affair: it would
involve setting up a report,



1) Setting upan equipment register. Some are text fields, othersserial
numbers. TheRPL fieldis unique,so each item is uniquely numbered
2) The layout iscomplete, with a series of boolean fields to identify the
equipment type.Ascanned sprite isused to spruce up the background

with a special set of calculated
fields, then editing the report
file, and exporting it to a sep
arate charts package.

With a Datapower database,
a chart can be produced by
choosing the Graph option
from the menu, selecting
which fields are to be the X

and Y axes, and clicking on
the Draw button. This is quick
and really natural-feeling:
Datapower has to get full
marks here. The charts range
through bar. scatter, pie and
line graphs and frequency
charts, in both two and three-

dimensional styles, but there's
only limited control over the
finer details: you can't change
colours or the shape of the
blobs used to denote data

points for example.
However, certain elements

of the graph layout do remain
editable, so you can select
some text and change the
words, typeface or size, before
printing, saving as a drawing

or saving in Acorn's newly-
defined Graph file format

It is intended that this new

format be supported by other
Graphing applications, so
you'll be able to lake the graph
data and re-draw il in a more

sophisticated, dedicated pack
age like Graphbox or Chart-
well if it's necessary.

The key word in describing
Datapower has to be
'integrated', but 'seamless'
and 'consistent' also suggest
themselves. Although, in the
preview version, the organis
ation of the menu structure is

not as consistent as it should

be, this is being re-organised
before release. The con

sistency arises from using the
same tools to design your data
base, change the on-screen
layout, or design a report.

Other database managers
separate design, browsing and
reporting much more strongly,
offering different degrees of
control in each mode.

DATABASES

3)The database in use, recording details of computer equipment
4)Asecond layout design is used to createlabels to stick to eachitem of
equipment. This records the unique RPL number, the purchase date and
manufacturer's serial number.

Datapower is less modal in its
approach.

CONCLUSION
At present, and particularly in
the copy supplied for this
preview. Datapower lacks
some of the major features of
rival database managers. There
is no networked client/server

version as yet, nor a program
ming language to allow the
development of custom appli
cations. And Datapower isn't
in any way 'relational'.

Neither is any other Archi
medes database, of course, at
in the strict sense. But at least

with the Squirrel database for
example, you can generate
reports from data, spanning
more than one table. Iota does

plan to develop these features
for Datapower in due course.

With its projected price of
£149 excluding VAT, or £347
for a ten-user site licence,

there is some strong and rela
tively established competition

for Datapower. The obvious
existing competitors are Digi
tal Services' Squirrel and
Minerva's Flexijile, but there
will also be Beebug's forth
coming Rise OS version of the
long-established Masterfile
database manager.

However, Iota's new flag
ship database does have some
attractive ease-of-use features

such as drag-and-drop. Add to
this its general structure and
uniquely fluid DTP-like feel,
and Datapower will doubtless
attract plenty of support.

PRODUCT DETAILS

Product: Datapower
Description: Flatfile database
Supplier: lota Software, St John's
Innovation Centre, Cowley Road,
Cambridge CB4 4WS
Tel: (0223) 421542
Prices:Single-user-£149
Ten stations - £347

Any number of stations; £599
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TheArchimedes Public Domain &Shareware Library

Catalogue & Demo Disc XI
Unitrotat Great rotating graphics. Paolo Baerlocher
.'KangaKoe If you enjoyed !Loco you'll Jt & Dw van

love this desktop film. Gulik.
IMultiMod A utility to join modules. Stuart Brodie.
.'PolySaw A superbjigsaw type game. Graham Jones.
Pointers Two animated pointers and Was it You?

Two silly pointers.
Rutin A very good Tracker tune. Amiga !!
Sports 27 nice colour Draw files.
STra 406 The latest Stracker player. Mark Farrow.

The Fancy Font Factory
555555 swsc atyrec

Grange Knbatn*

Tisfils
Plus II family

members

®ffl&MG3 Monarch

JVSOUSfilj SEERTG'RRQN

Swing Sroll
Plus sixfamily members

5555J5 $>t$c 55o«t

Down «evpq| **P*

KalahOllg 2VUdiaeval

STILTISH WU
Sprint

uiuta

P/hs 10family
members

MboCalipb
SAQBIhC §appkire

wpjjve^ tDtltem
P/mssevenfamily members

Recommended PD and Shareware
Utility 30 - IDrawplus version 2.20 plus 6 other utilities.
Utiltiy 27 - (Translator version 7.11. NowsupportsJpeg liles plus 7 otherutilities.
Utility19 • Powerbase version4.72. Asuperb Shareware database plus 19 other utilities
Clip Art discs 28 and 29 - New tothelibrary with some highclass Draw andSprite liles.
Games 17 *- Thiscontains thebest version of Tetris on theArcbySICK,a greatversion
ol Solitaire byR.I.D.Macfarlane anda veryprofessional looking game calledIHexatoms
fromBitBoxplus nine other games.
Stracker 99 - Thisdisc contains eleven trackerplayers plus 24 trackerutilities.
These discs are archivedand cost £1.25 each buy any fiveand the Cat/Demodisc FREE.

^ The Return

From the authors of
TimeZone and F18

a superb flightsimulator.

A £50 Datafile

voucher competition
with this simulator.

Crack the six defended

targets to get the code
word and you could

win!!!

Are you up to the ultimate
mission?

Only £7.50 from

Datafile Prices
Standard 800k discs f 1.25
1600k HD discs only £2.00
800k Pick 'n' Mix £ 1.75

1600k Pick'n'Mix £2.50

Demo disc only £1.

We have a range of over 600
discs and 90% of these are

fully archived.

Fancy Font Factory
Prices

All font discs are £7.50

Site and Regional licences
available.

All orders to:

71 Anson Road, LOCKING\
Weston-Super-Mare, Avon,

BS24 7DQ.
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Computer Concepts

ColourCard
NOW AVAILABLE AT ONLY -£219.OO

Computer Concepts

Laser Direct Hires 4
Now Only £839.OO

THE FULL RANGE OF phone
NEW COMPUTERS for best
FROM ACORN prices
Computer Concepts
FaxPack £ 255.00
Laser Direct HiRes 8 £1250.00
BJC 800 Colour printer
and driver and lead £1665.00
BJ1 Oex printer, + turbo
driver and lead £ 219.00
Caiiigraph 600 - 4 ppm £ 825.00
Caiiigraph600 -12 ppm
Express Laser Printer £1299.00

Caiiigraph TQ1200
Very High Resolution £4250.00
Scanlight Professional £ 509.00
Scanlight A4 with
sheetfeeder £

Scanlight Junior 256 £
ARTWORKS £
Impression 2.1 £
Impression Junior £
Impression Bus. Supp. £
Compression £
Pipedream 4 £
Squirrel Database £

345.00

179.00

129.00

119.00

65.00

35.00

35.00

148.00

109.00

Prices are exclusive of v.a.t. and postage

For the best prices on these and your other
Hardware / Software requirements

please phone us on 0689 838819

Chelsfield Publications,
2 Bucks Cross Cottages,

Chelsfield Village,
Orpington,

Kent. BR6 7RN

Telephone 0689 838819

FAX 0689 872127

SUCC £

micro-aid
niiiiiiiii'iiiiiiiiiiiiind'tviiiii'ini

GENEALOGY
fSee review in Feb '87 and Auq '89|

HISTORY SYSTEM The most popular program ever written for us.Enables
you lo produce a full family tree and many other genealogical listings.
BBC/Mastw/Compad version £21.95 Arduraedes version £25.95

PAYROLL
EXTENDED PAYROLL Now inits twelth year. The only Bgpj^ajarjaJo^wages.
tax and National Insurance for upto«»nn giryin^oa *^^^
Four weekly and Monthly mwAiheitifli^^^ «r02T^**
ofdataperemployeejQji^^ na\*"
employee inforr^" -rue ol»y " .-.-^oUter8 les acceptable

p~r \COrO ^ZX-~~~-rpay from hourly
lO» **_ ^fisTondeductions, sick pay. SSP, SMP,

.adjustments and evenno pay. Three
typg^JcmWWLcterlftypes of payslip printoutand an optionalcoinanalysis. An
annualcontractkeepyou up to date withthe budget changes. Sendfordemo disc

BOOKKEEPING
(see review in March '89 Acorn User)

£59.50

1) CASHBOOK Double entry
bookkeeping for home or club use. All data
kept in memory. Three character analysis
code enables you to know where the money
comes from and where it goes. 48
transactions per A4 page. Analysis summary
up to 30 categories. £14.95
2) CASHBOOK D As 1) + random access
giving 2000 items. CASH/BANK or
VAT/BANK headings. Password control.
String or numeric searches. For schools,
clubs & non credit businesses. £24.95
3) ACCOUNT As 2) + Credit facility and
statements. For small businesses working
with credit. £39.95
4) ACCOUNT-PLUS As 3) + Invoicing.
Orders, Quotations etc. Full sorting of data
by 5 options. Automated statements,
mailing labels. Multiple automatic nominal

ledgers.
For independant schools and VAT businesses
who wish to cut the effort. £59.95
5) TAXMAN This new program which
has been under development for three years
allows you to enter all your transactions and
to printout end of year results with balance
sheet and even calculate tax due. The Inland
Revenue love it and so do we. Results can
be taken from our other accounting
programs and entered into TAXMAN making
a superb combination. £59.95
6) Micro-Trader is a full accountancy
package with features right through
to final balance sheet. Stock Control at
£75.00 extra. £235.00
For shops/firms, accountants wanting full
accounting facilities. Payroll can be
integrated. £88.13

MAILING
218 addresses in memory or up to 1875 on random access disc. Multipleselected
and repeat labels,mailmerge, full sorts. Idealforsubscriptionlists, promotions, any
kind of mailing.

Ask for detailed brochure for more software and other items. (fax available)

Demo discs avaWHelbr £2.50 each. Mao-Trader £25. Prices incUte VAT add £1 p/p s*Ay!rsIihe Sra3ffl^KA26*0 RS
PLEASE NOTE OUR MOVE & CHANGE OF ADDRESSFROM CORNWALL Tel.- 0465 82288

£14.95

£35.95



EASY PC

Compatibility with a per
sonal computer standard
that was first devised by
IBM and Microsoft 13

years ago has never been so
important. Acorn has invested
heavily in a sofware PC emu
lator for its proprietary Rise
computer platform, which can
outperform the original IBM
PC in many respects.

Although it was recognised
by many as a remarkable
effort, the PC Emulator was
never going to satisfy the
needs of a sizeable number of

potential users.

THE HISTORY
At the launch of the Archi

medes in 1987 and, following
in the footsteps of a similar
device for the BBC Master
128, a PC-compatible co-pro
cessor expansion card was
promised. This was eventually
abandoned by Acorn, but
meanwhile the PC standard

was becoming more
established.

Along came Aleph One to
take up where Acorn had stop
ped. BAU reviewed Aleph
One's first PC card, which was
based on the Intel-compatible
386SX processor, in May
1992. Malcolm Brown then
reported that Aleph One's
solution ingeniously integrated
into Acorn's Rise architecture,
but questioned its cost. And in
those early days compatibility
was also an unknown quantity.

In the year that followed,
Aleph One made certain
improvements. They made the
386SX faster by 25 percent
when the original 20MHz
chip was replaced with a
25MHz version.

You now get 4Mb of Ram
instead of 1Mb - for £20 less -

and there have also been many
improvements to the system
support software, including the
recent introduction of dedi
cated Microsoft Windows
drivers.

Ian Burley boots up Aleph One's 486 card,
the fast route to PC emulation

ESl§3!H
imisci l8 flfipjL_RAll_
Aleph One's 486 PC card isthe latest in PC compatibility

card has a socket for an exter

nal one if required.
The latest Aleph One develop
ment in the PC stakes is the

new 486 card.

THE 486 CARD
Aleph One claim that their
new 486 card, based around a

Cyrix chip, can double the per
formance of their 386 PC card,
although, as always, such
claims are difficult to verify.

In the PC world, the 25MHz
Cyrix 486SLC is generally
thought to be about twice as
fast as a 25MHz 386SX in

typical use. The 25MHz Cyrix
486SLC chip used by Aleph
One is software-compatible
with Intel's original 486, but
there are some key hardware
differences. First of all, the
Cyrix 486 makes do with a 1K
on-chip cache compared lo the
Intel's 8K. To put it simply, if
a software routine doesn't fit
inside the cache, then proces
sor cycles will be wasted and
performance is affected.

Secondly, an Intel 486 has a
32-bit address bus, whereas
the Cyrix 486SLC is designed
to be pin-compatible wilh the
16-bit 386SX, meaning some
memory-intensive operations
will take twice as long. The
Cyrix has no built-in maths co
processor, but the Aleph One

IN USE
Microsoft Windows has taken

the PC world by storm in the
last 18 months. PC Soft's main
failing is its lethargic graphics,
and it is now incompatible
with the latest version 3.1 of
Windows. So if you want to
run Windows on your Acorn;
realistically, you need Aleph
One hardware.

I expected much of Aleph
One's new Windows graphics
drivers. Many PCs now have
graphics accelerators lo
improve the poor screen per
formance, but on Acorn
machines the native processor
is already ideal for fast graphi
cal operations.

In practice. Windows on the
Aleph One card is perfectly
usable but not noticably better
than an average un-accelerated
386SX PC clone. This conclu

sion was backed up by a
Windows benchmark. I can't

help hoping that Aleph One
may be able to make dramatic
improvements in this area.
Indeed the company admit
that, at present, only a subset
of Windows graphical opera
tions can benefit.

EMULATION

In ordinary Dos mode, pro
grams looked very crisp and
graphical performance was
perfectly respectable.

To date only a few software
incompatibilities have been
found and Aleph One work
hard to solve the compatibly
problems its customers come
up with. To the company's
credit, the success rate so far
is 100 percent.

TO THE FUTURE
Developments are continuing.
Aleph One hopes to solve the
limitation of 4Mb of Ram on

its current design by introduc
ing a Mk2 design accom
modating up to 16Mb of
Simms memory. There is a
strong feeling that Windows
printer drivers for Computer
Concepts and Caiiigraph direct
drive laser printers should be
with us later in the year.

Other device drivers to

make external peripherals look
like PC peripherals are being
developed, and third parlies
will be able to develop their
own by using a developer's
toolkit from Aleph One. A
mini-podule for A3000 and
A4000-series machines is also

in the pipeline.

CONCLUSION
If you're a PC power-user, you
need a 'real' PC. Bui for a sur

prisingly high number of
existing Acorn users. Aleph
One's. PC Cards. and
especially the 486 version for
just £100 extra, are becoming
ihe most viable solution.

PRODUCT DETAILS

Product: PC Emulator card

Supplier: Aleph One Ltd, The Old
Courthouse, Bottisham,

Cambridge, England,
CB5 9BA

Tel: (0223) 811679

Price: 1Mb Ram-£495

4Mb Ram - £595 + VAT
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G 8 Your RISCOS Compliant flcorn Dealer! h

QuickTile
Up until now it has only been
possible to print posters from
Draw and Sprite files. Now
with QuickTile you can create
posters from ANY RISCOS
application. The user simply
enters the size of the source

document, select the required
poster size and then PRINT
directly from the application!
QuickTile does the rest,
printing each tile with crop
marks and tile references.

£25+VAT TopicArt
A new form of clip art
comprising of single discs
containing approximately
50 hand drawn high quality
draw format clip art
images, each on a single
subject. Site and area
licences are available,
please ring for details.

Subjects available
1 - General

2 - Transport
3 - Costumes

4 - Entertainment

5 - Bugs 2 Slugs
6 - Road Signs
7 - Sports Equip
8 - Sports Figures
9 - Dinosaurs

10-Symbols
11 -Tools

„

Finance 14.7% APRlQuickSnd £10+VAT
Product Deposit 24 mthsTotal

A3010LC System 79.00 34.50 907.00
A4000HO Standard 117.83 50.60 1332.23
A4000HO MultiScan 123.58 53.14 1398.94
A5000LC System 169.00 73.31 1928.44
A4HD60 199.23 86.11 2265.97
The above linance is available to anybody over
the age of 18, subject to status. Payment
Protection is available on application. Special
offers do not apply to purchases on finance.

Acorn Ext Warranty!
1 Year On-Site Service
A3010,A3020 orA4000 £25 I
A5000 £341
3 YearWarranty &On-SiteService!
A3010, A3020FD £42 f
A3020HD, A4000 £51
A5000 £681
The above must be purchased at the same time
as the computer system. Call for further details.

QuickSound allows
you to load, play,
convert & resave
existing sound
samples.
Armadeus, Tracker,
raw data formats
are supported.
Samples can also
be converted into
modules for use
with the RISCOS
sound system, Rhapsody etc or alternatively
converted into stand alone Utilitysample
modules which when called, via a star
command, automatically plays the sample and
then removes itself completely from memory
(this feature is not available on any other sound
package). Special eflecls can be applied lo
samples including Reverse, Echo, Max Vol, alter
replay rate and resample at other frequencies.
On screen VU meter included. QuickSound is a
perfect complimont to the Oak Sound Recorder.

£8
+ VAT
per disc

TopicArt7 - Sports Equipment

11 TopicArt subjects are
available now. Please

specify when ordering.

Buy 4
TopicArt
discs get
one free

TopicArt4
Entertainment

TopicArt8
Sports Figures

Hardware & Books (fill prices exclude

New Pocket Book1 New A4 Portable I Upgrades
Acorn Pocket Book

A -Link for above

2HB
-imited Special Offer £5'

A3010 Family Solution +
Acorn Colour Monitor

Family Solution £424|
Connects to std TV. 1Mb RAM,
Floppy drive, 2 joystick ports.

With 2 Free Joysticks
Learning Curve Sys £680?
As above with 2Mb RAM, Standard
Monitor & Learning Curve software.

Free SWIV & 2 Joysticks

loppy Disc System £7491
As A3010 less LCs/wo &joystick
ports. Inc Std Monitor, 2Mb RAM.

60Mb Hard Disc Sys £89i
As above with 60Mb Hard disc.
Add £50 for MultiScan Monitor

New A4000 Series!
With Free PC Emulator

Home Office System £999
2Mb RAM, Floppy Drive. 80Mb HD,
Std Monitor, EasiWriter2, Jr Database

80Mb Hard Disc Sys £949
As above without additional software
Add £50 for MultiScan Monitor.

New A5000 Series
With Free Canon BJ-10ex

Learning Curve Sys £14451
2Mb RAM,80Mb HD, MulliScan Mon,
Learning Curve Software.

80Mb Hard Disc Sys £1399!
120Mb Hard Disc Sys £1599

Free Trackball, Spare Batt
A4 4MHD Portable £16998
4Mb RAM, 60Mb HD, 2Mb Floppy
Disc, LCD Screen, PC Emulator.

Fax-Modems
(-•ace raxivioaem PacK i.^89

BT Approved, 2400 baud data +
v24bis and MNP, 9600 baud for fax.
Comes complete with ArcTerm7 for
data communications & ArcFAX lor
sending & receiving faxes.

RAM Upgrades
AoUUU ^/4MD HAM£45/x.129

A3010 1MbRAM £39
A3020/A4000 2Mb RAM £79
A5000 2Mb RAM £79
A400 1MbRAM £351
A400 2Mb RAM £65
A400 3MbRAM £100
A540 4Mb RAM £245

Printers
Canon BJ-10ex £189
Canon BJ-10 Turbo £219
Canon BJ-10 ASF £49
Canon BJ-200 £299
Canon BJ-300 £339
Canon BJ-300 ASF £99
Canon BJ-330 £399
Canon BJC-800 Turbo£1479|
Citizen Swift 200C £199
Citizen Swift 240C £259
Citizen Swift 24 ASF £75
HP DeskJet 500 £299
HP DeskJet 500C £379
HP DeskJet 550C £469
LaserDirect HiRes4 £9491
LaserDirect HiRes8 £1319
LD HiRes4 Card £349

386PC 1Mb/4Mb £390/£490
486PC1Mb/4Mb £490£590
5.25" Disc Buffer £39
ARM3 £185
Canon BJ Turbo Driver £42
Canon BJC Turbo Driver£99
DeltaCat Joystick £29
Dongle Dangle £6
Dust Covers 2 piece £12
A3/4k Dust Cover £8
FaxPack (CC) £279
Colour Card (CC) £249
I/O Expansion Card £79
Joystick l/F (All M/C's) £32
Speedking Joystick £10
Zip-Stik Joystick £15
Midi Expansion Card £65
Micro Mouse (Clares) £29
Serial Upgrade A3000 £17
User/Midi Card A3000 £46
Vision Mono Digitiser int £49
Vision Color Digitiser int £79
Vision Mono Digitiser ext£62
Vision Color Digitiser ext£92

Monitors
Acorn btandard Colour L199I
Acorn MultiScan £275
Microvitec CubScan £399
New with 40 mode presets.
Taxan 795A £439 I

canners
scanLight 256 tiyy

ScanLight A4 £289
ScanLight A4+Feeder £389
ScanLight Professional £595
SCSI Card for above £139

Desktop Projects Ltd
Authorised Acorn Dealer (Tel: 061-474 0778, Fax:061-4740781)
Unit 2A, Heapriding Business Park, Ford St, Stockport, Cheshire. SK3 0BT

1:1 CTfrMcVHE V>CTiTiYBEracY-fel

RISCOS 3.1 A5000 £16.171
RISCOS 3.1 Others £42.70i

Acorn Books
A3UO0 technical Guide £29.95
A540 Technical Guide £65.00 I
A5000 Technical Guide £65.00
BBC Basic Guide £19.95
RISCOS2 PRM's £79.00 |
RISCOS3 PRM's TBA
RISCOS2 Style Guide £9.95 I
1st Word+ Manual £ 10.00
Desktop Dev Env Guide £25.00
DTP Manual £10.00
Assembler Manual £25.00
ANSI C v4 Manual £25.00

iame Maker's Manual
IArchi AssemblyLangManual
IArchi Operating System Guide
Begin. Guide to WMP Prog.
Budget DTP
DTP on the Archimedes
Mastering 1st Word+
First Impressions
Good Impressions

m

Ink Cart/Ribbons
BJ-300 InkCartridge
DJ-500 Bk Hi-Cap Cart.
DJ-500C Colour Cart.
Swift24 Mono/Colour

£11
£21
£22

£5/£15

Ordering by Telephone
Pleasespecify thegoodsyourequire and for which computer. Pleasehaveyour
credit/debit cardready. Wewill require thecardholders name, address, delivery
address ifdifferent and the expiry date of Ihe card.

Ordering by Post
Please specify thegoods you require andfor which compuler inwriting including
yourtelephonenumber&delivery address. Send completewith a signed
cheque/postal order or alternatively forcredit/debitcards, the card number,
cardholders name,address,and expiry date. IMPORTANT - Pleasewrite your
name, address &credit card details in BLOCK CAPITALS to avoid confusion.

Where to Find Us
From theM63 Junction 12 roundabout follow signstoCheadle A560 passing the
glass pyramid. Atthe 2nd set oftraffic lights turnleftontoBrinksway. Turnnext
leftonto Chester St and immediately leftagain onto Ford St. Enter on-sitecar
park via Red Gates on the right hand side.

Terms
UK residents add 17.5°/<
VAT to all prices except
books. Carriage is free
(exceptbooks, paper& M63 Junction ,,
largesoftware applications) Stockport West
on mainland UK, elsewhere ——
at cost. Only Credit/Debit - A5145
cards accepted foroverseas ^^_
orders.Pricesand ^,—"""••
manufact's specifications ^63
subject to change without
notifcation. Goods offered fo M56/M6i\/1 )>
subject tobeing unsold and/ ]/\\ u
or available.Goods not Glass
offered on trial basis. Pyramid
Restocking fee on non-
defective returns. -— A560

Entrance to on-site
Car Park via Red Gate

__T"\ *

WE ARE

11



QuickShow
QuickShow is an easy to use
slide show presentation and
video titling package. It allows
you to create a sequence of
frames containing text of any
colour with drop shadows,
outline shadows and rubout
boxes using outline fonts.
Sprites can also be included
in frames and positioned and
resized as necessary. Once
several screens have been

created they can be linked
together with the sequencer which allows you to fade each screen out and in
with the many fades provided with the package. Completed sequences can
be converted to a stand alone application which when run, automatically
'Shows' the sequence without using IQuickShow.

Opening Hours Monday-Saturday

E25+VAT

IQuickSh
1/ideo. VittMt?

&
Slide Show Presentation

lias never been easier!

SCSI

Flopticals / CD-ROM Multimedia
A3000/A5000/A300/A400 External Floptical (without SCSI card) £399
The above must be used with an Acorn compatible SCSI card.

A5000 Internal Floptical kit (with Econet SCSI card) £359
Floptical floppies (20Mb) £20
Each of the above systems comes complete with one floptical floppy.
Cumana CD-ROM Multimedia Pack £699
Comprises CD-ROM drive, SCSI card,stereo speakers, 6 RISCOS CD-ROMg
titles, The Hutchinson Encyclopedia, Dictionary of the Living World,
Revelation 2, The Illustrated Holy Bible, The Illustrated Works of
Shakespeare, Sherlock Holmes on a Disc, ICDPIayer, 3 caddies, etc.
Cumana CD-ROM Software Pack £299
As above without CD-ROM Drive and SCSI card

Cumana CD-ROM Drive without SCSI Card (Sony Device) £429
Cumana CD-ROM Drive with SCSI Card (Sony Device) £549

Hard Discs

IDE
The following are complete
HardDisc Systems comprising of
IDE disc controller, HardDisc,
mounting brackets, cables, utilities
disc and manual.

Archimedes Internal
Archimedes Internal hard discs.

Not suitable for the A3000

40Mb 17ms £199
120Mb 16ms Cache £299

200Mb 13ms Cache £399
330Mb 12ms Cache £699

520Mb 12ms Cache £899

A5000 Exchange Drives
These systems are only available
for the A5000 only.
120Mb 16ms Cache £200

200Mb 13ms Cache £300

A3000/Archi External
40Mb 17ms
120Mb 16ms Cache
200Mb 13ms Cache
330Mb 12ms Cache

520Mb 12ms Cache

£279

£379

£479

£779

£979

£189
£189

£329

£269

The following are complete SCSI
HardDisc Systems comprising of a
Morley SCSI interface, HardDisc,
mounting brackets, cables, utilities
disc and manual.

Archimedes Internal
105Mb 18ms Cache £429

180Mb 18ms Cache £599
330Mb 12ms Cache £899
520Mb 12ms Cache £999

A3000/A300/A400 External
105Mb 18ms Cache £509
180Mb 18ms Cache £699

330Mb 12ms Cache £979
520Mb 12ms Cache £1049

Removable Hard Discs
44Mb (Inc one cartridge) £499
44Mb Cartridge £55
88Mb (Inc one cartridge) £599
88Mb Cartridge £99
The above are external units with
SCSI card.

SCSI Controller Cards
Morley Uncached £139
Morley Cached £179

A3000 Hard Cards
20Mb Intemal+User Port
30Mb Internal+User Port

60Mb External+User Port

A3010 Hard Cards
20Mb Internal

A3010 Ultimate Multi-Podule HD
20Mb Internal £269

60Mb External £399

HI

U Rrchinedes, R3B8B, H56B8 Software

Applications
3D Construction Kit (Domark) £38
ABC Compiler (Oak) £77
Alphabase (Clares) £37
Ancestry (Minerva) £59
ANSI C v.3 (Acorn) £125
Arc DFS (Dabs) £22
ArcComm2 (Logotron) £52
ArcLight (Ace) £40
ArcTerm 7 (Serial Port) £62
Arcticulate (4D) £20
Arctist (4D) £20
Aimadeus (Clares) £59
Artisan 2 (Clares) £43
ArtWorks (CC) Now inStock £135]
Atelier (Minerva) £69
Autosketch v2 (Autodesk) £65
Cable News (Lingenuity) £165
CADet (Minerva) £139
Chameleon 2 (4Mation) £35
Compression (CC) £35
Control Panel (Lingenuity) £14
DataVision (Silicon) £110
Desktop Assembler (Acom) £125
Desktop C (Acom) £185
Desktop Office (Minerva) £95
Desktop Publisher (Acom) £125
Desktop Thesaurus (RISC Dev) £19
Draw Print-Plot (Oak) £39
Easiword 2 (Minerva) £55
Easy WriterII (Icon Tech) £126
Einstein (Ace) £106
Equasor (CC) £39
Euclid 2 (Ace) £55
Eureka (Longman) £99
Film-Maker (Silicon) £71
Financial Accountant (Silicon) £203
First Word Plus v2 (Acorn) £67
Font FX (DataStore) £9
Font Starter Pack (Acom) £35
Gammaplot (Minerva) £36
Genesis 2 (Oak Solutions) £109
Graphbox v2 (Minerva) £57
Graphbox Pro (Minerva) £109
Hard Disc Companion ll(Beebug) £45
Hearsay II(Beebug) £70
Hotlink Presenter (Lingenuity) £41
Home Accounts (Minerva) £34
Illusionist (Clares) £76
Imagery (Palette Studios) £69
Impression v2 (CC) £125
Impression Junior (CC) £75
Impression Bus Supp (CC) £39
Inter-Chart (CC) £20

Inlor-Sheet II (CC) £30
Inter-Word (CC) £30
Investigator v2 (Serial Port) £22
ISO Pascal Rel.2 (Acorn) £83
Mailshot (Minorva) £29
MasterFile II (Beebug) £20
Midnight Express (Mid. Graph.) £39
Mogul (Ace) £20
Multi FS (Arxe Systems) £27
Multistore v2 (Minerva) £219
Notate (Longman) £54
Office Tools (Silicon) £276
Ovation (Beebug) £95
PC Access (Minerva) £29
PCB (Oak) £99
PC Emulator (Acorn) £95
PenDown Plus (Longman) £68
Pin Point (Logolron) £79
PipeDream 4 (Colton) £179
Poster (4Mation) £75
Presentation System (Silicon) £61
Presenter 2 Hotlink (Lingenuily) £33
Presenter GTi (Ling) £66
Printer JX, PJ, CA (ACE) £13
Pro Artisan (Clares) £75
Realtime Solids Modeller (Sil) £99
Render Bender v2 (Clares) £99
Revelation II (Logotron) £110
Rhapsody v2 (Clares) £45
RISCBasic (Silicon) £112
RISCType (CIS) £16
Rythmn Bed (Clares) £40
Schema (Clares) £96
SigmaSheet (Minerva) £38
ShapeFX (Datastore) £9
ShowPage(CC) £130
SmArt (4Malion) £50
SmArtFiler (4Mation) £32
Snippet (4Mation) £26
Speech! (Superior) £15
Splice (Ace) £27
Squirrel Database (Dig Sen/) £120
Super-Dump (Silicon) £21
Super-Plot (Silicon) £28
Studio 24+(EMR) £150
Titler (Clares) £120
Toolkit Plus (Clares) £36
Tracker (Serial Port) £37
Tween (Ace) £27
TypeStudio (Beebug) £43
Vector (4Mation) £75
Vox Box (Clares) £47
Worra CAD (Oak) £83

Games

Aggressor (Atomic) £18
Air Supremacy (Superior) £17
Alderbaran (Evolution) £27
Alien Invasion (Dabs) £14
Aliped (Dabs) £12
Ballarena (Eterna) £14
Bambuzle (Arxe Systems) £19
Battle Tank (Minerva) £13
Black Angel (4D) £26
Blaston (Etoma) £15
Blitz (Arxe Systems) £17
Blowpipe (Eclipse) £15
BobbyBlockhead(Atomic) £18
Boogie Buggy (4D) £20
Break 147 &Superpool (4D) £26
Bug Hunt, MoonDash (Min) £13
Bug Hunt in Space (Minerva) £13
Cartoon Line (Etema) £19
Casino (Minerva) £18
Cataclysm (4D) £20
Caverns (Minerva) £14
Chess 3D (Micro Power) £20
Chocks Away 2 (4D) £20
Chocks Away Extra Miss(4D) £15
Chocks 2 Compendium (4D) £30
Chopper Force (4D) £23
Chuck Rock (Krisalis) £19
Colony Rescue (Dabs) £12
Conqueror (Superior) £18
Cyber Chess (4D) £39
Cyborg (Alpine) £20
Dreadnoughts (Turcan) £26
Dungeon (4D) £26
Elite (Hybrid) £32
Enter the Realm (4D) £20
E-Type Compendium (4D) £20
Family Favourites (Minerva) £15
Fervour (Clares) £19
Fire Ball 2 Xtra (CIS) £12
Galactic Dan (4D) £20
GODS (Krisalis) £19
Gribbly's Day Out (Coin-Age) £19
Grievous Bodily 'ARM (4D) £20
Guile (Dream) £22
Hero Quest (Krisalis) £22
HoverBod (Minerva) £13
Holed Out Compendium (4D) £20
Ibix the Viking (Minerva) £14
iron Lord (Cygnus) £14
James Pond (Krisalis) £19
Jet Fighter (Minerva) £13
Kerbang (Eterna) £15
Krisalis Collection £22

Includes, Mad Professor Mariarty,
Pipemania, Terramex & Revelation
Last Ninja (Superior) £19
Legend of the Lost Temp (Eter.) £19
Lemmings (Krisalis) £19
Loopz (Audiogenic) £18
Lotus Turbo Challenge II(Kris) £19 I
Maddingly Hall (Minerva) £13
Mah-Jong Patience (CIS) £15
Mah-Jong The Game (CIS) £18
Man United Europe (Krisalis) £19
Master Break (Superior) £15
Micro Drive 2 (CIS) £25
MIG 29 Super Fulcrum (Domark) £32
Minotaur (Minerva) £14
Missile Control (Minerva) £14
Nebulus (Krisalis) £19
Nevryon(4D) £15
Oh No More Lemmings (Kris) £16
Omar Sharif's Bridge (Krisalis) £22
Orion (Minerva) £14
Pandora's Box (4D) £20
Pesky Muskrats (Coin-Age) £19
Play It Again Sam1 (Superior) £20
Poizone (Eterna) £14
Populus (Krisalis) £22
Powerband (4D) £20
Quest for Gold (Krisalis) £19
Repton 3 (Superior) £15
Repton 4 (Superior) £18
Rockfall (Etema) £16
Rotor (Arcana) £19
Real McCoy 1/2 (4D) (ea.) £24
Saloon Cars (4D) , £18
Saloon Cars Deluxe (4D) £26
Saloon Cars Del Extra Courses £16
Scorpius (Arxe) ECall
Sim City (Krisalis) £Call
Spheres of Chaos (Matt Black) £19
Starch (Dabs press) £12
Superior Golf (Superior) £15
Sup Golf Extra Courses (Superior)£14
SWIV (Krisalis) £19
ThunderMonk (Minerva) £14
Tiles (Brain Games) £16
Top Banana (HEX) £19
Tower Of Babel (Cygnus) £18
Trivial Pursuit (Domark) £22
Twin World (Cygnus) £14
Waterloo (Turcan) £19
X-FIRE (4D) £20
Zarch (Superior)
Zelanites (MicroPower)

Education

Adv. Playground 5+ (Storm) £
Amazing Ollie 4+ (Storm) £
Coffee 9+ (Storm) £
Concept Designer (Logotron) £
Converta-Key £
Crossword* 8+ £
Data Word (Triple R) £
Desktop Folio(ESMj £
Farmer Giles 2 (CTS) £
First Words & Pictures (Chk) £
Flight Path 9+ (Storm) £
Freddy Teddy (Topoiogika) £
Freddy Teddy's Adv(fopol.) £
Fun & Games 5-9 £
Fun School 2 (Database) £
Fun School 3 (Database) £
Fun School 4 (Database) £
(Please spec, age group<5,5-7, >7) I
Giant Killer (Topoiogika) £17
Giant Killer Support (Top) £14
History Costume Pk (Mic St) £17
House of Numbers (Chalk) £19
Hyperbook Reader (Logotron) £48
Hyperbook Lib (Logotron) £110
Junior Database (lota) £40
Letters and Pictures (Chalk) £18
Logo (Logotron) £60
Magpie (Logotron) £45
Maps & Landsc. 1/2 (Chk) ea. £19
Money Matters (Triple R) £20
Numbers and Pictures (Chalk) £18
Numerator (Logotron) £60
Numerator Chaos (Logotron) £19
Ollie Octupus Sketch Pad (Storm) £14
Pendown (Logotron) £50
Pendown Fonts (Logotron) £17
PIPP (CIS) £30
Picture Book (Triple R) £20
Pin Point Junior (Logotron) £23
Pirate (Chalk) £18
Prime Art (Minerva) £69
Puncman 1-2,3-4,5-7 (Chalk) ea. £18
Reversals (Chalk) £18
Search & Rescue 9+ £28
Spellbook 4-9 (Solt Stuff (SS)) £19
Star (Logotron) £16
Target Maths (TripleR), £20
Ten out of Ten English (Trip R) £19
Ten out of Ten Maths (Triple R) £19
Things to do with No's (SS) £19
Things to do with Words (SS) £19
Words and Pictures (Chalk) £18
Please call for titles not listed

Desktop Projects Ltd
Please contact us ifyou are offered a better price elsewhere, we will
do our best to match it. We operate the Acorn Teachers Scheme.
This document was produced entirely on the
Archimedes using Impression, ArtWorks, Draw & Paint.

-474 0778

Registered
Squirrel Dealer
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SOFTWARE LTD.

Krisalis Software Ltd. Teque
House, Masons Yard, Moorgate,

Rotherham, S60 2HD.
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M*3,
selling role-ploying gome Krisolis brings you

ID OF MAGI

LETTER/FAX

SIMPLY SEND A LETTER GIVING

DETAILS OF THE GAME(S) YOU
WOULD LIKE, YOUR NAME

AND ADDRESS, AND PAYMENT

BY CHEQUE, POSTAL ORDER,

OR BY GIVING YOUR ACCESS

OR VISA CARD DETAILS

INCLUDING THE EXPIRY DATE.

IMMEDIATE

DESPATCH
ALL ORDERS ARE DISPATCHED

BY FIRST CLASS POST

IMMEDIATELY.

CARRIAGE IS PAID BY US IN

THE UK. (ORDERSFROM
OVERSEAS ADD £3 PER

PRODUCT).

FULLY

GUARANTEED
IF FOR ANY REASON DISKS

SUPPLIED BY US BECOME

FAULTY WE WILL REPLACE

THEM STRAIGHTAWAY SIMPLY

RETURN THEM TO US

ENCLOSING YOUR NAME AND

ADDRESS.

ACCESS & VISA ACCEPTED

II VISA

TEL: 0709 372290

FAX: 0709 368403



GAME SHOW
e begin this month
with news of Battle

Chess, that infamous
attempt to liven up

the age-old game of chess,
familiar to 16-bit computer
owners left, right and centre. If
you are put off chess because
there are no aliens or lasers, no

power-ups, and certainly no
spaceships, then the release of
this latest 3D conversion from

Krisalis might be just what is
needed. Pieces are dealt with

in a manner not winessed since

the last Arnold Schwartzeneg-
ger movie. No sooner has the
doomed knight realised the
strategic consequences of his
player's loss, than he is grab
bed around the throat by the
ogre rook, lifted off his square
and greedily devoured, never
to be noble again.

The bishop's fate is even
quicker. In an instant, a Hash
of lighting Hies forth from the
queen's outstretched finger
and what was once humble is

now a pile of ashes.
Pitched Battle Chess would

perhaps be an even more
appropriate title for the game,
to be released in March, in

which each piece has its own
devious means of annihilation.

WIZARD TRICKS
Extra lives: infinite shields:

jump to any level; find pass
words for any level; slow the
game down by any amount . . .
on any game.

These are just some of the
features of The Games Wizard,
a new piece of software that
runs in the heart of the compu
ter, alongside whatever game
you're playing. For instance,
in Gods an added save-game
feature can be used to help out
the deity. This application
does for the Arc what many
hardware-based devices do for

Atari and Amiga owners but at
a vastly reduced price. Lead
ing Edge is on (0532) 458800.

DEAD OR ALIVE?
'So you thought classic text
adventures were dead?'

This is the challenge from

As if God-like status was not enough: now you can have a helpful wizard too

Topoiogika, producer of text
adventures lor the Acorn

range. Topoiogika has just
produced a small catalogue of
its adventures, from Count
down to Doom and Return lo

Doom, to Kingdom of llamil
and its latest release, Spy-
Snatcher, reviewed this
month. For a copy of the

catalogue. write to
Topoiogika, PO Box 39. Stil
ton, Peterborough, PE7 3RL.

PLAY IT AGAIN...
Superior Software is in the
process of formulating the line
up for its next Play It Again
Sam for 32-bit computers. So
far the compilation, which will

COMPETITION

be ready by Easter time, looks
set to contain Arc Pinhall and

Repton 2 among other things.
Repton 2 has never seen the
light of day on Acorn 32-bit
before but will be converted

from its eight-bit form by the
same author who did Repton 3.
Arc Pinhall was released about

three years ago by Shibumi.
but it never made much of an

impact. But. by Easter, purple
bananas will have gone rotten
and Play It Again Sam 2 will
be on the shelves.

It is now also certain that

Superior will be releasing
Teclmodream. the horizontally
scrolling shoot-em-up that was
once Nevryon 2 from The
Fourth Dimension.

Technodream is due to hit

the shelves towards the end of

February and is the sequel to
Nevryon, which was probably
the best horizontal shoot-em-

up when it came out two years
ago. The sequel features one-
or two-player zapping, large
animated baddies, bags of
power-ups and vertical, as well
as horizontal, scrolling.

Egois the latest 32-bit game from SuperiorSoftware,
(see our review on page 127) and to mark the occa
sion, we are running a specialcompetition.The prize is
the complete 'Ego bundle' containinga copy of the
game together with a Repton pen and ruler.

Egois a significantarrival since it is a rare example
of a game availableon all formats... but released
first for the Acorn range. Amiga owners will just have
to wait!

It is also slightlydifferent from the 16-bitversions
in that the hero is not an elephant but a repton, the
creature that nostalgic BBC owners will remember
with a smile.

Reptonwas the standard-bearer of all puzzle
games, being a lovablegreen lizardwho roamed
around in search of various 'collectables', such as

diamonds or keys and now, in Ego, puzzlepieces,as
the learned lizard strives to put together puzzles of
famous people and places, using its own peculiar
intellect to re-create such famous works of art as the

Eiffel Tower, the Mona Lisaand, perhaps not quite so
aptly, John Major.

To win a Repton Ego bundle all you have to do is
answer the three simple questions opposite and send
them on a postcard or the backof a sealed envelope
to: Ego Competition, BBC Acorn User, 101 Bayham
Street, London NW1 OAG, before 1 March 1993.

The first five correct entries out of the hat will receive

a copy of Ego for all Acorn 32-bit computers, a Repton
pen and a Repton ruler.

QUESTIONS:
1 Namethe famous person in the screenshot shown
here from Ego, in which Repton is halfway through
piecing together the pictures.
2 Where in England is the town of Repton?
3 Which issue of BBC Acom User marked the first

appearance of the Repton character?
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IXION

Software 42

109 Ferry Road, Bullbridge,
Hockley, Essex SS5 6EL
£25.00

Rise OS machines

Ixion is an adventure like

nothing else on the Acorn
games scene. You view the
world as any ordinary six-foot
human would and walk

around by clicking the mouse
pointer over arrow buttons
which appear alongside sev
eral other buttons and indi

cators on a panel in the lower
portion of the screen.

At first this is tricky, so you
begin the game wondering
why on earth the programmers
didn't provide some keyboard
alternatives. But after a while

it gets a lot easier and it is nice
to control virtually everything
using only the mouse.

Wandering round Lion's
3D, solid graphics city is slow
and painstaking. It is a tad
scary. Around every next cor
ner could be something
horrible, a something as grey
and uninviting as the city
itself and a something that is
not at all pleased to see you.

This is why the vehicle is
enormously welcome. In the
car the city is suddenly access
ible and the protection of its
chassis and speed makes it a
real comfort as well.

Only brief exploration was
needed before I realised that

many of the buildings have -
surprise, surprise - doors.
Park the car, anywhere will
do, and in though the door I
go. Now there were corridors

and rooms and,

in the

In the enigmatic world of Ixion, no-

rooms, furniture and objects to
collect. Some money, a pass
card, even a brown paper bag
of food left carelessly on a
table in the dining room. I
even found some shades I

could wear, though everything
was a bit loo dark then.

Up in the lift and into
another corridor. This time

somebody was there. I clicked
on him and immediately
entered 'conversation mode',
in which a small digitised pic
ture of his face came up on the
screen and the

words,

one can hear you scream

'Looking for a job' appeared
on the screen. He was easy to
converse with but I needed to

find a translator before talking
to the alien in the next room.

In the pub, the woman at
the bar could learn a bit of

etiquette but the barman
served me, without effort. He
fixed me up with a snake byte
which I downed in one and

regretted immediately as the
world swayed round before
me. Driving after that was par
ticularly precarious.

n one building, two guards
said they had been given a

large pile of money not
to let anyone by so I
rushed past and esca
ped before their bul
lets killed me.

Elsewhere, you need
to fight the guards and
this means a Western-

style firelight; hiding
behind walls and com

ing out to shoot, then
finding the guards have
sneaked round a differ

ent way. I tell you,
adrenalin really flows.
The object of the game
is pretty simple. You
are trapped on a prison
planet surrounded by a
radioactive field and

you would really quite
ike to escape. The

G/\ IVIES

game develops as you find the
pass cards which grant access
to another building or room,
where a whole new complex is
there to be explored. In the
huge factory there are pack
ages flying along a production
line and more lifts. Some

rooms contain radioactive

substances so a few radiation

pills need to be taken first,
while others have computer
terminals.

Ixion really is something
new. To pigeon-hole it as an
arcade adventure would be

unfair, because it is a step
away from the usual graphic
adventures, where text and a

static picture describe the
view, and a step into virtual
reality. You explore with your
own eyes, experiment with
your own hands (using the
mouse pointer) and experience
a genuine fear for survival:
you only have one life.

If I have one gripe it is that
one life is all very realistic,
but a bit annoying when, after
hours of work, you bump into
an unsavoury character who
blasts you straight back to
square one. A save-game fea
ture would not go
unappreciated.

The atmosphere of Ixion is
unique. Buy it. Buy it now.

Sam Greenhill
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PRODUCED by The Fourth Dimension.... THE 32-bit Acorn Games SPECIALISTS
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SuperfastAction-Packed Chopper Sim
Superb 3D graphics, stunning sound effects and rivetting gameplay
combine in this futuristic helicopter simulation. The Chopper Force is an
elite band of police helicopter pilots set up to combat the modern terrorist.

ADVANCED HELICOPTER TECHNOLOGY

Gone are the old-fashioned dials and indicator LEDs of 20th century
technology. Instead a sophisticated head-up display and a wide-screen
monitorare provided. The monitor brings all relevant information straight to
the attention of the pilot - saving the constant scanning of dials and
indicators. The helicopter is equipped with powerful retro-rockets which
when activated give it much of the power and speed of a jet. With the retros
offthe full manoeuvrability of the helicopter becomes available. Landing on
skyscrapers and lifting equipment with a rope becomes possible.

RANKING SYSTEM

As you climb through the ranks extra equipment will become available. You
will also gain privileges such as access to satellite surveillance. Ranking
credits will be given for destroying any terrorists that are about when you do
your mission as well as for achieving specific objectives.

Ranking debits are given for friendly-fire or civilian casualties that you may
cause. To improve your rank you may redo a mission to try and get those

terrorists that were missed the first time. Each player has his/her own
personal file protected by a password that records what you have achieved
so far.

LARGE MAP

The whole game takes place in one gigantic arena with a superb variety
of buildings, roads, rivers and other objects. There are over 20
fascinating and varied missions that will test even the most experienced
flight simulator fans.

STUNNING SOUND

A large variety of samples have been recorded at a high quality sample
rate. The doppler effect is fully implemented just as it would really sound.
The volume is correctly calculated using the inverse square law.

SUPERB GRAPHICS

More polygons than ever before are seen at a smooth frame rate. And yet |
the vector code is extremely flexible, allowing views from EVERY
conceivable angle which is made use of with an impressive list of view/|
tracking facilities.

COMPETITION

Super prizes can be won by top scoring pilots.

For All Acorn 32-bit RISC Machines Including allA3000s, A3010s, A3020s, A4000s, A5000s &allArchimedes Price £29.95
The Fourth Dimension, 1 Percy Street, Sheffield, S3 8AU. (0742) 769950 or 700661
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EGO: REPTON 4

Superior Software
Tel: (0652) 658585
£24.95

Rsic OS machines

Repton rides again in this, his
eighth incarnation in as many
years. In some ways we're
back to Repton 2, since our
hero assembles a series of jig
saws, but there the compari
son ends. Here, over a total of
30 increasingly difficult
levels, he must find the pieces
of each level's 5x5 jigsaw.

Sounds easy enough, but
life is made complicated by
the long, slippery tunnels
which will slide you to a pre
determined location if you
step into one. much as in the
BBC game Pipeline.

There arc also mean-look

ing psychotic androids who
doggedly guard some of the
pieces, as well as transporters
to beam through and gems to
collect. Some of the gems are
hidden in the background
scenery and only become
apparent when you touch
them, while others that look

like a single gem can contain
up to 20 on the same spot.

SPYSNATCHER

Topoiogika
Tel: (0733) 244682

£19.95

Rise OS machines

SpySnatcher is a tale of esp
ionage and corruption in MI7.
You've been asked - unoffi

cially of course - to find the
mole who leaked the plans for
the sonic macrothrodule. The

offices are deserted at the

moment, but you must avoid
any and all contact with the
'legitimate' occupants in your
search for clues.

There are codes to break,

safes to open, files to read,
computers to access, tapes to
listen to, all of which may
contain vital evidence.

The authors are renowned

for writing a good adventure,
and SpySnatcher certainly
seems to live up to their
reputation. It is a pure text
adventure with absolutely no
hint at all of any illustrations
whatsoever, anywhere; who

Also dotted around the land

scape are mushrooms - which
can have any of four different
effects - as well as holes into

which it's all to easy to drop if
you don't look where you're
going. In fact, things are not al
all what they seem; areas of
forest dissolve before your
eyes as you enter them to
reveal a hidden pathway.

Getting all this collecting
and assembling done inside
the time limit is harder than

you might imagine, and brings
back that Repton frustration of
yesteryear. The jigsaws arc an
amusing selection of famous
people and places - ranging
from John Major (in glorious
monochrome . . . sorry. 256
colours) to the Sphinx, with
several works of art thrown in

for good measure.
The final level is a fien

dishly intricate and subtly
shaded da Vinci cartoon, and

the authors reckon this last

one will take a chess grand
master 'at least five hours' to

complete. The logical puzzles
for which the Repton dynasty
is justly renowned are here in
abundance, and I frequently
found myself stuck in a corner
with the last piece of the jig-

Ego: the dark sprite returns

saw in my hand, but with
nowhere to go.

There is less of a variety of
game objects in Ego, which
might not be what you'd
expect from an all-new Repton
release, but this is more than

made up for by the innovative
jigsaw theme. I must confess
that I did miss the falling
boulders from the other games
- in many ways they were
Replon's trademark.

Graphically, the game is
along the same lines as
previous Repton generations.

First-floor corridor 2

l»

Sorry, the door appears to be locked. Vou notice in (act that it is fitted Milk
a rather unusual lock, on which is stamped the nam George.

lne tine is about 13 Minutes after 6.
in

Ike tine is about 14 ninutes after 6.
Vou are at the north end of the first-floor corridor: to the north lies the top
of a staircase and the corridor continues south. There are two doors leading elf

\ III I H if t'9m fvV''M HfW \
Department."

Yon enter what appears to be sow sort of laboratory, in which a scientist of
Indian appearance is preparing a sample of what looks like coffee, "Eh? Mho ar

In a very short while you are being interrogated by the Security guard, and I'n
afraid your cover is blown.

gtle.
You scored 2 points out of a maximum of about 271.
You have achieved the rating 'Licensed to Breathe .
Mould vou like another gamer

This month's nostalgia quotient topped up by a text adventure. Sigh ...

needs graphics when you get
an eight-line description of
your location?

The locations are described

fully and clearly with the just
a touch of humour every now
and again. The parser under
stands more than the basic GO

NORTH, and a help system
(with hint numbers in the
manual) is provided. It is a

'limed' adventure (as is Mag
netic Scrolls' Corruption) and
there are certain tasks you
must complete by a given lime
or you won't be able to finish
Ihe game.

After each move you arc
given ihe current lime which
advances roughly a minute a
move. Various subtle but

important parts of the text

<3/\l\/IES

only smoother and with better
artwork. The main scrolling
area is rather squashed, one of
several tell-tale signs that this
is in fact a customised Repton
edition of a 16-bit game.

It's nice to see trusty Beeb
coders Gary Partis and Peter
Scott back on the Acorn

games scene: look out for
more Arc releases from

Gary's new company. Utopia.
Repton enthusiasts will be
pleased: this is a must for fans
of all things green and scaly.

Mathew Tizard

change each time you play.
People's names and pass
words, for example. This
means that you must go
through ihe same set of moves
each lime you start; you can't
skip a section, because some
vital fact may be different.

The only area that lets the
game down is the front end.
The game single-tasks in
Mode 0; I had hoped il would
run in a window on the desk

top - you could then use Edit
to make notes. The data for

SpySnatcher is contained in a
separate directory, which is
fine, but if you include the
game in a directory where you
have more sub-directories,
each of these is offered as an

adventure when you run SpyS-
nalcher] And (here isn't even

a sprite included for the
lAdventure icon.

But, after all. you buy an
adventure lo play, rather than
lo criticise the start-up
sequence, and SpySnatcher is
well worth buying.

John Dunn
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061 766 8423
Phone lines open :-

Mon-Fri 09.00 -17.00

Sat 10.00-17.00

FAX: 061766 8425

New Acorn Hardware

Official Acom Publishing Dealer
A540 4Mb Ram,120Mb HD £1995.00

A4 4/60 Mb HD Portable

c/w Acorn shoulder bag £1699.00
A4 2 Mb FD Portable £1399.00

A5000/2Mb Ram, 80Mb HD,
Arm 3, Acorn Multiscan Monitor £1399.00

A5000 / Learning Curve/ 2MbRam
as above c/w software £1445.96

A5000/4Mb Ram, 120Mb HD

Arm 3, Acorn Multiscan Monitor £1599.00

A5000 ES - EconetSystem
Arm3, AcornMultiscan Monitor £1299.00

A5000NS • Network System
Arm 3, Acorn Multiscan Monitor £1399.00

A4000 HomeOfficeSystem
Arm 250, Acorn Monitor £999.00

A4000 HomeOffice Multiscan System
Arm 250, Acorn Multiscan Monitor £1049.00

A4000 HD80 System
Arm 250, Acorn Monitor £949.00

A4000 HD80 Multiscan System
Arm 250, Acorn Monitor £999.00

A3010 Family Solution
Arm 250, TVModulator £424.68

A3010 / 2Mb Learning CurveSystem
Arm250. AcornMonitor £680.00

A3020/ 2Mb FDSystem
Arm 250, Acorn Monitor £749.00

A3020 / 2Mb FDMultiscan System
Arm 250, Acorn Multiscan Monitor £799.00

A3020 / 2Mb HD60 System
Arm 250, Acom Monitor £899.00

A3020 / 2Mb HD 60 Multiscan System
Arm 250, Acorn Multiscan Monitor £949.00

Acorn Special Needs Centre

We operate the
Acorn Teacher and

Academic Schemes
Please call for free informationpack

A540 Upgrades
4Mb RamUpgrade £369.00
Taxan 795 VIDC Modes Disc £7.50

Technical Reference Manual £65.00

A5000 Upgrades
2Mb Ram Card £110.00

Dust Cover (One piece) £12.95
Technical Reference Manual £65.00

A4 Upgrades
A42 MB RAM Upgrade £110.00
A460 MB HDUpgrade £350.00
A4 Battery Pack £50.00
A4EconetUpgrade £50.00
A4 ShoulderBag £35.00
A4 Technical Reference Manual £65.00

A3000 Upgrades
1 Mb Ram A3010 (2Mbin total) £49.00
1 Mb Ram (2 Mb in total) £55.00
4 Mb Ram £139.00

20 Mb Int Hard Disc (IDE) £199.00
5.25" External f/disc buffer £39.00

SerialUpgrade £19.00
User &Analogue Podule £46.00
User & Midi Podule £46.00

A400 Upgrades
1 Mb Ram £35.00

2 Mb Ram £65.00

3 Mb Ram £99.00

5.25"Ext. floppy disc int. £39.00

Econet Module £46.00

VIDC Enhancer £29.00

RISC OS 3
RISC OS 2 -> 3 Upgrade £41.70
RISC OS 3-> 3.10 Upgrade £16.17
RISC OS 3 Hardware Kit A300 £25.00

Expansion Cards
Econet Module £46.00

Floating PointExpansion Card £449.00
Hawk V9Video Digitiser £199.00
I/O Expansion Card £79.00
Midi Upgradeto I/O Card £27.00
Midi Expansion Card . £65.00
ROM Expansion Card £45.00
SCSI Expansion Card (Acorn) £229.00

ROMBO Colour Digitisers
A3000 inc. podule housing £72.30
A400/A5000 £72.30

Aleph 1
Arm 3 Upgrade £199.00
386 PC Expansion Card 1Mb £495.00
386 PC Expansion Card 4Mb £595.00
486 PC Expansion Card 4Mb ECall

Standard Monitors
Acorn Colour £199.00

Microvitec Cub 3000 £199.00

PhilipsMono (Green) £85.00
Allmonitorscome withfree lead. State type of

computer when ordering.

Multiscan Monitors
Taxan 795 Muitivision £449.00

Floppy Disc Drives
5.25" Single 40/80 no psu £95.00

5.25"Single40/80 with psu £109.00

5.25"Dual40/80 no psu £185.00

5.25" Dual 40/80 with psu £199.00

3.5" Single withpsu £85.00

3.5" + 5.25" 40/80 with psu £209.00

Printers
Canon Bubblejet BJ-10e £189.00

Canon BJ10e inc. turbo driver £219.00

SheetfeederforBJ-10e £59.00

Canon BJC800(col.) inc. s/w £1695.00

Citizen 120D+ £114.00

Citizen Swift 9 £169.00

Citizen Swift 240 £249.00

Colour Kit for above £39.00

Citizen Swift 200 £199.00

Citizen Swift 200 Colour £229.00

Star LC20 £130.00

Star LC200 Colour(9 pin) £189.00

Star LC24 - 200 £219.00

Star LC24 - 200 Colour £259.00

Integrex ColourJet 132 £519.00

HP Deskjet 500 £339.00

HP DeskJet 500C £449.00

HP PaintJet £599.00

Laser Direct(LBP4Hi Res.) £849.00

Laser Direct (LBP8Hi Res.) £1279.00

Econet
Broadcast Loader £65.00

Level 4 AUN Software £399.00

Scanners
Flatbed A4 256 Grey SCSI (CC)£849.00
Flatbed A4 with SCSI card £749.00

Scan Junior Scanner 256 £199.00

Scanlight Senior Scanner A4 £289.00
Sheet Feeder for above A4 £135.00

Fax
Fax Pack (CC) £259.00

Acorn - 3 Years On Site
Warranty on

all Acorn Hardware*

purchased from
Dabhand Computing

'excludes Acorn Purchase Schemes /Education Schemes

A4 Portable / Acorn Printer

Printer Drivers

Midnight Graphics
Citizen Swift 9 Sprite Dump £26.04
Citizen Swift 24 Sprite Dump £26.04
Epson 24 Sprite Dump £26.04
HP Deskjet 500CSprite Dump £26.04
HP PaintJetSprite Dump £26.04
Integrex 132Sprite Dump £26.04
Integrex Colourcel Sprite Dump £26.04
Juki5520 Sprite Dump £26.04
Star LC10 Sprite Dump £26.04
Star XB24 Sprite Dump £26.04
Star LC200Sprite Dump £26.04
Star LC24-200Sprite Dump £26.04

Ace Computing
PrinterJX (Colour DotMatrix) £14.00
Printer DJ (Deskjet 500C) £14.00
PrinterPJ (PaintJet) £14.00
Printer CA (Canon Colour) £14.00

Beebug
Deskjet 500C Driver £15.00
Star/Epson/Citizen (Colour) £15.00

Electronic Font Foundry
BubbleJet-BJ10e/130e £10.00

Cables
Arc-15 Pin to 9 Pin Adaptors £9.95
Arc - Monitor - 8833 inc sound £8.65

Arc - Monitor - 8833 II inc sound £8.65

Arc - Parallel Printer Cable £5.00

Keyboard Extender 400/500 £7.50
Mouse Extender £7.50

BBC Software
Blob 1 £18.00

Blob 2 £18.00

ChickChase (80 Track Only) £15.00
E-Type £13.00
Master Break £10.39

Mini Office II £17.35

Modem Master £11.26

Play it AgainSam No's 1 -16 ea. £11.95
Reversals (80 TrackOnly) £20.00
UIM £14.95

Where's Blob £18.00

White Knight £18.00

Master Compact
Play ItAgainSam No's 1 -16 ea. £13.00
UIM £14.95

Archimedes Software

Chameleon

Craftshop 1
Craftshop2

4 Mation

£25.00

£29.00

£29.00

Jiglet £25.00

Jigsaw £27.00

Poster £75.00

SmArt £50.00

SmArtFiler £32.00

Snippet £26.00

Vector £75.00

Ace Computing
ArcLight £43.00

Euclid £40.00

Mogul £17.00

Splice £26.00

Tween £26.00

Acorn Computers
1st Word Plus £65.00

ANSIC(V3) £125.00

Acorn DesktopPublisher £109.00

Desktop Assembler (V2) £119.00

Desktop C (V4) £185.00

Font Starter Pack £39.00

Newhall Font Pack £39.00

PC Emulator / Free Shareware £95.00

TCP/IP Programers Pack £50.00

TCP/IP Protocol Suite £199.00

Arxe Systems
MultiFS £27.00

Beebug
DeskEdit £21.00

Desktop Thesaurus £19.00

Hard DiscCompanion 2 £45.00

HearsayII £69.00

Ovation £85.00

Brilliant Computing
Everyday Signs £20.00

Joystick Games £20.00

Streetwise £20.00

Switch On £20.00

Switch On Actions £20.00

Teds Adventures £20.00

Clares MicroSupplies
Artisan 2 £45.00

Illusionist £79.00

Interdictor £10.00

Interdictor II £23.00

ProArtisan £70.00

Render Bender 2 £99.00

Rhapsody 2 £45.00

Schema £90.00

Coin Age
Pesky Muskrats £14.00

Colton Software

Pipedream 3 £105.00

Pipedream 4 £148.00

Computer Concepts
AvanteGarde Font Pack £24.00



ArtWorks £149.00

Bookman Font Pack £24.00

Canon BJ10e/x Driver £47.00

Canon BJC800 Driver £95.00

Compression £35.00
Equasor £37.00
Graphics Card £249.00
Impression II BordersDisc £12.00
Impression BusinessSuppliment £39.00
Impression II Free Drawfile Disc £124.00
Impression Junior £69.00
Inter-Word £29.00

ShowPage £109.00

Cygnus Software
Iron Lord £14.00

Tower of Babel £14.00

Twin World £14.00

Dabs Press

Arc DFS £22.00

Database Software

Fun School 3 under 5s £16.95
FunSchool3 5-7 year olds £16.95
Fun School 3 over 7s £16.95

Fun School 4 under 5s £20.00

Fun School 4 5-7 year olds £20.00
Fun School 4 7-11 year olds £20.00

Domark

3D Construction Kit £25.00

Mig29 Super Fulcrum £29.00
Trivial Pursuit £22.00

Dyslexia Software
Specialist software for all ages -

home / education

Call for details

Empire
Pipemania £16.00

Electromusic Reasearch

Creations Discs 1-8 ea.

MIDI Analyser
Microstudio

Music Player
RhythmBox
SoundSynth
Studio 24 Plus

ESM

Desktop Folio

Hybrid
Elite

£19.00

£29.00

£78.00

£35.00

£29.00

£39.00

£149.00

£79.00

£31.95

Icon Technology

EasiWriter £115.00

Krisalis Software

Chuck Rock £19.00

Gods £19.00

James Pond £19.00

Krisalis Collection - Pipemania /
Revelation / Mad Professor Mariadi /

Terramex £24.00

Lemmings £19.00
Mad Professor Mariarti £14.00

Manchester United Europe £19.00
Nebulus £19.00

Populous £22.00
Swiv £19.00

Turbo Challenge 2 £19.00
World Champ.Boxing Manager £18.00
World Championship Squash £18.00

Leading Edge
Investigator II £22.00
Joystick Interface (All Models) £32.00
Tracker £37.00

Lingenuity

CableNews £149.00

HotLink Presenter £29.00

Presenter GTi £69.00

Longman Logotron
ArcComm 2 £49.00

Eureka! £99.00

Landmarks Aztec £19.00

Landmarks Columbus £19.00

Landmarks Egypt £19.00
Landmarks Rainforest £19.00

Landmarks Victorians £19.00

Landmarks World War II £19.00

Magpie £40.00
Notate £49.00

Numerator £60.00

Numerator Chaos £18.00

Pendown £54.00

Pendown Outline Fonts £18.00

Pinpoint £75.00
Pinpoint Junior £23.00
Revelation 2 £95.00

Revelation ImagePro £139.00
SkyHunter £22.00

Magnetic Scrolls

Collection 1 (3 Adventures) £25.00
Wonderland £24.00

MicroPower

Chess 3D £14.00

Zelanites £15.00

Midnight Graphics

ClipArt 1 over 480 images £29.95

ClipArt 2 over 350 images £29.95

Express £51.02

Limited offer -

Trade in yourold Font manipulation
package forMidnight Express and get up

to £20.00 off the RRP inc VAT priceof
£59.95

Tracer £52.13

Minerva Software
Applications

Ancestry £59.00

Atelier £69.00

Cadet £149.00

Desktop Office 2 £79.00

Easiword 2 £54.00

Flexifile £89.00

Graphbox £55.00

Graphbox Professional £105.00

Home/Club Accounts £34.00

Multistore II £179.00

PCAccess £19.00

PrimeArt £69.00

Timetabler £599.00
Leisure

BughunterinSpace £11.00

Bug Hunter/ Moon Dash £11.00

Casino £11.00

Caverns £11.00

Family Favorites £11.00

Freddy's Folly £11.00

Hoverbod £11.00

Ibixthe Viking £11.00

Jet Fighter £11.00

Maddingly Hall £11.00

Orion £11.00

Redshift £11.00

Talisman £11.00

Thundermonk £11.00

Northwest SEMERC'

Conform KeyboardSoftware £18.00

Le Monde a Moi £18.00

Meine Welt £18.00

MyWorld (Program) £18.00

My World - Christmas Disc £9.00

My World - Design £9.00

My World - Fuzz Buzz £12.00

My World - Geog. KeyStage 1 £9.00

My World - I'mSpecial £9.00

My World - Nursery Disc £9.00

My World - Maths £9.00

My World - Patterns £9.00

MyWorld- Sampler £9.00

MyWorld - Skeletons £9.00

My World - Village/Town £9.00

Oldham Keyboard £99.00

Full Phases £28.00

Phases 2 £18.00

Phases - Borders disc £9.00

Phases - Christmas disc £9.00

Phases - Clip Art 1 £9.00

Phases - Very Hungry Caterpill;ir £9.00
1Please add E2.50 P&P to SEMERC Solrware

Oak Solutions

Draw, Print and Plot £39.00

Genesis II £99.00

Worra Battle £10.00

WorraCAD £74.00

Sherston Software

IDrawHelp £15.95
IHelp (RISC OS 2) £7.95
!Help3(RISCOS3) £9.95
Animated Alphabet £19.00
Arcventure I - Romans £25.00

Arcventure II - Egyptians £25.00
Dreamtime £20.00

Farm £19.00

Fleet Street Phantom £23.00

Glimpse £8.50
Mapventure £23.00
Microbugs £25.00
Nature Park Adventure £24.50

Selladore Tales £24.00

Space Mission Mada £23.00
Stig of the Dump £22.00
StoryStarts £25.00
Teachers Cupboard £24.50
Teddy BearsPicnic £23.00
Viewpoints £35.00
Wizards Revenge £17.00
Worst Witch £21.50

SIMMIS

Flight Sim Toolkit £31.00

Storm Software

Adventure Playground £17.00
Coffee £27.00

Flight Path £27.00
Search and Rescue £27.00

Superior Software

Air Supremacy £14.00
Conqueror £15.00
Hostages £14.00
Master Break £14.00

Play itagain Sam 1 £19.00
Repton3 £14.00
Speech! £14.00
Superior Golf £14.00
The LastNinja £19.00
Zarch £14.00

The Data Store

FontFX £9.95

ShapeFX £9.95

The Fourth Dimension

Apocalypse £14.00
Arcticulate £14.00

Arctist £14.00

Boogie Buggy £14.00
Break 147/Superpool £25.00
Cataclysm £18.00
ChocksAway 2 £18.00
ChocksAway ExtraMissions £14.00
Chocks Away 2 + Ext. Missions £27.00
Drop Ship £13.00
E-Type Compendium £18.00
E-Type Designer £13.00
Enter The Realm £18.00

Grievous Bodily'ARM £18.00
Holed Out Compendium £18.00
Inertia £14.00

Nevryon £14.00
Pandora's Box £18.00

Powerband £14.00

Pysanki £14.00
Saloon Cars - Deluxe £25.00

The Real McCoy 1 £23.00
The Real McCoy 2 £23.00
TheWimp Game £14.00
X-Fire £18.00

Triple R Education
10 out of 10 English £19.00
10 out of 10 Maths £19.00

Converta-Key £14.00
Data Word £14.00

Money Matters £14.00
Picture Book £14.00

Target Maths £14.00

Books (No VAT)
ArchimedesAssembly Language £14.95
Archimedes Operating System £14.95
C: A Dabhand Guide £14.99
The above books have accompanying discs add £5
for 5.25". £7 for 3.5"

A3000 Technical Guide £29.95

ANSI C Version 3 £17.00

Assembler Release 2 £25.00

BASIC V: A Dabhand Guide £9.95

BBC Basic Guide (Acorn) £19.95
BudgetDTP(Draw &Edit) £12.95
DTP Seeds (4Mation) £8.45
Desktop C Release 4 £25.00
Desktop Development UG £25.00
First Word Plus V2 £10.00

M128Ref. Man.Pts1&2(ea.) £14.95
Programming in AnsiC £14.95
RISCOS 3 PRM's £TBA

Hours of Opening
Monday - Friday 9.00 a.m. - 5.00 p.m.

Saturday 10.00 a.m. - 5.00 p.m.
Lunch 1.00 p.m. -1.30 p.m.

How to find us

wwtofcuid |dw<::.»v'.;
TrainStation liVOCMlflE

ItHlffBi)
test

Important Facts

• NO Minimum Order

Value

• NO Carriage Charges in
Mainland UK

• ALL Goods Despatched
within 24 Hours, subject
to stock levels

• Acorn Qualified Dealer

• Acorn Service Centre

• Hotline Support on all
Hardware and Software

purchased from us

Terms & Conditions

TERMS: UK residents add 17.5% VATto all prices,
except books. Carriage 'FREE on all items in the
UK("withthe exception of "remote"areas). Foreign
orders, no VAT. carriage at cost, (quotations
available). Access/Visa cards accepted. Dabhand
Computing Ltd.is a Qualified Acorn Dealer. Official
orders accepted from public sector/education/PLCs,
otherwise cash wilh order. Tender invitations

welcome. Callers welcome. We are 2 minutes north

of J17, M62. Prices subject to change without
notification. Goods offered subject to being unsold.

DABHAND
COMPUTING
DABHAND COMPUTING LTD

5 Victoria Lane

W h i t e f i e I d
Manchester, M25 6AL



0~| I was reading a back issue
of your magazine, when I

came across a reference to an

article about connecting an
A3000"s Scan lead to a normal

television set. I have been try
ing to work my way around
this problem for some time
and I would be most grateful if
you could help me with it.

Tim Vickers

Computer Technician
Birkdale High School

Southport

7j IHow you do this
**. depends on the sort of

television you are using.
Some TVs, particularly those
favoured by school and col
lege audio-visual units, have
Scart sockets on them

already.
If you have one of these,

you can connect it directly to
the RGB output on your
A3000 but, as Scart
standards vary between com
puter monitors and TVs, you
will have to make up a
special lead. Patrick McTier-
nan wrote a fine article on

this in our December 1991

issue, available from BAU
Subscriptions in Wetherby
(0937)842489.

If your TV only has an
aerial socket on it, you will
need an RGB to UHF adap
tor which you can purchase
from an electronics sup
pliers.

I Is there going to be a ver->
sion of C++ for the Acorn

range of computers in the near
future? As a student of compu
ter science 1 need to work a lot

in C++, which is probably the
most used development
environment in the world.

I've tried using Acorn Desk
top C but this does not support
object-oriented programming.

G Egilsson
Iceland

II am sure that some-

body will write the
object-oriented extensions
for C on the Arc at some

time but, when I talked to
the two main players in this
field (Acorn and Rise

Developments), they both
said that they had no plans
for implementing C++ in the
immediate future.
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QUESTIONS
AND

ANSWERS
STAR QUESTION

Althoughmyschoolhas recentlygone PC mad, Iwould liketo get an
A3010 for my own use. Before Ido this, Ihave a coupleof questions:

Is it true that if I save text from EasiWriteras an Ascii file on to a DOS disc, I

can load it into Microsoft Works as a text file? How can I load a picture
saved by an A3010 into a PCart program?

M.J. Taylor (age 14)
Devon

Noworries! Anyword processorworth its salt, and Works is certainly
that, can import and export Ascii text and the drop of a hat. Of

course, your writing will have lost any format instructions(font size, bold,
underline,centring and so on) that you gave in EasiWriter.

Works can also handle CSV files in its spreadsheet and database modes.
Thisisconvenient as EasiWriter uses CSV to store mail merge data and
almost all Rise OSspreadsheets and databases use it for import/export.

On the graphicsfront, there are several possibilities. Draw files can be
converted to ComputerGraphics Metafile format (as used by Corel Draw,
Lotus Freelance Plus and Harvard Graphics) or to Encapsulated PostScript
(Pagemaker, Adobe Illustrator and soon) using carewarepackages Draw-
>CGM, CGM-> Draw, Draw->EPSand AiEPS-> Draw which are available
from most PD houses or from Norwich ComputerServices on (0603) 766592.

Youcan also convert Rise OS sprites into Tiffformat and viceversa using
two PD programs called Creator and Translator.

What we could all really do with is a program that transfers Windows
3.1 bit-maps (BMP files) to and from Acornsprites but, as far as I know, the
only way to do this is via Human-ComputerInterface's software on the
Macintosh. Ifanyone knowsof a simplerway, please write in and tell me.

EPS Output Type

File Options

Trace <)• Darnings <)

Pronpt Options

Pronpt for filenane <)

Previeu Type
m W\

0 None
<) Interchange

3> TIFF
<>

BRUBear Previeu
Resolution

<♦> 75 dpi

0 150 dpi
0 300 dpi

Direct Link

B '- Direct

ufa.Sw-ra§St-^
Easiwriter data can be converted into other formats with little trouble

As to C++ being the 'most
used development environ
ment in the world'; this may
be true in the world of pro
grammers writing for Win
dows 3.1, but I am willing to
bet that more people are still
using plain C or possibly
even Basic in one form or

another.

Still, having said that, C++
is constantly growing in
popularity and, hopefully,
some whizzy Arc program
mers will have a go at imple
menting it soon.

I For some time. I have

been experimenting with
scanning producing, mainly,
not very good results. If I use
my scanner set to 16 greys, the
pictures I get are adequate but
when I use 176 or 256 greys, I
get a strange coloured picture
which, when printed, looks
like a "solarized" negative.

I would be grateful for your
help or advice. I have an
A3000 and a Computer
Concepts Scanlight Junior
scanner.

H McDonald

Bexhill-on-Sea

A
I suspect that your
A3000 uses Rise OS 2

which can only cope with a
grey scale of 16 intensities in
its sprites and can't handle
the 176 and 256 grey images
used by Computer Concepts.

If you upgrade to Rise OS
3.1, your problems should be
solved as these newer sprite
formats have been included

within it.

I I use my TV as a monitor
and 1 am constantly hav

ing to swap over the computer
and aerial leads. Sega makes a
device for its console which

switches between its output
signal and the TV aerial.

Is there a company that pro
duces a similar device for my
computer?

E J Preston

Keighley

jr I As longas TV reception
** in your area is reason
able, you should be able to
achieve this with a simple
two-into-one coaxial adaptor
plugged straight into the
back of the TV with the aer-



ial connected to one socket I

and the Beeb on the other.

The only problem you may
encounter is if the BBC's

output is tuned to a fre
quency that is close to one of
your local broadcast chan
nels. In this event, you'll
have to retime the BBC by
adjusting the small screw
potentiometer on the UHF
modulator.

Be gentle with it as the
screw is quite delicate. Y-
shaped coaxial adaptors are
available from TV or elec

tronic component shops for
about £2.00.

A

What does the !Scrap
directory do?

V Anthony
Eweil

Surrey

IScrap is a directory
used by some programs

to store temporary files. It is
set up by ISystem using the
Wimp$Scrap command.

Sometimes you get the
error 'Cannot find Scrap
directory' which means that
either Rise OS hasn't seen

the ISystem file or the
Wimp$Scrap command is
missing.

PROBLEMS

Our PD programs need an updated System folder; but, don't worry, it's easy to fix

With reference to the

November 1992 Acorn

User disc. I was very inter
ested in the PD programs but
found that the train was the

only program I could gel to
run.

When I tried to load !Tim, I
got the message 'File
modules.Clib not found". 1

tried loading various ISystem
directories but keep getting
errors like 'Clib out of date' or

something to that effect. Can
you help?

Tom Fabling
Glasgow

w I Many programs that
~* run on the Archimedes

use modules that reside in

the ISystem folder. The first
error occurred because,
since you turned your
machine, on it had not 'seen'
an open disc window con
taining ISystem.

You fixed this yourself by
opening discs that had
ISystem on them, but ver
sions of Acorn's run-time C

library that they contained
were out of date for the pro-

grams you wished to run.
What you need is a new ver
sion of ISystem. If you can't
find one among your discs,
try asking your local dealer.

A good way to deal with
this problem is to regularly
update a copy of the system
folder every time you get a
new piece of software. This is
easily done by running the
program, ISysMerge, which
comes with most packages.

Once you have created this
'master version' of ISystem,
you should back it up and
then install it either in the

root directory of your hard
disc, if you have one, or on a
'start of day' floppy. When
this is done, all you have to
do is get into the habit of
opening this disc each day,
immediately after you turn
the machine on.

I have

Acorn

been

user

a devoted

since the

introduction of the BBC in the

early 1980s and have owned
an Archimedes for two years
now. While I have no real

complaint about the quality of
Arc software, I have had some
difficulty getting hold of a
Rise OS program for designing
labels. Can you help?

M A Bodley
Lincoln

I In the November issue

of HA U, we ran a news

item about a Rise OS pro
gram called LabelText
written by Nicholas Day, aka
Sergeant Morley from ITV's
Minder series. At the time he

hadn't decided whether to

distribute it commercially so
I've passed your letter on to
him.

I I am thinking about
getting into Midi music

on my A3000. The other day I
saw a review in a magazine of
the Yamaha TGI00 synthes
izer module, which is a box

that can be attached directly to
a PC or a Mac without a Midi

interface card. Can I use this

instead of a Midi podule on
my Arc?

Ron Giggly
Bristol

I The Yamaha TGI00 is

an interesting little box
because, in addition to the 5-
pin Midi sockets found on
most 'tone generator'
modules, it sports a 8-pin
mini DIN connector that can

be connected to the serial

port of a 'host' computer.
This means that, as well as

making noises, the box can
act as an interface between

the computer and other Midi

devices thus saving costs for
the new user. It transmits

and receives at either 31,250
(Midi speed) or 38,400 bits
per second (bps).

Unfortunately, the
standard serial port on
Acorn computers only goes
up to 19,200 bps so it won't
work on your A3000. It
might work on one of The
Serial Port's fast dual serial

podules, if someone wrote a
Midi driver to link it to. Rise

OS but, since the podule
costs as much as a Midi card,
the market for this is pro
bably limited to Midi musi
cians with a need for a high
speed modem. It's a nice idea
but I don't think you are
going to be able to do it.

Q| I am trying to transfer an
astrology program I wrote

for the Sinclair Spectrum+ to
my Acorn A3000.

I use UDGs for the

Astrological signs and the CIR
CLE command for the 'Great

Wheel" but unlike the

Spectrum there is no PRINT
SCREEN facility on the A3000
and 1 cannot print my charts
out. Can you help?

Frank C A Cobbett

Worcester Park

Surrey
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PROBLEMS

I You have several

options here. If you
have an Epson compatible
printer, you can do a screen
dump using the software
module HardCopy on the
Applications 2 disc; or you
use *SCREENSAVE to save

your chart as a sprite and
then drop it on a printer
from the desktop; or you
write a printer dump for
your favourite printer (not
recommended unless you
really like assembler); or you
rewrite the program to run
inside the Rise OS desktop
and print from there.

Of all these options, the
last is the most elegant but
it's also the most time-con

suming. For advice on
programming in the Wimp
environment, take a look at

WimpProgramming for All, a
book by Lee Calcraft and
Alan Wrigley from Rise
Developments (0727) 40303.

r Configuration Although RISC OS 3.1
is a powerful upgrade, it

does not require a vast
amount of additional elec-

tricty to run it, and is there
fore no threat to the life

expectancy of your power
supply.

Acorn gives this advice as
a disclaimer in case someone

foolish enough to install the
new chips while the power
supply is connected to the
mains, accidentally sticks his
or her finger through the
cardboard cover and dam

ages themselves.
It is possible to upgrade

one of these machines

yourself, but on no account
should you attempt to do so
while the machine is still

plugged in.
If you have any doubts

about your ability to do this
work safely, you should give
the machine to a dealer.

Maybe if you shop around,
you can find one who will
book the job in for you
rather than sit on your
machine for such a long
time.
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O-] Having purchased a 'user
_ installable' Rise OS

upgrade by mail order for my
A3000, I read in the instruc-

supply?

machine was with the dealer

for two months before I got it
back. For this reason I am

extremely reluctant to entrust
it to a dealer again. However,
with the upgrade installed, is
the power supply living on
borrowed time?

D J Brown

Southampton

Rise OS 3: does it threaten your power

lions, with dismay, that owners
of machines with a cardboard

cover over the power supply
should have the upgrade
installed by their dealer.

Is this because earlier

machines were fitted with

faulty power supplies? The
one in mine failed not long
after 1 bought it and the

CUSTOMER HOT LINE

Every month in BAU, AlanGloverfromthe Acorn
customerservice departmentoffers you Acorn's advice
and support

ADFSBUFFERS: ACORN'S RECOMMENDED SETTINGS

On any computer fitted with Rise OS2 or Rise OS3 we
recommend that ADFSBuffers is always set at zero. With RISC OS 3.1 it is
possibleto increasethe value. Howeverthere is a slight chancethat
data on a floppy disc may become corrupted if ADFSBuffers is not set to
zero. This only applies to the A3010, A3020, A4000,A5000 and A4.With
these machines, we recommend that ADFSBuffers is set to zero using
the following process:

• Save any work you wish to keep
• Press F12

• Type Configure ADFSBuffers 0
• Press the RETURN key twice
• Shutdown and switch off the computer
• Switch it on again after at least five seconds have elapsed

Insituations where no critical data is being handled, you may benefit
from an increase in performanceif you set ADFSBuffers to four or eight
instead of zero.

Pleasenote that switchingon your machinewith the Ror DELETE
keys held down will reset ADFSBuffers to a non-zero value, so the
process above must be repeated.

We have been investigatingthe cause of the problem,and hope to
introduce a fix as soon as possible to allow ADFSBuffers to be set above
non zero on the machinetype listed above.

INSTALLING DESKTOP C ON NON-ACORN FILING SYSTEMS

We have now prepared an alternative version of the Install program
that willwork with some third-party filing systems,which the present
versioncannot handle. Ifyou experienceany problemsin installing
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DesktopC, please write to CustomerServices to request a copy of the
new Install program. Beforedoing so, checkthat all the discsyou are
using are free from defects using the VERIFY command.

You should also check to ensure that there are no clashes between

the media that you are installing to and the floppy discs; check that
there are nofiles which havethe same nameas a directory on the floppy
disc, and that there issufficientspace availableon the destination disc
for all the files.

CONNECTING A3010/A3020 TO OLDER ACORN MONITORS

Some people have asked for information about connectingan A3010/
A3020 to earlier Acorn monitors such as the AKF17. Acorn does not

supplya connecting lead, sincethese computers are primarily intended
for use with AKF30/AKF40 monitors).However, details of the adaptor/
cable that is required can be obtained upon request from Customer
Services, and ready-madeadaptors are availablefrom a number of
sources including Interconnections - Tel: (0483)797418.

PC EMULATOR 1.8

Thelatestversion of the PC Emulator is now available as an upgradefor
users of earlier versions of the emulator. Version 1.8 supports VGA and
expanded memory(LIM 3.2).

The upgrade offers are:

• From version 1.6 or 1.7 to 1.8: £9 (ex VAT)

• From versions earlier than 1.6: £29 (ex VAT)

Totake advantage of this offer, please send your name and address,
together with payment and the original PCEmulator disc to PC Emulator
1.8, Acorn Direct,13 Dennington Road, Wellingborough, Northants, NN8
2RL. Do not send in your MS-Dos or DR-Dos disc.

Paymentmay be by PostalOrder,cheque or most types of charge
card. Cheques should be made payable to Acorn Direct.



SOFTWARE SHOWCASE
EDUCATION

'he Spoken Word
The Spoken

Word is designed
for children who

are just
beginning to

read. It covers

National

Curriculum
attainment targets
1 & 2, at level 1.

Englishand Welsh versions are £20 inc.
VAT (£15 to puchasers ofTalking Pictures)
from Wyddfa Software, FREEPOST
CS50A, Caernarfon LL55 4BR.

Tel (0286) 870101 Fax (0286) 871722

ZSMBSSS£L. ?3Serious Science
Software lor

FOR DRAW. DTP. VECTOR, ARTWORKS. MAGPIE. GENESIS etc

Still only £10 + vat per disc. Version 8.01 = 8 discs
Version 8.01 - Chemistry, Interfacing. Technology.
Electronics. Physics. Utilities.CircuitBoards (E&L and Alpha)
2 new discs (£10 + vat each) - Update 1 &Cell Biology
Buy 5ormore discs- free SITE LICENCES onall
New graphics discs now available - MOLECULES^ 1,
MOLECULES.2, TECHNO_2, TECHNO_3, BODYBITS.

Still £10+ vat. Send for FULL DETAILS of all

discs before deciding upon the graphics you want.

SSERC DATA LIBRARIES • CHEMICALS, EQUIPMENT
& CHEMICAL STOCK CONTROL DATABASES for

CHEMISTS. All on 1 disc as PIPEDREAM files -
ONLY £50 + vat which includes free SITE LICENCE

SSERC MAW PRACTICAL GUIDES • Still£12 + vat
100 pages. A4. loose leaf. Get the most out of DRAW

for minimal cost. Includes 2 discs of exercises

NEW! - SSERC CHEMICAL MODELLER - £50 + vat

This substantial piece of software needs 2 Mb min. &
includes Teacher & Pupil Guides. GET INFO NOW!

DON'T DELAY -ALL PRICES UP 5cr NEXT MONTH
SSERC, 24 Bernard Terrace, Edinburgh EH8 9NX

Tel. 031 668 4421 for more information

or send a stamped (£1 please) self-addressed envelope

STOKM

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

NEW

TITLES

From the leading
children's educational

software publisher

"ROUND THE WORLD YACHT RACE"
(9-13yrs)

"CHRISTMAS ADVENTURES"
(5-8yrs)

"SMUDGE THE SPANIEL"
(5-8yrs)

Write or call for a brochure

STORM EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

FREEPOST, Sherborne, Dorset DT9 4BR

•ET 0935 817699

EDUCATION
• ii • • • • ii i ti in iiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Stylus II
A child centred wordprocessor for the
Archimedes, with exciting new
features:

0 Speaks your story
0 Create stories from wordlists
0 New fonts

0 Improved concept keyboard
editor

£24.00 +p&p

Prime Resources |
ir*j 6 Sunbury Avenue, Jesmond |

LNewcastle upon Tyne =
E " Nli2 3HE

s- Tel: (091)281 1831
Tun in inn ll in i mi mil mihiiiii i im i im mm Mil l mi mm mn imr

|Games NEW!
£22.95

43000,
A50000&

Archimedes

"T.V. Fun & Games" - 3 National

Curriculum games for ages 5 to 9

IIS SOrTWARE, FREEPOST, SWANSEA
SA2 9ZZ. TEL : (0792) 204519

LogiSim
DIGITAL
LOGIC

SIMULATOR

ILogiSim enablesdie user todesignsimplelogiccircuits
and then see llieni working, on screen.
UplO 25 devices on screen. 11 differenl device types,
including AND, OR, NAND, NOR.XOR, NOT,
JK llin Hop, Counter & Clock etc.
ILogiSim doesnot lltuiitask Ycl.
Established users will get discounted upgrades.
Cheques payable to KMD
12 PADSTOW ROAD
CREASBY, WIRRAL. £10 inc p&p
J-™ uc.ovco,, a

PevclupoiWilli Silicon VinoiiRiscDASIg

Educational Software

A3000 / BBC / Acorn
Send for our free catalogue of programs
for all Acorn computers. Ages 5 to 15

SELECTIVE SOFTWARE

64 Brooks Road,
STREET, Somerset, BA16 0PP

Tel. (0458) 43079

EDUCATION

Software for
education and
leisure. Most

products under
£20.

IMummy
hieroglyphic
system

Ask for a brochure

EMERALD PUBLISHING
PO BOX 324 CAMBRIDGE CB2 2TP

TEL: 0223 840138 ♦ FAX: 0223 844652

STATISTICS

STATISTICS

FIRST
IS NOW

MULTI -TASKING!

Our new enhanced products

Have been released

For full information

contact

Serious Statistical Software

Lynwood Benty Heath Lane Willaston
South Wirral L64 1SD

See us on stand 833 at BETT

Tel: 051 327 4268

THE VERY BEST CLIP ART!

Image Club
A vast library of 4,000+ Draw
files, collected into 24 volumes
covering everything from
business & education to

science & medicine. Image
Club offers an almost unlimited

choice of eye-catching pictures
for use in DTP. The complete
library is also available on CD.

Vanguard Graphics
Clip art with a difference!

^r*if$ Illustrations of the highest
"•/ C quality, many in full colour.

f_ Includes booklet with image
index, design ideas and hints
on using art creatively in DTP.
Provides valuable design
tuition and superb art for use in
school, business and home.

For full details about Image Club & Vanguard Graphics
contact:- MATT BLACK, Dept. AU1, P.O. Box 42,
Peterborough, PE1 2TZ Telephone 0733 315439
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SOFTWARE SHOWCASE
PUBLIC DOMAIN

n^.E.x/.i.A.Tr.i.o.rvj.s.

PRESENTS

VA READERS OFFERS
3.5inch DS/DD disks:

only37pincVAT&P&P (min 20 disks

"Deviations' is a division of

The UnderCutters Public Domain library
For our latest P.D.catalogue please send 90p to:

The UnderCutter.109 LeitrimAve,Slwebury.Essex,SS3 9HE
(Pleasemake cheque* payableto S.Donn)

&•* r>-. C^. <>-. C^

€&(*€(
Why Spend £20

on just one
retail game ?

When for £20 we'll give you
almost 100 games !

Please send a £1 coin for our Public

Domain demo disc and 16 page
catalogue and you will recieve the

full details (don't send £20 yet).

PO Box 2220, B'ham, B43 5RZ.

£**-• C^« Or* O-* C^

FIVE STARMARKETING
,I-J*t

effnb 15
FOR THE BEST VALUE IN P.D.

Wehave an extensive range of software packed
onto each disc and exciting offers in store for
you. Check it out in our catalogue now!
For just a £1 coin or cheque made payable to
Five Star Marketing we will rush to you our
super catalogue Idemo disc.

YOUR DEDICATED P.O. DISTRIBUTOR.

Five Star Marketing, 18 Woburn Close,
Bushey, Herts. WD2 3XA.
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PUBLIC DOMAIN

Choose any 5 discs from the Mini
Selection below, for just £8.

J09 Coconizer Sept 92 version
J23 Basic/Arm/Wimp Programming Utils
D22 Characterture Scanned Sprites
M19 Mega Rave Creations from Jelly
J30 Digital Symphony Demonstration
L26 Lemings - Arcade Game

L27Invaders - Hot graphics, Cool sound

41 Stylish Outline Fonts, on 4'discs - Just
£5 for the entire collection.

Send a £1 COIN for our printed
PD Booklet, and Demo Disc 12.

PO Box 1927:Sutton Coldfield:B74 3QZ

The PD Library

NEARLY FREE
SOFTWARE!

650 Discs of the best P.D.

for all RISCOS2 & 3

computers. We also have
the best catalogue disc of

all the libraries which allows

pick V mix discs. Five
years experience in Archie's
and 3000 satisfied customers.

Send £1 for catalogue disc to:
Arch Angel PD, PO Box 41, Exeter, EX4 3EN.

Enquiries (0392)-422759

UTILITIES

KEYLINK PROLOG V2.1
For the Acorn A3000/Archimedes/A5000

• Standard EtfnbUTQh lyftUm witnrntwgur uniS ftcitioypointanthmotic

• 140 page tutorlul/niunual duvulopud oapocnily for tho first limo Prolog i

' Integratedintothe F1ISCOS WIMPenvironmentand fullymultitasking

• Execution tracing ai«d concuralio (inception handling.

iso wtth largo Prolog iwogramo sucii o
'Stem for Knowledge Engmooring and I

• Already widely used for Scottish Standard and Higher grades.

C69.95 • VAT(postage included) Site licences available

Keylink Computers Ltd.2 WoodwayHouse. CommonLino. Kemiworth CV8 2ES

Send £1.00 for

a copy of our
latest demo/ 1

catalogue disc. ]

Prices

Normal Discs

£1.00

Pic'n'Mix

Discs£1.50 I

34 Norbreck Close, Great Sankey,
Warrington, Cheshire, WA5 2SX.

MAGAZINES

GVfi^lflRTUALITy
Sample Issue - £1

Virtualily is a high quality disc based magazine featuring
articles on:

Arm code. BASIC. Music. Games. News. Reviews.
Interviews, and other less frequent articles.

Starting soon • Demo Coding article
Virtuality comprises ol a magazine Subscriptionss
disc, and a disc packed with the very 6 months - £12.00
latest PD from the most famous Arc 3 months - £7.00
PD libraries. 1 month - £2.75

Learn ARM & WIMP code

ARM code

11 tutorials from past
issues of Virtuality,
explaining the basics of
writing programs in
assembly language.

WIMP code

12 articles from past
issues of Virtuality
explaining the steps in
writing a simple desktop
address book.

£5.99
Ll,The Square, Woolavington, Bridgwater,

Somerset. TA78DL. A

Disk
Magazine

20 College Ret
Wembley

Mktdx, HA9 8RL

Cheques & P.O to
Illusions.

Speciid Compilation Diskforonly£6.95.
**• Unbeatable value!!! **•

ARM Coding Tutorial

Impressions Tutorial
Super Computing - The Cut Edge Ol Technology

Exclusive to Illusions, an epic ELITE novel & more*
bmtc 8 (&3.0O) available now. The latest in games,

delve Into HBC OS 3, SoundFX Maker, the latest news,
brief look at new products & PJDsoftware galore.



SOFTWARE SHOWCASE
MUSIC

THEORY OF MUSIC

Questions and Exercises

Archimedes £16 Master £15* B £13.50*
(* plus £1 for 3'/2-inchor 40-track)

LEVEL 1 THEORY OF MUSIC
(same prices)

These programs take youfrom beginnings toGrade 5 andbeyond.
Both havebeen revised and extended againin 1992.

TED KIRK (BAU), 33 Humber Crescent,
ST. HELENS, Merseyside WA9 4HD 0744 818761

(detailed information on request)

NETWORKING SOFTWARE

INetV'ieW e3^" (Edu. C29.99) altInclusive
*/ View BbCi, Masters and Archimedes on Econct!

• Multitasking equivalentot 'Stations allowingeasy
selection ot station to view.

• Powerful Notify facility: CS (ie. like 'Echo) strings or
even whole text tiles!
• Save viewed screens or text (tor Text-Modes). Pass
word facility. RISC OSCompliant. 10Station Licence.

!MGraph £54.99 (Edu. £49.99) all Inclusive
• Very comprehensive mathematical graph plotting
program for the Archimedes (avail. Jan/Feb ly93).

From: Sanjay Pattni, Flal 11, 86 Ifield Road,
London SW10 9AD. "071-3516192.

GAMES

^i-i^\i'hii'ir-MT?nTiTT>T¥iTOnTnrni

USith ARM code? We did with

CREATOR ARCADE GAMES DESIGNER £38.95
Produce your own arcade-style games with.Creator. As
Acorn User found, ii has an 'impressive ease of'use'.

ALPS ADVENTURE SYSTEM £34.95
Allows you lo create commercial-quality illustrated texl
adventures, 'Powerfuland easy to use', said Archive.

CYBORG £25.95

A combination Arcade and Adventure. 'Agreat name'
saidAcorn Computing. 'Highly original' - Acorn User.

UK P+P C1.00 per order. EC: £2.50, Outside EC: £4.50

ALPINE SOFTWARE, Dept (BAU4) Tel: 0762 342510
PO BOX 25. Portadown. CRAIGAVON. BT63 5UT

TWO NEW GAMES
MAYHEM BOMBSHELL

BACKDROPS •SCREEN

• 50 LEVELS • QUALITY MUSIC

®iJlMu11@V £ £^Q®K]
£10 each or £15 for both (inc VAT & P&P)
Send cash or cheques made payable to FOCQStto

Van Bouningenstraat 40
2582 Kd.The Hague, Holland

SPECIAL NEEDS

CJ. COMPUTING
SPECIAL NEEDS

SALES • REPAIRS • SPECIAL NEEDS
Please contact us for all your Acorn computers

(Hardware & Peripherals)
We specialise in tailoring computer systems for

special needs

57 Westbury Hill,
Westbury-on-Trym,

Bristol

Tel: (0272) 624553

ARCHIMEDES
TOUCH & LEARN £t

A framework program for the concept keyboard

Question and exploration databases are made with
supplied editors easy enough for special need learners.

£14-95 including editors, manual and samples
BBC Micro. Domesday and Tandberg versions E9-95

[COMING SOON: Multi-tasking crosswords |
Panda Discs, Four Seasons, Tinkers Lane

BREWOOD, Staffs., ST19 9DE.
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£15 STAR LETTER

In the November issue on mul

timedia , you stated that there
were no commercial Magpie
binders. Oh yes there are. . .
Vikings hypermedia was pro
duced as pari of a school
project, which was so success
ful that it led to ihe formation

of a company to sell the work
that was produced.

No Frontiers Software is the

name of the company, set up
and run by children aged
between seven and ten from

St. George's RC Primary
School. The catalogue of hyp
ermedia is now quite extensive
including Vikings. Halloween.
Normans and. the biggest pro
ject lo dale. Hyper-Europe.

The children put ihe binders
together and wrote and col
lated the material themselves

and use a variety of skills
which covered areas of the

National Curriculum in

History, Geography. English,
as well as Technology and IT.
Software used to produce ihe
hooks includes Pendown, Edit.
Ovation. Flare. Armadeus,
Oak Record. Maestro and

extra hardware includes an

Oak recorder and Watford

scanner. The binders that fea

ture wallets designed and
made by the children are avail
able for the princely sum of
£2.50 plus post and packing.
So far we have sold many
copies to schools, IT centres
and even teacher training
establishments all over the
British isles.

S Robson

Class teacher

St George's School

More and more schools these

days are producing Acorn-
based resources. And who

can blame them? It's cer

tainly a lot more fun than the
traditional school bring-
and-buy sale.

WHAT A CARD!
When I read your review of
graphics cards (January '93) I
was delighted. Bigger screens!
VRam! Independent output!
Bui what a chance the Acorn

world are missing.
Have you ever seen the PC

and Mac trick of spreading the
"desktop" over two machines'?
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Vikings Magpie binder: all produced by

I've seen dual VGA boards

they let you drag windows
"across the gap'. That board
plus an ordinary second VGA
monitor cost in terms of price
and bulk much less than the

equivalent huge mulli-synch.
Also, that side-by-side setup

lets you have nice big boxes in
plain sight, not a confusing
mix of layered liles, work-
rows and menu-boxes.

GOING UP
I recently purchased the Rise-
OS 3.10 upgrade lor my
A3000. I had made a special
long-distance trip to pick il up,
so I was rather annoyed to find
a comment in the fitting
instruction booklet, stating that
the early A3000s have to be
upgraded by a dealer, who
may make a charge. My Acorn
A3000 fell into this category.

Faced with the hassle of

returning to the dealer with my
upgrade and my computer, I
decided to have a look to see

what was involved. On finding
that everything looked as
described in the booklet, I
decided to go ahead and do the
upgrade myself.

I did just that and every
thing seems to be working jusl
fine. So why does the booklet
say that this work must be

the pupils of St George's

done by a dealer. I'm sure
there are many early A3000
owners out there who would

like to know about this before

they go out and purchase the
upgrade.

R. Welham

This advice is purely a pre
cautionary measure. Most
A3000s have a metal cover

over the power supply, but
early versions have a card
board cover.

In other words, if some
users carelessly forget to
switch off the power supply,
then any slip of the screw
driver could have pretty
disastrous consequences.

GOING DOWN
I recently heard that you are
intending to run an article
about PD libraries available

for eight-bit machines.
I run eight-bit software that

acts as both a PD library and a
user group and produces a
monthly issue disc containing
the very best of PD software.
We also offer a selection of

public domain discs, some
from other libraries.

Could you let your readers
know that anyone interested
can write with an sae for more

information? Better still if they

send a disc and return postage
and packing we will give them
an introductory issue.

Daniel Shimmin

Eight-bit Software
Heaton

Bolton

BL1SEE

Thanks for the information;
we will be providing readers
with more I'D recommenda

tions in the near future.

UP NORTH
I am a radio amateur and have

a radio amateur friend in Rus

sia. He lives on Dickson Island

in the Arctic: a rather isolated

place as you can well imagine.
He owns an Acorn Atom and

has asked me for some help in
obtaining some radio amateur
software.

Is there a user club that

could help? Any information
will be very much appreciated
by Alex and many of the
inhabitants of this remote Rus

sian Arctic island.

W.A. Lindsay-Smith
Devon

It's nice to know that the

Atom is alive and well. Any
other requests from radio
hams out there?



The NEW Custom McCoy for 1993
Includes 4 BRAND NEW Top Game Additions....

The following Acorn software is compatible with all A3000s, A3010s, A3020s, A4000s, A5000s and ALLArchimedes
minimi umiwi

* NtlCllMllf JiVlri HlCH *.U CM

111 fKffl mi MlMI CM w lM.lU* I
ftfttktr

A RCticulate £25.95 Apocalypse £29.95 ARCtist £25.95

?l£g§| Choose ANY Four
£§1 Of 77iese 79 7bp Products
p^ For ONLY £34.50!

Less Than £9 Each!!i. .4W«R!«Ar.i

Inertia £19.95

••"WW**''"*.

The Olympics £19.95

,Wi,.'.,®P

Drop Ship £19.95

:; ^if

"Orlv.r.U.hicl. Monitor
.RPR
HrH. OU
Position L«p
B.ii i.p iiu:iui._u

iLm Up " im: nn. i) V

!

Argentina
3.245 ta

3.260 HiU>

Powerband £25.95

uagsaaa

White Magic 1 or 2 £19.95

The Wimp Game £19.95

o V •HB1

Arcade Soccer £19.95

f

_ MM*
^>

fa&Z''tfilWs&FZlzhiwI bltlliiS•!?._?•?^

GRIEVOUS BODILY 'ARM £25.95 CHOCKS AWAY Mk2 Version £25.95

X-FIRE £25.95 CATACLYSM £25.95

Exclusive Mail Order Offer
For a Limited Period Only

Unbeatable Value
The Real McCoy compilations are terrific value for money.

Unfortunately if you've already got 1 or 2 of the products you
miss out. Now that's all changed. You can choose ANY 4 from
these 19 great titles for yourself!! Each such "Custom McCoy"
will be individually packaged in 1 attractive video-style box

complete with ALL original discs and manuals.

HOW TO ORDER....
Simply send us a quick letter or give us a ring telling us the 4

products you would like, your name and address, and payment
via cheque, postal order or ACCESS or VISA card details.

The Fourth Dimension, 1 Percy Street, Sheffield, S3 8AU.
Tel. (0742) 769950 or 700661.

FREE SAME DAY despatch by 1ST CLASS POST

<minrfWlj".™—J

in'>.;«m.i. Boor* 13«
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Man-At-Arms £19.95
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Holed Out £19.95
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Nevryon £19.95
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PLAY IT AGAIN SAM 1

Four top quality, classic games...
...for the price of one!

Conqueror - The classic and highlyrealisticlank
simulation game. Control up lo 16 German, American
or Russian tanks from World War 2.

Rotor - The widely praised strategyand action game.
Manoeuvre the Rotorin 18deadly missionsinto
enemy fortresses.

No Excuses- Fifty levelsof nerve-tingling excitement,
plus an easy-to-use designer to produce your own
fiendish levels.

Hostages- Commando action and strategicplanning
as you rescue the hostages fromthe Embassy. Realistic
graphics and animation.

£24.95 (inc VAT)

AIR SUPREMACY

In this unique game, you can swap between air and
ground/sea forcesas the battledevelops. Practisewith
the biplanes and tanksof 1918 Europe, the fighters
and gunboats of the Pacific1944, and the guided
missile jets and desert tanks of the Gulf 1991. Then to
2150 and the finalchallenge!

"The sense of speed whenflying around is excellent.
Skimming alongtheground ina stealth fighter is
particularly fun"
...BBC Acorn User (Dec. 91)

"The ultimate dogfighting game - willtakeweeksof
intensive playtocomplete - sinks itshooks intoyou
and doesn'tletgo"
...Archimedes World (Dec. 91)

£24.95 (incVAT)

Alsoavailable for immediate dispatch by first class post:
ZARCH - The classic programming masterpiece £19.95 (incVAT)
SUPERIOR GOLF- 6 course golf game & designer £19.95 (incVAT)
MASTER BREAK - Snooker-style trivia quiz game £19.95 (incVAT)

PLAY IT AGAIN SAM 16
Hostages- Commando action and strategicplanning.
Place your snipers, abseil into the besieged Embassy
and rescue the hostages.

Vertigo- Balanceyour way around fifty different
weird and wonderful structuresto capture the
diamonds. Veryfrustrating and addictive.

Perplexity - A 3-dimensional strategy gameforall
Reptonand Pacman fans. Puzzle your way through 16
graphically brilliant mazes.

Pipemania- The highlypraised,classic, puzzle game
for 1 or 2 players.Try to join the pipes and let the
flooz flow, as the time runs out...

BBC Micro/Master 5'/." disc £14.95 (incVAT)
Master Compact 3'//' disc £19.95 (incVAT)
BBC Micro/Electron cassette £12.95 (incVAT)

REPTON INFINITY
The ultimate Reptongame for the BBC Micro&
Electron. Four puzzling Repton-style games, with
Reptonacting as never before, plus a game creator
package. Enhanced Master version.

BBC Micro/Master 5'/." disc £14.95 (inc VAT)
Master Compact Vh" disc £19.95 (incVAT)
BBCMicro/Electron cassette £12.95 (inc VAT)

This is just a small selection of the games we have in stock for the BBC Micro B, B+,
Master 128, MasterCompact and Electron computers, includingsuch great titlesas:
ELITE, A QUESTION OF SPORT, REVS + REVS 4 TRACKS, EXILE and SPEECH!
Compilation titles include: ACORNSOFT HITS1 and 2, SUPERIOR COLLECTIONS 1,
2 and 3 and PLAY IT AGAIN SAMS 1 to 15.

EGO: REPTON 4
Ego, the wisestof all the Repton family,now presents
the cleverest and most puzzlingof all the Repton
games. There are a massivethirty levelsof play. In
each level you have to build up a jigsaw puzzle of a
famous personalityor place by collecting the pieces
scattered around.

However, it's not quite that easy! Youhave to carefully
manoeuvreyourway around usingvarious Conveyers
and Transporters, and a lotofcunningstrategy. You
collect the Gems as you move around, but what do
you do with the Towers, Trees, Grass, Mushrooms
and Holes?

"Repton 4 is challenging, good valueformoneyand
wellgraded. What morecan Isay!"
...Acorn Computing (|an. 93)

£24.95 (incVAT)

THE LAST NINJA
You must use swords, nunchakus and shiraken stars
and solve many devious puzzles in over 140 action-
packedscreens.From the dangerous wastelands and
magnificentgardens, to the direst dungeons and the
finalconfrontation. Youcannot fail...you are The Last
Ninja.

Agraphicallybrilliant conversion, using the full
screen and 256 colours, of one of the most popular
and highly rated games ever produced for home
computers.

"There's a great bignasty attheendofeachlevel. The
solution is never a matter of fighting, italways
requires some astutethinking. TheLast Ninjais a
greatgame - go silentlyand leave no witnesses"
...Micro User (Aug.92)

£24.95 (incVAT)

REPTON 3 - Four-game compilation plus designer £19.95 (incVAT)
SPEECH! - The widely praised speech synthesiser £19.95 (inc VAT)

All our Acorn 32 bit computer titleswill run on the full range of Acorn RISC
OS computers, including the new A3010, A3020 and A4000.

PLAY IT AGAIN SAM 17

Summer Olympiad - Capture the thrilland
competitive spirit in 5 challenging events:Triple
lump, Fencing,Hurdles, Shootingand Diving.

Tactic - Thisextremelyaddictive Archimedesstrategy
game is now available for the BBC Micro/Master. One
or two player options.

Video'sRevenge - Aclassic, fast and furious space
'shoot-em-up'. Includessmart bombs, inviso-flight,
triple fireand superbreeds.

Master Break- Snooker-styletriviaquiz game for 1-4
players. Over 1500 questions on Science & Nature,
Sport, Pop Music, Geography, etc.

BBC Micro/Master 5'A"disc £14.95 (inc VAT)
Master Compact Vk" disc £19.95 (incVAT)

(No BBC Micro or Electron cassette versions available.)

SIM CITY

The widelyacclaimed city simulationgame. Youtake
the destinyof the world'sgreatest citiesin hand. Build
houses,factories, railways, airports, etc. Dealwith
crime, pollution, tornadoes and earthquakes.

BBC Micro/Master SV disc £14.95 (inc VAT)
MasterCompact 3'//' disc £19.95 (inc VAT)

sm city

waHi^lilkJ

Please note that REVS+ REVS4 TRACKS,SPEECH! and SUPERIOR COLLECTIONS I
and 2 are only'availablefor the BBC Micro/Master computersand SUPERIOR
COLLECTION 3 is only available for the Electroncomputer.

Writeto the address belowor telephonefor a full listof Superiortitles.
(The screenpictures above showthe BBC Master versions of the games.)

SUPCRIOR SOFTWflftC
PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES

PAYABLE TO "SUPERIOR SOFTWARE."

OUR GUARANTEE

• All mail orders are despatched by first-
class post

• Postage and packing Is free
• Cassettes and disks that are faulty on

receipt will be replaced Immediately

Ohls does not allect your statutory lights)

(Superior Software is a trading name of Superior Microcomputing Ltd.)

Dept. Tl, P.O. Box 6, Brigg, S.Humberside DN20 9NH. Tel: (0652) 658585
24 HOUR TELEPHONE

ANSWERING SERVICE FOR ORDERS


